Hart Garden Community - Communities' Survey
Please note all pencentages have been rounded to the nearest whole number
Question 1: Which of these themes are most important to you? Please rank them from 1 to 5, 1 being most important.
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Question 2: One of the principles of a garden community is a clear local identity with an attractive and vibrant centre and public spaces.
Which of the following do you think contributes the most to creating a community identity? Please pick your top three.
Answer Choices
Unique architectural character
Opportunities to meet and socialise with people
Local employment opportunities
Access to green space and nature
Access to good retail facilities
Access to good leisure, sport, health and wellbeing facilities
Wide variety of volunteering opportunities
Activities and facilities for children/young adults
Inclusive and supportive community
Access to good education and training
Opportunities for arts and culture
Good transport connectivity within the community and with other settlements
Other (please specify)
Answered
Skipped

Responses

Responses
95
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575
67
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8
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41
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899
298
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38%
39%

Other (please specify)
Good transport connectivity within the community and with other settlements
Opportunities for arts and culture
Access to good education and training
Inclusive and supportive community
Activities and facilities for children/young adults
Wide variety of volunteering opportunities

Responses

Access to good leisure, sport, health and wellbeing facilities
Access to good retail facilities
Access to green space and nature
Local employment opportunities
Opportunities to meet and socialise with people
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Other (please specify)
Large open spaces that are not built upon, and roads that are not saturated with traffic.
The garden community will do nothing to enhance Hart’s local identity, and it should be cancelled now. The best place for an attractive and vibrant centre with public spaces can best be achieved throught the regeneration
of Fleet town centre.
This development removes green space in active use.
I do not believe a garden community fulfils any of these criteria
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
This is pointless as it assumes one is interested in this development going ahead
None really, the huge impact on existing towns and villages is to merge them into a 'new town' whatever it is called.
The proposed development is not a "garden" at all, as it overruns fields and rural communities already in the area. These are vital to the wellbeing of existing and future communities. The railway and Motorway running
through the proposed site would mean residents would be subject to noise and pollution.
Active travel infrastructure to neighbouring towns and transport hubs. . Segregated cycling infrastructure is paramount
Fields are vital habitats
SHGV should only be studied once it had been shown to be the best development option.
Don’t build it, we live in villages, we don’t want urban sprawl.
The development is not wanted locally and other options need to be considered. Even the first question assumes the development is wanted without giving an option to object. I do not believe Hart residents want the
green areas built on.
No more houses in Hart
Fields for farming and woodlands, not houses.
I object to SHGC. The area proposed will never be a community as it is cut into sections by the M3 and the railway. SHGC was removed from the Local Plan as it is not required to meet local housing need. And should not
be studied until all other options have been considered.
Shapley Heath destroys the rural nature of the area, urban regeneration should be considered to protect the character and health of the area.
Hart already has a clear identity. It has an historic countryside and greenfields at it's heart which would be destroyed by the Shapely Heath development. DO NOT BUILD IT. Hart does need urban regeneration to make
Fleet in particular more attractive to live in and visit
The Hart community identity will be best served by retaining the existing rural nature of the area. This can be achieved by cancelling the Shapley Heath project now and giving active and urgent consideration to other
options such as urban regeneration.
We do not want this development
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
this is the first proper countryside one reaches on the trains departing from London. It is part of north Hampshire's rural heritage. Is MUST NOT be built on.
Hart community will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the rural nature of the area. Urban regeneration should be considered as an alternative.
We should be using empty office and retail space for home not green field sites. This is a disgrace
urban regeneration
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
Affordable housing
Not building it
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
Evidence that a new settlement of the proposed size is required has not been shown. Communities require natural space, building on greenfield space will destroy that natural space.
Shapely Heath should be cancelled as it will not serve any purpose in building a community and will destroy local wellbeing by removing much needed green space. There are many better alternatives such as Urban
regeneration or Brownfield sites rather than destroying beautiful natural habitat forever
Not being overrun by lots of houses
All homes should be built to the highest green environmental standards, they must have at least 1 EV charging point per house
No over use of existing shops etc.
I consider Shapely Heath development should be cancelled in order to preserve the existing rural character of the area and concentrate on the regeneration of Fleet which is badly needed.
h more important to serve
the area.
Preservation of our local countryside for the conservation, promote biodiversity and for open access and enjoyment of the people of Fleet
Don't think you should be pursuing this idea
Not removing green space

I don't want the garden community
The identity of the Hart community would be best served by retaining the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered.
Cancel this project and look at urban regeneration.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Leave the countryside as if is. Once you wreck it with a new estate we will never get the countryside back again. Redevelop existing areas.
pub
I am not completing this section as I am dead against the Shapley Heath development and I want my view to be registered. The building of 5,000 homes over 20 years would cause tremendous upheaval on existing local
communities such as Fleet and Odiham near where I live. Also Hart District Council would clearly not have the additional financial resources to build the schools and other facilities that would be necessary to support the
development.
This is not needed. We need to keep our green areas for the future
Good access to medical facilities
The best contribution would be from not building the new town.
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
No new homes
Good garden space to each property as Covid has shown it important
Wildlife
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
A council who will listen.NO to Shapley heath
Gardens and choice of houses that allow for family growth
I don’t agree at all with the SHGV
Independent, not overwhelming to surrounding villages
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath
We don't need a garden village which is why it isn't in the local plan!
Comprehensive school
No building of more houses
Shapley Heath is not the best way to create an identity for Hart. We should consider urban regeneration as a priority instead
Invest in the communities you already have first. You will fail your existing communities by focusing on the new shinny toy you seem fixated on. I also fail to understand how you can call this a garden community when
there will be no green left! What is important to me as a HART resident is the amazing choice we have, one which makes us unique.....the choice of a balance of urban and rural side by side.
avoidance of consuming the local countryside in developments
Hartley Wintney and surrounding villages have an identity and thriving community, there is absolutely no need for destroying these independent villages by creating 2000, 5000 or 10000 houses that will destroy the
individual identity, communities and centres that have existed for 100s of years
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Should concentrate on enhancing the existing local communities & leave this green space undeveloped
Hart has an identity as a rural district which would be destroyed if Shapley Heath is built
The Hart community will be destroyed by SHGV. This project is not required & not wanted. Surely HDC aren't blind to Climate Change & the need to protect our precious green space. Please take the responsibility for
the environment & regenerate Hart's crumbling urban spaces. Be radical & creative - not destructive.
An infrastructure which can cope with additional development including Medical, Sewers, Waste Disposal etc.
Developments that sit harmoniously with their neighbours without overwhelming them
Community identity can be achieved in multiple settings not just Garden Comunities. Why are you not comparing and contrasting several forms of new housing communities. This all smacks of predetermination. As for
the tag 'Garden' to this proposal, it has also been known as Winchfield New Town and Hartleywinchook, which more accurately describe it.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
the current sense of community would be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project in order to retain the existing rural nature of the area.
This area is already green space which is used by the communities of Odiham, Winchfield, Hartney Witney, Hook and Fleet and building on this green site will ruin their community and well being.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Hart community identity has resulted in this area being repeatedly choose as the best uk local in all aspects. To build on this scale is to loose all that Hart District has strived for.
Large 5k site not required.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
The Hart community will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.

WE DON'T NEED SHAPLEY HEATH. THIS IS A STUPID IDEA.
Protecting existing benefits of Hartley Wintney
Cash paid to CCH councillors
We do not need a huge development. The local plan met the need. Adding say 30,000 people to the district on green space will be a disastrous change. Fleet centre is in a serious decline and needs imaginative
investment to move it into 21st century urban living with mixed use incorporating more homes so that people can live in existing urban space close to attractive amenities
This development is not needed. Use brownfield sites
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
green space, fields, farm land
How does joining existing villages create a clear local identity for existing communities?
I don't approve of SHGC at all. It is much too close to Fleet and Hook to have a clear identity and will damage the identity of those towns
no more homes or humans polluting
Good medical facilities
The best option is protect green spaces and not develop new housing estates. A housing estate will not offer a improvement to what is existing in the area
We do not want this development. We wantgreenfields
green space between settlements
Does not add to congestion in neighbouring established villages
Our community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project, to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered.
The community identity will be better retained by retaining the rural nature of thearea. Cancel the Shapley Heath Project and concentrate on urban regeneration instaed
Clean air to breathe and lack of pollution caused by the thousands of inevitable additiinal cars that will be on the roads with such a huge development
No more houses!!! Stop destroying the natural habitat and homes of so many lovely animals!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Turning a rural environment into an urban theme park is environmental vandalism. This is not justified by any measure and is a vanity project by Hart DC!
Not destroying the look and feel of other villages locally
No to shapely heath
Green space with no houses at all
The garden community is not required. Your attention should be on redeveloping Fleet
Why are we jumping straight to a garden community being the 'answer'? The answer to what? What is the question exactly? Surely a community identity would be best served through actual research and public
consultation to seek proper evidence supporting the best development strategy.
The Hart community identity will be best served by the cancellation of the Shapley Heath project, thus retaining the essentially rural characteristics of Hart. Urban regeneration should be pursued as the most viable
alternative
We don’t want 5000/10000 houses
We do not need a garden community
A new settlement could be unique in a number of different ways - such as a) a village with no timber fences but hedges used (and retained) as boundaries between all homes b) planting of street trees, with different
species of trees being used to provide distinction between different areas c.) active public spaces - with the retail centre and a public plaza (with public facilities such as band stand, bubbling fountains for children to play
in, or form of open air theatre) being closely aligned to the village green, which is itself surrounded by the key facilities of schools, sports facilities, village hall and even the local pub, so there are common spaces that
bring all the community together (and ensuring the legacy arrangements are established correctly so people can feel ownership of their places) d.) walkable spaces, where walking and cycling is easier than driving around
the settlement with all key areas interconnected e.)
I don’t want a garden community
The best option would be to abandon this unnecessary intrusion into the Hart countryside
Sufficient doctors to support the local community
Local feel
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
Hart community will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath development.
This survey is a disgrace. It phrases everything to suit the answers it wants, not reflecting what people really feel about this abomination . This development is not recommended for here and should be binned now.
Protecting Wildlife - I disagree that the proposed new conurbation is more beneficial than the existing green belt that is seeks to destroy
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the are
Not destroying nature for housing
Do not build shapely Heath! You are ruining our community!!! We do not need 5000 more houses, less green wood space and poorer air quality!!

Not disturbing the natural environment
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Low building density
Community identity best served by cancelling SHGV project
I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE SHGV. IT IS NOT NEEDED. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR THIS IN FLEET. HART DISTRCIT COUCIL HAS PREVIOUSLY RECOGNISES THAT FLEET HAS FALLEN BEHIND IN RELATION
TO THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY. THIS DEVELOPMENT WOULD ONLY INCREASE TRAFFIC / TRAVEL WHICH IS HIGHLY CARBON INEFFICIENT. HDC SHOULD CONCENTRATE IN REGENERATING FLEET.
THE SHGV DAMAGES PROSPECTS FOR INVESTMENT IN FLEET.
The Hart community would benefit from attention to its heart, Fleet which HDC propose to neglect in favour of Shapely Heath. This project should be abandoned and urban renewal should be considered now.be
cancelled.
There won't be much 'community identity' in an infill linking existing long established communities
The Hart community is best served by leaving the green fields and cancelling all efforts to develop a Shapely Heath project and retain the natural rural nature of the environment as it stands now. Consider urban
regeneration as a better proposition and improve what already exists.
Keeping green fields and original villages intact no big developments
the existing rural nature of the area must be retained and therefore the Shapley Heath project should be cancelled . There are other options such as urban regeneration
This is a a completely biased survey. It comes from the basis that this development will happen - not should it happen. The Planning officer is against it, there is not the need for house - so why build it
Totally self contained and sustainable. Zero carbon footprint. carbon
Retain the character of the villages
Do not want one
please don't use a green field site
Why ruin already lovely communities by lining the pockets of housebuilding?
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
mm
None of these really contribute to a community. You can’t just build one it develops over time
The most important thing for wellbeing is NOT too many houses, we don't need another community, we have one already
natural habitats preserved instead of excessive housing
Keeping villages as villages and not joining them up into towns hence loosing there unique identitesre
Do not build this development, this would be the best way to preserve the local area
Big Green Open spaces without any buildings or ‘new town’ developments on them. We have a perfectly good garden as the land already is. So why spend my hard earned tax on something not needed. Pay for more
nurses and doctors and hospital beds please!!!!
During Lockdown we have become familiar with every footpath and field in the designated area. There is nothing about the proposed development that could possibly enhance the utility of these green spaces to the local
community.
Only having them where there is relevance - sort out Fleet first - centre is a mess
Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
None of these. The proposed developement would EXCLUDE some of these already available facilities.
No one wants this development to eat ALL the green space around us
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
10,000 new houses are unnecessary and will ruin Hart’s current identity
Clearly I am being forced to answer questions about a project I strongly object to
Your question 1 above is based on the premise that one accepts the notion of a garden community, "begging the question" is a logical fallacy which casts doubt on the whole design of this questionnaire and undermines
its usefulness to readers of whatever conclusions you reach.
This Garden community is not required wanted or desired, your survey is a sham
A district which reaches net zero or actual zero, which Hart won't do by building a village.
Rooted in the story of the area's history and heritage.
We do not need a new "garden community"
This survey should ask if there is agreement at all to building a new town. It is unnecessary and will destroy the entire area.
Being a zero carbon community that can work together on environmental issues

These and other questions do not attempt to ask whether such a large settlement is needed, wanted, or desirable. Or whether the so-called principles of a 'garden community' should over-ride other considerations, such
as the preservation of what is already there.
LEAVE OUR FIELDS ALONE. WE DON’T WANT A GARDEN VILLAGE. LISTEN TO THE LOCAL PEOPLE!!!
I already enjoy all these aspects of community and well-being in Hartley wintney your proposed development will adversely affect all of these things. This SHGV as removed from the Local Plan as it is unnecessary to
meet housing numbers.
Significantly improved major infrastructure (roads and schools particularly)
Don’t have a garden community
this is a bias question the idea is incorrect and should not be proceeded with
No apartment or multi-storey buildings, these create anti-social behaviour
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now."
Cancelling the Shapley Heath project to ensure the existing rural nature of the area would best serve the Hart community identity. Other options such as urban regeneration should be explored and considered now.
regeneration within existing communities
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Less buildings and more green spaces with fewer people
A community hub, such as a church that will bring people together who have a desire to build and serve their community.
A good community is served by those who lead it. Shapley Heath is not required and must be stopped. Other opportunities to manage housing numbers for the future should be explored outside this garden village concept
that will not meet the requirements of this district.
I do NOT agree to the proposed 'garden community', it is unnecessary and excessive. It will remove green fields and beautiful countryside making way for an oversized housing development.
Development in Winchfield is not appropriate and nothing can be done to mitigate the loss of open space
I do not consider SHGV is needed
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project. We need to retain our rural nature not distort it. There are other options such as urban regeneration that should be considered.
There's already a clear local identity - a green lung in the centre of Hart. The proposed area for Shapley Heath will undermine this identity and remove huge swathes of countryside entirely unnecessarily. Why does Hart
District Council assume that residents want a single conurbation encompassing Fleet, Hook, Hartley Wintney, Odiham and all of the surrounding villages?
Being geographically distinct, i.e. not creating a conurbation of HOOK and HW
Focus should be on regenerating existing areas and protecting our unique rural environment. We do not need the Shapley Heath development and it should be cancelled.
NOT BUILDING THIS VILLAGE FOR A START.
Perhaps before considering this project zHart should think about improving wellbeing in existing communities. SHGV damages prospects for investment in Fleet. Most of the neighbouring towns in the area (Camberley,
Farnham, Aldershot etc) have attracted major investment for regeneration (running to hundreds of millions of pounds for each town). Only Fleet has failed to attract major investment. We know from the two developers
who expressed interest in investing in RHA’s Hart Shopping Centre redevelopment scheme that they were put off by HDC’s obvious lack of interest in Fleet. HDC's SHGV project seems designed to put off investors and to
leave Fleet in decline.
Amenities to support additional residents eg hospitals schools etc which haven’t been provide during existing developments
I do not feel that any of the above are likely to contribute to a community identity. You are making me tick what I do not want to, by asking for three ticks.
The best way to protect the local area is to cancel the stupid idea of a new development. Urban regeneration is the most obvious solution not building on green land
Being able to breathe the air, upon which we can’t because of toxic emissions.
A council who will listen.NO to Shapley heath
Plenty of trees within the residential areas (in gardens and on pavements)
Money for council officials
There is no need for 5000 houses in this area which would overwhelm all the overstretched surrounding infrastructure
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
Stop the Shapley Heath project to retain the rural nature of the area
The same discussion with the same disagreement to it
Not building a development no one wants
We will lose our green space if you continue with this project. The village of Dogmersfield will be ruined by this development.
The shapley heath development is completely inappropriate. I do not support this development.
Not building a new town which will connect hook, Hartley wintney and fleet

No houses to be built
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
The garden community will do nothing to enhance Hart’s local identity, and it should be cancelled now. The best place for an attractive and vibrant centre with public spaces can best be achieved throught the regeneration
of Fleet town centre.
Green fields rather than over developed housing estates
No garden community
The local community identity is defined by the distinctive existing settlements within Hart. The proposed Shapley Heath garden community would compromise those identities by blurring the boundaries between them,
destroying a substantial part of the green space that contributes to the amenity of each of the existing communities and creating an ill-defined housing sprawl. The Shapley Heath project should be abandoned.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Please invest in Fleet itself and not build on precious farmland which I enjoy on a regular basis. This development is not needed
Not ruining what we have already this development is awful
The garden community will do nothing to enhance Hart’s local identity, and it should be cancelled now. The best place for an attractive and vibrant centre with public spaces can best be achieved throught the regeneration
of Fleet town centre.
This would entail many years of heavy construction and traffic through Dogmersfield - I adamantly oppose this new town. Not to mention the loss of prime countryside
The so called Shapley Heath Garden Community project should be cancelled. By doing that you will best serve the lovely area of Hart and retain its existing rural nature. A far better option is to consider urban
regeneration, particularly of Fleet Town Centre.
Access to green space and good leisure in the area will be best achieved by NOT allowing Shapley Heath Garden Community which will have a serious negative effect.
The Hart community would best be served by the cancellation of the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of our area. Other options such as urban regeneration and brownfield regeneration should be
considered first.
Not building a huge new town that will combine Winchfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Fleet into one massive sprawl.
Not being built on green field sites
I fear the community identity will be harmed if Shapley Heath is built at the scale proposed through the destruction of the countryside between Fleet, Hook and Hartley Wintney.
Health care facilities
Abandon the urbanisation project and revert to the existing villages
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered.
Not to be built at all
Cancel the project to project the rural nature of the area. Urban regeneration should be considered
Hart has an identity already - green, open land, canal, perceived as a desirable place to live, where established communities are the envy of many. The proposed development would sweep all this aside - developers are
interested only in profits which can be easily made without regard for existing patterns of life. The additional houses attract more people to an area which will destroy its character and way of life.
In 2019 SHG was removed from the local plan as it was considered unnecessary for extra homes. This still applies
Surely if one of the main principles of a garden community is green spaces and nature for everyone, isn't it contradicting this by building 5,000 new homes, new retail facilities, new transport links? By building on an
already green space your going against all your own principles???
There is already good access to green space and nature which 10,000 new homes will despoil and compromise. Hart should instead turn its attention to urban regeneration and revitalisation, particularly Ancells Farm
redundant offices where there is also a suitable area of land nearby for an additional SANG.neration
It is vital that rural environments are maintained and consideration should be given first to developing existing urban areas.
Green spaces
This project is not needed to contribute to housing demand in the area. We need to retain the rural nature of the area for the benefit of existing communities, not create a further concrete jungle. There is adequate
existing "brown field" land available to provide for housing demand. Abandon the Shapley Heath project and spend public money on more worthwhile projects.
Not having so many housing estates that there is no natural green space left
Sustaining the existing countryside with no building on green belt
We are not in favour of a large housing development on greenfield site.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options (such as urban regeneration) should be considered now.
keep hart rural, SHGC is not required so why are you prepared to destroy a rural setting which is so important to Hart residents for recreation? Focus on affordable housing on brownfield sites so that our young people
can afford to live here and regenerate the towns so that they want to live in Hart
Peace and quiet in a country setting.
Not in Winchfield
the protection of our glorious countryside

The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
I do not support the idea of a garden community in Hart at all. Your survey is not a consultation but a marketing initiative clumsily and irresponsibly trying to suggest that Shapley Heath is a fait accompli. Where is the
question asking whether we feel a garden community is needed at all???? Hart already has - in the Winchfield and Murrell Green area - access to green space and nature: your garden community claims to provide this
benefit as though it would be something new, but actually the benefit already exists and your garden community would destroy it!!! Yes, we want access to good retail facilities - but that's exactly what you should be
providing in Fleet, rather than letting it die from the centre like a rotten apple.
Not building over green fields and rural lanes.
Ancient woodland
I cannot see how creating a town, which will subsume a lot of very nice villages into one large urban centre has anything to do with Community or Wellbeing. Your approach is completely irrational. I have yet to see any
real justification that there is a need for SHGV (to call it a garden village seems to be a joke in poor taste).
Natural, wild and rural spaces. The area planned for development should be left as a rural space and not developed. Local people enjoy it as it is.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
This is completely positive question on a development we don't want
Preservation of nature by NOT BUILDING
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now
There is little need for a garden village. What this area enjoys is wide areas of green belt. A large housing development would kill the community spirit of this area and increase traffic, pollution and volume in an area that
is already stressed.
Not developing every green space possible
our rural identity
Not to Shapley Heath
Ensuring no destruction of ancient woodland, hedgerows and not building on the hart and whitewater floodplains
Not using up all the available space that there currently is. There is no need to build 5000 homes
SHGV is not required. In February 2020 the Planning Inspector recommended that a new community (then called Winchfield New Town) should be removed from the Local Plan. The best way to foster community
identity within Hart is to cancel the SHGV project and consider other options for housing need beyond the current Local Plan, eg urban regeneration, which would benefit Fleet enormously.
We are best served by cancelling the Shapley Heat project to retain the current rural nature of the area. Regenerating our urban area should be thought of.
Hart already has a clear local identity which will be threatened by the building of SHGV.
This development would severely reduce the green space between Fleet Winchfield Hartley Wintney and Hook
Unspoilt countryside free from development
I do not agree with SHGV
I believe SHGV should be cancelled the local area does not require a town of this scale. Hart have consistently built above government dpa. Cancel this vanity project
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
The Hart Community will be best served by cancelling this project which is being pursued in defiance of the Planning Inspector’s determination and will destroy the rural nature of Hart
The need for a new large scale development is not established (and is not in the Local Plan); retaining the green areas within Hart and preserving the gaps between settlements , combined with much-needed urban
regeneration in Fleet and Yateley would seem to be the best way of developing and enhancing the community identities within Hart.
Woodland and countryside
I do not support Shapely Heath as it destroys green space, is not utilising brownfield sites, was removed from the local plan by the Government Inspector as not being required and doubtful to deliver. Plus, it is not
currently required for housing numbers and will bake in additional housing numbers for the future if started before absolutely required
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Green space and nature is what is there currently and to keep access to it, ther best way would beto build more densely in already populated areas like is being done in Hook already, and should be done in Fleet as well
Low impact on adjacent communities and Winchfield station
I would prefer not to see any building in the countryside until urban regeneration has been exhausted, but you aren't even trying any
Cancel the project to retain the existing rural nature of the area and urban regeneration should be considered instead.
Retaining the countryside spaces and urban regeneration is far more important and should be considered before projects such as Shapley Heath
Garden community not necessary to meet housing numbers
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.

The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
The overall well-being of the Parish is best served by not proceeding with the development in such an important area of natural green space
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now."
Don't build this development at all - not required!
Not building on green sites
Shapley Heath should not be built. We need to protect the rural nature of the area. Urban regeneration should be under consideration
I suggest that the suggested Shapley Heath development is not built to retain our rural identity. Urban and brown field sites should be used instead!
We do not want Shapley Heath and this survey is biased. A new town is to be avoided.
These questions do not address the real isdue
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now."
The key is to support urban regeneration where we have several centres that would benefit our communities materially if they were thoughtfully planned and regenerated. This would be more inline with local views and
that of the inspectors when this plan was initially rejected.
This survey is a waste of public money
none of the above, we don't want Shapley Heath !!!
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration and redeveloping brownfield sights should
be considered now
This development will destroy the existing communities of Winchfield, Hartley Wintney, Dogmersfield, Hook and Fleet
The Hart Community identity should be supported by regenerating Fleet town centre to attract shoppers, not by building on the surrounding green fields and woodland.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
A church
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
No unnecessary houses! Just don't build them!
ZeroCarbon
Green space and maintaining the beautiful environment - we don’t need this development, pleas stop
I do not agree with the scale of this development. It will be a massive urban sprawl and will link up with fleet. It won’t be like living in a village but rather a massive housing estate on the outskirts of fleet.
Too,any houses have been built here in the last 10 years. No more!
Villages that retain their character and separateness, and where the intervening land is not overbuilt with massive housing estates
Keeping the rural feel of the area
basic shops, schools and doctors surgery should be within easy walking distance
Vital that there is a main local town. Regenerate Fleet first
Easy, close access to medical GP provision
Not to ruin the surrounding countryside and villages. Keep housing in designated areas so not to ruin the countryside
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Having geographically distinct communities each surrounded by open, working countryside and not living in a sprawling conurbation of directly adjacent built-up areas
What6 i think is irrelevant - (i) I'm not going to live there (ii) I am fortunate enough that I have what I need (iii) at the end of the day a good community of any kind needs all of these (iv) I would rather not have a town on
my doorstep.
Doctor and dentist. Where is the infrastructure?
Maintenance and preservation of existing green space
Creating a community identity needs to focus on addressing FIRSTLY on the poor state of Hart town centres. Fleet is very run down with empty shops, Hook is a 1970s parade of shops with no heart to it, Yateley spread
out. The only village with a community heartbeat vibrant with high street and community houses is Hartley Wintney. And this massive development proposal sprawling through Winchfield will destroy that. This Shapley
heath project should be cancelled for a wider more open research for solutions. Urban regeneration is needed. As is being done with the Hook business parks no longer used by companies. Being converted to
apartments and retirement housing. Brownfield re-use.
Developing Shapley Heath will reduce access to green space and nature as it will mean building thousands of houses plus shops and roads. It should not be developed
Why are concreting over green land?
Schools
Not to adversely impact and overload exiting nearby villages
Needs to be self sufficient in leisure, health and education, not good access so as not to overwhelm existing services.

Not over building on beautiful countryside - shapely green this should NOT be done
I think building a large development within a greenbelt is totally inappropriate. I moved to this area to be in a village and near to green belt land.
Natural surroundings. This proposal will destroy the current environment and create more concrete and an artificial environment. Brown field sites and proper urban regeneration must be considered as a priority.
Community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered. The planning inspect was
opposed to development at Shapley Heath/Winchfield "
This proposal is based upon pique by a CLLR who had his plans rejected as unsound by the Inspector J Manning. The proposal is therefore flawed and must be binned.J Manning plans rehected
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
It is totally out of order to even think about building in this beautiful area, the surrounding villages and towns will suffer greatly from this , should it go ahead.
Environmentally friendly
I don’t agree with Shapley Heath
This development is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Access to footpath and bridleway network
Countryside
Transport links
Proposed settlement is completely unnecessary and counsellors should focus their attention on Brownfield development.
1) Generations of families can afford to live in the community they grew up i: 2)Sense of pride in a place
Not building on green fields build on brown field sites. You have built hundreds of homes in Hart. Surely another massive development in between 4 happy settlements should not go ahead.
All of above available now without new community considered
none of the above. I don't want more development in the area. There is no infrastructure to support it, whatever PR babble you are giving.
This an important green space at the heart of Hart. This project, not in the Local Plan, should be scrapped and the distinctive nature of our villages saved from this monstrosity.
There is no need for a garden community. The inspector has thrown it out with the words; I cannot see that it’s necessary nor that it will be viable. Why are you still pursuing this? It is a waste of public money that could be
more usefully spend on renovating Fleet town centre.
This garden villiage is NOT required. The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should
be considered now
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
Not destroying the countryside surrounding existing communities
There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area. Winchfield area is a vital green space and provides an important leisure amenity for those that live in Winchfield.
SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that SHGV could not be reintroduced into the Local Plan until it had been shown (with proper evidence
and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not been done so SHGV is premature.
To retain the existing countryside
The community of Hart does NOT want to see the rural parts of the district destroyed in order to facilitate the CCH/LibDem vanity project of Shapley Heath. The community identity will be best served by cancelling these
plans forthwith.
Leaving our green spaces alone and building on brown sites!!
The Hart community will be destroyed by SHGV. This vanity project has no validity & is not required. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - the community's environment must be protected.
Urban regeneration should be implemented and these rural areas maintained between existing conurbations
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration should be considered now.
You're seeking to connect three major settlements by building this "garden village". Your plans are at best poorly considered and at worst negligent and detrimental to current local communities
Leaving the green spaces as they are, we do not need more new houses. We need trees and habitats left alone

Question 3: Does Hart have a unique identity? If yes, what are some of its features that should be reflected in a new community?
Answered
Skipped

762
435

Responses
Yes - its mixture of rural, semi-rural and urban areas which form distinct communities.
The proposed new community which would create a conurbation covering most of the District is incompatible with retaining Hart's unique identity.
I am not in favour of the siting of substantial development (however it is dressed up) where proposed - or indeed anywhere else in Hart.
Hart is made up of several towns & villages, each with a distinct character but all with a good community spirit.
Lots of open spaces & no heavy industry nor (currently) overloading of residential accommodation.
One that means this development should not be built. The local infrastructure is not sufficient
Yes - and it will be degraded if a new housing estate is built. Each village/town (hook/fleet/Hartley Whitney/Winch field/Odiham) has a unique character and this will comprise it.
Yes, Hart's identity comes from a variety of villages, larger towns, farms, open spaces and woodland. The open spaces provide places to unwind. But any large development would threaten to destroy the characteristics of
Hart's identity.
Lots of Green open spaces and rural areas that are not blighted by excessive traffic.
Sustainable transport links - definitely need traffic free cycle lanes
Hart is a haven of green space between Fleet, Hook and Basingstoke. It should NOT be built on
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes, too many new houses and a dead town centre.
It has lots of green space, but this will be destroyed if this “garden village” goes ahead.
The only thing I can think of which comes even close to providing a 'common' or 'unifying' identity is the Basingstoke Canal. I think extending the 'water' theme might be worth considering (think for example Bourton-on-thewater, but also ornamental lakes and fountains).
Nature, health
Not that I know of - have lived here for over 20 years. It’s like many communities across England
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix or urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project altogether. This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses
that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses, or 10,000 houses. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles
into just five, not giving enough emphasis to well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value
Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
No
Hart is close to the country with wide open spaces. This is part of the reason people live here. They don’t want to see another “community”. They would like money put into developing already established communities that
need new road surfaces and maintenance

No
Run by incompetent councillors.
Rich councillors and developer friends
We don’t need a garden village of that magnitude despoiling the countryside. It will join Fleet Hartley Wintney and Hook up and is an abomination. We don’t need more houses in this area and the planning inspector has
already turned the proposal down. The A 30 cannot cope with the traffic now. Whoever thought this one up needs shooting.
Yes, one where the unique villages and towns are respected, not an attempt to merge them all into one by building on green belt land
yes. it is semi -rural and you should be fighting to keep it that way. regeneration of the urban town centres should be your main focus to provide affordable housing, care facilities and amenities for the existing population.
dont provide housing for another influx of people who push up the house prices, dont contribute much to the community, stay for five years then move. stand up to the developers for once and leave Hart's unique rural
villages alone. let the villages provide small areas of housing in a proportional manner so that they can keep a balanced population living there and welcome other Hart residents to enjoy the rural peace which is on their
doorstep. do what your residents want - sort out the town centres, get proper housing available for younger people (not stupid boxes in ex office blocks) at prices they can afford, encourage employment so that there are
jobs, provide proper social care for our seniors. Why is Hart repeatedly voted such a good place to live? - because it offers a balance of rural and urban life with good connections to bigger cities. Why are you prepared to
ruin that for a development which is not required to meet your housing numbers?
yes, it's a rural area with lots of green spaces. WE DON'T NEED SHAPLEY HEATH. NO, NO, NO. WHY DON'T YOU LISTEN TO WHAT PEOPLE WANT?
How we are reducing our impact on the environment
It does, and it’s all about our rural wide life that we live here to enjoy and support. I have just paid a lot of money for my house to live here as has everyone else and now you want to build a concrete jungle at the end of
my garden! Stop this no one wants it unless it’s lining there pockets but there is other less nature damaging land available!
Yes, but nothing I would want to reflect in a new community
Green space and ability to walk to key amenities are crucial
Yes Hart has distinctive towns like Fleet Hook and H/W which are surrounded by real countryside, giving Hart its rural nature
It did when I moved here but it is losing that charm and community now due to incessant building of new houses and disrespectful behaviour of youths damaging community spaces
No more stupid development to the detriment of the natural wotld
Lots of accessible open space, lots of open countryside.
Hart has a unique identity which should be preserved. As your map shows this identity would be destroyed by obliterating Winchfield and joining all surrounding areas together thereby destroying the main attraction of
Hart. The best way of preserving its identity is to abandon the project altogether.
I do not endorse this project in any way whether it is 2000 or 10000 houses.
High quality of life
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes. It has a rural / semi-rural identity which will be adversely affected by this proposed development. A new community will destroy these features by creating an urban sprawl connecting existing settlements.
No
No - the local villages have local identities and this will be completely spoilt by this project that has already been rejected and is opposed by a huge majority of people who live with in it
Hart has a garden village identity which will be completely swallowed up and lost by building a new community. It’s not wanted or needed
Hart does have a unique identity which would be ruined. The existing villages would completely lose their identity.

I would say that Hart has a collection of separate identities, based around the various settlements. For instance, Yateley's identity is different to that of Fleet. Rather than try to fit into an existing 'identity', I think the new
community should evolve its own distinct identity, to complement those of its neighbouring settlements.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Open spaces, trees alongside roads, benches and carvings
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Access to healthy life, large homes and easy access to major towns and cities.
Hart is one of the top places to live in the UK due to its surrounding countryside around settlements, low density housing and small population
Yes - green spaces between established towns and villages providing them with 'lungs'.
That there should be distinct space between the villages, NOT constant infill joining them together through the back door. The government said this development was not required, why is it even being considered
Hart doesn't need a new community it has several already and enough is enough
No, I have most of my experience is from Fleet which has become homogenised by chain shops
Fields
Nope.
Hart has nice, scattered rural, semi rural communities that have their own long held identity but will coalesce with this development so by default breaking long established communities surrounding site. If Council
assumes it can create communities it mistaken.
No
I don't think Hart has a 'unique' identity. It does have an identity as a nice place to live, good schools, good public transport but only to the main areas, but expensive housing.
It’s history and green spaces
No
Beautiful countryside surrounds the poss location.Heritage strengths includes the canal, many historical propertie,WW2 history.
No
The new community does not meet any uniqueness and would spoil the local greenness
jjj
Caters for all stages of life
No; but it is supposed to be a rural district and you are removing that aspect with a huge development that joins up urban elements

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Friendliness
Not particularly
Our rural identity is being bulldozed away along with our historical heritage.
Hart has a mixture of Housing and Rurality. Unfortunately, vandal councillors insist on ruining the rurality by virture of pique by having this proposal rejected by the Planning Inspector as unsound. Why are Hart's elected
Cllrs unsound in their knee-jerk thinking. Just get on with the approved local district plan and stop messing about.
Wildlife
Hart does not have a unique identity as so much of it looks the same and areas are being joined together by infill housing
Being made up of Small villages, not big towns. The countryside and feeling rural is so important living in Hart
Village character not modern busy town
Yes there is a unique identity to Hart, its well known and comes from the unique mix of semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. A new town in the heart of Hart
would create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield, and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best
way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project completely.
Blandness due to the ever increasing number of vast housing estates of similar houses and the attendant pressures roads etc
I believe that Hart does have a unique identity that is derived from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. The new development map shows a
new town in the Heart of Hart that potentially creates a single conurbation joining Fleet, Crookham, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook, and Odiham and essentially obliterating Winchifield as it exists today. IMHO this
would destroy a great deal of the attraction of Hart.
beautiful country side
SSSI's
Hart has a unique identity derived from a mix of distinct urban, rural & semi-rural communities. As your own map shows, the development of Shapley Heath would create a massive new town of 10,000+ houses (which is
not a “garden village), virtually merging Fleet & Church Crookham with Hook, Odiham & Hartley Wintney while obliterating the small villages of Dogmersfield & Winchfield.
This sham of a garden village should not happen. The current character of Winchfield, Dogmersfied and their lovely green spaces need to be preserved you bunch of twits!!
Not unique
Yes it does! The country side which you are planning to pave over until it is all gone!
Not sure
Yes. Fleet has been supportive of everyone and has had excellent schools.
yes it does and it is represented by the discreet nature of the existing villages, which will be destroyed if this idea goes forward
The identity of Hart is a unique one which derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together. Areas such has Hook have already expanded significantly over the past few years and all this development will do is destroy any sense of community in
these places.
Hartley Wintney VILLAGE has a unique identity which would be swamped and obliterated by this enormous community
I have grown up in Fleet and it has too many houses now. The roads are too busy and the schools are full. There is no infrastructure for further developments.

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity, in its well-balanced mixture of rural, semi-rural and urban areas. The proposed development would destroy this balance, obliterating the separate identities of Winchfield, Fleet,
Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham. The only way to avoid this would be to abandon the entire project. This survey is tendentious in assuming the project iwill proceed. I have responded
to the multiple choice questions, because doing so has beenn the only way to complete this flawed questionnaire. My responses do not imply that I support the project at all, regaredless of how many houses it envisages.
green rural space, beautiful landscape need to be retained for all to enjoy
Yes, surrounded by lovely countryside offering walks and cycling on country lanes and across fields.
Green space
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derived from its mix of urban, semi rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield & joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project.
The whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please DO NOT infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any shape or form. I DO NOT BELIEVE IT SHOULD GO AHEAD AT ALL, whether
it is 2000 houses, 5000 houses or 10000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to well designed places; strong vision and local engagement; healthy places and legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by the Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125k per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Hart does have a unique identity, please don't destroy it by this needless vandalism.
Hart is green, leafy, mostly spacious, but its main urban towns/villages are commuter towns and growth in the past has been commuter led.
A new community like SHGV is not independently sustainable.
We have yet to find out whether demand will return post-pandemic but doubt that SGHV will be self-supporting in terms of employment generated within itself.
Not enough is known about the impact of the development on this unique identity.
What guarantees are there that the principles set out in Q.2 will actually be delivered. Will the proposal be economically viable? What will be the impact on Winchfield and existing surrounding communities?
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements.
Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet?
Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
not sure
Yes but SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Yes, Hart is rightly an extremely popular area to live with one significant town (Fleet which is in serious need of regeneration), several small, historic towns/villages, and lots of rural areas between these places. Shapley
Heath Garden Community will effectively join Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham to Fleet, creating one very large undesirable conurbation.
My opinion is that the plan to create Shapley Heath Garden Community should be cancelled.
Full of snobs
Rural open green fields
open green spaces
Don't build this as it will ruin the area.
Small friendly community. Quiet. Low traffic.
Countryside
Stop wasting tax payers money. No development!
Yes. Wonderful green countryside. Building all these houses that even central government says we don't need will ruin it. DON'T BUILD them!!!
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham would become a single urban sprawl town.
This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. There are many alternatives available to reach our housing targets.
Rural feel but compact separate communities with well developed links

Yes it does. Its unique identity is reflected in its mix of rural, semi rural and urban areas which are spread across the landscape of the area. These are all unique, separate and very distinct communities. As shown in your
map the plan would create a new conurbation, obliterating Winchfield, and combining Fleet, Crookham village, Dogmersfield, Hook, Hartley Wintney and Odiham into a single conurbation, which would destroy the main
attraction of Hart. The best way to preserve that identity is to abandon the project altogether.
This whole survey predisposes that this project is going ahead, despite your assurances to the contrary.. please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way, shape or form. I do not think it
should go ahead at all.
In addition you have decided to reduce the 10 government principles to only five, not giving enough emphasis to Well designed places, Strong vision and local engagement. Healthy places and legacy and Stewardship
arrangements. What happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough money to fund the required
infrastructure.
Green space and wslks
There should not be a new community
Yes, countryside not urban sprawl
Hart’s identity is that it’s the green heart of this district, concreting over beautiful countryside is not going to make this a more attractive place to live.
Green spaces, don’t allow overdevelopment
No
Green spaces, great local opportunity & local business sponsorship
Hart has beautiful countryside and characterful villages that if merged together will ruin this unique identity
Too many new houses being built infrastructure can’t cope, no more!
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes it does. It is unique and stems from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas spread across the landscapes as separate unique distinct communities. Your plan will create a single conurbation obliterating
Winchfield and joining other village together. This destroys the unique identity and so your project should be abandon in totallity.
This survey is assuming that the project is going ahead. Do not infer from any of my answers that I endorse this project in any form or number of dwellings.
Just make it a really nice, attractive place to live with a soul, community, independent shops, not just with big chain shops
It’s identity is the green spaces between small, old, villages! Fitting another massive settlement between hook. Hartley, Winchfield and fleet does not keep Harts identity. It looses all its unique identity.
Not in the slightest! It looks like all other towns in the south, ie older housing surrounded by mass new build developments that look the same all over the country. On top of that, Hart also shares with these other places
the lack of new infrastructure to cope with the new homes, from roads to schools to surgeries
Unique as in lots of open spaces we do NOT need more houses here. You will spoil the trees, the landscape and open fields. Take you ideas and get rid, we do Not want anything on that scale built here.
Hart is fine. Leave it as it is.
Yes it does but slowly disappearing, too many houses being built on green belt and too many trees being chopped down, traffic is getting worse. There’s too many people too many houses and no infrastructure. We’re
taking too much away from nature. It would be good to only build if we need housing for local people rather than keep building simply to meet targets set by central government. The south of England is loosing its identity
green spaces and heritage.
Surrounded by beautiful open countryside with wide separation between towns and villages supporting wildlife and the environment
There does not need to be a new community, the established settlements with Hart benefit from being self-contained but there is considerable pressure already on transport (road/rail)and further development will only
exacerbate this. The area has negative unemployment and so job creation is irrelevant. The council are wasting taxpayers money (and time) even exploring this option.
Community spirit
Balance of urban and rural environments. A safe, pleasant and enjoyable place to live and work.

Yes, Hart's identity is contained in the combination of urban settlements, distinct villages and natural countryside which includes a variety of landscapes. The Shapley Heath proposal will destroy this, and will in effect
create a continuous urban area which would obliterate the separate identities of Dogmersfield, Winchfield and will join Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Odiham and Crookham Village. This survey is designed on the premise that
Shapley Heath is a sound proposal, which it demonstrably is not.
No
Green spaces. Not built up
don't know
Do not build these houses the local infrastructure cannot cope
community
Villages
Hart doesn’t have a unique identity but the individual villages and hamlets do, we don’t need a new community we have one already and Hart should cancel spending any more money on this ridiculous endeavour to build
on greenfield land.
Hart DOES have a unique identity. This will be smothered.
A small town, with the correct amount of residents.
Yes Hart does have a unique identity. It is based on its mix of villages, towns and historic open countryside with a Norman Church in Winchfield, ancient woodland and Sites of Sprecial Scientific interest. all of which would
be destroyed or severely negatively impacted by Shapeley Heath. Buiding it would create one conurbation joining Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield and Hook and completely destroy Winchfield. DO
NOT BUILD IT.
Yes. Hart has a unique identity. It’s always been a mixture of towns and villages interspersed with rural areas including woodland, heathland and farmland, some of which are home to rare and endangered species of
plant and animal life and are areas of special scientific interest. Our communities each have their own distinct features. Shapley Heath would destroy what makes Hart so attractive in the first place by effectively joining
Fleet, Crookham Village and Dogmersfield to Winchfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham into one huge urban sprawl. The only way to preserve Hart’s identity would be to stop the Shapley Heath development all
together. I consider this survey biased in favour of the development and wish to register my absolute objection to the Shapley Heath development, whether it is 1000, 5000 or 10,000 homes. The Hart area, especially
around Fleet and Crookham Village has taken more than its fair share of bolt-on estate development in recent years and despite assurances from developers, has not received the infrastructure to support such
developments. Any further development will completely destroy what makes Hart a nice place to live.
Safety and security. Excellent schools and further education. A sense of responsibility. Easy passage to bigger towns including London. Generally we respect each other. We seem to have a good balance of cultural
mix.
Yes as it is a mixture of urban and rural to create a new development of any size would undermine this present structure
It has a strong community and I am concerned it will lose it's identity and just be part of a huge urban sprawl
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Few buildings, lots of green space, located on the otherside of Fleet (i.e. towards Minley, Yateley or Upper Hale) in order to preserve the rural identity of Hart.
Village feel should be extended unlike how Elvetham Heath has turned out.
This should be cancelled and I do not endorse this project in any way shape or form
Yes Hart does have a unique identity. It has such a wonderful mix of rural and semi rural areas. Shapley would join all the surrounding areas together and obliterate the u iqueness of our wonderful community.
No

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in Winchfield/Murrell Green would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney and Hook. This would destroy the main
attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project altogether.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all. You have dumbed
down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has
happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet?
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Close juxtaposition and interconnection between habitation and rural open space.
Yes, it's countryside
This new community should not be built. It would completely destroy the area. Part of the area's charm and identity is that has access to unspoilt beautiful countryside to the West. Building 5,000 houses would be bringing
to life a monstrous Watership Down nightmare into reality.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project altogether.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Hart special features will be seriously harmed through a new town
I don't think Hart has a unique identity but is very desirable because of it's easy access to London, the south coast and open countryside.
with the best quality of life in the country
No
Hart is mostly a rural area therefore as much green space should be kept as possible in this development
Green open spaces, historic character buildings, clean streams and beautiful open views.
No
Maintaining the green spaces that separate Hartley Wintney, Hook, Odiham and Fleet is essential to preserving our unique identity and regenerating Fleet Town should be a priority

Please note that I do not see the point of this proposed new community- despite the fact Hart does have ( as does everywhere ) a unique community. Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity
derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single
conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that
identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Access to the countryside and green leafy spaces is pretty key to living in Hart. Any new garden community should prioritize the availability of these to new and existing residents.
Yes, beautiful green spaces that you are proposing to destroy
None. I don't want more green land to be built on.
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Open space, trees, excellent schools, strong communities
No, it does not. More needs to be done to connect the villages and towns of Hart. A new community needs a vibrant centre.
It used to. It is now becoming an urban sprawl with all the individual communities merging due to the fast rate of new building. Features should be good transport links (both walking/cycling & roads) without increasing
traffic flow on existing roads
Open and green spaces with trees/woodland, with footpaths and cycle lanes
It's identity is of green open countyside with small villages and hamlets outside of the main town Fleet.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
It used to be voted one of the happiest places to live in the UK. This project will destroy that.
Not really
No
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Green space, connectivity, low crime, high employment
easy access to and continuing to have so many open spaces to enjoy for leisure and relaxation. availability to health centres, advice, library and grocery shopping .

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
no
Yes, hart is a lovely area. It has beautiful country side and amazing biodiversity. This new community if it is made up of 10,000 homes will completely change the area. It could destroy the biodiversity of the area. I am in
favour of a smaller development that will actually be a proper village separate from fleet. I am not sure winchfield is the place for it as due to its proximity to fleet could just get absorbed into it, becoming a huge soulless
town with no character.
Daft question. I’m afraid I do not support this proposed community. Far too big and in the wrong place. Who thought it would be a good idea to plonk a giant new development in a quiet rural area. Total insanity.
community, safe family homes with space between them. Gardens, and a range of people living together.
No changes please
Keeping its green spaces
Lots of open space, nothing really unique.
No - it is too polarised between the urban and country areas. I think the new community should try and break this down with mixed urban and green space
No
Please use the conurbations in existence to rejuvenate and develop and avoid new plans on ancient agricultural land. This is plan lacks merit, use what you have around Fleet itself and improve Fleet town. The sports
centre should not be having building issues so soon after opening. Recycle and reuse and don’t spoil the countryside please.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
This project should NOT go ahead FULL STOP . Only hart councillors want this - HW is already a Community and THIS Misleading marketing must stop .
I do not think Hart needs a new community. Hart needs to hold on to the individual nature of each village and town and not have them merged nor lose more green space
Yes, by remaining currently rural with easy access to the countryside from the towns and villages in north east Hampshire. How much further will the residents in Hart have to drive to get access to similar countryside if
Shapley Heath is built?
More green space than houses.
YES, but a new community would damage it.
Current identity meets needs. Reuse brownfield sites and upgrade existing Fleet facilities. Shapley Green is not needed

Yes, Hart has an identity as a rural district interspersed with mainly small and unique communities. Building Shapley Heath would lead to the coalescence of Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook, Odiham and Dogmersfield in the
middle of the district, thus destroying Hart's unique attraction, so please do not build SHGC.
Yes, but we don't make the most of it. Community spaces along the canal, pop up cafes, eating areas. Preserving period buildings.
It should have space between pieces of development, allowing all residents to experience countryside, farmland and freedom from traffic, people and buildings. Don’t crowd the place with bricks and mortar, it is essentially
a rural environment.
There should be no new community
No unique identity
A welcoming inclusive community that supports a diverse range of housing needs and amenities for a broad range of residents
Yes, a sense of small community with its heritage close to its heart. Village spirit not town mentality
Hart has a more rural feeling than surrounding towns which is part of what drew us to live in the area.
no
Farming, heathland, and the military
Hart is fortunate to be surrounded by acres of beautiful green spaces, forest and natures reserves. This is why people love to live here. WE DO NOT WANT THEM BUILT ON. WHY HAVE YOU NOT TAKEN THE
ADVICE OF THE PLANNING INSPECTOR? WHY HAVE YOU BUILT/DO YOU CONTINUE TO BUILD MORE HOUSING THAN OUR ALLOCATION?
Lots of beautiful green spaces, and a good mixture of small villages, large villages and large and small towns
Lots of green space around any new settlement
Hart as such does not. But villages such as Hartley Wintney do - because of the spread of facilities and green spaces and activity opportunities there.
Yes, it is regularly ranked as one of the best areas in the country but this development will change that and ruin it
Hart DID have a unique identity but there are far too many new developments on green spaces with no thought for the infrastructure now!! Hart used to be a collection of small pretty villages now it is getting to look like a
suburb of London. We don’t need a new community we just need better infrastructure for the old communities. Homes that local people REALLY can afford
None as the identity of Hart as 1 town with rural surroundingvillages would be destroyed by this proposal
Hart has lots of green space, this should be reflected by allowing houses to have larger plots with a good size garden, not cram all the houses into one tiny corner and leave the rest as open greenspace. Residents will be
happier with larger gardens as private outdoor space
No it doesn’t and Shapley Heath won’t improve that, it will make it worse.
Green spaces, a nice place to live which has got enough houses anyway
Have all possible locations been adequately investigated for a new village?
Hart is unique, in that it has a good mix of urban, rural, and semi-rural areas.
Joining the towns and villages together - as your map plainly shows - would simply destroy the area.
The overwhelming indication is that this is going to go ahead and therefore damage the identity of our area, so I would like to see this stopped before the project has any chance of doing this. I cannot endorse this 'project'
in any way (whether it be 1,000, 2,000, 5,000 or 10,000 houses). It would appear that you are assuming that the government's principles do not apply.
In building this you would be alienating the 'indigenous' population rather than investing in them with the urban regeneration that this area needs.
Hart's unique identity for me is being green and having beautiful
Historic, individual villages separated by green spaces.
Lots of green space, villages with local identity, agriculture, footpaths, quiet, rural
The semi rural nature of Hart is what makes it a grea t place to live Shapley Heath will ruin this on every facet of life, overcrowding, vehicle traffic, environment, emissions, local emenitites. Better small local add-ons fought over long and hard, than simply capitulating and concreting over everything left between Fleet, hook and Hartley Wintney - not to mention obliterating Winchfield. It is not needed in this plan, will contribute to inflate
housin gnumbers going forwards and should NEVER be a contributor to the council going into deficit. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley
heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
No
Hart is an award winning district, we already have all these nice things that this proposal is suggesting. What will actually happen by building this village in hart is that you over occupy the area thus ruining the overall
appeal of hart. Yes you may create a small area that’s nice but actually you are destroying the larger area. This needs to thought of holistically not as an isolated build
Yes it does. A dead and dying Fleet town centre shunned by local residents. Forget a new community, it is totally unnecessary. Concentrate on refurbishment, revitalisation and conservation of the precious rural green
spaces. Developers should look elsewhere and be forced to build-out existing land banks.
No, the district is an ugly mishmash of awful buildings and transport.
No

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure
Every Borough has a unique identity. Community is what matters.
Rural villages and countryside
yes it does - the identity is one of having a countryside feel but only an hour from London. It is next door to the Aldershot/Camberley/Farnborough conurbation, but is very different. People live here because they are
surrounded by green space - i.e. countryside. If Shapley Heath is built we will be no better off than Surbiton.
Yes, it most certainly does; a green and pleasant land which has been a very pleasant place to live. Hart's towns & villages are mainly commuter towns & growth has been commuter led. It is far too early to understand
whether, post-pandemic, that demand will return, but it is doubtful that SHGV will be self-supporting in terms of employment generated within itself. What guarantees are there that the principles set out in Q.2 will be
delivered? Will the proposals be economically viable? What will the impact be on Winchfield & surrounding communities?
The whole survey pre-supposes this project will go ahead. Please do NOT infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project. I do NOT believe it should go ahead.
No it’s basically soulless
No
Pathways alongside waterways
Abandon this project. It will destroy this district. Towns, villages and hamlets will merge into one urban sprawl. We are free to move around the urban, semi urban and rural areas in our work and recreational pursuits. At
present I can drive to Hook for work and keep a horse at livery. That is A Unique Identity. SHGC means for me a traffic jam for work and nowhere to ride.
No
The canal, Fleet Pond and local countryside give Hart an identity of having both urban convenience and rural idle. Fleet high street seems pretty soulless so it shouldn’t be hard to improve upon it! If we have a USP it may
be reflected by the Hart logo and so we should make the countryside very accessible, with informative rangers, trails to follow, history boards etc
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
It is very diverse with a wide ranging demographic. People are used to transport infrastructure but also want green areas. Facilities for both young and old.
Green Spaces and Outdoor leisure
Green spaces. Interesting history.
No We need a better town centre in the local area
Semi rural villages with good green space separation, retaining classic English village feel which would be destroyed by Shapely Heath which would join Fleet, Winchfield, Hook and Hartley Wintney into a single
conurbation and proliferate urban sprawl needlessly.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. This derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a new town in the heart of
Hart would effectively create a single huge conurbation linking Fleet, Crookham, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would completely destroy the unique nature of our area and great an
enormous urban sprawl that is not needed or wanted by existing residents.
This whole surgery pre-supposes that this project is going ahead. Please do NOT assume from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form, whether this is at a reduced scale or any number
at all.
We cannot get out onto theA30 in the rush hour now. What are you going to do about the traffic?
Hart used to have a unique identity. Small towns/villages separated by wide areas of farmland and woodland. Hart is rapidly becoming a built-up area - see Hitches Lane (two developments), Zebon Copse, etc. Now you
want to destroy Winchfield.
Open countryside small distinct villages
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
The current green areas and surrounding fields that you appear to be intent on building on.

Yes and the current green spaces around Winchfield are a key part of that. It beggars belief that you would want to destroy that to build houses that aren’t even required to meet targets. No one wants this.
yes - we have a variety of landscape/habitat, with lovely ancient woodlands, canals, chalk rivers, and rare flowers eg orchids locally. By demolishing such habitats even replacing with 'new green space' does not
compensate - ancient woodlands may be 100s years old. It seems a shame to concrete over green fields, whilst Fleet & Hook both need regeneration in their centres, and both Fleet & Hook have empty office blocks
(demolish them and build there instead). Even the SH documentation has nice pictures of green rural life, which will not exist in Hart at this rate.
Not sure
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
It’s countryside, wildlife and outdoors, un urban feel
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
It is regarded as one of the best areas to live in the country and that would be ruined by this being built
Hart has large open heathland, rural farms and a non urban economy. You should keep those and stop building on greenfield land
Yes. Open green spaces and
Access to rural Countryside .
Each of the villages around Fleet and Fleet itself have their own identities, all of which would be lost if Shapley Heath took place as we would all be merged into one dreadful urban sprawl with no countryside left
separating us!!
It shouldn't have a new community - this will completely destroy the stated aims of boosting community by destroying HW, Hook, Dogmerfield, Church crook ham. it will destroy green space, it will place a burden on
devices and it will completely over load transport - both public and private car use.
Yes, it has a lovely identity already. 5000 extra house will kill that off.
Green spaces, trees, well spaced housing, opportunities for local companies to thrive
I cannot see how creating a town, which will subsume a lot of very nice villages into one large urban centre has anything to do with Community or Wellbeing. Your approach is completely irrational. I have yet to see any
real justification that there is a need for SHGV (to call it a garden village seems to be a joke in poor taste).
Open green spaces, access to low crime regions and large stately homes with gardens
Low scale of town centre buildings, focused retail and commercial zone unlike Fleet and a properly planned street network
Green spaces. No new community needed. DO NOT ruin any more natural sites by building
Green space, preservation of natural areas, community
Its countryside and green spaces
Green open spaces, wildlife on your doorstep and a village atmosphere

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Attractive villages and unspoilt countryside.
New communities should be well separated from existing villages without the possibility of coalescing with existing places, ever.
Don’t know
Retaining the current population density and natural green spaces are essential to the Hart identity.
Reference to architectural styles - many different old style houses and buildings from differént eras
Cycling and walking trails
No
No it doesn’t. It’s beige.
No
You are destroying the countryside
Not sure it really comes across, lack of awareness of people's views and feelings so hopefully this will not be reflected in the proposed new community
There is no need for a new community
Yes. Separate, unique towns and villages. A new town converts the area into an urban sprawl.
Hart certainly does not have a unique identity - it is a hotch pot of different communities
Yes; I have commented at Q2 about Hart's best features. In addition I would state strongly that the 'heart-shaped' area for the project is yet another example of urban sprawl, preceded already by the developments at
Watery Lane and Hitches Lane. Once this area of beautiful countryside has been built on our unique countryside heritage will be lost and the Hart area will no longer appeal to incomers. This is a dreadful proposal.
Hart has fantastic local countryside that is important for conservation, promoting and sustaining biodiversity and for open access and enjoyment of the people of Fleet. That’s why we live here and not in a city.
I think it's identity is driven by the fantastic schools in the area, which are already crowded. If we build more houses the quality of our children's education will decrease.
No
It should.....as a leader in tackling climate change & other environmental concerns. Shapley Heath must reflect this
No it doesn’t it seems to be full of people who don’t want change!
Green spaces feel part of rural Hampshire
Corrupt and incompetent councillors
The fact that it has villages and small towns with distinct character that unlike Fleet, Farmborough, Camberley areas are not subject to urban fill-in.
The Shapeley Heath project should not be built.
The field, open spaces and green field that is the very area Hart propose to concrete over. Basingstoke Canal voted 13th best place for paddle boarding but this at surrounding wildlife are at risk for SHGV . Cancel it now
Build another school for all these people
Our villages of Winchfield & Dogmersfield is a sleepy hamlet that has its own special identity. The canal, the pub, the country lanes, the amazing walks and the overall serenity of the place all make it very unique. This
area is a sacred boundary between rural north Hampshire and the west London suburbs. It would absolutely abhorrent to even consider building on this land and it doesn't matter what language or PR you try to use for
justifying it. Trying to talk about sustainability and wellbeing is a shroud for what are essentially commercial ambitions.
preserving the countryside
Yes, very odd people are voting Libdem who are destroying HART.
No
Space, sufficient parking for homes with electric points for electric cars, solar panels for home, source heating, reduce the use of gas to homes, if Hart do really care, these homes have to be built with the environment/the
planet at the heart, not just profit

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together
Hart needs to protect the surrounding rural countryside and small villages and Improve the high street and existing facilities. Development should follow the Local Plan on brown field sites
yes Hart definitely does have a unique identity which will be destroyed by this vandalism. This survey seems to suggest that this project is pre ordained but I do not believe that this should go ahead no matter how many
houses are proposed and should be abandoned.
No
no
Strong community. Good size for facilities and infrastructure. Surrounded by green space and rural areas. Seperate boundaries to local towns and villages.
it does at the moment but building 5,000 homes will destroy part of that identity. A new community should not be detrimental to the current residents in Hart.
Its known for its enormous housing estates
Yes - distinct villages with green space / wildlife between them
Leave the nature as it is done cover hart with more houses that aren't needed and we don't have the infrastructure to support
Green, pleasant - but this identity would be ruined by a new town. We have open space, flora and fauna which would be stolen by developers.
Hart has a rural base with great community caring
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. It is green, leafy, with a mix of rural, semi-rural and urban areas across the district, each one of which operates as a unique, distinct community. the map on your website illustrates
that SHGV would create a large conurbation, which would destroy Hart's unique identity. You also cannot guarantee that the principles stated in Q2 would be delivered; most of them are not in your gift.
This survey is written from the standpoint that the person completing it supports SHGV. Just because I am completing your survey does not mean that I support SHGV in any way whatsoever. I am trying to exercise my
democratic right to oppose it.
Green fields
Open Green Spaces
Small Villages and rural areas
Access to local schools
Hart does not have a unique identity - a new community would not add but hinder the development of its identity
Healthy, safe and easy access to green space
we don't want a new community
Not being overcrowded, having utilities and roads able to handle the local population.
Yes. Distinct medium sized villages separated from each other by significant green space
I can't think of one..?
Low crime, high employment, good social activities for all ages particularly elderly
Hart is largely rural
No it doesn’t. I’m originally from the north east (Northumberland). That’s a unique identity. People fly the county flag there such is the pride. There’s nothing like the emotional attachment down here
As was reflected in the Local Plan and rejection of this idea we have a strong community that would be far better reflected in regenerating existing areas to fulfill the requirements of the community rather then allowing
them to determinate further.
We are a small settlement surrounded by lovely countryside.
No
None
Yes - the beautiful green spaces that exist around around the settlement areas are what makes our identity. A 'Garden Village' as is planned will destroy this.
That we have a council that refuses to listen. That we build build build over every green space we can find and choke the infrastructure. Stop shapely heath!!!!!
Hart has lots of trees. I hope the new community can keep lots of wooded areas.
No
An abundance of green spaces for leisure which are being eroded by new building that is out of character with the landscape it sits in.
It should be left alone, part of Harts unique identity are its green spaces, you plan to concrete over this despite community plans to the contrary
Concern for existing residents and infrastructure needed for such a large development which may swamp the area and make it unattractive.

Small communities seperated by rural areas that are great for exercise and walking
Hart has a wonderful identity. It embraces the rural with the sub urban to create a fantastic dynamic. Rather than new communities which would drive division, this District should invest in suitable and well managed growth
of the existing communities already here.
green space accessibility
access to outdoor spaces e.g. walks and cycling routes on your doorstep via diverse landscapes (canal, river, wood, hills, etc). sympathetically maintained and not over developed.
District village life. Access to extensive countryside walks and byways,
Small communities in village locations, no large housing conurbations
There are some unique features (or those of the vernacular) which should be included e.g.
- public open spaces close to hand for all households, so there are safe places where children can play close to hand, which helps with the social interactions and the building of a community
- with buildings, blue quoin brickwork, flint faced buildings - there are many features that we should include in any new community. What WE SHOULD NOT ACCEPT is ANY housebuilding which could be 'anywhere's
ville'... .there are too many developments which could have been 'plonked down' anywhere - see recent developments on the outskirts of Shepton Mallet and Bicester - they are almost interchangeable - we MUST avoid
that.
c) Connected spaces - Hart has a wealth of footpaths and we should ensure we create a settlement well connected to enable walking.
Not in my opinion, we have seen extensive developments on the edges of existing settlements, often with cramped accesss roads and no provision for the reality that there is virtually no public transport in the area.
Dozens of architecturally poor identikit housing, at very high prices.
Rural, quiet. Plenty of green spaces and walks in nature
Green space and nature
I think Hart is very diverse
Yes, the rural landscape around Winchfield that this unwanted development would destroy. Please carry out a robust assessment of the alternatives for housing provision within the district
I strongly do not want this project to go ahead. Building any number of homes in this area and developing it will destroy the character of the area.
Currently Yes, with this development NO!
No more houses! There are more than enough now! Build somewhere else! Stop destroying the homes of animals and the reason so many people want to live here. If we wanted to live in a concrete jungle we would move
to a city!!!!!!
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
It used to before all the building, one of villages with lots of green space between them for people to enjoy and feel like they live in the country and not in suburbia
NO
Yes, it has a nice mix of rural and semi rural environments which Shapley Heath would spoil if it went ahead
No as Hart is ruining day by day what makes a community.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. That identity derives from its mix of urban, semi rural and rural areas spread across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As the map shows, a new town in this
area would essentially create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield and Hartley Wintney together. this would pose a severe threat to the identity of Odiham and
Hook as well as totally destroying the individual character of the named villages. It is an appalling proposition and a desecration of the historical landscape that dates back to the Doomsday Book. The whole survey
presupposes that this project is going ahead. Please DO NOT infer from any of my responses that I support this project in ant way. The number of new houses and 'villages' that have been constructed in Hart over the last
ten years are already in danger of overwhelming its character and destroying it ethos. More development is unnecessary.The ten government principles for a 'garden community have been reduced to five, removing the
principles of strong vision and local engagement as well as stewardship arrangement. The cabinet agreed to the principle of Land Value Capture - the payment to landowners will not deliver the necessary funds required
to support the infrastructure.
Yes, little villages. Let us keep it that way!

Not really - just like any other town or council
Green open spaces and nature
No. There just seems to be overwhelming undefined desire to concrete over the last remaining green fields in the north of Hart District.
It won’t if you build 5000 houses
The rural and semi rural setting of Hart will be irreparably damaged by this mass develpment.
Parts of the western side of Hart have a unique identity e.g. Odiham and Hartley Wintney.
Semi rural area
No
diverse - small communities separated by countryside
It will have less of a unique identity if this huge unnecessary development goes ahead
The wide-open greenspaces that cover much of the area are a specific feature of Hart. That's why it was voted the best place to live in Britain several years running. Shapley Heath will decimate this and is not needed.
Minimal new build, green open spaces, village identity, respect for what makes Hartley Wintney different
Green space, wildlife habitats, ancient woodland
Yes it did once, now it has become large and untenable with all the ridiculous amounts of houses you are building.
Rural open spaces, not over developed..
Easy access to open countryside; high proportion of locally owned businesses; network of rural footpaths. In the villages there are a good number of historic buildings that interesting & varied street scenes
Best place to live.
A new community locally will kill Harts identity
It has a sense of community
Yes. It is a pleasant mix of serendipitously placed small towns and villages in a predominantly rural setting. Not an urban sprawl. Cancel the SH project now.
Lots of lovely green spaces. Good transport via roads and trains. However, not enough senior schools to cope with local numbers in Fleet area.
At the moment yes but it would be ruined by a new large community which the infrastructure cannot support as well as the decimation of green spaces
No, fleet is an awful town, which shouldn’t have anything modelled on it.
Hart's unique identity is its failure to regenerate its major town of Fleet which could be so much more pleasant and lively. The positive part of its identity is lovely countryside and charming small towns and village which
should not be ruined as in this proposal, which proposal was rejected as part of the District Plan as unjustified.
No
No
Yes, it is a rural community with lots of open space and few 'identikit' housing estates (that tend to be cheaply built eyesores)
Yes Hart does have a unique identity. For many years Hart was recognised in various national surveys as the best or one of the best places to live in England. It is therefore very disappointing that the development
proposals being assiduously promoted by Hart DC will destroy they very thing that is valued by the people of Hart. A housing development of the mooted 10,000 houses will lead to the urbanification of the rural areas
between the settlements of Fleet, Hook, Hartley Wintney, and Crookham Village and the obliteration of Winchfield. The loss of the green spaces between these settlements which are currently extensively used and
enjoyed by walkers, cyclists, equestrians, anglers, and boaters from the whole of Hart will make Hart a significantly less attractive, healthy, and environmentally sustainable district. The adverse impact of the
development will not only have an adverse effect on the human population of Hart, it will also remove vast areas of habitat for the wildlife e.g. deer, foxes, small rodents and birds.
Recent experience of lockdown and working from home (WFH) has demonstrated the need for people to have access to open spaces and to be able to enjoy "nature" for the physical and mental health. With WFH
predicted to be an enduring feature of working life, the need for people to have access to the countryside will continue. We therefore need to preserve green spaces that can be used by the inhabitants of Hart as a whole,
so I really believe that the best interests of Hart and its population would be best served by abandoning this ill-conceived development.
I would also like to register my objection to the way in which Hart DC is promoting this development which is not within the scope of the current Local Plan. This questionnaire seems to take as it given that a development
is inevitable; the questions are framed in the context that a Shapley Heath/Winchfield development is going to happen and seeks views on how it should be implemented. The big missing question is what are the options
for making Hart a better place to live, which would include urban re-generation, small developments on brownfield sites, as well as new greenfield settlements. These options will need to be identified, considered and
public views sought when the next Local Plan is developed. The ethicality of Hart DC promoting a Shapley Heath/Winchfield development now that is not in the current Local Plan is questionable to my mind - especially
as the Planning Inspector instructed Hart DC to remove a reference to a potential Shapley Heath/Winchfield development during the period of the current Local Plan from the Local Plan.
I am also concerned that the promoters of the Shapley Heath/Winchfield development have not paid meaningful attention to HMG's policy and have ignored or at least underplayed several of the key planning principles.

Yes, Hart does. The unique identity is a mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas across the landscape as separate, unique, communities. Your map shows, this would effectively create a single town, removing the
independent Winchfield, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham villages. This in my opinion would destroy the attraction of Hart. Please do not go ahead with the project. Local politicians will
suffer via voting at not the next election, but for years to come.
No, Hart is just suburbia. It has no identity
Large green spaces and separate towns
Friendly and green semi rural community
Yes. It is the pockets of rural settlement, surrounded by natural and beautiful farming countryside, yet within reach of small towns.
A large new community as proposed would ruin and invade this unique identity.
Hart comprises villages and towns interspersed within a predominantly rural setting. This gives plenty of scope for outdoor activities and recreation.
The creation of a new town (you call it a Garden community) twice the size of Elvetham Heath (or possibly more) that will basically link Fleet to Odiham and Hook and envelope the villages in between would be
unforgiveable and must be abandoned immediately.
NO
GREEN - Or it should be, in all senses....landscape, resisting concreting over the countryside, and sustainability.
Yes...a mix between towns, villages and countryside. These plans would join Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Odiham and Hook making one massive town,. This project makes no sense and should be scrapped and efforts and
money focused where it truly needed,
Green space, small villages
No
It’s green spaces
Rural feeling, even within the urban areas (although the Fleet area has suffered with poor development), Elvetham Heath provides an example of a how new developments can be delivered forging a new community set in
well planned landscaping to give a feeling of well-being.
Mainly rural nature. This is rapidly becoming lost due to a programme of rapid urbanisation in the face of public opposition.
No sadly it's just a commuter area with increasing numbers of houses built with zero consideration for infrastructure and well being of existing residents. We are perceived as a wealthy pocket of the country to be
exploited at every turn through overpriced housing, expensive leisure facilities, massive schools and greedy developers.
There should not be a new community
Historically the community has been supportive and we saw this again over the pandemic. The green space is really important, as is continued access to the lands.
Yes. It has an individual, distinct character consisting of separate, unique rural, semi-rural and urban areas separated by a beautiful landscape. This new town (it is not a 'Village') would create a single conurbation, which
would obliterate at least seven local villages and would totally destroy the identity of what contributes to making Hart a place in which people want to live.
I do not approve of the way this survey is being carried out. It smacks of a foregone conclusion whatever the result is of the survey. I disapprove of this development in every way and feel it is unsuitable and should not
go ahead however many houses are finally built. The development should be dismissed out of hand as being not needed, inappropriate and and fatally flawed.
The unique character of each discrete community within Hart District around the shared green spaces which combine farmland, footpaths and ancient woodlands
Yes, self centered sofa and patio loving commuters.
Yes. It is a rural district with ancient woodlands providing homes to many endangered species.
No
Large green spaces - woods, forests, greens - separating the communities, small characterful properties and independent shops. Space!
Not unique.
Largely affluent. Semi-rural.
Yes, Hart has it own unique identity. It is clearly different from its more urban neighbours: Basingstoke and Rushmoor. That uniqueness derives from an urban / rural mix of many different towns and villages. The plan
puts a new community in the middle of heart destroying long established villages and the strategic gaps between them. Effectively a new city would be created by joining Winchfield, Fleet, Crookham Village,
Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham into one lump.
The main attraction of Hart: its provision of green spaces between the large conurbations to the north, East and west.
In order to preserve Hart, the project should be abandoned all together.
The questions in this survey read as if the project is a done deal. My response should be taken as an objection from a long-standing Hart Resident. The project should be stopped and no large settlements created in the
areal, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements.
There shouldn't/t be a new community. Its' an absolute monstrosity that is far too big for the small, rural, village environment that the vast majority of people living in Hart are desperate to keep.
No it already an emerged township with really little planned strategy

Hart’s identity comprises the diversity of the communities that make up the district ranging from urban to rural satisfying the diverse needs of the Hart community as a whole. The distinct character of those communities
depends on preserving the separation between them and the location of the proposed garden community would clearly break down that separation. In so doing, the creation of up to 5,000 new homes as proposed would
mean compromising the environment of the population of Hart as a whole for the sake of incremental only housing provision. A undemocratic policy with which I disagree profoundly.
The big green accessible spaces enjoyed by all
Housing units that are homes, not blocks of flats which become virtually filing cabinets for people.
Of course, Hart is made up of a number of distinct settlements, consisting of towns and villages set within an area of beautiful countryside. A new community would do nothing but undermine this unique identity.
Mix of urban and rural
Yes it is surrounded by countryside that you want to destroy. NO to Shapley Heath.
Open space, strong community, independent shops
At the moment yes. Your scheme would take that away
No, sadly Hart is not unique. It is another area being overrun by development.
That is a spacious and clean area. With 10k extra homes it will be a disaster if you seriously ok this, i will be moving out the area
Open spaces and village life.
Large green spaces, woodlands, villages not towns
Fleet is a lovely community to live within, good housing a close to countryside.
Do not wreck the green spaces we have by building unnecessary houses
Well spaced development like Zebon Copse and Elvetham heath not Cramped communities like Edenbrook
Historical features and local countryside is better for mental health.
Yes and no new homes
Identity of Hart with overcrowded roads, lack of schools and enough doctors because of extended estate housing.
Hart has excellent green spaces and I actually believe that we should not be building any more houses unless they are on brownfield sites.
Country area with easy access to towns
Trees
Yes, SMALL communities in SMALL villages. NOT enormous housing estates.
Hart already has an identity. It does not need any further development
Fields,trees and lots of footpaths.
Yes. It has small communities surrounded by open green spaces.
No
Yes - amount of green space, particularly areas not widely accessible by the public (i.e. wildlife protected from dog walkers, human activity). Real functional green corridor with minimal anthropogenic interruptions
Intimate. Semis opposite Redfields have this
Not in my opinion.
Country living and nature with farmland and wildlife.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses. Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct
communities. As your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and
Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together. Apart from the fact that a development of any such scale is
absolutely not needed, if it did go ahead it would destroy some areas of outstanding natural beauty and precious habitat. Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by
Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver nearly enough cash to fund the required infrastructure. This is pathetic council management and thinking and ignores some very
established important principles.
We have our own local towns and villages, they should not become London overflows. Any new development needs to be self sufficient from the start not dependent on other at capacity resources from the surrounding
towns. Schools and doctors and dentists etc need to be built within the first 25% of development not at the end
Yes Hart does have a unique identity, these are all the green spaces around it, which makes its special. But by building on these green spaces, you will take away its unique identity and its will become due, grey and
uninspiring for its current and future residences.
Green space walks, canals, forests
open green spaces
No

A sense of community and lots of open green space.
Retain existing green spaces and utilise brownfield site locations and maintain and improve access to nature.
Suburbia. It would be preferable to have a more green spaces, that attract wildlife. Hart would then be known for something different than many other places in the suburban area outside greater london
Yes, people tend to stay living in the area. They know each other from school. This will be lost unless houses are made truly affordable and family members can remain here.
Inclusive. Wide community aspects.
Good education for all
Good transport links
Hart is unique for it's small, quaint villages, it's appreciated rural areas that enhance our villages and provide lovely walks and a calming environment, it's biodiversity, wildlife and areas for nature, and it's historic areas. IT
HAS NO ROOM FOR A NEW COMMUNITY as this would completely destroy ALL of what makes Hart unique. The people of Hart are disgusted at your push for destroying the beautiful nature of our villages, it's green
fields, woodlands and wildlife.
It did but this is being lost with all the development happening in the area. We will soon become known as Little Basingstoke at this rate.
no
Countryside. Space between traffic and people.
no
No
I think that this Hart District Council survey is heavily distorted in favour of the Shapley Heath development whilst I am dead against it as the inspector in 2019 said that the 5,000 new homes involved are not necessary for
the Local Plan so HDC is going against his judgement.
Hart has no unique identity. It is a collection of mostly slightly rundown towns that are in need of serious investment which Hart is unwilling to provide because of their focus on Shapley Heath, supported by surrounding
villages that are the best part of Hart but which Hart wish to destroy through coalescence and sprawl.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
No
actual affordable housing. anything above 700pcm is too much for a single person. Build on brownfield sites please. Create a not so snooty community
Large green spaces between settlements. No sprawl of houses from Fleet to Hook/Hartley Wintney
Yes, Hart has a unique identity. Building this would ruin that.
Inclusive and welcoming
I do not believe a new 'garden community' will enhance Hart's identity in the least. The rural spaces between towns will disappear leaving little countryside and the impact of the likely increase in traffic will have an
immensely deleterious effect on the existing character.
NO!
Green Spaces
Compact town centres with a range of retail, social and leisire facilities, surrounded by green spaces.
Like many other communities in the South East, while there is a firm social identity the community is stressed by a distinct lack of major infrastructure (roads and schools and doctor facilities) and yet more and more
houses are built. Before a new village is proposed, major infrastructure proposals NEED to be put forward to prevent the gridlock that Fleet experiences much of the day, particularly the main route to the station and local
schools. By-pass or additional major routes NEED to be implemented before yet more homes are built.
One of green spaces and small neighbourhoods - a large and sprawling new community would be the opposite of Hart’s current character and identity
Community green spaces
No
Engagement with nature and support for local businesses
Hart does have a unique identity. smaller towns and villages, clearly separated by green spaces and countryside
no
No. It is a wide range of diverse settlements

Yes. It's green, leafy, mostly spacious. The proposed development would result in a conurbation of Fleet/Church Crookham,Hook,Odiham,Hartley Wintney, Winchfield,Dogmersfield, Crookham Village. It was and is
predetermined by Hart; that much is clear from reading their application for a new Garden Community for 5,000 homes, where they also say there is room for expansion for about 10,000 homes thus gaining preference for
their application. Nobody believes they would stop at 5,000, particularly as they have handed control of the viability assessment and onwards to the developers!
This project should not go ahead.
Not really, it is a strange mix of rural village life and some disparate urban settlements but with no real focal point and little common vision
Overcrowding, lack of facilities for young and old, too few medical centres, too few schools, appalling road infrastructure. The new community must learn from the numerous mistakes and bad planning by Hart Council in
earlier years. Ensure that the new community improves on every aspect of the points I’ve mentioned above.
Green fields and country side
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Supportive community
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
The Hart community identity will be best served by cancelling the Shapley Heath
project to retain the existing rural nature of the area. Other options such as urban regeneration
should be considered now."
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure

Yes Hart does have a unique identity derived from its semi-rural & rural areas separated beautifully across the landscape.
Your proposal for Shapely Heath will destroy Hart's identity, turning Hart into a bland concrete jungle of unidentifiable homogeneous single conurbation with the wilful destruction of all things that make Hart great, unique
and identifiable.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead.
Please do not infer from any of my responses that I
endorse this project in any way shape or form.
I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Why have you reduced the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship arrangements?
10,000 will kill the character of hook, Hartley Wintney and fleet. The A30 will be a nightmare. Services in local areas already overburdened Keep it SMALL (5000 should be 5e max figure, not 10000) and clearly far away
from the other villages/towns
Yes, Hart has a unique identity. This derives from its predominately rural character with semi-rural and urban areas dotted across the landscape. These are separate, unique and distinct communities with green gaps in
between. As your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together.
This would destroy the main attraction of Hart. The best way to preserve this valuable unique identity is to abandon the project all together.
The identity will be lost by building a new town as proposed at Shapley Heath.
It has descreet communities with distinct character which encourages people to develop events important to them eg the Winchfield Festival and Fleet Carnival. When communities become too big the population does not
own these events in the same way eg the more limited in put into Fleet carnival in recent years.
The council is sadly trying to kill the goose that laid the once golden egg. This was a rural community which in turn attracted people here. Concreting over is catastrophic and is irreversibly ruining what was once so special.
Hart is a beautiful combining towns/villages and countryside which will be totally destroyed building Shapley Heath as it remove the countryside between 3 populated areas - fleet, Hartley wintney and hook
Yes, very green with lots of open spaces at the moment
Yes we are still individual towns and should stay that way, not become some massive connurbation .
Yes - green spaces
no
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure
No
It’s a boring dormitory town with little identity especially in Fleet
Hart consists of separate villages or "settlements". It's what attracts people to settle here. It's Identity is centred around the green spaces that surround and separate places like Hartley Wintney, Hook, Fleet, Winchfield
etc.
Your plans to merge individual settlements, destroy huge areas of green space (good job trees aren't important...)and remove any distinction between areas are ridiculous. You will destroy Hart's unique identity. Your
plans are incredibly foolish if you wish to maintain Hart's characteristics.
open spaces access to education and health services
small town/village communities
hart has lots of greenspace and fields but it wont when they all get built on

Much of Hart is made up of small rural villages with farmland and green space in between - this is its unique identity. It would absolutely ruin Hart's unique identity to have this housing estate destroying hundreds of acres
of green rural space.
yes a mix of urban , rural and semi rural . This development will make the area one big conurbation connecting fleet crookham dogmersfield hartley wintney and hook . this would destroy the area
Free to roam Green spaces that would be lost if this new community was to be built
Yes - it’s a place people love to live and work in, thanks to the beautiful open spaces, fields and country feel. All of which are up for grabs with a proposed urban sprawl that effectively links Fleet and Hook
Yes. It is unique in it's rural nature. 5000 new homes will remove that unique identity, it will just end up another urban sprawl
I do not support Shapley Heath Development
In some ways in terms of its history of a Victorian escape from London, its connection with Home of British Army and its regular @happiest District to Live.
Not anymore as turned into a sprawl of development
A Small and prosperous community that is on the verge of being over developed by greedy companies that have local councils in their pockets. We don’t need 10,000 more homes as the infrastructure cannot support it.
A “healthy” place to live
Open spaces
Quality services
The new community on this scale should not be built. It will destroy the character of Hart district tearing through the very heart of what makes it unique wide open spaces with separate villages. The district council is
fundamentally wrong and negligent to even be considering this scale of destructive urban development. HM Inspectors of Planning have already said this development is not needed and the district council is failing to
listen to communities who are against the appalling proposed destruction of green space
Open fields, woods and rural countryside
Hart's identity depends on the mix of small distinct communities including attractive natural recreational facilities. The proposed new town would connect these to make an unattractive urban sprawl.
The unique identity Hart has is inadequate shopping Centre, bus service, Dr’s surgery’s. Basically too many houses and a totally inadequate infrastructure.
No, it doesnt have a unique identity. Extremely affluent area that focuses on protecting this for its own and not supporting others. Any housing projects should provide genuinely affordable housing in a new community.
No
Green suburban residential areas of modest density (not bundle all the housing into Fleet & Hook)
No to Shapley Heath
HART is THE NUMBER ONE choice in which to live already. This developement will DETRACT from current plusses.
Yes, but these are not transferrable to a new community.
Green spaces, not overcrowded and lack of traffic jams.
Real regard should be had to local architecture and the particular character of the countryside
Yes Hart's identity has been established by a mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas in clearly definable areas. The Shapley Heath development would completely destroy this identity by creating a single conurbation
joining Winchfield, Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This whole survey pre-assumes supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not
responses that I endorse this project I do not believe it should go ahead regardless of the number of houses that are planned to be developed.
Yes it does. It already has a mix of different housing types and there has been a substantial amount of new building already. There are significant number of areas of brown field sites that could be used to develop
housing needs further without ruining an area of outstanding beauty. The area marked on the map is very vague and therefore misleading. We feel Hart Council are not being truthful in their proposals.
The affluence of most of Hart's population affords them the time to be able to care and support their community. Ideally you want a true mix of people in all social brackets and a variety of ethnic communities, but
everyone integrated together not in isolated silos.
Yes, as it is compromised of distinct villages with their own identities that stem from different architecture and amenities.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would effectively
destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
Most of your questions pre-suppose this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all.
It has an identity but it is not a unique one. It is like many places in the south-east; a decent amount of countryside with easy access to it, some villages with character and historic buildings, a lack of any real district-wide
identity, some urban areas with a generic character that could be almost anywhere in the UK as they provide the supermarkets, the fast food outlets, convenience shops, cafes, restaurants, petrol stations, car wash
establishments and the like that most people want to have nearby.
Yes Hart does have a unique identity - it is made up of a pleasing mix of small and larger villages with old and rich heritages, and the three larger more modern towns of Fleet, Hook and Yateley/Blackwater, held together
at its heart by the greenspace you are trying to concrete over with this monstrous SHGV. You would be killing the pleasant mix of communities we are known for and melding together Hook, Winchfield and H Wintney into
an urban sprawl.
A sense of belonging in and to a caring community

Plenty of green spaces, good quality of living, unique and individual houses
Small and separate communities.
Yes - posh, old and white
None of these should heavily feature
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity, which this development would ruin. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct
communities. As your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and
Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead.
Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 200, 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Good infrastucture and good transport (road and rail) to London
No
Strong supportive community, leafy environment, well positioned for access to both countryside and major urban areas (e.g. Guildford, Winchester, London)
Country setting and small settlements
Green
Yes it does. There are vital green spaces which provide important diverse leisure amenities and wildlife habitat. A new community would damage all this and the character of the existing villages and towns.
There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area, as it’s a vital green space.
Green space; lovely woodland and countyside walks and a mixture of different types of houses
Each village is its unique identity
Beautiful open countryside; traffic free lanes; plentiful care homes; high quality shopping; first class leisure facilities.
I don't think Hart has a unique identity
Water features like ponds, lakes, etc. Wooded areas are important too.
Semi-rural, access to green spaces on foot. Arts & Crafts (Garden Suburbs) and Tudor/Georgian (architecture Crondall). Designed for people not cars.
Yes, at least it did before it was swamped with extraneous new homes without the infrastructure to support the population increase. It lost it’s small town with a vibrant high street too.
Yes, regularly comes top or near top of UK Districts for a good reason. Attracts people who care about their environment. Low crime rate. Happy, healthy living with fast transport options to London or other centres of
employment. Lots of trees and natural environments. Tries to build new schools for new communities. For good example, see Elvetham Heath!
Yes - a valuable and vanishing rural environment which should not be built on.
Don't build the thing
We have a reasonable network of green corridors, this should be retained.
It has an identity of a relatively urban eastern side and a rural centre and western side. These features should be retained by NOT filling up the rural areas with urbanisation. Calling it a garden community doesn't mean it
won't be urban!
The canal is the only unique thing
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining together Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart. The best way to preserve that identity would be to
abandon this project.
This survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project. I do not believe it should go ahead, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000
houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the ten government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy places; Legacy and stewardship
arrangements.
What has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125k per acre as per the viability study will deliver insufficient cash to fund the required infrastructure.
YES. GREEN FIELDS - NOT MORE HOUSES. DISTINCT VILLAGES - NOT A LARGE URBAN CONURBATION.
SHAPLEY HETH WOULD ABSOLUTELY RUIN HART'S IDENTITY.
Forests/Trees, Community, Independent shops, Good schools, Friendly, Not too busy.
Green space and no new houses
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 it was removed from the local plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.

Its culture and history have been degraded due to the extensive new builds both within new estates but also the building within gardens and more recently multi storey flats in the high street. A garden city should have a
plan on the type of housing allowed where and also not be a modern estate
Yes the fact that it has beautiful green spaces! Having the fields and open spaces makes hart sprcial
no
Hart has a winning combination of towns that provide facilities with stunning countryside on the doorstep. It's this duality that draws many people to the area. Its towns have green spaces throughout - even right in the
centre. Lack of larger gardens are ofset with allotments. Community groups bring together people who wouldn't normally meet - e.g. Fleet Men's Shed and the local Foodbank.
Hart has green spaces and a large variety of trees.
No
Plenty of trees. The canal, ponds or lakes.
Leafy and peaceful areas in the blue triangle should be replicated as far as possible
No - Hart is over run with new unsightly developments
It was better. Now Hart seems to be merging with its neighbouring boroughs! A real pity!
Green Countryside
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Hart does not have a unique identity. Fleet should be flattened thus providing a brownfield site which could then be redeveloped.
Don't think Hart should be pursing this idea - drop it
Green spaces
Play parks
Not sure that Hart as a whole is really unique, but I think that the mix of smallish town and largish villages interspersed with attractive and varied countryside and good education and transport links gives it its character.

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Yes it does, which is why so many people want to live here. If that is allowed then that identity will be destroyed. Building this 'garden' community will destroy the current identity by creating a large conurbation destroying
the current mix of town, village an rural. The council needs to give more emphasis to the well being of its existing residents and pay more attention to stewardship of its existing environment.
You do not ask if I would like to see this conurbation built, there is an assumption in this survey that it is going ahead. I do not want the countryside between Fleet, Hook and Hartley Wintney and the community at
Winchfield destroyed when this number of houses are NOT required by the local plan.
Access to green space. Shapley Heath proposal will destroy that.
Yes. It is a distinctly rural area with attractive villages and towns. This character can only be protected by cancelling this vanity project which your map shows will create one massive conurbation obliterating a massive
area of countryside. Your approach to this subject seems designed deliberately to coerce the population into supporting your plan which has already been removed from the Local Plan as unnecessary.
It’s largely rural and active - running, walking and cycling, so green space, trails, paths are important
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure
.
Calm green areas
Supportive community rich with volunteers. Lots of open green spaces
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook together. This would destroy the main
attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey presupposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all.
Green fields areas for families to enjoy instead of building monstrous buildings
Deer
No
The majority of Hart has a village feel without densely populated areas
Yes - it has retained an identity of small village settlements with beautiful countryside between them for wildlife to flourish. The garden community at the current scale would ruin the local identity, completely ruining what
makes Hart unique.
Hart has been voted the best place to live by the Halifax for a number of years. Building more un-needed housing on what is green space will destroy that.
Supportive
Hart is being razed to the ground with huge estates of similar homes. its shocking how much building is being permitted, when Fleet Town Centre is almost dead.

No not as a whole, Fleet and Church Crookham perhaps but this is slowing being eroded by brownfield development.
keep the green spaces
Bridging the gap
Not having a large new town that delivers more homes than we need.
Open spaces, Access to Dr's, Access to schools.
The unique identity of Hart is one of the Best Place To Live in the UK (As determined on numerous occasions by major publications and surveys). Dropping 10,000 new houses over some of the green land which makes
up this space will detrimentally damage that reputation.
No
Hart does not have a unique identity.
Given the semi rural and green space locale we currently enjoy why are we still discussing plans to destroy that ? Especially given the complete inability to improve any transport facilities with the flooding that regularly
takes place
Hart has a green lung - Winchfield which should be kept and enhanced not built on. Any new buildings/houses/ roads/even pathways constructed will take away some of this vital green lung forever. I object to SHGC
Good housing design and social amenities
Hart has some nice green spaces, parks, commons, woods etc. and these should be retained and not built on.
Collection of historic villages & communities surrounded by beautiful countryside with golf and cricket.
Hart needs to concentrate on rebuilding Fleet High St, before embarking on ruining a space of beauty.
No Hart is much like any other area and has enough housing, it does not need a huge development 400m from the leisure centre.
Yes. Hook, fleet and hartley wintney have unique identities which will be eroded by building huge new development which will essentially make one large town.
No to the build of new homes on Shapley health
Yes. It's identity is that it is a mix of towns, rural villages and open countryside. A new community should not obliterate existing villages, completely changing their character. If a new settlement of 5000 houses is
demonstrated to be required, it should be built adjacent to an existing town, an area that is already urban in character. Building this new community on greenfield open space and over an existing rural village will
completely change the character of the area and remove what makes it unique.
community-minded
There shouldn’t be a new community. Shapley Heath is not needed and not wanted. Protect our countryside!
Hart did have its own unique identity but sadly over the years it has dissapeared Hart had a strong community and healthy opportunity's to lead a good moral lifestyle but sadly because it is now like some of the small
suburbs that i worked in for many years on the outskirts of London I can see with my own eyes how the natural green spaces are dissapearing, little towns dying through lack of trade because people would rather travel in
there big heavy vehicles to big shopping centres, gridlocked roads because the roads cannot cope with the amount of traffic because they was designed as country village roads, School classes at a all time high due to
the influx of families moving here for a better life, GP and Hospitals failing to meet there targets. The infrastructure is not there . I am of retirement age I have seen this happen many times during my working career and I
can see the future gor Fleet and it is not going to be good for any resident new or old . I think enough is enough time to stop all the building for the measly excuse that the government demands it, Hart has it quoted new
builds by government standards and dressing them up with stupid titles like "garden villages " I think people want to live in plain old villages that have been on the maps of England for centuries not made up "garden
villages " how stupid years ago the London Borough of Barking & Dagenham decided to have a new villages and that had no effect whatsoever what was once a thriving little town which was placed on the outskirts of
London and Essex fell into decline and has never recovered. That is just one of many memories and experiences I have seen personally with my.own eyes regarding rapid growth of concrete jungles and dressing them
up with the "Garden Village " title.
Yes. Rural areas with distinct villages and communities. Joining the existing villages would destroy the main attraction of Hart This project should not go ahead.
Lots of countryside, hedgerows and equestrian facilities - building this site will remove 90% of this. Hence it is important that they are kept
No it doesn’t
Small village and towns, one of the few local authorities locally that feels like it doesn’t have a large town to support it. Fleet feels like it’s in decline. The new community should build upon this and offer another
village/town feel, something buzzing and thriving like Hartley Whintney
NO
Not really
Good access to open green space for all
No I don’t feel Hart has a unique identity- it’s a collection of towns and is a convenient place to live and work in south east.

YES. Why has Hart been continually voted the best place to live? Because of the wonderful balance we have or urban and rural living side by side and giving residents choice. You are misleading the residents by
publishing a map which does not reflect the impact of this 'garden' community. The development of a concrete TOWN will result in the coalesces of Hartley Wintney, Winchfield, Hook, Fleet, Dogmersfield, Crookham
Village and Odiham.
The way in which this survey has been worded and marketed is predetermined. Where are the other options for people to consider how we responsibly address the housing needs across the community? Interesting you
are surveying those who live and work in Hart however this development will only serve those who want to move out of London and who have A LOT OF MONEY to spend. You have also omitted some of the really
important elements of what actually makes a Garden Community work......make it accessible for all and not line the pockets of the developers. Land Capture Value was one of the key principles set out by Lord Taylor
however this is clearly something you wish to ignore.
a mixed and balanced community of rich and poor residents.
Hart needs Fleet - as its clear centre - to be redeveloped as a thriving modern town with brilliant community, retail & leisure-based town centre. WE DON'T NEED A NEW TOWN!!!!!! I STRONGLY OBJECT TO YOUR
PREVIOUS QUESTIONS WHICH DID NOT ALLOW A FREE RESPONSE. PLEASE EXCLUDE MY ANSWERS TO Q1 & Q2 ABOVE FROM ANY SUMMARIES YOU PRODUCE AS YOU FORCED ME TO ANSWER
THEM AGAINST MY WILL. ZEIG HEIL!
I strongly oppose the SHGV
A development this large will damage Hart’s unique green identity.
Keep hart green
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes it does and the Garden Community would destroy it. Other regenerations option for Hart should be considered. I urge the Council to discontinue work on the SHGC project
No.
No
Yes, one of the WORST councils in the area.
Features are - toxic emissions putting residents in A and E.
It did until this irresponsible council decided to over saturate the area with housing with no respect for the area and its residents.
Yes it has space and nature and unique properties that would be lost in an estate of new houses
Oak trees common space ponds

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Green open spaces, no over crowding,
Green spaces
natural woodands
Yes - features that should be reflected are the rural, green and bio-diverse nature of Hart, with plenty of space left for nature, and not allowing a developer to cram in as many houses as possible without including features
such as badger runs and hedgehog holes, and areas which are not accessible for humans and their pets, but simply left for the nature which is undoubtedly going to be displaced by any development.
Large trees
Excellent countryside areas
No
Yes it is a semi-rural area of North Hampshire. Its identity is that it is surrounded by farmland. Now post Brexit - we need that farmland to be productive - not covered in housing. People live in this area because it is semirural. Building 5,000 houses will ruin it - it will be unrecognisable. This is not wanted and not needed.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure
No
Yes, it has too many people already which is not supported by the infrastructure. So building a whole new town is madness. DO NOT BUILD SHAPLEY HEATH.
The Green space that this new town seeks to destroy and the wildlife it supports is part of Hart's unique identity. I would like to be given the choice of not having this new conurbation and the council properly exploring the
viable alternatives
It’s small, has strategic gaps between its neighbours, and has access to open space
Yes - the community needs to focus on new housing for young people. So, I would suggest all houses need to be three beds or under. All detached. Low density with good garden space and open specs for each street
community to meet. The community space needs to be formally protected - so covenants that stop houses being extended, etc. The housing plan identifies large demand for one bed and two bed houses so we should
build that. No four bed or five bed houses- we have enough of them. The council should only build for its own needs. 1000 to 1500 houses - it needs to think why it was voted the best place to live in England. That
accolade would naturally suck in demand from other regions - which f we pander to that demand then Hart would quickly lose its best in England accolade and lose its community spirit and identity. Look what has
happened on nine Mike ride Wokingham - it is now a heartless community having been overbuilt

Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes - the identity derives from the green and open spaces around the villages and towns. Building Shapely Heath would destroy this and so destroy the unique identity of Hart
yes, it mostly has desirably pleasant historic small towns separated by pleasant green countryside. New community should maintain that pattern - which largely means developing inside existing communities and redeveloping less pleasant (brownfield) areas.
Because it has focused community identities and it is the first genuinely fragmented settlement area west of London with non-contrived green space
Yes it does at the moment; but that will be lost with a huge 5000 house development. Please divert these funds to something the tax payer does want.
Yes, know ast the green heart of Hampshire the wide open expanse of green space around the canal and the fields to the M3 is it's identity.
The unique Identity for Hart ,I would say is it's become an area that is totally overbuilt with no thought to how the area will cope with extra people, needing GPs appointments, hospitals , school places, etc
Yes, Hart most certainly has an existing unique identity. Most of that identity is a mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas which are to be found across its beautiful landscape. It also has separate, unique and distinctive
communities, as your own map shows. This proposed new town in this area of Hart would effectively create a single and huge conurbation and we would lose the 'lung of Hart', namely Winchfield, and join it to Fleet along
with many of the currently separate villages like Crookham Village and Dogmersfield. For this, and other reasons, this project must be abandoned, as it is unsuitable and not needed. I do not endorse this project in any
way whatsoever and no such inference must be taken from any of my answers given in this survey. It is also clear that you have reduced the ten principle of HM Government to just five, and in doing so you are not giving
enough emphasis to Well Designed Places; to Healthy Places; to Strong vision and Local Engagement and to Legacy and Stewardship arrangements. Also, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture as
was agreed by Cabinet? Landowners receiving £125k per acre, as per the viability study, will not deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
No
Green spaces and access to nature to ensure wellbeing for all ages
Countryside and open spaces.
Yes
Yes. Hart is a mostly rural area characterised by having distinct, separate villages surrounded by open countryside with one or two small towns. What it isn't is a northern sprawling conurbation disjointed from a very
different rural south, which is what the new development at Shapley Heath would produce.
Yes. Our countryside and rural habitat should not be concreted over by building such an unnecessarily high number of new houses, especially without a new motorway junction and train station able to cope
Not especially.
No it does not. It's a homogenised modern take on a town with a high focus upon cutting the cost or public services, ignoring the true housing needs i.e people on housing waiting lists and pandering to the 'look at what
I've got' generation.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
No Hart does not have a unique identity but people like living here for access to employment opportunities and small towns and villages which suit a lot of people's lifestyles.
Plenty of green spaces and wildlife
Hart is a very green area and any new development should continue to reflect this with tree planting a priority. Too many local developments have been allowed to go up with very few trees incorporated in the planning.
A community space, such as the Harlington, helps people to meet and socialise. A library should also be considered.

Green space
Community spirit
Good education facilities
Hart has a completely unique identity that has been built through many generations and we have a responsibility to manage , maintain and improve on it. We already have an established community. And do not need
this massive new overspill add-in. A crazy proposal to open up to Developers initial 5,000 then 10,000 and then beyond to destroy Fleet / Hartley Wintney / Hook / Winchfield / Odiham area with a huge conurbation is
totally unjustified.
You are factoring very high numbers in excess of UK Gov forecasting and planning. Feels like this is driven by developers behind the scenes and purely financials. A "garden" community is a complete misrepresentation
and misnomer as when you see any developments going up the houses are so crammed in that nobody has a garden. Look at all the recent housing estates in North Hampshire and beyond for the facts. And
developers lag behind any infrastructure investment commitments.
This survey is all based on pre-disposed approval that all this is going ahead. Its completely biased to a predetermined outcome. The survey should be redefined as to scope, objectives and associated questions. It is
unbalanced and biased.
What should be reflected is any proposed developments in keeping with retaining Harts identity as a rural community of villages and towns. And focus on sorting out the state of the town centres especially Fleet main
street. The risk is the whole thing ends up as Basingstoke mark 2 swallowing up existing established communities. Places like Odiham and Hartley Wintney have historic centres that are quintessentially English culture
and character. This heritage is the foundation of our civilised society. Development should be geographically dispersed across the UK to enable regeneration of areas to improve quality and standard of living
throughout regions suffering from poor employment, run down estates, crime and drug related societal issues.
Green spaces, natural walks, places to escape from people. No new houses, crammed in together for profit with poor outdoor space/parking
We don't need a NEW community It should keep its green spaces and fields which make it a rural community. Adding more home to an over populate small town will only cause more problems with infrastructure, overcrowding in schools and poor services
to home, especially sewage and water.
Not a unique identity but one associated with well-being, space and resources. This development is likely to negatively impact the positive identity that Hart currently has. It will wipe out so much of the space we enjoy, put
strains on the education, transport and health infrastructure
Yes. Keeping housing to a minimum and making sure important amenities can be maintained for the future.
No
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity, in its well-balanced mixture of rural, semi-rural and urban areas. The proposed development would destroy this balance, obliterating the separate identities of Winchfield, Fleet,
Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham. The only way to avoid this would be to abandon the entire project. This survey is tendentious in assuming the project will proceed. I have responded
to the multiple choice questions, because doing so has beenn the only way to complete this flawed questionnaire. My responses do not imply that I support the project at all, regardless of how many houses it envisages.
There is a unique character which CANNOT be improved by a poor development such as planned which is not required
Predominantly rural with distributed villages and two towns. This urban sprawl conurbanising Fleet, Hook and Hartley Wintney, swallowing existing villages, will destroy Hart's unique identity.
Hart does not have a unique identity. Winchfield does, and that would be destroyed by this proposal
Hart should focus on retaining the countryside which allows current residents live in a green, healthy environment....
Nil
Plenty of green spaces around for adults and children to enjoy, relaxing or playing
Open space, small villages, tight community, historic buildings, nature
Open space - specifically recreational access to the military lands when not in use (as protected and enabled by the byelaws) to the south, east and north and open green space to the west. These are key features of why
living here is a positive experience and the idea of building over the west green space will have a permanent and persistent negative impact.
It does have a unique identity, with a lovely mix of villages and towns with clear boundaries between them. The green space gives each village a unique character and creates a diversity or rural and urban landscapes. As
a long-term resident, I have chosen to live here as I am able to get into unspoilt countryside within minutes of leaving my house. The proposal of a huge development would fill these precious green spaces that are of
benefit to all Hart residents for their mental health and well being with a sprawling urban building project.
This survey predisposes that respondents are in favour of a new community without giving an option anywhere to state opposition or an alternative view. Fleet town is full of empty office and retail space that could be
sympathetically redeveloped to provide affordable housing instead of destroying beautiful landscapes and the ecosystems within them.
Do not build shapely Heath!!! Refer to previous message.. what is wrong with you?
Rural and quiet
no
The green belt and protected green spaces in Hart is one of the main reasons people move here. Creating a new community will impact Hart’s greatest assets, putting the value of our existing community at risk.
Yes, its identity derives from a mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas with separate distinct communities. The new town would create a single large conurbation obliterating rural villages and joining them all together.
This survey pre-supposes that this project goes ahead. I do not believe it should go ahead in any form as the Examiner removed the idea of a new town from the newly adopted Local Plan.

Leave the natural green space alone. What about the impact on the environment.
Small unique characterful communities that represent rural Hampshire living
Access to the countryside
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
Hart has a unique identity, rooted in its rural history, and green present, which many of it's families can trace across local settlements. I do not want the selected area built over. I can trace generations of my family on my
Mum's Mum and Dad's lines who lived in Winchfield, and adjoining Dogmersfield, Crookham, Crondall, Phoenix Green, and Odiham. We would lose that identity with such a new settlement - for example, the ancient
Three Castles Path which crosses the site. Meanwhile, Hart's main district centre lacks the weight and impact of the main towns in neighbouring districts and boroughs, and would surely benefit from regeneration?
Green spaces accessible
Good variety of open spaces for recreation / relaxation.
Yes the green space we have already. Don’t build a huge town on it.
No
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.
It does, but it's being ruined by poorly built development
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban, semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As your map shows, a
new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation, obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham together. This would destroy the
main attraction of Hart and so the best way to preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 2,000
houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.
Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship
arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not deliver enough cash to fund the
required infrastructure.

Green open space, not crowded roads
It does not have an unique identity at all
No I don’t believe so, not Hart as a whole. Each area perhaps haps but no identity for Hart as a whole.
Yes it has lovely green fields around Winchfield. They look much better without concrete all over them.
Good and supportive community.
Green spaces and countryside to enjoy.
Ability to easily access natural green space for health & well being
Green spaces ie canal and pond
Individual settlements within Hart have their own unique identities, but I would not say that Hart as a District has its own unique identity.
Don't build Shapley heath
Yes it does, but do not think by filling in this survey that I agree with the development.
I am totally against it.
Green space
supportive community
Yes, Hart already has a unique identity based on a mix of lovely villages, adequate resources/services and areas of beautiful unspoilt green and open spaces. All of this is at risk from SHGV.
Not anymore, it used to have before Fleet was allowed to deteriorate
Yes, it has a wonderful country feel lots of beautiful green spaces and of course the canal. There are lots of villages and it has a real village and country feel albeit there are good communication links to London the rest of
the country. It’s one of the few places you can actually get off the train and go straight for a walk in the countryside. With lots of wildlife and it needs to be preserved. The best way to preserve this is not to do this
development.
Keep the green spaces!
Harts Identity has evolved oven many years, it was largely a farming community with many old properties and listed buildings, successive urban expansion has taken away the individuality of the environment and created
a maze of estates with little character. new developments should embrace values with wide pedestrian walkways and tree lined avenues enhancing the wellbeing of residents
Traditional buildings built with decent sized gardens, i.e. bigger than what is provided for current new build properties.
Space
A compact and well wooded community, with excellent transport links, good educational. leisure and retail facilities. Good community spirit.
No, what there was has already been destroyed by overdevelopment
We should not be building this community. The unique identity we have will be destroyed. This community is not needed as demonstrated in 2019. It is driven purely by greed
Green space, and retaining the unique identities of existing places such as Hook and Hartley Wintney
Winchfield should be left alone
No. Hart is a remote council dominated by influential yet unknown officers and bureaucratic policies with councilors paying little part or providing democratic quality assurance. The sports centre is a notable excellent
exception. This is an opportunity to switch from being a controlling council to one which is dynamic and provides services, infrastructure and facilities that people need and deserve.
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity. Most of that unique identity derives from its mix of urban,
semi-rural and rural areas dotted across the landscape as separate, unique, distinct communities. As
your map shows, a new town in the Heart of Hart would effectively create a single conurbation,
obliterating Winchfield and joining Fleet, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook
and Odiham together. This would destroy the main attraction of Hart and so the best way to
preserve that identity would be to abandon the project all together.
This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. Please do not infer from any of my
responses that I endorse this project in any way shape or form. I do not believe it should go ahead at
all, whether it is 2,000 houses, 5,000 houses or 10,000 houses.Moreover, you have dumbed down the 10 government principles into just five, not giving enough
emphasis to Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy
and stewardship arrangements. Plus, what has happened to the principle of Land Value Capture that
was agreed by Cabinet? Paying the landowners £125K per acre as per the viability study will not
deliver enough cash to fund the required infrastructure
Yes there is a unique identity and that uniqueness is different in all the villages that are going to be affected by this monstrous development. As with all major developments there are promises of schools, doctors
surgeries and transport links and none of those will happen. The removal of beautiful countryside will greatly impact on the communities.
Yes, Hart has a unique identity- it’s glorious countryside! We don’t want or need a garden community that will devastate our landscape!!
We should be improving old communities like Fleet and Basingstoke which have lots of empty buildings. Building on green fields contributes to global warming.
Fresh, open, friendly, community, family, green environment

N/a
Yes but it is losing it through too many new housing estates. It is not the pleasant community which I found 20 years ago.
Yes, and a large part of that is its rural areas which should be protected not eradicated for the benefit of developers who prefer the lower costs of greenfield building.
Hart does have an indentity which is not recognised by an councillor who supports this project, it is one of open space not one of vanity projects
Yes, Hart does have a unique identity, in its well-balanced mixture of rural, semi-rural and urban areas. The proposed development would destroy this balance, obliterating the separate identities of Winchfield, Fleet,
Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham. The only way to avoid this would be to abandon the entire project. This survey is tendentious in assuming the project iwill proceed. I have responded
to the multiple choice questions, because doing so has beenn the only way to complete this flawed questionnaire. My responses do not imply that I support the project at all, regardless of how many houses it envisages.
Yes of course it has a unique identity so why the desperation to change it into a 'garden community'? Proper investment in what we already have, please before Fleet becomes too run down. Or is that the strategy?..... let
it become so run down that even some hideous giant garden metropolis is a better option?
Yes, it is rural . Not having a new community created by destroying the nature that makes it special
Hart is a mishmash of urban and countryside. Your Q assumes the development is going ahead: it shouldn't.
Considerable number of historic properties within the boundaries of Crookham village, Dogmersfield and Hartley Wintney. You cannot destroy our history!!
Yes, as a low-density housing and green area. This goes directly against that
Hart has a special and distinctive rural character. That’s exactly what makes it more desirable than - for example - Rushmoor, Surrey Heath and Basingstoke. It has charming, distinct villages which all have a character
of their own. It is madness to suggest that Hart's identity can somehow be improved by building a huge new town which would destroy the very essence of its current identity by amalgamating all these villages into a new
concrete conurbation.
Hart has mixed character in its medium density neighbourhoods, but always close to countryside and green spaces
This survey is morally corrupt. You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the
best development option (3) SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield
area.

Question 4: Garden communities are well designed places that provide more than just new homes. Please indicate how important each of the following are to you.
They can include a range of local employment types and premises, retail opportunities, recreational and community facilities, to create a sustainable community.
Which of the following should be prioritised to achieve a vibrant mixed-use community?

Space for local employment/business
Combined home and workspaces
Retail space (local shops, markets,
café/pub/restaurants)
Formal indoor and outdoor sports and leisure
spaces (pitches, courts, fields, landscaped
parks)
Informal recreational space (meadows, trails)
Play spaces (playgrounds, splash parks)
Safe and well-integrated public realm
(neighbourhood squares/town green/streets
and walkways/pedestrian priority space)
Community facilities (community hall, library,
youth space, allotments)
Full educational provision (early years
through to college/apprenticeships/training)
Place of worship
Multi-use facilities or flexible spaces
(designed to be adaptable and serve different
purposes e.g. yoga classes and business
conferences)
Culture and entertainment spaces (theatre,
cinema, bowling alley, arts/cultural centre)
Health and wellbeing provision (GP surgery,
dentist, optician, well-being services)
What other facilities or future facilities do you
think would be necessary to ensure that the
new community is sustainable?

Not
Not important important at Not very
Not very
Somewhat Somewhat
Very
Very
at all
all
important
important important
important
Important
Important important
important
217
27%
8%
68
24%
197
23%
188
17%
135
242
31%
12%
97
27%
214
20%
157
10%
79

Total
805
789

Weighted
Average
2.95
2.66

27%

220

8%

63

19%

152

24%

196

21%

172

803

3.05

24%
15%
23%

195
125
183

7%
3%
6%

55
22
52

18%
7%
17%

143
58
138

27%
19%
26%

220
157
212

24%
56%
28%

193
457
222

806
819
807

3.2
3.98
3.29

26%

206

5%

37

17%

137

27%

215

26%

212

807

3.24

25%

201

6%

51

17%

135

27%

217

25%

205

809

3.22

23%
44%

189
351

6%
18%

45
143

11%
20%

87
156

21%
9%

170
73

39%
9%

317
70

808
793

3.47
2.2

28%

227

11%

86

26%

210

22%

180

12%

100

803

2.8

35%

282

17%

141

25%

204

15%

118

8%

61

806

2.42

20%

162

2%

16

8%

64

18%

148

52%

425

815

3.81

472
Answered
Skipped

824
373

Health and wellbeing provision (GP surgery, dentist, optician, well-being services)

Culture and entertainment spaces (theatre, cinema, bowling alley, arts/cultural centre)

Multi-use facilities or flexible spaces (designed to be adaptable and serve different
purposes e.g. yoga classes and business conferences)

Place of worship

Full educational provision (early years through to college/apprenticeships/training)

Community facilities (community hall, library, youth space, allotments)

Safe and well-integrated public realm (neighbourhood squares/town green/streets and
walkways/pedestrian priority space)

Weighted Average

Play spaces (playgrounds, splash parks)

Informal recreational space (meadows, trails)

Formal indoor and outdoor sports and leisure spaces (pitches, courts, fields, landscaped
parks)

Retail space (local shops, markets, café/pub/restaurants)

Combined home and workspaces

Space for local employment/business

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

What other facilities or future facilities do you think would be necessary to ensure that the new community is sustainable?
Green spaces
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
A big ditch for Cllr Ditch boy to live in.
The opening statement is beyond presumptive and directing the answers whilst perpetuating a myth that development can be dressed up with greenwashing - this question cannot be answered honestly.
Own school, shops, playground and doctors
Transport inks and not destroying the existing rural area.
Good Transport
What about the birds and wild life this development will destroy?
Farms and woodlands
Land without Shapley Heath
local shops - convenience stores. Edenbrook - Morrisons is not local
Walking and cycling connections to make it easy fro families to get around.
Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Decent road infrastructure in addition to existing roads. Changing a speed limit or putting in a new junction is not good enough
Building a large development on a large area of green belt land is in appropriate for Hart
Nil, we do not need the community.
As I said before, my big concern is that this development is so large, I see in your documents that it is up to 10,000 homes, this will completely destroy the lovely picturesque area. It will also just get absorbed and become
a massive urban sprawl with no real centre just a rabbit Warren of houses. Elevetham Heath for instance just feels like a big housing estate close to fleet. It does not feel like a distinct village.
Big green open fields with no new housing developments on them. We don’t want this development. Put it elsewhere.
Stop people installing plastic lawns!
why are you asking me hypothetical questions - I am completely against turning any area of Hart into a Garden Community - unless you want to follow all the garden community prinicples properly instead of cherry
picking the ones you might be able to achieve. Have you actually listened to Lord Taylor of Goss Moor? Youve got him on the payroll and he talks a lot of good sense about the requirements for land value capture,
infrastructure first, room for growth. you wont stand up to the developers to get any of those, you will sacrifice Winchfield to coaleasce with Hartley Wintney, Hook and Dogmersfield with no room for proper growth, no
centre to the community, no land bought at sensible rates. never mind 'future facilities' - get the fundamental first principles right.
Post office, news agent
Authentic demand evidence and to meet the dysfunctionality of Harts accommodation - starter retirement
Protected nature reserves
modern shopping mall
it is not necessary so the questions are redundant if such a development is needed in the future the site proposed is totally unsuitable for such a development
good transport links to bigger towns
Please ignore the above ticks which I am forced to enter in order to proceed
All these facilities would be completely unnecessary if there was no development.
Large, open public land with no houses on it between fleet and Hartley wintney
We don’t want a garden “village”!!
Access to train station and new road infrastructure are 100% essential to that location
There is no mention of investing in road and rail infrastructure. The best way of ensuring this project is sustainable is to cancel the project now.
Facilities for elderly
Better transport links and investment in road infrastructure.
You have to this point in your survey asked very closed questions it goes without saying that the survey is an avoidance of your repsonsiblity to represent your constsitunets
This whole project is undesirable and unnecessary and should be abandoned before more money is wasted. It is not needed to meet the housing target and the Planning Inspector said there is no evidence that it could
be achieved and it should be deleted from the Local Plan.
Keep hart green
Outdoor sports venue that can be rooved in the winter
safe walking & cycling routes

Comprehensive school
No changes. Think of the environmental impact.
Lots of open space.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction..
Adequate parking. Small local shops not big retail ones. Facilities for youth inclusion. Good link roads
Good recycling, possibly a local energy conversion from the rubbish
Keep housing on brown field sites and not ruin the surrounding countryside for ever
Tip and waste facilities and pumping station
Good spread of retail, integrated transport (e.g. safe cycle ways to local train stations and nearby towns)
It would be more sustainable if you didn’t develop the land.
Don’t build
We do not need this developments , this positive spin is crass
Probably not in bricks and mortar but in attitudes/relationships/welcoming to the community
I do not understand why this survey has 'jumped' to the assumption that SHGV will be or should be built. This process appears back to front and purposefully designed to try and show support for something that is not
there. Procedurally it's a irrational and causing a great deal of local anger and dispute. You are asking the wrong questions at the wrong time. The case has yet to be proven that there is a need for SHGV.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Areas of natural ancient woodland that is not made into trails etc. Plus allotment spaces. Corner stores, not just central retail hubs. A variety of architectural styles and self-build.
I have marked the above not very important sine the questions are irrelevant. This project should be cancelled since it, with all the attendant infrastructure is not sustainable.
None
Green fields open countryside natural wildlife
It will not be sustainable with 5,000 houses! Build on brown field sites - not our fields and countryside! Plenty of other options to build in other areas - stop making the south east of England into a concrete jungle.
Development is badly needed in the north of the country.
Open fields like they are now - nothing like leaving nature alone
Given the need for a new "community" (i.e. a new housing development) has not been establised this seems to be a very biased question in seeking views on factors that might or might not be important for the
development. It is rather like the question "Have you stopped beating your wife? Answer Yes or No only". If one does not believe that the need for a Shapley Heath/Winchfield development is established, questions
about the need for a bowling alley and the other facilities cited in the question seem to pre-judge whether a development is needed at all. However leaving that important point aside, the proposed development will need
substantial infrastruture developments that have been ignored, e.g. new railway bridges to allow access to the area by the enormously increased amount of road traffic that would be inevitable from a development of the
size mooted; flood alleviation measures for the places where road regularly flood in periods of heavy rain; road widening and straightening, burial of electricity cables currently carried on pylons running across the area. It
seems unlikely that a significant proportion of the inhabitants of the new development would be employed on the development itself, hence leading to increased traffic and pollution. The Sustainability of the proposed
development is therefore questionable. The best way of achieving or increasing "sustainability" in Hart would be by not creating a fundamentally unsustainable greenfield development on Shapley Heath/Winchfield.
Schools
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
ALL OF THESE ARE ALREDAY HERE IN HART DISTRICT. Current shpps and busnesses need Support not COMPETITION.
Leaving the space as it is for environmental reasons and quality of life for people already living here and paying council tax
Make all these important development / improvement areas for existing urban areas
That it doesn't exist in the first place! Put all these in the current parts of Hart first. Those of us who already live in Hart deserve the attention, not a load of newcomers!!
Child care
Don't build it
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.

The whole area of search should be used as a natural facility for walking, cycling, enjoying woodlands and the open air, and encouraging biodiversity. It should be retained as a 'green lung' in the 'heart of Hart' to be
enjoyed by the residents of Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and other nearby villages and towns. You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location
discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station; improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most
sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all.
Where is the provision for transportation infrastructure? The location for Shapley Heath has been studied in the past. It would need car parks, new platforms at local railway stations – even a new station - and significant
improvements to existing roads, potentially a new motorway junction to avoid completely overwhelming the existing infrastructure. The most sustainable option is not to build in the first place and keep the rural nature and
green spaces. Cancel the project.
Good pedestrian and cycle access to Fleet high street to support local shops, cafes etc
Keeping the countryside just as it is!! WE DONT WANT A GARDEN VILLAGE
All of these facilities need to be provided for the existing community before further development is considered. The last few big developments still have no safe crossings for students to travel safely to school. This needs
sorting first!!
You have ignored the extra road infrastructure that such a development would require. Winchfield already has a healthy community spirit, a well-used village hall, two pubs, regular, organised, well-attended litter picks. I
runs the Winchfield Music Festival every two years starring quality profesional artistes. There is a good vibrant Village Community there with attractive landscape all around. Far from creating an artificial 'community' your
proposals would destroy both the existing community and landscape. Your proposals should be scrapped.tes
u
As I said in 2 above, I am not completing these questions as if I did so it would indicate that I was in favour of the development which is plainly not the case. Please register my disapproval.
It is difficult to predict what type of facilities might be needed in future, but there should be scope to expand or re-use facilities within the new community as needs change over time.
There should not be a 'new-community'
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now. Should works begin, expect a protest
cycle routes
Good transport links to local towns
facilities need to cater for all ages and abilities
Hides to watch wildlife
Again we do not need additional housing or facilities. This proposal should be denied
voluntary library
Most of these exist already or can be created / expanded without the need for building all these houses. Infrastructure is not mentioned at all, the transport and medical, education facilities are already struggling. Retail
premises stand empty. Why is this development needed?
Scouts / Girl Guide dedicated property with storage and campsite. Wild spaces of forest/woodland, forest school. Alternative outdoor recreation for teens/adults eg. high ropes trails, bmx track, wild swimming.
all questions as if it's proceeding? where are the alternatives ?
Don’t build a new community invest in the ones we have and make better use of existing infrastructure
Sort out Fleet, do not build Shapley Heath
the best way to ensure that Hart community remains 'sustainable' is to cancel the SHGV project.
Reaching net zero (and beyond I e. Reduce carbon output don't just offset) and don't build more towns!
Good road network that does not create traffic jams and slow up other traffic.
Sports teams facilities and pubs and cafés and restaurants a church and a cemetary..
solar panels and battery banks
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Vets, charging points, a convenience store, a fast food outlet
Train connections
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
The area should be left as it is and not developed.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Cycle routes, electric charging points, use brownfield sites.
Meadows and trails already exist in the area, and a fine place of worship in Winchfield Church. All other development in the area is undesirable.
You should be sorting out the facilities in existing local communities

In sourcing of current technology
The new community is not needed, the government says we have fulfilled out housing plan,
We don’t need it
Transport infrastructure that links residents with neighbouring towns and villages
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
Work hubs. Local power generation owned by residents.
The best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Open green spaces
Why a new community when old communities need investment and can achieve diversity. Invest in the existing infrastructure
Transport infrastructure structure is essential and this needs to take into account cars as the pandemic has shown, people need their cars even when you have good train networks etc
Open countryside
Do not want a new community
No need for 5,000 new homes, thank you
Affordable and reliable public transport
Not building it
Community center / volunteer hub
Genuinely low cost housing.
Pubs, restaurants and cafés.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
Transport infrastructure would be a nightmare if this was built
I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH DEVELOPMENT
Extra money for Gallagher
Green fields around Winchfield to walk and breathe clean air and see animals in the wild.
no more buildings
All housing should be within approximately 15 minutes walking distance of Winchfield station.
Major Roads Infrastructure to take pressure of existing routes
water, lakes, natural habitat for nature.
Trees in people's gardens and pavements; only electric cars allowed
leave the land alone
sustainable and affordable passenger transport system to allow access to all local facilities, including library. This is very important for those who do not drive and those with mobility difficulties.
Housing that is attractive, well built and liveable..not small boxes that jam families into tiny spaces
Improving the facilities in Fleet and surrounding areas first.
decent sized rooms in houses, decent gardens, sufficient off street parking, car charging ports.
More sustainable is to retain the green space and to look at alternate ways of housing- but certainly not building a vast new community which is not needed. our green spaces are far more important- we already have a
structure plan which allows for the growth expected. this proposal is not acceptable. In addition what would be done about train stations and public transport?
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
Leave the green spaces between Fleet, HW & Hook as they are - green!
Don't create a new community. This would only serve to divide investment across the district rather than grow for existing and future members of the Hart Community.
All of the avove are important but SHGV damages prospects for investment in Fleet. Most of the neighbouring towns in the area (Camberley, Farnham, Aldershot etc) have attracted major investment for regeneration
(running to hundreds of millions of pounds for each town). Only Fleet has failed to attract major investment. We know from the two developers who expressed interest in investing in RHA’s Hart Shopping Centre
redevelopment scheme that they were put off by HDC’s obvious lack of interest in Fleet. HDC's SHGV project seems designed to put off investors and to leave Fleet in decline.
Leave it as green landscape. Building houses that are not needed is NEVER sustainable!
Don't build the community.
None as the project should be cancelled.

We don't need more housing
This is the wrong location to fulfil the above criteria
Secondary school,doctors’surgery
Don’t build it
No further development is required in Hart
A well balanced approach
Existing facilities are adequate for current communities. Brown field sites need to create new opportunities
Improve already poor towns in this area
Space for nature
There is no plan to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Previous studies into a new settlement in this area covered extension of car parks and platforms at the stations and potentially a new station; improving the existing
road network, building new roads and possibly a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to cancel the project and preserve these vital green spaces as they are.
Unspoilt and preserved areas of nature, green spaces, woodlands are a TOP PRIORITY for wellbeing and survival.
Easy access to main road network and Rail Transport
We don’t need this development
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
Not to build them but to leave the fields as they are. We don't need more homes being built.
Good transport links, green initiatives, solar power, solar lighting, a lot of recycling points
Good public transport links to the wider area
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now. please stop wasting my council tax money on this joke.
None of these are important for Shapley Heath as there is no need for Shapley Heath in the first place. Furthermore your list omits any consideration of transport infrastructure - presumably because you realise that the
necessary work is not deliverable.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
The most fundamental requirement for a vibrant, cohesive community is that residents should feel that their elected representatives listen to their opinion and seek to maintain the environment in which they all live, rather
than imposing their own vanity on the community and destroying its rural heritage
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
A new community is not sustainable and should not be built - the government inspector told you in the Local Plan inspection report.
Not bombarding the current towns & villages because suitable provision of roads, medical facilities & schools are not provided
Woodlands and fields. Countryside. Hart District already has a local plan that specifically excluded Shapley Heath. Carrying on with this project is in direct breech of the local plan.
The need to invest in road and rail infrastructure would appear to have been ignored. Prior studies discussed alterations to rail and road facilities in the area. The most sustainable option would be to retain the existing
rural space and nature in the area. The best way to make the project sustainable is not to do it at all.
All of above though under pressure available for existing communities so none important
Actually affordable homes for young people.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
The primary focus for Hart should be to protect green areas and countryside, NOT build on it!
Should not be built
Parking spaces, good transport, plenty of space
New community not required. Focus should be on the redevelopment of Fleet that is on the decline.
Should this development proceed without investment in railway stations and car parks, and in road infrastructure throughout the District, it will contribute to the deterioration of the quality of life in Hart

You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station,
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the are. So the best way of
ensuring this project is 'sustainable' is NOT TO DO IT AT ALL> CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
Woodland planting, lakes, nature reserves, green spaces
Good transport links
Before establishing new communities, surely we should concentrate on regenerating those in current need of investment to maximise their unique potential
I object to the format of this questionnaire, which assumes a so called garden community is to be built. You have forgotten that the Inspector advised against such a development. Nothing has changed.
None. I already have all this, so there is no benefit to me whatever. The way you have phrased this question implies it is a given that the project will proceed, which betrays the wrong mindset. And it is aimed at people
who are likely to live there. I am not one of those. No Shapley Heath.
Again the question assumes that residents favour the development with no option to object
something for the people who do not play football
We do not need a Garden Community. This is just another name for building development on our rural green countryside
Green spaces
If this ill-conceived project proceeded, it would require a vastly expanded road network and greater rail capacity. This would in turn create further environmental damage. Leave this relatively unpolluted area as it is by
cancelling the project now.
Don't build it
Good infrastructure and transport links. It is unrealistic to think any development such as the one proposed would provide for even most of most of its residents' needs. Development of this size in Hart (or elsewhere in
the South East) will be not be supported by the region's water supply.
houses with proper parking!
New roads, new railway station ,another junction 5a on M3. The area will be grid locked. Lots of money needed here
Don’t support the garden community
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new
Well maintained recycling
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
None the Shapely Heath project shouldn't be built.
Adequate public transport facilities, good cycle paths
Walking and cycling routes to nearby towns and villages
Leave countryside as it is - it is the green lung of hart
Public Transport provision
Scout and guide facilities
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
more countryside
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Bridleways so that horses and horseriders are safe
This list of facilities nicely sums up exactly what you should be doing in Fleet. Instead of generating some new monster development, you should be giving proper consideration to the community that already exists. Fleet
is dying before our eyes yet you seem to be entranced by this totally unnecessary pipe dream. Apart from anything else, you have not mentioned infrastructure here. The impact of 5,000 - maybe 10,000 - houses here
will be enormous. Where is your mention of the effect on road and railway capacity? Do you think the existing infrastructure - already at breaking point - could possibly cope with an extra 7,500 - maybe 15,000 biodigester to take waste and produce power
NONE-I am OPPOSED to the development in its entirety. You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and
platforms at the stations; potentially a new station; improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural
nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.

You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Not building it at all and instead keeping the land as truly sustainable countryside
Scrap Shapley Heath it’s eating money and you Councillors should be ashamed of yourselfes
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
activities for teens- skate parks,
I do not support Shapely Heath, my answer above should not be taken as an indication of support for Shapely Heath.
Protection and preservation of our local countryside for the conservation, promote biodiversity and for open access and enjoyment of the people of Fleet
No access to commuter facilities. The community needs to be local and NOT encourage commuters. Needs to be focused on young families maybe mixed with annex’s for grandparents. Not aimed at 40 - 60 yr olds
By concentrating new developments within communities, access to many facilities (like education at all levels) that would not be available to a new community of necessarily limited size..
No place is an island, it needs strong transport links
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
Perhaps first establishing that there is both the demand and the space for a new community? There is simply no space for this. Surely we must protect all our beautiful green spaces? These are what already gives the
area its unique identity. Don't damage the individual character of the towns we already have. If people had wanted to live in the middle of a great big conurbation they wouldn't have moved here in the first place.
Why is it even necessary? There are multiple developments already underway in Hart. We don't need any more.
Houses that are built for green engergy and have solar panels and come with electric charging points
It is not sustainable road and rail links are totally inadequate
None are important because destruction of our countryside is not required and not wanted.
Electric car support / cycle pathways
It should be at least 10 km from the nearest other town
Transport
Keeping the green spaces in between the existing settlements so they are not merged into one by the proposed development
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Full recycling and carbon neutral
Proper roads and separate cycle and footpaths
Buses to connect with the rail stations and villages, so people don't have to take their cars everywhere.
Critical factors have been ignored such as the need to invest in roads and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a
new station; improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So,
the best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. The project should be cancelled, with no further resource wasted on it
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Removal of toxic emissions putting current residents in A and E.
A dedicated pharmacy
Limits on vehicles and appropriate infrastructure
less development of farm land and green space
social space for old people to gather. Good public transport to and from nearby towns/railway stations. Cycle friendly roads (cycle lanes)
Preservation of what is already there, not trashing it.
None of the above will just appear. Where are you going to recruit the GPs from, where are the teachers going to come from who work in the schools if you already have trouble recruiting them? What's the point in
building sustainably, the only sustainable option is not to build on more green land. All just stupid babble.
don't build on green field - reuse already used land
Good transport to employment/education/leisure

shapley green should NOT be built
This development would destroy all existing green space between Fleet, Hartley Wintney,Hook and Odiham which provide important leisure and nature amenities.
Open space
I object to SHGC. Anyone living in this area will still drive out of it to other villages and towns, which will just mean infrastructure constructed to accommodate this. There are areas within Hart that should be regenerated;
shops, offices, halls before new ones are built. Regenerate Hook and Fleet rather than building something bigger than Hook and nearly half the size of Fleet. We don't need these houses
A) An Incubator Unit focused around climate change, with a view to encouraging new businesses in the sector to grow and use the new settlement as a place to try out new technologies, B) the benefit of pubs are underrated but form an often a very major part of how to build a community, so a good quality pub MUST be included C) Village green and interconnected village plaza adjacent to the community facilities and retail C) facilities
for a car sharing pool, to encourage reduced use of vehicles - potentially for the settlement to have pool cars for the use of all (why do we all own cars, when many of us do not use them that often - it's a large cost
individually, and impact on the planet) D) A University Hub - we have no higher level education within Hart, so this would be an amazing opportunity to create a new and exciting facility serving not only Hart but those
across the region. It could be focused on a range of different sectors such as the Care Sector (which with an ageing population will be a growth area) or around viticulture (English wine is another growth area, and this will
continue if temperatures continue to rise) or around technology and the gaming sector, a growth area in our region. We could also think about whether Shapley Heath has the ability to become a major focus for cycling
1000’s of local jobs and enough school places
Don’t build it
No impact at all on existing environment or community
Sufficient car parking spaces. People want to and like using cars. Limiting parking spaces doesn't solve the problem and makes things worse. Observer recent residential developments with cars parked on pavements
and all over the place that then introduce fundamental emergency vehicle access issues.
What IS important is to avoid building on green field sites let alone many of them like this.
All these facilities are all currently available in the local area. Surely by building more you will create unemployment?
Electric charging points. Regular and cheap Public transport
The question asks 'how important each of the following are to you' ie to me, and I have answered that. I expect you meant how important do you consider these to be in a large newly built community, but that is now what
you asked. Bad question. To answer the 'other' bit - our precious greenspace open countrside is the main facility we have and you need to leave it alone and consider other forms of housing which do not damage our
precious countryside. There ARE other ways to do it.
Pub
I don't know what you're assuming as the meaning and scope of 'sustainable', but the factors above relate to an isolated community. In addition to the factors above, effective transport links will be essential.
Why isn't Hart Council looking for creative way to improve the existing centres and facilities and do the Councillors believe that concreting the countryside will lead to some radical improvement for those people already
living within those settlements?
This survey is incredibly leading. Why is there no question asking if local residents want a new garden community at all. It is not clear that a garden community built on greenfield space is necessary or the best option for
meeting housing need in Hart.
Our local area is already too congested, we do not want yet more houses
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
I oppose the development of Shapley Heath but would welcome many of the above facilities being built in Fleet
Youth club, skate park, supermarket, pub, cafe...
Charging points, domestic heating systems, water recycling etc
I strongly oppose the SHGV development
This is all rather meaningless. Of course such facilities are important. This survey is assuming we support such a settlement (I don't), and it assumes interventions can be made in both the process, and crucially, the
market, to deliver such a mix - I am not convinced.
Transport links other than car or train must be provided and integtrated to surrounding towns and villages
There is adequate facilities for current housing, need to stop over developing green fields...
See previous comments. We have all those things locally already let them grow and forget this development idea please.
encourage residents to take an active part is the community
Connections to rail station

This whole survey pre-supposes this project is going ahead. There is no question asking if residents of Hart support the project – I do not support it! HDC’s own Shapley Heath Vision Document
(https://www.hart.gov.uk/sites/default/files/4_The_Council/Policies_and_published_documents/Shapley_Heath/Shapley%20Heath%20Vision%20Document.pdf) clearly states that ‘there is capacity across the whole site for
a development of around 10,000 homes’ (p16) it is clear that HDC’s vision for Shapely heath is to build 10,000 homes. The survey is misleading when it suggests a significantly lower number of ‘up to 5,000’ is being
considered. I do not believe it should go ahead at all, whether it is 5,000 houses at 30dph, 6,000 houses at 35dph or the ultimate size of Shapley Heath 10,000 houses at 35dph as stated in ‘Shapley Heath Vision
Document’, November 2018. HDC has not given sufficient emphasis to HMG’s principles of Well-designed places; Strong vision and local engagement; Healthy Places and Legacy and stewardship arrangements. The
proposed area is bounded by the A30 and the A287 the only significant road through the area is the B3016 none of which are capable of carrying the additional traffic that this development would generate. The M3 is a
distraction here – there is no proposed access to the M3 meaning that all traffic bound for the M3 at Junction 4A or Junction 5 would have to use the A30, A287 and B3016. Winchfield station is a cinderella station on the
Southwest Trains network with fewer stopping trains than Fleet and Hook and restrictions caused by a short platform. The need to invest in road and rail infrastructure has been totally ignored. Extending the car parks and
platforms at Winchfield stations would not be easy and would not be determined by either HDC or the developers. The A30 has been downgraded considerably over several decades to reduce its overall capacity, improve
road safety and encourage greater use of the M3. The current plan treats the M3 as a handicap; it is nothing more than a barrier to North/South movement across the site. The best sustainable option would be to retain
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The survey totally ignors the need for a large road/rail infrastructure
No more buildings! Leave the nature as it is. That’s why we love living here!
These questions are all irrelevant and are loaded in favour of development. There is no opportunity to vote for small rural settlements.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Recycling as well as general rubbish bins, incentives for businesses that contribute to a circular economy, consideration of carbon footprint of village - prioritise local suppliers, plant trees to replace any that are cut
down,create wild hedges and wild land to promote carbon sequestration in soil, consider local wildlife that will be disrupted and provide alternative environments for them, consider increased traffic generated by homes
and ensure this will not impact on surrounding communities
This is poor, the intent is to build a new town which will destroy harts character and the environment which hart states is a top priority, clearly not true
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations: potentially a new station;
improving the existing road networ, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green spaces all ready in existence. So, the
best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is to not do it at all. Cancel it now.
Not to build it
HART DOES NOT NEED - NOR HAVE SPACE FO - A NEW TOWN. IN 2019 SHGV WAS REMOVED FROM THE LOCAL PLAN BECAUSE IT WAS UNNECESSARY TO MEET THE HOUSING NUMBERS. IT IS STILL
UNNECESSARY.
Good Cycle ways to other local villages. Improve links to Winchfield rail station from other villages.
I don't think nature should be destroyed for a new community. Brownfield sites should be built on. There are sites within our villages and towns that could be used for housing and infrastructure. Many office
developments are no longer used due to the pandemic. Most of Fleet high street is empty.
Don't know.
Integration with existing facilities and not separate new ones
Develop brown field sites not encroach on green space
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel Shapley Heath project now.
We really dont need this so please stop wasting eveyones time and public money
Green countryside that I can walk in without 10000 houses, as a family we have enjoyed the beautiful countryside that surrounds our community, this has been especially important with the emergence of home working for
most people. With this shift in working patterns retail, commercial buildings are being vacated, redevelop these sites instead of bulldozing trees, paving meadows and destroying our communities.
Electric car charging points; homes with renewable energy heating
Have you considered the infrastructure to all this?! Traffic, total destruction of our beautiful country side . No to all of it!!
If this ill-conceived project proceeded, it would require a vastly expanded road network and greater rail capacity. This would in turn create further environmental damage. Leave this relatively unpolluted area as it is by
cancelling the project now.
It isn't built
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it NOW.
Not building it at all - green field development should be an absolute last resort
Public transport links

cycle lanes, shuttle buses
No reliance on other towns services
open countryside
Winchfield is valuable as an open space of countryside that not only the residents enjoy but the residents of built up areas surrounding it relish the freedom to escape to
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Do not build it then its not required
Please do not proceed with this development. Hart will never be the same again.
I do not agree with having a mini Basingstoke in between our unique villages !!!
Leaving green fields
There simply is not room for all that you ask about in the above question.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
The need to invest in road and rail infrastructure - where is this? Previous studies into a new settlement at this location discussed extending the car parks and platform at the stations - this is both costly, and at Winchfield
not feasible because of the road bridge and railway tunnel, so you have just ignored this option. a community of this size would almost certainly require a new motorway junction, further destroying local green spaces.
There is no way this project can be considered sustainable in any of its current guises.
None
Walking and Cycling routes
We don't need a new community, just to support the existing communities better. You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed
extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station; improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option
would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Expand Winchfield Station!!! It’s too small now and has no spare capacity at all,
You need to ensure that no trees are removed in any building (ANYWHERE) and more trees are planted to reduce overall air pollution. This includes situations when there is the need to improve and invest in travel
infrastrucure (both road and rail) which seems to have been ignored in this case. Sustainability includes the option to keep the green space/rural areas as they are and benefit the community in general, which is obviously
my opinion in this matter.
Community space for scouts and guides with storage for camp materials etc
This new community is simply not sustainable- there is zero infrastructure for it, 5000 potential new commuters on an already overburdened rail line
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
links to the local villages which will be absorbed into the conurbation - cycle paths to Hook, Fleet, HW. There is no need for College/post 16 eductaion (the local children have been well served by Basingstoke, Alton &
Farnborough - but give safe ways to get there)
All the homes should have solar panels
cycle route
can we agree what sustainable is...thus far it reads like a marketing brochure
Good public transport links to discourage unnecessary use of cars. Possibly a community car share system.
Woodland and meadows for people to enjoy nature
good parking and access to train station
to not be built
The short answer is that no new development would be sustainable. All the above have been promised on other local new developments, promises which have largely not been fulfilled and have therefore placed existing
facilities under additional stress. As for leisure space, a development would remove most of the natural existing environment.
Transport hub to facilitate public transport interchange.
Your survey is badly worded. The assumption is that we need a new town and is biased towards that
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
There is no mention of the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. There would be a need for extended car parks and platforms at stations, maybe a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to
keep the rural nature and green space in the area. The most sustainable action is to cancel the whole project.
It could be argued that many of the above, taken on their own, would be of value to the area, but NOT within the context of the proposed Shapley Garden Village, which is NOT NEEDED.

Don't build this housing estate. Leave the green space so the CURRENT Hart residents and future generations have nature left to enjoy.
Green fields
GREEN SPACES - WE DON'T NEED 10,000 MORE HOMES. WHAT A STUPID IDEA.
none. leave our green spaces alone
Development not wanted
All the above is important otherwise you put excessive pressure on other local facilities and encourage even more commuting
Big wide open fields to enjoy nature in its natural state. The kind of stuff you plan to build all over
At least one major retail unit
Future proofing and incorporation of modern power generation, e.g. solar for individual dwellings or other local power generation
Not building a new town on green fields and rural lanes
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
We should be regenerating Fleet Town using the above questions and not destroying our green open space
If this ill-conceived project proceeded, it would require a vastly expanded road network and greater rail capacity. This would in turn create further environmental damage. Leave this relatively unpolluted area as it is by
cancelling the project now.
I disagree with the premise of a garden community.
You have missed the important bits in your headlong dash to ruin this part of rural Hart. You have not mentioned road and rail travel, traffic congestion, pollution of the open countryside with traffic fumes and other
emanations from yet another concrete jungle and its incoming inhabitants that are not needed or wanted. If you want to do something useful to improve the health and lives of your existing inhabitants, please do not
destroy
the about
open countryside.
Just forget
Shapley development
The best way of ensuring sustainability for the future is not to build 5000 to 10000 houses on open countryside, green fields and historic areas. These are very important to the existing population of the area demonstrated
by the use of this space by many many individuals and familes during toe covid pandemic. DO NOT BUILD IT d
Lots of green space
Investment into green technology
Green spaces
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of ensuring this project is
"sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
What about infrastructure? This area is so unsuitable. The project should be cancelled
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Council tax increases. Concrete cows. More cash
A well planned and invested existing centre with suitable facilities and community hubs that supports diversity and allows some economic growth through a strong mix of retail, leisure and homes.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
Recycling facility
I am totally against a new garden town such as is being proposed.
The area already has sufficient services for its current population, although with the current developments these services are stretched. Adding a further population just compounds the issue and in our experience
developers rarely fulfil all their obligations prior to the infrastructure and development being in place,
It’s not. We don’t have the infrastructure.
You seem to have ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure.
Adequate parking design including storage in homes to keep garages free for cars. Cycle lanes that are useable
We DO NOT need any of the above, we already have them within easy access. The only things we do need are GP surgeries where you can actually get to see your GP without weeks of waiting and possibly more
schools to cope with the children who are already here in all the new estates
We feel these development plans completely ignore the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations;
potentially a new station; improving the existing (already stretched) road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the current rural
nature and green space in the area. It is our strong belief this project should be cancelled.

Facilities run on renewable energy
Any development must not destroy the very fabric that we have today, and why we choose to live in Hart.
Maintenance of the current existing green space.
Community policing
NO!!!! to Shapley Heath
WE NEED FLEET REDEVELOPED, NOT NEW COMMUNITY
transport links, external water features (lakes/ponds)
Do not build it
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project as "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Regeneration of Fleet - not the destruction of our dwindling rural pockets of green
Road and rail infrainstructure have been ignored. The best option is to retain the rural nature and green spaces of the area by cancelling this project before it is tii late.
You would not need any of this if you leave the countryside as is.
a swimming pool which could be easily accessed by the Western part of Hart
No new homes
Building a new town and the project to plan for it is wrong. Hart should focus it’s efforts on minimal building to meet government needs. No new town should be built. Shapley heath is a wasteful vanity project which will
not protect hart.
I think you have covered them all .
An unruined landscape
Land without Shapley Heath
Open countryside seperating towns and villages with wildlife and no buildings on green belt
As 64% of Hart residents commute out wider road systems should be geared with safety in mind. not rat runs to stations ect.
Good public transport
The premise of every question in this survey is that the development will go ahead. This is unacceptable
The reason these are listed not important at all as my response is being eschewed to give reason for SHGV. Therefore this is a sham survey based on presumed bias for taking responses that can be used to support up
to 10,000 houses. Stop the proposal!
2 secondary schools at least. Every child should walk to school, not be driven. We also need an arts centre like The Lightbox in Woking- amazing space with nice cafe, smart gift shop and museum.
Hospital or if not, then easy to get to by public transport
Electric vehicle charging points, plenty of tree cover, solar on all buildings, all buildings to be carbon neutral, sewage treatment plant, hospital
Open fields and woodlands, instead of thousands of new-build homes
Easy access to travel infrastructure, in particular the motorway network and the train. This area remains popular for those commuting to London and if fear for the pressure on the stations in particular, with the additional
commuters. Pre pandemic, the car parks were full by 8am and platforms congested from 7.30am. Additional road infrastructure will be built on rural land now and yet more will be lost if a new junction is built. Just look
at junction 4a to appreciate the amount of land that would be lost if a new junction was required. I just cannot see the benefit to Hart from proposing Shapley Heath other than it being a revenue generator for the district
council and a flawed approach to covering a budget deficit.
SHGV will be clearly unsustainable in every way. There is not the jobs demand to support >10,000 new resident, nor is there the infrastructure.
Policing patrols
All the above already exist in the village communities. Asking for an opinion on these amenities presupposes that the proposed development will go ahead. I do not agree that it should go ahead.
Lack of houses built in Winchfield
No new community as it cannot be sustainable without extensive work to the infrastructure which would ruin the green space which is such a big part of our community now.
It should be a '15 minute' garden town. All amenities, social interaction, commuting and journeys are achieved in around 15 minutes either by walking or cycling. Vehicle reliance must be reduced and space given back to
the community
Everything should be within the same estate to avoid thousands of people having to travel as the infrastructure could not cope.
I disagree with the premise so am not prepared to rate these. Better not to build a garden community at all.
As I have said the plan should not be adopted and none of the above is required
Enhance existing facilities & do not develop this green space - it needs to be left for existing communities to enjoy
Good road links and hospitals
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.

Don't build so many new houses!! Hart is getting too crowded!
Garages large enough for the ever wideness of cars and electric charging points for each property including flats
Built somewhere else
There is no link to sustainability here or the carbon reduction targets. Thousands of tons of concrete and thousands of trees taken out. The complete opposite to what the planet needs. The questions above are based
on a complete assumption that Shapley Heath is developed. The survey feels like a charade for manipulating the public's answers here to an "approved" path feedback wise. How is any of the items above going to
work for the road and rail infrastructure needed to absorb 5000 houses / 7500 cars and then 10,000 houses / 12,500 cars. The location and scale of this Shapley Heath development is flawed and must be cancelled to
stop
wasting
money.
I do not
agreetime
withand
SHGV
Drop this idea of mass suburban area west of Fleet
recreation for youths eg skate parks, youth club
Homes/facilities for people in later life. Homes that are TRULY affordable.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now
Peace and quiet in a countryside setting.
No houses, keep the green space.
Transport
Employment opportunities. Where are c15000 people going to work
Public transport links
Transport infrastructure and open countryside, none of these are mentioned
There are insufficient GPs in Hart already. What guarantees are there that more will be available?
leave as fields, and create incentive for real affordable housing, as apposed to the way out priced housing for younger generations.
Why does it have to be sustainable?
Do not build shapely Heath!!!
Don’t build 5000/10000 houses on it, that will sustain the current community of Hartley Wintney rather than destroy it
You have completely ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural and green spaces in the area. The best way to make the project sustainable would
be to cancel it now!
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Renewables
Less expensive housing for young people and first time buyers
Electric car chargers, and solar/heat-pump home energy/heating solutions.
It would be most sustainable by not being built
Minimal built up areas and preservation of natural habitats and environments
Areas of local countryside that are dog-free, or require dogs to be on leads - to protect wildlife
A 10,000 House new town which is 5 times the size of Elvetham Heath is not needed so none of these things are important
All of those 'facitities' are available in the 5 towns/villages that surround this project within a mile or so.
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
Almost all of these facilities are already available in my village. Theatres, bowling alleys etc. are feaures of a TOWN not a village which this project purports to be about but which will be created if this project goes ahead.
We have chosen to live in a rural/semirural location and no need has been demonstated for why we should be forced to change.
Transport that is not car dependant as it currently is for existing villages as public transport is non existence. Developers who deliver what is agreed in section 106 or via arrangements and aren't allowed to self deliver. No
repeats of the farce of a pavilion they were allowed to build on the playing fields at St Mary's Hartley Wintney that are not fit for purpose and were not even connected to mains power water or sewerage and is nothing
more than a glorified shed.

The roads and rail are already at full capacity and require enormous investment in infrastructure. The car parks are already full and station platforms mainly too short. The M3 would require a new junction at phenomenal
outlay which I do not think has been factored in. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all.
Cancel it now. .
stment in infrastructure in infrastructure. The railway could not cope with threquire at number of
passengers and the car parks are already full. The platforms need extending, new roads need to be built and the M3 motorway would require a new junction. I do not believe this has been factored in. t
Leave well alone while you can for the future of Hart and all that live here
decent public transport links
Affordable housing
Banks
Absence of urbanising features
Natural green spaces, fields and canals walks, allotments cultivating nature - all the above suggestions about leisure facilities and tennis courts are buildings/infrastructure and does not make a garden village.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
The most sustainable thing would be to scrap the notion of Shapley Heath
SHGV damages the prospects for investment in Fleet. It should not progress.
Good internet access
senior care facilities
Public transport
You have ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station; improving
the existing road network; building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way of
ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all.
Bus services to local towns. Rail services to London and the coast.
Quiet roads without artificial chicanes, speed bumps or similar obstructions
Integrated transport - safe cycle routes/shuttle buses to shops & stationetc
Thought definitely needs to be given to teenagers. Young children grow up and it’s likely families will stay in a garden community. Teen facilities are currently lacking in Hart, particularly in Fleet. They then get accused of
ASB when they congregate in groups in our parks. Teen facilities vital I believe.
You have totally ignored the need to invest in road and rail infrastructure. Prior studies into a new settlement in this location discussed extending the car parks and platforms at the stations; potentially a new station;
improving the existing road network, building new roads and even the potential for a new motorway junction.. The most sustainable option would be to retain the rural nature and green space in the area. So, the best way
of ensuring this project is "sustainable" is not to do it at all. Cancel it now.
New secondary school is vital
If you go ahead with this stupid plan you need to provide enough school places and GP services.
The current Green spaces you are planning on building on should be left alone
As said above, this question 'begs the question' that one accepts the concept of a garden community and is therefore naive.

Question 5: Is there anywhere else you go to connect with people?
Answered
Skipped

629
568

Responses
I don't know what this question is trying to ask. If you're assuming that 'connect' means 'socialise', then most of my 'connections' are outside the immediate community in which I currently live.
Golf course, sports centre
Local villages around Winchfield, golf clubs, Basingstoke and Reading , which are easily and quickly accessible.
Yes. The open land and woods of the country side, most of which you intend to destroy. Cancel as soon as possible
Local pub
Yes, the green spaces that this development will destroy
Our family use the local woodland and countryside that you propose to destroy by building thousands of unnecessary houses.
No.
Yes, there is. I live here already. I don't need any other options. One of the things I most value is the open countryside in which i walk with my friends. That includes many lovely walks in the area on which you propose to
Other towns such as either via bicycle or train. Allowing for future electric bikes/scooters on safe, dedicated tracks is essential as legislation develops
No
The pub
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project NOW.
No
Swimming pool open air
N0
Social clubs
Library
Gardens
I am a regular volunteer at a nature reserve
Little in our case, our friends are in the area too. For theatre we usually go outside Hart, but support locally offered gatherings when available. u3a is an example as well as local drama and musical prductions.
Pub
No
London!
Leisure facilities, friends/family’s houses, coffee shop
The open countryside that this project will destroy
No - this open countryside you are planning to destroy is all I need - CANCEL THE PROJECT
Don't like people
The open countryside that you propose to destroy is my favourite place to be. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
no
We moved to the area (less than a mile from the proposed development) to enjoy the countryside - countryside that you intend to DESTROY! I do not agree with this project and I believe you should cancel it immediately
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Please cancel the project now!
No
I think you have all my connections covered above. Other than family.
We already do! There are several excellent churches and halls in the villages of Hartley Wintney and Odiham. There are exercise classes and people are friendly. All this development is doing is bringing in people from
elsewhere who don't necessarily need to live in Hart. This is not needed.
no
The open places you plan to destroy
High street
Existing facilities in Hartley Wintney and Winchfield plus Fleet

London using train service
No
I go to the open countryside to walk with friends and our dogs.
no
Yes
No
The open country side that you are proposing to abolish. This stupid ideology should stop now by cancelling this project. Use existing brownfield developments for infill development.
no
No
Pub
Like minded neighbours who appreciate our heritage and rural environment are the most important - not more housing estates
Ni
Plenty already exist, the type of giant housing estate planned is NOT a community just another elvetham Heath based on greed
The outdoors!
Internet - high speed
A sports centre which caters for more than football and climbing wall parties. One that is safe would be good too without parts of the falling down. There should be NO focus on making a profit so many more sports can be
accommodated like badminton and squash. And sport is for all age groups, something Hart does not seem to support i.e. squash is not just played by 'old men' which is what your position was!
No
Pub
The open countryside and footpaths.
Swimming pool.
London
No
Open spaces, woodland, fields, meadows, footpaths, heaths. Anywhere that is green space without houses. Stop wasting public money pushing trying to push this development through.
I go to walk, cycle along the quiet country paths and lanes of Winchfield, which will be lost if SHGC gets built. I object to this whole idea in such a environmentally delicate area. The reason Winchfield is so green is
because the trees and hedges have remained the same for over 100 years and Hart DC should be looking to retain this precious asset. Climate Change is Hart DC's top priority and building this would be putting it at the
Parks and ability to reach transport on cycle paths
Local nature reserves
Internet
Library classes
As a keen cyclist I ride with groups of friends in the local area every week, in the very countryside you propose to destroy.
Dog training grounds
Pub
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Public house
Community arts centre
In the street , in the road and in co-hub space
?
I would suggest that efforts don't go in to writing surveys with questions that do not even canvas ideas whether it's a good proposition in the first. There is an implicit assumption here that it is getting built.
Why
The village pub
Cycle paths
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Homes & Gardens - modern housing developments are typified by their small buildings, tiny gardens cramped in as tightly as possible to maximise profit. This is not how people want to live, unless they want city life, which
is not the purpose of Shapley Heath. So space at home is v important
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Walking and cycling in all the local fields and tracks.
Cancel the project now
What on earth does this question mean?

For walks in our local countryside!
Pubs, restaurants, community centres
Golf course
I like to walk with friends - in open countryside.
If you build over the countryside as you seem to intend, a lot of people's mental health (not just mine) will suffer.
THE COUNTRYSIDE
No
Online :)
Yes the lovely little towns of Hartley Wintney and Odiham, which will be damaged by being effectively peripheral areas of the undesirable Shapley Heath Garden Community
Basingstoke, Hook, Hartley Wintney, Odiham, Fleet and Yateley . There must be good, frequent and affordable local bus and train connections between them.
No
No
No
People's gardens, make them large enough to be used rather than a large outdoor green area that won't be used
No
Pub
Community hall
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
I use the already local facilities like the Hart Leisure centre, which is amazing, so why the need to build another? I use local shops and restaurants in the area, so again why jeopardise peoples employment by adding more
no
Virtual
Work
No
Rotary, Lions, u3a.
Places where there are still woods and farms. I will not tell you where as you will likely want to build there.
Yes
Pub
Public house
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Nonsense question
Informal groups of like minded people who meet with a common interest without the need of any out side help or Shapley Heath
Local public library and transport hubs
?
No
Dog walking.
Internet - MUST have access to high speed internet
Open walks for dog walking and rurally located pubs
Nature, ancient Woodlands, heathland.
yes
Green spaces
Woodlands, cafes, green space.
Walking in the beautiful open countryside that you propose to destroy. Listening to the birds. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside which you propose to build on. Cancel the project
The open countryside, including the space that will be destroyed for this development. We already have plenty of parks, sports pitches and gardens in this area but our natural countryside must be protected. It provides a
vital habitat for our British wildlife, much which is endangered. These spaces already provide places for learning, exercise and wellness as they are. We must be focusing on preserving and rewilding spaces, not turning
Yes, the very place you plan to destroy - how ironic!

Friends in local villages
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
No
There are plenty off cafes and garden centres
Pub
NO
The canal is a lovely space full of connected people, relationships and important green spaces...do not ruin it!!
Don’t understand this question, other than Hart?
Yes!
Cafe
Existing conurbations and in the fresh air
The internet
Skegness
Don’t like people.
Want green, open spaces.
If lockdown has taught anyone anything it’s that having all this nature on your doorstep is priceless.
Don’t destroy it.
No
Allotments!
The amazing rural countryside we currently have that allows a great balance which this plan would sadly destroy
The gym, coffee shop - when you have lived in a community for a while and participate and volunteer for community activities you connect with many different people .
A small football and multi use stadium for the community.
A small, local, pub in nice, greenfield surroundings: Something which will potentially disappear when 10,000 new houses are built over existing greenfield lands.
What a strange question, what do you mean with that. That I need a garden village in order to connect with people? No I do not!
Church
London
We walk in the open rural areas of Hart, where we meet like minded people. SHGV would impact this adversely - cancel it.
Garden centres. Basingstoke Canal activities
Clubs
.
Of course
No
yes other areas of the county
Countryside walks with people of common interests
Clubs for children, Church groups.
I am a big fan of free common spaces (for example, indoors, like the Royal Festival Hall, or locally, Farnham Maltings), and spaces which bring together different generations. Media is important too - things like community
magazines/newspapers; community radio/podcasts, and community noticeboards. Social media is not the be all and end all.
Green spaces, natural trust venues
There are manifold existing local pubs, restaurants and green spaces where we meet and walk with our friends and family.
External spaces
To people's homes and Online - via Zoom, Teams etc.
Local SANG's
Yes
No
No
We live in a rural community and celebrate the fact that we all know eachother. It is an idyllic way of life that is threatened by your unwanted development. Not needed and unnecessary!
Regular visits out of area to see family and friends

Pub
the countryside that this proposes to destroy !!!
All the spaces we currently have.
The countryside, in Hart that exists already.
The countryside you want to build on.
church
What?
No
Yes the countryside you are planning to destroy
Long walks in open fields.
The open countryside in the area that you wish to destroy.
The countryside, stop destroying our green spaces.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
No
No
N/A
No
Leisure centre
Coffee shop
Toddler groups
Yes all the open areas around us which you plan to destroy.
Fleet
Open space that won’t get houses built on it
Enjoying countryside (cycling, rambling, heritage visits)
Community parks and Walking in the fields around Hook
The Pub!
Public Parks, Pub, Church
Local library and coffee shops
The open countryside you plan to destroy. Cancel this waste of taxpayers’ money now
Pubs and clubs
Village Hall
Church
Restaurants Public Houses
Village Green
Pub
Village High Street. Church. community groups
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
yes
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
No
Existing walks - such as the canal (SSI) & footpaths - see people similarly interested in nature/wild life
no
We frequent the open countryside which you are proposing to destroy. Cancel this plan NOW
No
Neighbourhood community
No -Not me personally

There are many locations within hart where people can connect without destroying the environment we moved to the district for
No
Walking in the countryside
Pub
On green fields around Winchfield to walk the dog, breathe clean air and not be surrounded by concrete and bricks.
Existing country pubs and restaurants with charm rather than plastic chain pubs or restaurants.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Anywhere but the Shapley Heath development with which I strongly disagree as I have made clear earlier.
I regularly go to open countryside spaces. Like the space that is being planned for distructionnto build this oversized urban expansion of Fleet.
golf club
No
Men's Shed Church Crookham and Fleet
To major towns. Basingtstoke, Reading etc. Lets keep it that way
On walks/exercise
Nope.
U3A, our friends and family, all of whom live locally.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
village hall
garden Centres
No
This is not a questionnaire . You are looking fir a rubber stamp. You are seeking approbation, but not from me
Remember to include Squash courts in the sports facilities
In local village halls, churches, and cafes in Hartley Wintney, Odiham and Fleet.
I walk the lovely fields and paths and connect with my dogs and other walkers - you want to turn them into a housing estate - shame on you!
Yes, the places and facilities we have already
No - The internet is a thing.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
In open healthy spaces not housing estates
Pub, restaurants, park
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Work
Clubs and activities, hobbies.
Pub
the nice countyside, which this will destroy.
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEVELOPMENT
Local villages, not huge developments.
Allotment
No
No
I visit friends and family all over the country and regularly go to London and go on holiday. What has that got to do with your proposal ?
Pub.
Local community centre
No
Yes, the great networks of footpaths over open countryside. Footpaths through housing estate not so attractive.
No
Not currently
I go to the rural areas of Hart of which this project will deprive all Hart residents.

Yes, to the existing communities and, for outdoor recreation (which has been so important during lockdown) to the area on which the proposed new garden community would be sited.
Yes - walking around the very green spaces you propose to decimate.
Their homes
No.
Dancing in Reading.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Local pubs, restaurants, village halls, and country walks
There are already plenty of places within Fleet to connect with people including the Hants CC owned Basingstoke canal
I connect with people locally through meeting in common space (eg school collections). I usually go outside of Hart to shop and for entertainment and go with friends or family rather than meeting new people. The
villages need more young families, which Hart planning control policies(rather than management) and safe family-friendly cycle ways and footpaths do little to help.
The open country side and local High Streets
No
Social media
Lectures, heritage outings
In the countryside, which will be lost if this proposal is approved. Let's hope not.
Natural space, i. E. Actual countryside not a fake 'country park'
Restaurants
There is no room for a New Town in the Winchfield area. This is a vital green space which [provides a fantastic leisure amenity.
I connect very well in current cafes and busnesses in Fleet Mall, Odiham, and other local villages.
My children's play and education settings.
woodland and other rural spaces
Pub!
Preferably Fleet which already exists.
Yes, the existing green fields around my home
Parks,
No
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local sports club
The open countryside you intend to destroy. Cancel it now.
U3A groups. Arts Society meetings
no need
I live in this area to enjoy the green space and countryside which you are proposing to destroy. this project should be cancelled
We go to the local foopaths and open spaces locally which will be obliterated by Shapley Heath (E.g. right up tot he boundary of the canal?? - not longer rural and relaxing)
Not at the moment
No
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Np
No
The village in which I live
No
The pub within existing town centres within Hart
Do not build Halley Heath!! Listen to your community...
Walks in the countryside
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Hartley Wintney village
No

SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that SHGV could not be reintroduced into the Local Plan until it had been shown (with proper evidence
and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not been done so SHGV is premature.
Sports clubs
I often meet with friends to walk in the open countryside, using the existing network of footpaths and bridleways. Please cancel this project now so I am still able to do this.
No
Anywhere there's no housing estates and lovely green areas
Hart has plenty of places and events where people can connect with each other.
no
Non overlooked garden
Coffee shops (preferably independent ones)
Countryside that doesn’t have loads of houses around
No
No, I am not a people person. I like to have space to roam and walk.
People’s homes, now more than ever they should have gardens suitable for socialising in.
No
Yes gardens, long walks, not in Fleet unfortunately
No
Apart from using existing infrastructure, like village halls, churches and clubs, I go to the marvelous open countryside in Hart, which you are proposing to destroy. PLEASE, cancel the project immediately.
Work !
Yes, all through the rural, open space that you propose to cover in concrete
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Coffee houses open after 4pm
FLEET IS THE CENTRE OF HART AND THAT'S WHERE WE GO FOR CENTRAL COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - RETAIL, LEISURE, SPORT.
I don't need to live on a huge housing estate to connect with people. In fact, I suspect that people living in densely packed housing are more likely to be insular and closed to other people. Small, distinct villages create
community spirit - not conurbations. And we currently have small, distinct villages. Abandon this crazy project.
The countryside
I moved to this area many years ago to enjoy life in a rural setting with little or no traffic noise or pollution.
You are ruining it. Please stop even thinking about a new town in Winchfield and Murrell Green.
To our beautiful countryside that we all wish to keep! Stop this now please!
Basingstoke, Farnham and London
I go to the rural areas of Hart of which this project will deprive all Hart residents.
Pubs, cafes, restaurants
I am a keen walker and use the countryside which you wish to destroy for exercise and social contact.
Cancel this plan and use the monies saved for projects which are needed.
Horseshoe lake
Music group practice. A facility that can accomodate noise without causing resident friction.
Community centres, art galleries and places where I volunteer
Bramshot Park - we have a fab Countryside service. We do not require housing. We have crap Fleet Highstreet fix that.
Pub, village green, restaurants, other people's homes
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Heathland sites which put under severe pressure with any large development such as this.
The footpaths, lanes and open countryside which will be destroyed if SHGV proceeds. The project should be cancelled now.
The open spaces surrounding Fleet.
No
No
Open countryside, which this development is taking up.
Workplace

U3A language classes and art classes
The open countryside that you propose to destroy.
I meet in any of the numerous coffee shops or bars, I walk along all the beautiful places we already have or I meet in the homes of friends and family that already exist
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Outdoor spaces like mod land. No more houses needed.
Outdoors, walking, hiking, swimming, in the countryside.
No
Community driven areas should always be considered so that residents can set up and run what is needed in their community, such as a community-run cafe.
The open countryside, which you propose to destroy.
Country walks
Gym
No. All seem to be covered.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now
No
Pub
Local sports places
The countryside that you purpose destroying
In the midst of nature.
I am against a new town being built on a green field site.
The rural roads and countryside I run or cycle over with my friends and family. This plan will build over these places. I don't see we need this many homes.
Pub, restaurants, friends houses and work
Walks in natural places which haven’t been built on
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Most of my entertainment is outside of the local area. Hart is not somewhere for the day tripper!
i enjoy the vibrant situation of full community life in the existing villages which i want my family to enjoy in the future
Walking in green space, food outlets
No
Bumping into people in town, park activities, scouts
Walks, existing neighbourhoods
Yes country side walks
Outdoors
no
NO
Open spaces
There are lots of local groups for you to connect with. And most importantly places to walk in green spaces
No
Fleet Town Centre
Work
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside that this project would destroy. The project should be abandoned to preserve this.
The pub but that’s now getting to expensive so most entertaining is done at home. Important that homes and gardens are suitable for ‘at home’ entertaining.
pub
Pub
Leisure centre, pub
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.

Yes all the open countryside in this area to meet with friends and family. footpaths, canal walks, Odiham common, parkland, woods and fields. This heritage landscape must be saved. Cancel this project and give the
no
I walk in wild nature
Yes. Paddle boarding or kayaking on the canal with others. Out for lovely long bike rides with others. Long country walks with others. Picnics with others. Pub lunches with others. Plenty of places to go already thank you.
The open countryside is my preferred recharging area and you propose to destroy it. Cancel this scandalous project now.
Allotment, walks long the canal,
Special event eg town festivals, event
To their home so big enough living spaces to entertain
Festivals, markets, London, decent shopping centres. france
I can 'connect' with people because I live in a village that has evolved over centuries, not in a new town plonked down and filled with incomers who will come and go.
No
Cyberspace. Fast internet please.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Adult, post 16 education.
There are plenty of places that exist where you’re able to meet others
Local countryside for walking and cycling, all of which will adversely affected by Shapley Heath. Pollution levels and congestion will worsen as we have to drive further to find similar open spaces which in turn will be more
congested by the increased local population that Shapley Heath will attract and by greater concentration of people displaced from travelling to Winchfield and Murrell Green now travelling to enjoy the remaining rural
Pub!
Yes i enjoy walking with friends in the beautiful Hart countryside
Surrounding local towns
Museums
i like to meet people for a quiet walk along the canal or on our well maintained footpaths, watch the narrow boats or paddle boarders, meander into one of our friendly pubs for a drink, enjoy the sound of horses hooves on
the lanes, the sight of children learning to ride their bikes around here because it is fairly safe to do so. we connect with people here because we already have a community.
Hart should be focused on improving Fleet, Hook, Yateley, Andvits settlements with investment and more infrastructure. Do not build a new town as proposed as that will suck investment away.
Informal open space
Yes plenty of places already
Thank yiu
Restaurants, pubs, parks
Countryside
Victoria hall, Hartley Wintney,
Community projects, sustainable local business networking
Walking in the countryside. What extra outdoors facilities will be available to replace the countryside walks that are built on?
There are plenty of places just no decent public transport.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The open countryside that currently exists.
The pub
we are in a pandemic - I don't go anywhere to connect with people, I do however, walk the dog from Hook to the canal, and use the fields/paths you want to build over.
Many places - not all in Hart
The beach or parks and the Basingstoke canal
Green spaces, pubs
Other than where? Badly worded question
Pub and coffee shops
The rural community connects through the existing church, pub and village halls. No further development is needed.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Our existing villages with their already thriving communities.
The pub
Yes. All the existing facilities in our village community
Private homes & gardens: the housing should be designed so that it is capable of hosting friends/family conveniently. This should apply to affordable as well as market housing.

No
No
Don't build it not needed
No
I like to walk in the open countryside on my doorstep ... we do not need this over development t of our beautiful countryside. There is adequate un occupied brown field sites ...
Library, village halls, cafes
No
Open event space for Fete, games, music, arts
No
Running and walking over the public footpaths that cover Shapley Heath which would be destroyed by this proposal
Nature, which this development will ruin
Yes
Green space. Protect green spaces. Stop planning to over develop a space but look at existing unused areas (brown field)
Yes, my main contact point is Frensham Pond Sailing Club
Walking
Yes existing towns, not new soulless estates.
We have sufficient areas now without Shapley Heath
i connect with the community at my local yard
Yes
Pub
No
Don't know.
No
The open countryside that you propose to destroy.
Fleet pond, Caesar’s camp, pubs, bars, restaurants
Victoria Halls
I go to the existing towns in Hart. We do no need any more
The open countryside which we are so fortunate to have on our doorstep and which this project would destroy.
I connect with people at home and elsewhere and do not envisage having any connection with Shapley Heath
No. I think it is wrong to assume that people have to connect with other people in a locality before they feel community-minded. In my village there is a strong sense of community but it does not come from connection, it
No.
It’s a pandemic so not allowed to. Bit of a stupid question.
Sometimes you need places to get away from people
The open countryside. Shapley Heath would not make this possible any more.
Yes
Exhibitions/galleries/theatres - access to London, and other larger towns
Internet
We moved to the area (less than a mile from the proposed development) to enjoy the countryside - countryside that you intend to DESTROY! I do not agree with this project and I believe you should cancel it immediately
Yes - places that can support massive development, unlike Hart.
We already have enough spaces to connect.
Phoneboxes
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
Again, I do not understand why this survey has 'jumped' to the assumption that SHGV will be or should be built. This process appears back to front and purposefully designed to try and show support for something that is
not there. Procedurally it's a irrational and causing a great deal of local anger and dispute. You are asking the wrong questions at the wrong time. The case has yet to be proven that there is a need for SHGV. I also think
this isown
a fairly
odd Woodland.
question to Common
ask duringinterests
a global pandemic, but as the entire survey is bizarre, I suppose I should not be surprised.
Thor
house?
No
No

Nature reserves/heath/woodland trail
After living through the past year, I am quite happy not to connect with many people
The main connections are the gym, the coffee shop, and pubs, the parks while children play and the community hall for events. Concerts and fetes on the green are very enjoyable
Support center
Open countryside, pubs and restaurants.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
village centres
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now
I strongly oppose SHGV and this survey is a farce
The very open countryside and green fields and historic landscape that you will destroy if Shapely Heath is built. DO NOT BUILD IT, cancel now.
No
Clubs held at community or entertainment centres eg dancing, music. In our neighbourhood green spaces help as we can have outdoor events too
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Invest in old communities. It is greed and laziness by government and developers not to improve what we already have.
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Yes
Beautiful surrounding villages
Clubs - Girl Guides
Fleet, Church Crookham, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Winchfield, Hook, Hartley Wintney.
Craft/wildlife education establishments, workshops, rural walks, and specialist group activities.
I spend significant time enjoying the countryside in Hart - which Shapley Heath will destroy. I fish on the Whitewater, which will be adversely affected by the ill-conceived vanity project
Yes - walking on common land and through woodlands, and around fields.
Exercise outdoors
Yes. All our existing towns and villages. I CERTAINLY would not go to a new town to socialize.
Open countryside.
No
Choir rehearsal facility. U3A meeting spaces. Dance classes (Latin American and Ballroom), Gym.
Victoria Halls complex, Hartley Wintney
No
Not sure I understand the question
Local group activities eg choirs
Meet with friends and family in our local countryside to enjoy the beauty of nature, promote conservation, protect biodiversity and to continue to enjoy wide ranging access for walking, running and cycling.
no
Yes walking through open countryside or cycling along back lanes around Fleet which you want to destroy.
No
Stop Shapley Heath
no
Village hall
Village hall, gym, cricket club
Walking my dog in the open countryside with no houses being built. Leave the countryside in Winchfield ALONE !!!
Lots of connections within the existing communities which would be destroyed by the new town.
Village hall
When visiting green spaces in Hart it is lacking good play equipment for kids, as is the new housing developments. It would be great to have a hub where people of all ages could go and enjoy from walking trails looking at
nature to play equipment and splash park for kids and families to come together. It would also be good to see spaces for other grown up activities or see a space change from the day to night to bring different enjoyment
NO
I do not agree with SHGV
Coffee shops, play parks & open spaces
Work

Loads of places throughout the South East.
OUR LOVELY EXISTING VILLAGES - WHICH ARE DISTINCT AND SEPARATE. SHGV WOULD RUIN THE LOCAL AREA AND BEYOND.
Walking in nature, undeveloped green spaces should be kept
cafes, pubs.
Work, gym (that is already there), pub (that is already there), my house/garden .... ie places that already exist. We don’t need anywhere new!!!
The pandemic has shown very clearly that people enjoy getting out into the counryside for all sorts of reason. You will destroy this with this development.
Staying in this lovely, unchanged area
Yes, but the most important thing to me is that the countryside where I live and regularly take long walks in for relaxation will be destroyed and urbanised. The importance of this countryside has been brought home by the
large numbers of people who have, and still do, come here from local urban areas to enjoy the peace and the open air.
Please cancel this project now and spend the money on worthwile things.
Walks in unspoilt countryside. All the local villages have good facilities for people to connect
London, the seaside
Fleet town centre
none of your business !
I would go to Fleet if you bothered to revitalise that rather than ruin the outlying villages
Town? Or facility? Do I go outside of hart?? Yes.
Church, pub, cafes
Cafes, pubs and restaurants, community hub
There are plenty of existing places to connect with people across Hart
work
No
Yes, I go to the houses of friends to 'connect' with them and also 'connect' with them by meeting up with friends to go for a walk with or without dogs and children. The best place to do this is open countryside which is
easily accessible and you are planning on concreting over huge amounts of it. Tunnel vision and total lack of will to consider the options. That is what the Inspector told you to do when the only way to get the Local Plan
Broadband is critical.
World leading cycleways to Fleet and Basingstoke
Farnham! Take a leaf out of their book.
Pub, Scout hall
Don't understand the question
Already use what’s currently available, not sure why we need to build a massive housing development when we could improve what’s already there.
No
People's gardens - any new garden village should focus on providing them!
Hartley Wintney village is special as it is able to provide local needs in a village environment. To build a 'Garden Village' would kill off all that makes it special and would not doubt increase traffic on the A30 and all
The countryside and villages that would be destroyed in this plan. Scrap it!
Yes
Community Halls (e.g. WI hut, Victoria Hall in Hartley Wintney), allotments
I make use of current areas which are satisfactory for the size of local villages. Building and oversized 'garden community' destroying the countryside within Hart is unacceptable.
On a walk in the countryside
Pub
no
No
Sports Gym, Pub
N/a
Yes, to people's homes but not in factory housing.
No
As noted in earlier replies, the area earmarked by the developers and Hart DC is an important venue for people to "connect" with others, as is evidenced by the large numbers of people using the roads, footpaths, fields
and canal for recreational purposes. Every week there are hundreds if not thousands of cyclists, walkers, runners, anglers, boaters and equestrians using the natural facilities in the area of Winchfield/Shapley Heath.
Presumably with an additional 10,000 houses mooted, there will be even more people wanting to avail themselves of the recreational facilities of the great outdoors. The question that the developers and Hart DC need to
answer is where will the people who currently use the Shapley Heath/Winchfield area (and those additional thousands in the new housing development) find to walk/run/cycle/fish/ride?

yes by not building a huge town that will destroy ancient woodland, local green areas, local wild life the local villages and the residents who live there
The open countryside
A and E - as living in Hart district is slowly poisoning current residents with toxic emissions.
Walking and cycling together in the beautiful open countryside that surrounds us that you plan to destroy is all we need. Cancel the project now!
Walking in the green spaces and seeing the wildlife that this conurbation seeks to concrete over and displace
No
No
A public garden would be good for people to meet up in for picnics as this past year has shown outdoor spaces are precious
Visiting family and friends and places of interest outside the area - for which good transport links are essential.
The local walking paths and green spaces as they are.
no
In the countryside that Shapley Heath would destroy.
What on earth do you mean?
Woking for the theatre.
London for professional institution meetings.
Sunbury and Beckenham for family
The open countryside which will be destroyed by SHGV.
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
This development is abomination.
lots of places - i have lived in fleet for 56 years and connecting with people has never been a problem Local community spaces
golf
Yes, over a wide area
Pubs and cafe's. Need better restaurants.
We have many places already and beautiful countryside we enjoy. This would simply take away not add to what we have
I connect with people in the very place you are destroying with these plans. My time is spent in the outdoors with my friends enjoying the countryside on my horse.
Yes, I go walking with friends along the many country footpaths through the beautiful open countryside between Hook, Odiham, and Hartley Wintney.
No
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local village services
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now.
My street. We have vibrant community linked by WhatsApp groups and neighbours periodically arrange get together - concerts on the drive, drinks on the front lawns, etc.
Cafes and coffee shops
Revitalise Hart to make it a sustainable destination for us all
Villagehall
Yes walking with friends in the countryside that you want to destroy.
No
I go to the rural areas of Hart of which this project will deprive all Hart residents.
The internet
Countryside
Increasingly difficult to get anywhere due to rising traffic congestion
Nature
High streets are becoming more and more important as social and community hubs and open space must be created for leisure, entertainment and simply meeting friends.
Airport
Clubs
Outdoors
Dog walking space and parks.
London

Pubs
Pub
Training classes
The open countryside that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now. Stop wasting my council tax money on this joke of a project.
Yes
,,,
The north of England, which is where this village should be built
No
local green spaces, that are currently not built on
No
I go cycling and walking with people in the remaining Hart countryside
No. We have been in a pandemic! I’ve stayed at home! Now just getting used to visiting friends, visited local pub once. Seeing green fields between our villages is much healthier for me. Build on the Bartley Heath site

Question 6: Garden communities are shaped, developed and managed locally.
Which of the following is the best form of governance for the large areas of public space in a new community? Please pick one.
Answer Choices
Community Interest Company (It uses its assets, income, and profits for the benefit of the community it serves. It must ensure that assets are
kept within the company to support its activities or otherwise used to benefit the community.)
Community Trust (It is a non-profit, community-based organisation run by volunteers developing housing, workspaces, facilities, or other assets
for the community.)
Co-operative Society (It is run for the mutual benefit of its members. Surplus income is usually reinvested in the organisation to provide better
services and facilities.)
Management Company (It is set up to manage land, landscaping, and facilities. Membership/ownership is often extended to residents, who
become members or shareholders, depending on the constitution of the company.)
Hart District Council (It is made up of councillors elected by the public in local elections. Councillors work with local people and partners to agree
and deliver on local priorities. The decisions are implemented by council officers, who deliver services daily.)
New Parish Council (It is a democratically elected local authority representing the concerns of local residents and providing services to meet local
needs. It has a wide range of powers including looking after community buildings, planning, street lighting, allotments.)
I don’t know
Other (please specify)
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9%

81
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12
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61

29%

249

11%
26%

93
227
873
324

Answered
Skipped

Other (please specify)

I don’t know
New Parish Council (It is a democratically elected local authority representing the concerns
of local residents and providing services to meet local needs. It has a wide range of powers
including looking after community buildings, planning, street lightin
Hart District Council (It is made up of councillors elected by the public in local elections.
Councillors work with local people and partners to agree and deliver on local priorities. The
decisions are implemented by council officers, who deliver services
Responses

Management Company (It is set up to manage land, landscaping, and facilities.
Membership/ownership is often extended to residents, who become members or
shareholders, depending on the constitution of the company.)
Co-operative Society (It is run for the mutual benefit of its members. Surplus income is
usually reinvested in the organisation to provide better services and facilities.)
Community Trust (It is a non-profit, community-based organisation run by volunteers
developing housing, workspaces, facilities, or other assets for the community.)
Community Interest Company (It uses its assets, income, and profits for the benefit of the
community it serves. It must ensure that assets are kept within the company to support its
activities or otherwise used to benefit the community.)
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Other (please specify)
cancel this project, stop wasting money on this crazy project
Certainly not Hart District Council
This is a very biased survey. It assumes the project will go ahead in the way the questions are asked. HDC’s management of planning and history suggest HDC should not be allowed anywhere near this project. Their
handling of this whole process over a number of years can only be described as pathetic
None - do not build here
I still don't want a Shapley Heath what ever it looks like, OK ?
How would any normal member of the public be capable of answering this question, based on their education and experience? The fact is that the local parish councils are all adverse to the building of the SHGV so it
would be odd if then the local people who resisted it being built were then put in charge of it. Again, a bizarre 'cart before the horse' question given that there seems little justification for the SHGV to be built.
None of the above, particularly not Hart council who only have the interests of Fleet and not the rest of Hart
A layperson doesn’t have any data to decide this. Whichever is the best and doesn’t let the developers get away without delivering schools and medical center
The County Council. they would have more sense than try and foist such a stupid concept on the peole of Hart
Did a child write this survey?
vc kjnn kjj'kj'
Existing parish councils
There is no requirement for this development and I strongly object to it.
Garden communities are a greenwash/bullshit attempt to make development and developers sound acceptable. Best governance is to not develop the space in the first place and leave it alone.
Not Hart Council.
None of the above, leave the countryside alone
The absolute outrage of being told that there must be a new community that I should advise on how is managed is offensive. The best way to manage this is not have a uniquely new community that risks damaging Hart.
Don’t build it
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it.
This proposed development is not needed so the question is irrelevant.
Better not to have the garden community.
Drop this waste of time and money idea
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEVELOPMENT
The development is not needed or welcome
The local community is not listened to
I am not prepared to answer this question, because whoever runs it, it will be an environmental disaster.
We don’t need a new so called garden community. The should be called destruction of the country side communities
A large amount of the proposed development area already has public access – building on greenfield land will destroy this.
Don't Build it
No need for one as there is need to build another 5000 houses! May I remind you that the inspector threw it out because it isn’t needed!
There is no need for this development so none are necessary
I am not completing this question for reasons given earlier
Apologies for restating our objection but the nature of this survey provides minimal opportunity to express a dissenting opinion.
No idea as long as Hart District Council are not involved.
Environmental Health as current residents are having to go to A and E due to toxic emissions already.
Why not use any resources available to enhance what is available in Fleet
The question is predicated on the assumption that there will be a new garden community and I disagree with that premise. The fact that Hart DC has proposed this garden community after its removal from the Local Plan
makes it clear that Hart DC is failing to satisfy its duties to the local electorate.
Clearly not those who are trying to destroy our green spaces and cause chaos on our roads
SHGV is NOT needed. in 2019 SHGV was removed from local plan because it was unnecessary to meet housing needs it still is unnecessary.it is a unjustified scheme and it should be stopped. such a development would
result in 20 years of heaven construction traffic pounding through my village of Dogmersfield. there is already too much traffic through the village.
Parish council
There is absolutely no need for any more housing we are up to quota
Should be managed by the existing council (Lib/Dem led) - who are supposed to be 'green' & doing their upmost to protect our dwindling green spaces

I don’t trust any
Community Trust and local council
This is a ridiculous question. No one wants this settlement
Impossible to answer until the nature of the 'public space' and its management needs have been identified. At best, this would seem to be a secondary issue.
Do not build any new settlements
I really don’t see the need or necessity of this sort of development so I don’t understand the need for “new management” before new houses are built we must get our current situation in order! Build an infrastructure that
will support all the developments that have been built and are being built
Governance is not applicable - the garden village - new town - should not be built.
Definitely not Hart DC but the area will be so huge it will need to consider other parts of the district in its decision taking
Not required if we avoid the destruction of our countryside with unrequired housing
This is a leading question. I do not wish to see a Garden Community in Shapley Heath
Not to be run by Community Campaign Hart or the Liberal Democrats
We already have open speces and countryside! JUST CANEL THE ENTIRE PROJECT!
I disagree with the biased nature of the survey as there is no option to object to the proposal
Left to itself the large area of land for the proposed GC would look after itself perfectly well at no cost to Hart and would not need any 'governance'. Scanning these questions and their varying amounts of bureaucracy.
Cancel the project and let the land 'govern' itself at no cost to the public purse
any 'governance'
r itself perfe
We cannot be expected to answer such a question at such an early stage. Obviously, it should be community led. Ideally, it should be an innovative model. Something which combines elements of a community trust, and
a co-op, led by democratic participation from the community, but not necessarily a traditional council. I am a big fan of sortitions (or citizens assemblies) selected at random.
We do not need Shapley Heath
None of the above, dont build this housing estate. Garden community is a completely bullshit word for housing estate
None of the above as they won't wor.
NO to Shapley Heath
Do not want a new community
As the need for a Shapley Heath/Winchfield development is not established, then the question of how it is governed seems rather premature. However, the question and the suggested bodies that might be responsible
for the governance does raise concerns about funding, control, and democratic and legal controls afforded to the residents of the development. Departing from the system of local government would not seem tp be
adviable, however given Hart DC's brazen promotion of a favoured policy that has been ruled out of scope for the Hart Local Plan, the Hart DC might not be the best body with its current mindset to be given repsonsibility
Existing Parish council meets current requirements
There is no point in answering this, because (i) it is a generic question about Garden Communities, and takes no account of the specifics of this situation (ii) I, like probably nearly everyone else likely to answer the survey,
are not experts in governance models for GHs, and (iii) of course, because I don't want a governance body for a new GC. I don't want a new GH. Cancel the project. Should it ever progress, just keep HDC away from it.
Shut the sham down now - only the developers want this
Hart already has its building quota agreed by the Planning Inspector J Manning. This proposal is grotesque conceived by idiots having a pique over rejection of their fanciful plans for that known as "Winchkook". This is
simply another badly thought through scheme by an incompetent Lib DEM / CCH allianceescheme. specter
Groups of Residents in the existing towns and villages
Anyone except the HDC!
Listening to the actual peole of Hart who don't want this ruination of nature and green space
This i snt a necessary developing. Please stop.
I am against a new town on a green field site in Winchfield
None of these options are acceptable- particularly those which will prioritise money etc over sustainability and the need to retain our green spaces
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
No need for any of this as these houses are not needed
None of these as the development should not take place at all.
Probably at parish council, but do not treat this answer as in any way supporting the creation of a new parish council for a community that should not be created at all.
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
Hart DC should not be allowed any where near it if it gets to this. But a new area needs integrating. Again a flawed assumption on build-out
This should NOT happen at all
This should reman a green space and not be a profit exercise at the expense of our countryside.
The exsiting parish councils our the voice of the local community, to not listen to their objections would be undemocratic. No development is needed

I would normally say HDC, but I feel the community is entirely unrepresented here with the progression of Shapley Heath plans which are so obviously unpopular.
This comment has been as it was implying harm Councillors
Open countryside is self supporting and self governing. Why develop it and seek to replace it with something inferior? Plenty of people have discovered that nature is healing, consoling and supporting, as evidence during
lockdown by the numbers of visitors to the canal, Fleet pond, woodlands etc., all of which are open to all.
There shouldn't be a new community
Generally people will not have a clue as to the pros/cons of these options. Definitely not HDC though.
I read the Lib Dem leaflet at the last election where it clearly stated that the Shapley Heath project was not going ahead and that the Tories were telling lies by stating that it is. Why therefore are you doing this survey
which is heavily slanted towards giving the green light to it. Who was telling the lies?????
Not enough information to select what is being preposed
It's not required.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
I there is no 'garden village' the land will look after itself and governance will remain with the existing parishes
Garden community is not required. Other strategies such as existing urban regeneration should be the priority
Either a co-operative society or new parish council. The governing body should be answerable to the residents.
Do not let HDC anywhere near it.
No new homes
Not required if the project is cancelled.
I oppose SHGV
There is minimal information provided to give people the opportunity to make a fair and reasoned decision.
Do not build it
What a strange question. This seems to assume the new garden community is going to happen regardless. We already have large areas of public space and it is already well managed and well governed, thank you.
It all depends on the interests of those running it. Even run by locals living there it can become motivated by self interest rather than interest of the community
No need for a new community, thank you
You need to be more concerned about the lack of infrastructure here.
In my view this is an irrelevant question as there is no room for a garden village in the Winchfield area and I do not want it.
Not relevant.
Don’t build in the first place
unsure, but this area is best left undeveloped
Inspector advised against it - Hart should not be allowed to go against the advice
There could be a mixed approach rather than choosing just one option. So a mix of community-led management alonside district and parish council. Absolutely not a Management Company which is about profit first and
How on earth would the average person know the best answer to these choices? There most likely is not a best answer so why ask a daft question. Preferably give us a change in Hart Council that would allow for openmindedness when sending out an opinion survey and not predetermination like this one.
A garden community is NOT necessary, there are brownfield areas within local towns that can be better occupied and certainly should be fully explored before spending further tax payers money on this unnecessary mass
This is a hypothetical question, again trying to suggest that the garden community is coming no matter what. I think the current HDC is already causing huge damage to the area with by this initiative and by its
abandonment of the idea of regenerating Fleet and I do not support them in any matters relating to a garden community.
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it
The options do not allow dissent to this proposal.
Certainly must be democratically elected and those people must come from the community concerned. Do not let Hart Council anywhere near it or the developers or a management company.
If the land is not developed, it will look after itself perfectly well & require no governance from HDC. It will continue to provide enjoyment & pleasure to the many visitors who currently benefit from it. Visitors will be driven
If the land is not developed, it will look after itself perfectly well & require no governance from HDC. It will continue to provide enjoyment & pleasure to the many visitors who currently benefit from it. Visitors who will be
I wouldn’t trust the current HDC to represent the community interest, they have so far ignored the Planning inspectorate and are progressing the SHGV one solution fits all agenda.
It’s not needed and the development is not needed.
Unsure if we currently have the right structures given continual pursuit of a plan that was deemed unnecessary by the inspectors.
Shapley Heath GV was removed from the Local Plan by the inspector in 2019 as he deemed it unnecessary. It is still unnecessary.
See end comment
NOT HART COUNCIL. NOT FIT TO RUN A KEBAB VAN.
Definitely not HDC
Keep the open spaces and green fields and woodland, with companies releasing offices and empty retail space in a post COVID working environment redevelop these sites rather than building on green fields.

Why create new systems when the plan should not be adopted
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it.
I am not prepared to answer this question, because whoever runs it, it will be an environmental disaster.
Hart District Council and other similar organisations should be barred from progressing this unwanted project. Only residents that live within say one mile of the boundaries of this project (those that will be adversely
affected by it the most) should have the final say as to whether this project continues to be considered or abandoned before more public money is wasted on it.
Hart have already fulfilled their housing needs and responsibilities - more will ruin what we already have.
Similar to Community Interest Co, but with wildlife and environmental interest as its paramount priority.
You are elected to look after the constituents, do that rather than something no one wants
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
The best solution is no new community
The Countryside Alliance or CLA, you know, organisations that MANAGE THE COUNTRYSIDE!!
I am not prepared to answer this question, because whoever runs it, it will be an environmental disaster.
New Parish Council - However, Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP
It should be Hart, but I have little confidence that the motivation for Shapley Heath is anything other than a vanity project for the senior leaders at HDC and naive approach to solving a budget deficit. I don't believe that
this is a project that is led locally if that is supposed to mean, championed by the public. I do not believe that "led locally" is supposed to mean sponsored and promoted by HDC.
We already have open speces and countryside! JUST CANEL THE ENTIRE PROJECT!
As I am finding it difficult to be convinced of true democracy in this survey or its outcome this is not an easy question to answer. However, if it was truly democratic I would probably vote for a New Parish Council.
Arborfield Garden Village in neighbouring Berkshire is a prime example of how to spoil an area by overbuilding. Please take a look!!!! Whilst there are schools, there is little else apart from road widening schemes and
some green area. There is no community. This is a false belief.
I thought that the inspector has said that a new build was a bad idea?
This has been rejected at many levels already - from the planning officer to the local community. Every question is a leading question - with the assumption that the gargen community is happening - this is survey bias
Anything that prevents political interference
There is far too much emphasis on money (pehaps a co-op would be the way to go if the building should unfortunately go ahead) - but certainly it should not be run by HDC
SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that SHGV could not be reintroduced into the Local Plan until it had been shown (with proper evidence
and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not been done so SHGV is premature.
The farmers who currently manage the space and the footpaths should carry on as present, but anyway CERTAINLY not Hart DC which is failing to deliver on local priorities
If you do not build anything this question would not be relevant
If there's no development, this is a moot point.
I do not agree with SHGV
Graham Cockarill
As this proposal has already been removed from the Local Plan as unnecessary, I do not wish to waste time answering this question.
We already have large areas of public space which, left to their own devices, need no governance.
Anyone other than Hart, they couldn’t organise a booze up in a brewery,
No more housing in this area needed!
If the land is not developed it would look after itself. What is currently open countryside will manage itself perfectly well and continue to contribute to visitors’ enjoyment as proven by the large numbers of visitors drawn in
Building a large development on a green belt is inappropriate, there is sufficient brown field/ smaller sites to build. Building over Gov targets is an bad idea
There won't be any areas of green space left if this preposterous plan that the Inspector kicked out, goes ahead.
It should be a mixture, not one of the above should deliver all of the local management.
I don't support the idea of a "Garden Community" in Hart
The question is premature, any of these options could be appropriate for some or all of the area.
THIS PROPOSED COMMUNITY WOULD BE UNWIELDY AND SOON LOSE ANY IDENTITY. IT IS NOT A VILLAGE - BUT A BLAND NEW TOWN THAT WOULD SWALLOW UP AND DESTOY LOCAL HERITAGE
Not HDC they have no clue!! Stop Shapley Heath
Cancelling this development will mean no governance will be required
Don’t build 5000/10000 houses & HDC are the worst to put in charge of anything, listen to who you represent
To say that this is by elected councillors who wnet behind the back of voters is beyind paraody. Again there is no need for this as emphaised in the Inspectors report or perhaps the elcted officials did not read that.
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it.
I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it

I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let HDC anywhere near it.
I don't see the need to build 5000 homes on green fields
We don't need a new garden community.
None of the above - cancel these plans now
There is no good answer for this, but we absolutely not let Hart District Council have anything to do with it
This development has not had the proper consultation to demonstrate that it is the best strategy when compared with alternatives.
Leave as green space
Cancel this now please
A group that apposes the destruction of our countryside and is focused on preservation of our local wildlife habitats for conservation, promote biodiversity and for open access and enjoyment of the people of Fleet
I don't know the answer to this as I am no expert in these matters. However I don't think HDC is capable.
I think HDC should not be involved with this.
The green spaces surrounding our villages - chunk of which you are proposing to destroy
None of the above answers fill me with hope, but please do not let HDC any where near any decisions.
Any form that is correctly funded and supported by a long term dowry provided by the devrloper/housebuilding it should br non profit making but have proper access to professional advisors and not managed solely by
developers. It cannot rely solely on volunteers as fewer and fewer Peplow are prepared to take on responsibility without some gorm of remuneration, and what happens if no volunteers vote forward.
None of the above
Given the rural nature of the land involved it does not need management.
Don't let Hart Council near them
Much of Winchfield land in the winter is really wet and boggy, I object to this whole idea of developing a garden community when the natural drainage and water retention for the area will be destroyed by the want of open
public space that does not get waterlogged. Where will the water go? I know that Hart DC would not be the people I would trust to make the best decisions for the area.
None you should not be building this
I'm not sure which is the best option here, but I would not consider Hart District Council given their history of ignoring local opinions.
It's difficult to believe Hart DC would have the competence to do the right thing given the existing proposals which would effectively destroy the countryside we currently enjoy. The other options just create unneeded
Irrelevant as I don’t believe the development should go ahead.
This question is hard to answer other than to say that Hart District should not be allowed anywhere near this given their sheer incompetence, ignorance and prior mismanagement’s for which there are many examples
In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to ‘put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decision-making’. The Local Plan has recognised that Fleet has fallen behind
as a town and that this has caused an ‘outflow of retail expenditure from the District…[which] is relatively high and is likely to remain high in the future” [Local Plan para 65]. This outflow equates to unnecessary travel
which is highly carbon inefficient. Therefore, HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet as the best way to reduce Hart carbon emissions.
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
All governance and planning decisions should be undertaken by existing local parish councils as the people and representatives of Fleet should not dictate what gets built in other areas
No houses
Hart District Council is run by Fleet based councillors, who will not regenerate Fleet as is needed, which shows they are completely unfit to run the new Shapley Heath Garden Community which should never be created.
It’s not needed or welcomed in our Community shame on you
I would not like to see this project go ahead as I have lost trust in the governance of HDC
Local governance paid for under statute. No political party should have any involvement in body.
Community Benefits Society
Police Station.
The new town should not be built
Not HDC
Do not build and then no need for management
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
I really am not sure of the best answer to this question. However, based on the conduct of Hart D C in recent years they should not be let anywhere near it. If Hart D C listened to the majority opinion of sensible residents
THE PROJECT SHOULD BE CANCELLED NOW!
Since I wish you to cancel this proposal now, I do not intend to answer this question
moving too fast, how to best manage a poorly planned housing estate of 5000 houses if you didnt get the fundamentals right in the first place is a pointless question. As stated above, you cant do that here. the developers
have committed too much money for the land, they wont do infrastructure first (and you wont make them) , there isn't room for growth and that doesn't even address the constraints of narrow lanes, flooding, ancient
Irrelevant.

I really do not know the best answer to this. However, I do not think we should let Hart District Council anywhere near it.
Begs the question, again, so it is logically fallacious
It's tempting to say something about a blend of councillors, piano wire and lamposts, but I will refrain.
It’s rubbish
Cancel the project then the issue will not arise.
Please don’t build the Shapley Heath estate
There is no room for a garden community in Winchfield. This area holds vital green space which would be destroyed. We should be investing instead in revitalising fleet and the town centre there.
Just leave the open spaces alone
Pleasing, quality architecture
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Does not need it as countryside.
The existing parish council managing the current community. NOT a new town or new organisation.
If the land remains undeveloped, it can look after itself and therefore not require a governance process, which will have to be paid for. From early in the pandemic, a large number of visitors has come to the area affected
by the proposal in order to exercise amongst pleasant green spaces, thus providing a real benefit to many people throughout Hart, which will be lost should SHGV be permitted to proceed.
No development needed
None of them. They never fulfil there promises. They are only in it for there own personal gain financially and to promote there own self importance
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Where did you mostly exercise during the Covid-19 pandemic?
In the places you are proposing to remove. In the countryside with my horse
Walking and off-road cycling - mostly on the public footpaths, bridleways, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local public footpaths, heaths, wildlife areas, streets and areas around my home in the countryside which you are planning to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Stupid question by a stupid council
Canal, Countryside Parks
Gyms/leisure centres were closed!!!! Home
Wild swimming locations as well.
More than one option is needed - Public open spaces/streets/paths and at home
Rural areas and the canal.
Within the local countryside and woodlands footpaths. It should be noted that our rural spaces were also the preferred destination of the residents of Elvetham Heath, Edenbrook and many of the other recently developed
schemes.n
In the countryside, public footpaths and areas. Countryside parks such as Edenbrook are artificial.
I ran in the countryside... spaces much like the ones set for destruction if the Councillors obsessed with Shapley Heath get their way.
And at home
The abundant public footpaths throughout the area designated for destruction.
The woods in Hartley Wintney
Do not build shapely Heath! We do not want to lose the beauty and charm that is hart!
Fields near my house
I walked miles around the canal and village as did many others - the area that you are planning to destroy
Mostly on public footpaths across open countryside which you now plan to destroy. Cancel these plans now.
National Trust Gardens and RHS Wisley
Walks in the countryside.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Walks in the countryside such as Shapley heath. That should not be built on. This survey is biased by excluding that option.
Retaining the green space between Hook, Odiham, Fleet and Hartley Wintney should be a priority and not creating an unnecessary new development
There are plenty of options to exercise outside currently. SHGV will massively deplete these options.
Countryside/public footpaths around Winchfield to keep a distance from others which would not be achieved if 10,000 homes were built here
None of your business.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
I grudgingly ticked your 4th choice here, but why introduce specific named areas that can never be built on. So many of us have exercised along our lanes and footpaths, along the canal, and over the greenspace you
are planning to destroy.
Walking in the countryside in the area of the proposed development.
Along the canal and across the fields
Green spaces, footpaths, bridleway, commmon land and canal towpath which are EXACTLY the locations where you are proposing the Shapley Heath is built over
Is this a joke? Outside in the road, dodging other poeple
Well, you're going to destroy all the natural green spaces/forests etc. "managed" parks etc aren't the same.
Cycling around the many quiet and relatively traffic free lanes between Odiham and Fleet, just where you want to build houses and increase traffice.
I live in a green area with abundant public access land on my doorstep. This is my preferred location for exercise.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project NOW.
Luckily, I was able to fish on the River Whitewater
Basingstoke Canal towpath and other public Rights of Way in and around the green fields that you are planning to destroy.
Preserving the current layout of our green belt, parks and open areas should not be compromised.
daily exercise using the footpaths that criss cross the area close to my home. No need to travel in a car to get to them.These would all disappear under the current proposals and would utterly destroy my daily two hour
exercise.
Sangs and MOD area where permitted

Footpaths through the fields nearby. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH
#STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Also in Hart's rural areas, which this project will destroy.
In the existing open spaces which would be ruined by a garden community
The Hampshire rurality that idiots wish to destroy with a vanity project
The Basingstoke Canal
In my own private garden.
Common land both in Hartley Wintney and Winchfield. - open space that was not crowded was vital for health and mental wellbeing
On the footpaths and byways which will be destroyed by SHGV. The project should be cancelled now. Large numbers of people during the pandemic enjoyed walking/running/riding/cycling in undeveloped, open
countryside, which looks likely to continue in future, and large numbers of people would therefore be disadvantaged were SHGV to proceed.
The canal and fields you propose concreting over
I make great use of our existing network of footpaths in Hart.
The fields, public footpaths, canal & surrounding areas, all of which will be destroyed by this project. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
Open countryside
in open countryside on public footpaths and the canal towpath
Local woods.
Th local countryside. Odd that isn't an option! Or are you just massaging the survey to give you the answers you want?
Various locations with public access. I would not go fleet pond if there were 5000+ homes next to it and it was really busy (which it would be)
In the countryside. The one option you ignored from the list
At the moment there are plenty of country roads and footpaths to exercise. However, if you concrete over the countryside that will all be gone for our children to enjoy. Very sad prospect indeed!
Basingstoke Canal, footpaths and roads
Public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area you plan to destroy. Cancel the project.
My exercise has got nothing to do with you or Shapley Heath
Open spaces - around the area (which you plan to destroy) Cancel this destruction please
walking footpaths
Velmead Common
Odiham Common & golf club in Epsom
nature reserves
Not sure what category these are: Basset's mead, Bartley Heath, the paths by the Basingstoke canal, Totters Lane, greywell, odiham common, hook common, north warnborough
Countryside and rural footpaths
Cycling and running around local country lanes, which will be destroyed with the development of the Shapley Heath.
In the open countryside so I want it preserving - the pandemic has shown how vital ready access to plentiful countryside has been
Existing Rural walks
Mod land
The green spaces that will be destroyed by this new town
Surrounding countryside to fleet hook and yateley
n the open spaces you plan to use to create this 'Garden Village'
The existing canal and paths were heavily utilised in lock down and will continue to be. Walkinf around created country parks such as Edenbrook is totally sterile
Rural footpaths
Public footpaths in the countryside that Shapley Heath would destroy.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly on public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you are planning to destroy. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
Countryside public footpaths
Hazeley heath
golf course
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local Common Land and Bridleways
Working all the time key worker

In the countryside - a great place to be and enjoy - well away from all those big housing estates
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly on the footpaths, highways and byways which you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
On the beautiful footpaths and lanes around Winchfield that you are about to destroy.
Cycling
I do not agree with SHGV
Mostly in Hart's rural areas, which this project will destroy.
Please do not proceed with this development
Walked along the Basingstoke Canal & various footpaths
SANG paths
In the green space that you are trying to concrete over.
Mod land
Dogging hotspots
Hazeley Heath
Public open spaces and footpaths in and around Winchfield. Occasionally at Fleet Pond and Hartland Village but they were often very busy. They will become even busier if Shapley Heath is built and then will loose of
their appeal.
Fleet Pond and countryside parks.
Using trails and footpaths in the local woods and fields including the area you propose to destroy.
The long countryside paths and trails you will be building over
Public footpaths over fields. Of which there will be fewer if you build over them.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
I cycle with Fleet Cycle Group, and HART SOCIAL CYCLING.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Walking in the woods and fields
In the countryside, fields and along the canal towpath all of which will either be destroyed or severely imapacted by your project. DO NOT BUILD IT
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
The big huge open fields around my house that don’t have any new developments on them!!
Private land
In the undeveloped countryside, which should not be built on
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
I used the on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. the whole point is that I live in this area to enjoy our green spaces not have the land built on my this project which is not
wanted
Countryside walking and cycling, public footpaths
Your question say's 'mostly' and the home answer is 'only' which is contradictory.
This is a very (too) Fleet centric list - Hart is bigger than Fleet! HDC would be well advised to remember this in its policy making, Mostly using local roads to access public footpaths and byways around the area. This
project plans to destroy many of these.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
Hazeley Heath
I oppose SHGV
Caesar's Camp, countryside footpaths around villages in Hart and Waverley
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Why bring Covid into this?
The fields, public footpaths, canal & surrounding areas, all of which will be destroyed by this project.
Stop Shapley Heath
the canal towpath and footpaths
Walking and cycling on public rights of way and country lanes in the countryside you propose to despoil. Cancel the SHGV project
We exercise a lot at the gym and around the local area, not really Hart though
In the entire green area that you are planning to destroy

along the canal, the local fields with foot paths enjoying nature and open countryside
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Footpaths in the countryside around
COVID-19 will pass. What is the question you are actually asking?
Open countryside
Our accessible open countryside (lanes, heaths and public footpaths)
We rode over 1000km around the beautiful countryside between Fleet, Hook, Odiham and local villages - a garden community will devastate these beautiful villages!
Open countryside around Winchfield that this project will destroy
Principally in the area which would be destroyed by the proposed garden community.
Local paths
Odiham woods and the area of countryside that you are proposing to build over
i rode my horse and used the fields which you are looking to build on to ride in
MoD lands
It is a real shame that green open space will be destroyed for this. The environment is so important and trying to preserve this as much as possible should be a priority for all. It is a shame that so many houses need to be
built. 10,000 as per your document is massive. It will have a huge impact on the area. It will also leave very little room for nature as you advent here. Cutting the numbers would be better or considering another brownfield
site.
The canal, the foot paths round winchfield - which are beautiful because they arent built up with housing
In the natural rural enviroment, which will be destroyed by this development
Hazeley Heath in Hartley Wintney
Pub
Footpaths and byways in mainly open country
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
What on earth has my exercise during a pandemic got to do with this project. Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Snd outside walking
On the road as a cyclist
Basingstoke canaln
Just walked round local neighbourhood most of the time
Mostly on the public footpaths around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly on the public footpaths and byways around the area that you plan to destroy
Cycling our network of B roads
Mostly on the public footpaths and byways in the area that you plan to destroy. It is an extrtaordinary omission not to mention walking and cycling in the countryside. To put 'streets' ahead of 'paths' assumes Hart residents
only live in urban areas. Hart's countryside is available to all.
On the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive countryside that surrounds Fleet. Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
Mostly on public footpaths in the area that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now!
mostly in this lovely village where footpaths and the tow path are available to all, enjoying nature and peace.
Local countryside walks from where we live. It made a tremendous difference to our wellbeing during lockdown and still does. Building on these green spaces will cause disruption for many many years with pollution and
noise and the area will never be the same again. Our mental health will suffer.
r Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Totally in and around the area you are planning to destroy - on my horse. You are destroying the only places we have. Cancel the project now.
Out in the open countryside that you plan to build on.
On the heaths.
I have very much valued exercising in the local rural area and I am very concerned about Shapely Heath removing these areas that are invaluable in providing access to nature to support to mental and physical well being.
Shapely Heath will destroy this
Around all the public footpaths, byways and highways in the area we live. But you plan to develop all of this so it will be gone. Project cancellation needed.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The canal, the footpaths, woods etc, all available to all at no cost.
Canal
Along the beautiful Basingstoke canal. As it’s quiet and no homes there

Woodlands
But of course there won’t be any country side soon
My rowing machine
In the open countryside eg canals woods etc
In the beautiful countryside you wish to destroy, the public footpaths,highways and byways you are planning to destroy! Cancel the project now
in the open countryside
Village Hall
In the green spaces this development would take away
Countryside around Hook.
Mostly on the footpaths and roads and lanes in the area that will be destroyed by the Shapley Heath/Winchfield development. It is important that the project is cancelled in order to preserve the area so it can continue to
be used for reacreational purposes by the residents of the whole of Hart to enhance their health and well-being.
The green spaces and country lanes this development will destroy
Green spaces, footpaths, bridleway, commmon land and canal towpath which are EXACTLY the locations where you are proposing the Shapley Heath is built over
Along the footpaths in the countryside
Using public footpaths local to my home & my exercise bike
Gardens, footpath network. It is different for people living in urban locations where public space is essential.
The current excellent opportunities for exercise within the local communities would be largely destroyed by the new town. The new town has nothing to offer in this respect.
Yateley Common
Countryside without development
Fields and natural spaces
Exercising in our already amazing green spaces, don’t destroy them
Basingstoke canal in Winchfield - do not build here
Mostly on the public footpaths and byways in the area that you plan to destroy.
Forest land
Agricultural land is not the same as a country park. And why is where I exercised during covid relevant to future plans, when the pandemic was an unprecedented and once in a lifetime event.
Other Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly in the countryside on the public footpaths around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now!
Away from housing
Green areas around Winchfield
The area around Winchfield, Hook and odiham you are intending to destroy
Can’t leave homes or have windows open = can’t exercise due to toxic emissions or you end up in A and E.
The Basingstoke canal
in garage
Public footpaths
Lakes
I ride with locals around the very roads you plan to replace.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
It’ll this question does not consider any of the local villages like Hartley Wintney whose residents used Shapley Heath daily for exercise
Interesting you do not mention if people actually used the area where you plan to develop! I spent more of my leisure time exploring the footpaths, the canal, the walks across the area you plan to concrete over.

Where will you mostly exercise once the Covid-19 pandemic is over?
On the beautiful footpaths and lanes around Winchfield that you are about to destroy.
Principally in the area which would be destroyed by the proposed garden community.
We moved to the area so we could enjoy the countryside and spend time walking and enjoying the environment. You now intend destroying this beautiful part of the Hart countryside!
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
the canal towpath and footpaths
Roads (cycling), canal and freshwater lakes
In the natural enviroment, which you wish to destroy with this development.
Public footpaths in the countryside that Shapley Heath would destroy.
No change. See previous response.
The Basingstoke Canal
I strongly oppose SHGV
Is this a joke? Outside in the road, once a day, avoiding others was THE only choice
r Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
Mostly using local roads to access public footpaths and byways around the area. This project plans to destroy many of these.
This survey seems to accept that Shapley Heath is the only one which Hart DC is intent on building whereas it should be looking at a variety of sites so that one can be found which is not so destructive to the
residents of Hartley Wintney, Hook and Winchfield. This survey asks the wrong questions as it should be asking about issues relevant to the selection of which site is best amongst many.
Footpaths in the countryside around
public footpaths
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure
amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Please do not proceed with this development.
I do not agree with SHGV
on green land, if there is any left after you've built everywhere
Gym, other side of Farnham, Dorset, not really Hart
yatley lakes
Leisure cycling, where safe to do so
If there is any left once you have finished building
In our open countryside on our bikes or running.
Countryside public footpaths
Other area in the county where I have access
Accessible open countryside (lanes, heaths and public footpaths)
Further afield, eg coast
Golf course
As above, mainly rurally assuming we don't become a suburb!
Pub
Using public footpaths near my home & my exercise bike
Countryside and rural footpaths
Destroying the countryside for this will be a real shame.
Wide open spaces like the ones you will destroy.
as above - until you have built on them
I totally object to SHGC as the whole area needs to remain a green lung for Hart, open to all for; walks along the footpaths, not on newly constructed paths through woodlands that currently are not open to public,
cycles along the lanes, not on trails that get built through protected, special interest woodland areas
As above, the footpaths and highways and byways you are planning to destroy!
Footpaths nearby and Leisure centre. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY
HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH

In local nearby greenspaces - walking and cycling footpaths and lanes, many of which would be obliterated by your SHGV plans. LOOK AT THE ALTERNATIVES TO THIS MONSTROUS SMALL TOWN.
Wild swimming lakes and the sea.
Caesar's Camp, countryside footpaths around villages in Hart and Waverley
We moved to the area so we could enjoy the countryside and spend time walking and enjoying the environment. You now intend destroying this beautiful part of the Hart countryside!
Around Phoenix green and Winchfield public footpaths
a mix of walking around the nature reserve/ gym/home
I ride with locals around the very roads you plan to replace.
Home or outdoor space such as mod land
along the canal, the local fields with foot paths enjoying nature
As above. With my horse, in and around all of the areas that you are planning to destroy
Do not build shapely Heath
Mostly on public footpaths, highways and biways which Shapley Heath would ruinapley Heath would
A sad time for many but because of the open countryside and footpaths we could exercise from our front door
On the roads, canal paths and byways that you either plan to destroy with such a large development or make so dangerous with the sheer scale of the development proposed
Public footpaths
Mostly on the footpaths and roads and lanes in the area that will be destroyed by the Shapley Heath/Winchfield development. It is important that the project is cancelled in order to preserve the area so it can
continue to be used for reacreational purposes by the residents of the whole of Hart to enhance their health and well-being.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Open spaces and countryside around our towns and villages
My garden. The cramped, high density developments currently being driven by planning policies are not suited to families and are alien to the historic character of most places in Hart.
Fields & footpaths near my house
On the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive countryside that surrounds Fleet. Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
But I will also continue to make extensive use of the public footpaths in the two to three mile area around Hook.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Equal split between climbing wall centre, hockey pitch, and home gym
Countryside hikes in Hampshire and Surrey.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Caesar’s camp area
On the footpaths and byways which will be destroyed by SHGV. The project should be cancelled now.
SAME PLACES
Footpaths and by ways
I like walking in the countryside
Away from housing
On public footpaths especially around #Winchfield which is a favourite.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Proper open spaces like Caesar's Camp which are un-cultivated and loosely managed
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
If this scheme goes ahead the options will be severely compromised
Mostly on public footpaths, byways and roads around the area that will be destroyed by the plan.
local wood and bridle paths for running and riding
public country footpaths / rights of way
r Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
also exercise at home
This survey is biased by excluding excercise in our countryside and specifically proposing destroying it by building on the land next to fleet at Shapley heath. It is a disgustingly biased survey.
Lakes
Fleet Pond
In the countryside - same reason as above. We have lots of beautiful countryside right on our doorstep. At the moment anyway!

Same places
In the countryside. Which does not mean places like edenbrook.
In the places you are proposing to remove. In the countryside with my horse
As above.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that are looking to destroy. Cancel the project now.
In the surrounding unspoilt countryside
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Walking in the woods and fields
On the heaths
The moon
Canal and footpaths across beautiful countryside
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Stop Shapley Heath
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
As above
There won't be much green land to exercise on
I make good use of the canal, the existing green spaces and my spare room which I've converted into a yoga studio.
Walking in the countryside.
Along the canal and across fields.
Natural Country Side suitable for dogs
During the pandemic many appreciated the open rural spaces available for walking, running, cycling, etc. I would not welcome more prescriptive exercise as outlined above. Nor, I believe, would a lot of people in
favour of natural countryside.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
The so called alternative green spaces are useless for wildlife and sterile
Public footpaths
The canal and footpaths around Winchfield which you are trying to build over
Mostly on public footpaths across open countryside which you now plan to destroy. Cancel these plans now.
in open countryside on public footpaths and the canal towpath
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Open countryside
Winchfield is a green lung in this area and should not be built on
Ther are plenty of existing footpaths in the countryside
Walking in the countryside in the area of the proposed development.
Mostly on the public footpaths and byways around the area that you plan to destroy
Common Land and Bridleways around Fleet, Yateley, Hook, Hartley Wintney including areas that are planned to be developed on
WHY Ddont you do a survey so people can object if they need to
Mostly at home
And walking too.
Basingstoke Canal towpath and other public Rights of Way in and around the green fields that you must not be allowed to destroy. Please stop this project immediately.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
mostly on the towpaths, publicfootpaths and the fields you plan to build all over !
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Mostly on the public footpaths around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local countryside.... Unless you destroy it!
Caesars Camp, Bramshill
Mostly on the footpaths, highways and byways in and around the you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
golf course
Yateley Common

As above, provided Shapley Heath is not built.
Mod land
Same place
The Basingstoke canal
I will continue to fish on the River Whitewater
Velmead Common
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
larger areas of public commons like Odiham Common.
Swimming pool
Other Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
same
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
Even with 5000 proposed dwellings not enough SANG provision available on site so SSSI put under pressure.
Walking in our local countryside
The open countryside you are intent on destroying. Cancel this waste of money
The fields, public footpaths, canal & surrounding areas, all of which will be destroyed by this project. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
Interesting you do not mention if people actually used the area where you plan to develop! I spent more of my leisure time exploring the footpaths, the canal, the walks across the area you plan to concrete over.
We live a uniquely beautiful part of Hampshire. The “garden development” will irreparably destroy the character and green space and damage the very essence of Hart once and for all.
Those same green spaces, please
Around the area you plan to destroy
We frequent the open countryside which you are proposing to destroy. Cancel this plan NOW
Common land again - Harts wonderful open spaces
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project NOW.
same - open countryside - natural environment
In the countryside, public footpaths and areas.
The fields, public footpaths, canal & surrounding areas, all of which will be destroyed by this project. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Local woods.
If there is any left
Mostly on public footpaths in the area that you propose to destroy. Cancel the project now!
footpaths/bridleways/byways
Open countryside
As my exercise needs have already been met by all those listed options, I fail to see the relevance of this question as your proposed new ' town 'cannot offer me any exercise opportunities that I need or want.s
On the road as a cyclist
village hall
Same
See above. In case anyone reads this response, this is to test the survey to see if duplicated responses are eliminated.
We are not idiots, we can see through this survey
We used the footpaths along the canal and the woodland and the countryside areas near my home (not linked to estates). They are exactly the areas Shapley Heath proposes to destroy. Stop the project now.
n the open spaces you plan to use to create this 'Garden Village'
In the local countryside without necessitating a car journey.
In the countryside, where you want to build a town.
Open countryside
The green space around Winchfield is a perfect leisure amenity. The SHGV development is not needed to meet local housing numbers.
I will continue to walk the public footpaths which have been well maintained by local landowners and Hampshire county council.

Canal, Countryside Parks, Leisure Centre (swimming)
Forest land
Further away. Coast and river.
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
mostly in this lovely village where footpaths and the tow path are available to all, enjoying nature and peace.
Public footpaths/canal in & around Shapley Heath area
I was isolating
Sangs MOD areas Frensham Pond and coastal places
MUCH OF THE SPACE WOULD BE BUILT ON. A FORMAL PLAYGROUND / RECREATION AREA DOES NOT REPLACE OPEN FIELDS THAT HAVE SERVED GENERATIONS.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
In the open countryside so I want it preserving not being destroyed by building on it
Public trails and paths through countryside
Mod
Existing rural walks
Out in the open countryside that you plan to build on.
There are sufficient recreational and sports facilities within the area already. One of the reasons people choose to live here is because it is currently a green and undeveloped place
On the country footpaths and byways, as above
Home gyms
In the green fields, woodland that you plan to destroy.
Along the Basingstoke canal where no homes are
Dancing
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
Walking, Cycling and Running on the country lanes....I do not want 5000 more cars driving through this area.
Army ground like Minley
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
See above.
local paths
As currently and before covid19, which is across the footpaths, common land, bridleway and towpath Shapley Heath is proposed to consume directly impact.
Local golf course
Local open spaces for walking. Local lanes and roads for cycling.
Around the green open spaces in Winchfield
used local footpaths
I will continue to exercise where I do now - in lovely unspoilt country that will be destroyed if the new town is built
Drop this stupid idea
Non-managed countryside making use of public footpaths.
Providing Hart offers the facilities for me which is unlikely as it's current centre refurbishment is doing away with squash courts etc
nature reserves
Canal
My exercise has got nothing to do with you or Shapley Heath
Adequate exercise opportunities already exist so no need for more, thank you
Not sure what category these are: Basset's mead, Bartley Heath, the paths by the Basingstoke canal, Totters Lane, greywell, odiham common, hook common, north warnborough
As before - canal, footpaths, woods etc
Golf club
In the open free spaces clearly marked public footpaths in countryside.
The fields, public footpaths, canal & surrounding areas, all of which will be destroyed by this project. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY abandon this project.
I do not want you to destroy the countryside I enjoy walking in.
At home, streets and paths, public open spaces

Military lands open to recreation when not in use - this is missing from the survey and accounts for 59,000 hours per week of Hart, Surrey Heath and Rushmoor residents. To miss this out raises serious questions
on the validity of this survey.
Public rights of way
Fields and natural spaces
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Why is this all based around Fleet and not Hook, Winchfield and Hartley Wintney!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Swimming pool
Ditto
The abundant public footpaths throughout the designated are while we are still able to enjoy its utility.
Pilates class at local village hall.
Only allowed one option for both these questions. Both apply.
Walking the dogs and cycling around the countryside
In a gym that already exists and so no new gyms required and in the big green open fields around my house in the hope you don’t build this unwanted development on it.
Open spaces - around the area (which you plan to destroy) Cancel this destruction please
public footpaths in the countryside that will disappear if this project ever sees the light of day.
In the area you are proposing to take away
CYCLING IN HAMPSHIRE
Mostly on the footpaths in the beautiful countryside that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now!
Open countryside around Winchfield that this project will destroy
Public footpaths especially Hook / Newnham PRoW
Begs question again, ask an expert in logic if you don't understand what I mean
Basingstoke Canal, Fleet Pond, Farnham Park plus many other beautiful places too numerous to mention
Shapley Heath and Hazeley Heath
Trails and footpaths.
As above
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways in and around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.. P.S. What relevance does this question have to SHGV; it tells you nothing of what
any new residents would do.
Irrelevant
Basingstoke canal towpath
Around all the public footpaths, byways and highways in the area we live. But you plan to develop all of this so it will be gone. Project cancellation needed.
None of the survey options. I will be exercising in rural areas and the canal.
Cycling our network of B roads
Mostly walking on the footpaths in the rural areas. Do not build Shapley Heath
Village hall
For recreation and well-being I enjoy all the the open spaces of Hart have to offer me.
Walking locally, predominantly in Winchfield area and playing sport once the clubs are open again. Where will I go to walk once Shapley Heath is built and enjoy the same level of peace and quiet?
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now
Rising the local country lanes this development will ruin
We have sufficient areas to exercise at present
And at home
Wooldand and footpaths around Hook which would be removed by this development
Walking exercise also includes appreciating the countryside which your proposals will destroy: please abandon your proposed 'village'.
I will exercise on the countryside, footpaths and lanes that you will destroy by this project.
The same public footpaths, highways and byways you plan to destroy. Cancel the project.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Horse riding which has no provision made in any of Harts project
Hazeley Heath and surrounding farmland
Canal, public footpaths & MoD lands

SANG paths
Or countryside areas
The fields footpaths and canal area that you propose concreting over
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Open and not busy places.
The canal, the foot paths round winchfield - which are beautiful because they arent built up with housing
golf course
Mostly on the public footpaths and byways in the area that you plan to destroy.
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Can’t go anywhere else due to toxic emissions putting residents in A and E.
Local footpaths and along the canal. By the way, if this horrendous plan happens, we will be able to look into the people’s back garden from that very (now) peaceful path.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option
(3) SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Mostly using the trails and paths through the countryside you are planning to destroy
Odiham Common & golf club in Epsom
Ideally in our existing green spaces and countryside, which will be best maintained by supporting redevelopment of existing areas such as Fleet which is crying out for a sensible and sustainable redevelopment
plan with much of the infrastructure already in place to support what could be a thriving hub to our district
in the open countryside assuming thousands of homes aren't built over it
It is important that the new development has off road cycle and foot paths
Same places
Allotment
Walking and off-road cycling - mostly on the public footpaths, bridleways, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
There must be green space outside the development to provide exercise facilities for walking (with dogs) and linking to Odiham common
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to
Private gym at home
Private land
It is too expensive for me to use the leisure centre or join a gym
Occasionally visit hotel swimming pool
Country lanes for cycling
Rural footpaths
r Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
None of your business
I see no relevance in this question. I use the public spaces that will cease to exist if this proceeds, cancel the project now
Along the beautiful canal and fields which you will destroy
Hazeley Heath in Hartley Wintney and the excellent Hart Leisure Centre.
Well we won't be exercising where we usually do any more because you will have flattened it
Both Bramshot and Edenbrook are far to small and do not replace open countryside and the numerous bridleways and footpaths which are open to the public to use.
Woodlands
Mostly on the public footpaths, highways and byways around the area that you plan to destroy. Cancel the project now.
Tennis courts
Same

Question 8: Garden communities are designed to be resilient places that have the ability to absorb, recover and prepare for future economic, environmental
and social changes. Which of the following are most important to ensure that the new homes are designed to respond to existing and future challenges?
Please pick your top three.
Answer Choices
A mix of homes for all stages of life
Homes that can be adapted/extended in the future
Specialist housing for older people (e.g. sheltered housing, care homes, bungalows)
Affordable homes (includes social rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing, provided to eligible households whose
needs are not met by the market)
Beautiful, good quality homes
Energy efficient homes
Homes with space for family and work life
Homes with private outdoor space
Good broadband connections
Other (please specify)

Responses

Responses
39%
9%
7%

331
77
63

28%
16%
45%
18%
29%
24%
37%

240
133
384
152
243
207
314
851
346

Answered
Skipped
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
Responses

10%
5%
0%
A mix of homes for Homes that can be Specialist housing Affordable homes
all stages of life adapted/extended for older people (includes social
in the future
(e.g. sheltered rented, affordable
housing, care
rented and
homes,
intermediate
bungalows)
housing, provided
to eligible
households whose
needs are not met
by the market)

Beautiful, good
quality homes

Energy efficient Homes with space
Homes with
homes
for family and
private outdoor
work life
space

Good broadband
connections

Other (please
specify)

Other (please specify)
Again this should not be considered
This question appears to forget that we need our green spaces to ensure that our environment is not destroyed - and that future generations have somewhere to live- in the existing villages and towns which are already
sufficient for our needs. Much of this is driven by public policy of the government but they should be taking account of these important matters. The environment should be the top priority here
Who wrote this question...? Talk about a leading question.....This area will not benefit from a new town. Please stop calling it a 'garden village'
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Resilience, as you say, means looking ahead. Future housing need is determined by population growth and jobs projections for the District. Both of those do not support a need for 'Hart Garden Community'. Were it to go
ahead it would result in a population who do not work locally creating unsustainable commuting patterns - look at what the Planning Inspector said on that topic in his 2019 Report on Hart's new Local Plan. The GC has
been a political project, dating back many years and clearly predetermined by Hart. It should be scrapped.
By keeping the green spaces that we have now
You are planning to destroy important agricultural and leisure land in order to build thousands od dwellings that are not needed or wanted. Please consider the planet first and help to maintain the agricultural land and
green lungs that provide our food and fresh air. Please cease all work on this project.
The best way to protect our environment is to avoid unnecessary development of green areas. Cancel these plans now
Again as stated, I am against the scale of this development. It will be so large it will be absorbed by fleet, hartley wintney and hook. It will not remain a community for long and will be part of a big urban sprawl. Fleet has
already had so much development. Is that not enough for this area?
no more homes. build on fleet high street, the shops are empty
all situated in extensions/infill to existing villages which will be completely adeqate
Developers only want to make money - they get their permission then say that they cannot afford to build low cost homes until they have sold the ones they have already built - thus they need to build more.
Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity, will not help with the economic future of the area, will harm the ability to absorb, recover and prepare for environmental changes - response to this survery
does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
5000/10,000 homes are not needed on these green fields; the jobs and housing demand projections do not support this predetermined political project, therefore the question is irrelevant. What guarantees are there that
any of the above fine aims will be delivered. Too often developers cut back the initially suggested design, infrastructure etc saying it is no longer viable. Why will this not happen here? The best way to prepare for future
environmental change is to keep our green spaces to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be covered by
Government mandate, so they are not a differentiator for SHGV.
The open countryside should be preserved. It is an asset for all and it contributes to a healthy environment
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
This garden community should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that Winchfield New Town (as it was called then) could not be reintroduced into the
Local Plan until it had been shown (with proper evidence and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not
been done so this is premature.
We have empty buildings, offices, factory units, etc. Why aren't we looking at repurposing these?
Adequate car parking
.
None of the above, as we want to keep the local villages.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not valid differentiators for Shapley Heath Garden Village.
Accessible homes for adults with Disabilities - particularly bungalows
I don't see the need for 5,000 homes
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
I oppose the SHGV development
This survey is a poor use of tax payers money and time. There is no good evidence to support the creation of the SHGV and most local residents feel that it is being bulldozered through by local authorities. Using this
'consultation' as a means to paper over the cracks of the lack of logic or support for SHGV is poor.
Questions all still geared towards a garden community going ahead ?!
No new town

Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
As long as the developers hand over cash to CCH then im happy
No houses
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
Shapley Heath project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
I do not approve of SHGV and I think the council should concentrate on regeneration of Hart's existing settlements
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Any new home should be in keeping with its surrounding area, some of the houses that have been approved by Hart District Council are appalling
Homes that make use of existing infrastructure and re-purpose unused sites. In a town with a vibrant community feel surrounded by beautiful countryside
5000/10,000 homes are not needed on these green fields; the jobs and housing demand projections do not support this predetermined political project, therefore the question is irrelevant. What guarantees are there that
any of the above fine aims will be delivered. Too often developers cut back the initially suggested design, infrastructure etc saying it is no longer viable. Why will this not happen here? The best way to prepare for future
environmental change is to keep our green spaces to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be covered by
Government mandate, so they are not a differentiator for SHGV.
Keep the countryside - don’t build
The presumption of homes ignores a) the economic impact of Brexit and b) the economic impact of the pandemic. To proceed under old data is flawed and the question of demand/need for this development remains
unanswered.
NO HOMES LEAVE THE GREEN SPACE
Money would be better spent investing in the redevelopment of Fleet which is in decline
Adequate parking and open areas - Holt Park and St Mary’s are too cramped
None of these choices make this development any different to anything which is already being built. Where is the vision???? Think about how our existing urban areas need to be development to be future proof and
balance that with the benefits of the unique setting we have in Hart.
I do not agree with SHGV
Not building this development
No need for extra houses
No more houses, the impact of 5,000 new homes will devastate the environment.
It is not only SHGV type developments that could provide homes designed to respond to existing and future challenges. All smaller new developments and regeneration of run-down town centres such as Fleet are bound
by planning law to provide most of the choices above AND still leave some countryside for us all to enjoy.
Leave this area to enjoy its natural heritage without being ruined by enormous, soulless estates
Homes would not be in my top 3
Bungalows
making me choose three is stupid, they are all critical for a new development to be successful. The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act
as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. SHGC cannot tick all the boxes, there isnt enough room and the developers wont pay for ALL the necessary infrastructure up front - even if they
say they will. where is the new station that is supposed to be at Elvetham Heath?
There is no need for a 5-10,000 garden community in any of these forms.
Keep the countryside that Shapley Heath would destroy.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
NOW. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Open land for farming and wildlife are the most important.
Hart has enough new homes being built or have already been built. We do not want any more
The phrase “garden community “is an anathema. I would refer you to the inspector's comments on the local plan – a new settlement is not necessary
Parking! Too many developments don't provide enough parking for our current conaumption, let alone future parking needs!
Not building new homes, decreasing the pop so we can reduce co2 emissions.
Houses with decent size gardens so we are not living on top of each other
Why is Hart trying to steamroll a new Garden Village down our necks against all common sense. They themselves declared a Climate Emergency and regenerating Fleet Town would be the best way of addressing the
problem and not creating an necessary Garden Village
Homes without Shapley Heath
The most important thing is not to build on our green fields which provide a carbon sink and provide such valuable space for urban residents to enjoy improving their mental health

Building on an area that regularly floods is a ridiculous idea. Have you driven around Bagwell Lane, Taplins Farm Lane and Winchfield Station Road after heavy rain in the winter. Large proportions of the area of search
are flood risk, building on these areas is a massive risk.
Better use of brownfield sites - The Swan pub in North Warnborough is a good example. How long has this been derelict and why is the council seemingly incapable of doing something useful with it?
No more houses
Again, this 'begs the question'.
Please do not proceed with this needless plan. People need nature in order to relax and recharge their batteries, not another nature reserve. We already have the real thing.
Zero carbon homes. However, the best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of
urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
No more homes
Recent government and independent reports show that working practices are changing, commercial buildings and retail spaces are being left empty, these should be repurposed. There is no need for a garden community
that destroys green space.
None should be built
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
The best way to protect our future is to avoid damaging our cherished environment. Cancel the project now!
The best way to preserve the heritage of the area is to cancel the Shapley Heath Garden Community project
None of the above. I am against the development.
No new houses thank you. Sort better broadband for those that already please! Can my tax be used for something I want - ie better broadband
People need their own space - new developments are far to house dense due to developer greed. New houses need gardens so residents can enjoy time at home and not need to leave home to ‘get out’
Ensure that they are environmental and sustainable as they will be destroying a large green and natural space to create this new town
using emotive language like 'garden' community is totally misleading - will just be loads of houses in an inappropriate area that doesn't have the infrastructure to support it
Please do not take my choices above as an endorsement of Shapely Heath
All features that do not require a new development, but sensible planning could deliver from our existing urban areas.
Not built at all in this green space, there has been extensive additional new homes built in Hook, Hartney Witney, Odiham and Fleet without infilling green spaces.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sinkand provide amenity space for residents of urban areas.
We don't need more homes accompanied by more empty promises. We need investment in our existing community and the promises made from previous developments to be fulfilled.
None
Homes that don’t then put current residents in A and E due to their emissions.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now.
5-10k new homes are not needed therefore the question is irreleva
These applies to any new homes not just the 'garden' community. The best way to protect our environment for the future is to manage it not to destroy it.
The above ticked are hovered by the government’s mandate! The best way is to leave as is and preserve the land to produce food, act as a carbon sink! Cancel this now!
We dont need 10,000 houses!! Stop Shapley Heath
build on land that has already been in use and where there is sufficient infracstructre
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces
It is our experience that no developers have embraced environmental needs when building these large developments. Much has been written about national builders building poor quality low efficiency housing and little
focus on the quality of commitments under 106 Agreements
Establish the need for something like this in the first place. So far, this need is unproven.
No more houses on green land.
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now
Don’t build 5000/10000 homes & destroy the area
Don’t build it
Green space
DO NOT BUILD IN HERE THE FIRST PLACE
Not got the message yet. DON'T BUILD THIS TOWN
Not relevant. You may be able to control a 'design concept' but ultimately a load of packed in new build houses will be built with no gardens or parking to allow for 'green space'

The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
No development at all
I don’t support unnecessary building of new homes. Your survey does not acknowledge that many (most?) residents instinctively oppose this development. Please do not assume that I in any way support it.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for Shapely Heath
Future economic and social changes are difficult to predict especially in the light of Brexit and Covid-19. However, The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used
to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be cFuture economic and social changes are hard to accurately predict
especially in the light of Brexit and Covid-19. However environmental changes are probably easier to predict and there seems to be a consensus that the measures to mitigate the changes due to global warming are
needed; arguably a large greenfield development extending over many many acres and with inherent problems with environmental sustainability is NOT the way to go! On the other hand preserving the green spaces for
agriculture will allow the land to continue to produce food locally, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of Hart.
New towns are invariably a disaster - I worked on Peterborough in the 1970s and know this from first hand experience. The vision was wonderful but the outcome was dire. Clearly Hart DC, as a body which IGNORES and
REFUTES plans approved by it's residents - which clearly exclude a new town - is totally unfit to manage any large new development. It should respect the local plan and redevelop Fleet in manageable projects led by
competent people (i.e. not HDC).
Don't build them in rural areas which is an irreversible environmental impact.
No garden village at all, and use the ample land within the current boundaries of our distinct villages and small towns
Do not build this development
Building homes on brownfield sites and not greenfield. Not building on floodplains.
We do not need this
No need for a new town
We don’t want this built
The best way to prepare for the future environmental change is to keep our farmland to produce food, absorb carbon and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas.Most of these
elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now.
Build somewhere else away from green sites
Use green space for food production and amenity space for residents of urban areas
AFFORDABLE homes for first time buyers
Please STOP this development. It is not needed or wanted and instead invest in improving the facilities that Hart already has.
Most of the houses for sale will be bought by those from outside the area and the development will be of little benefit to home owners in Hart the area
We already have green spaces which will act as a carbon sink to mitigate climate change, and which already provide amenity spaces for surrounding communities. Don't destroy existing facilities!
Homes with access to the open countryside, on paths, tracks and trails that surround Fleet and other areas. Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
No homes at all
We do not want Shapley Heath
None.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project no
Don't build it, its a stupid idea
Retaining the green space has to remain important for the environment and mental well being. Shapley Heath will only harm this. Whilst the development is now being promoted as "up to 5,000 homes", there are plenty
of HDC documents that refer to 10,000 capacity and just look at the increases in planning permission that commercial builders have managed to achieve on previous developments (Elvetham Heath, Edenbrook etc).
There is certainty that the developers will look to maximise the volume of houses on the land once planning permission is granted and HDC will not be able to stop it. Gallagher and Lightwater's motivation for courting
and charming the politicians over Shapley Heath is not altruistic; it's old fashioned commerce and maximising shareholder value.
Again I propose this development entirely
A new town is not required
Definitely NO more over priced homes that local people can't afford

Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
The environmental change this causes is wrong in the first place.
Keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now.
Where is the justification for this development
Not building anywhere near 5,000!!!! homes. A ludicrous number that the area cannot support.
None of these - no development
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now.
No new homes
We don’t need NEW homes! In the last 55 years we’ve had Springfield Avenue, Franklin Avenue, Mitchell Avenue, Elvetham Heath, Edenbrook, St Mary’s Park, Old Church View, Old Field View, Shapley Grange,
Oakwood Grange. There are also other new developments on Hitches Lane Fleet & Reading Road in Hook! Not forgetting all the small developments like the one on the petrol station in Hartley Wintney, the Lamb Pub
& the Swan Pub & Mortimer Close. What we really need is a good sustainable infrastructure for those NOT more houses
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces so that they can be used to produce food, act as carbon sinks and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now.
As many homes built on 'brown' field sites as possible - NOT on our precious green field sites
I don't want a Garden Village and Winchfield area is the wrong location for such a massive development and there is no proper evidence or public consultation that supports this development.
I do not want this development. NO to Shapley Heath
No new homes on shapely
We do not need any more houses in this area.
None of them - keeping the current green space is the ONLY important thing to me
No more housing needed
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now.
Homes which are connected by safe, shared/integrated cycleways and walkways, and not reliant on short car journeys to travel anywhere
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas.
Not building a massive garden community in the middle of beautiful greenbelt countryside!
no houses or development
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Houses of all types - EVERY house being built nowadays is either designed for families or 1 bedroom flats that are designed for people who will spend 99% of their time out - there is nothing being designed for the ever
increasing number of people who do not have children, who spend most of their time at home and would like to have a study to work in (without having to have 4 other bedrooms), that don't want an open plan kitchen etc
The best way to protect against environmental change is to not destroy our green spaces.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide an amenity space for residents of urban areas. CANCEL THE
PROJECT NOW!
The new town should not be built
This development is not needed. An urban sprawl between hook, Hartley wintney would destroy the valuable countryside which is in the centre of the district
Not being built on top of greenfields.
Keep the open green spaces
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV
Best option is to keep green spaces which will ensure we can produce food, the area can act as a carbon sink and grant amenity space for urban residents.

The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV
No impact at all on existing environment or communities
You’re talking rubbish
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV
Irrelevant question as the developer will build whatever they believe will maximise profit and the local government will do what they want and enjoy spending the extra council taxes and bungs from central govt.
None.
Your survey is biassed towards acceptanc of this Garden Communiity.ty
5000/10,000 homes are not needed on these green fields; the jobs and housing demand projections do not support this predetermined political project, therefore the question is irrelevant. What guarantees are there that
any of the above fine aims will be delivered. Too often developers cut back the initially suggested design, infrastructure etc saying it is no longer viable. Why will this not happen here? The best way to prepare for future
environmental change is to keep our green spaces to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be covered by
Government mandate, so they are not a differentiator for SHGV.
NOT building houses that are NOT needed!
We really dont need this
homes with access to wide green spaces like farmed land and commons
Do not build shapely Heath
No new homes
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
No new homes
Preserve the countryside as an absorber of co2. Surely covering a green space with concrete does exactly the opposite. As for concerning the volume of rain water and overloading rivers and streams causing us a real
problem
NO NEW HOMES
For all our futures the best way is to prepare for future environmental changes and to keep intact our green spaces. We are in a climate emergency. In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to 'put
the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all its policies and formal decision making'. As Fleet has fallen behind as a town there is an 'outflow of regional expenditure from the District...[which] is relatively high and
likely to remain so...' This equates to unnecessary travel which is carbon inefficient. HDC should invest in a plan to regenerate Fleet Town Centre, which would be in line with its declaration of a carbon emergency.
We do not need more houses or if we do build somewhere else !!! why destroy a beautiful area?
With all the on-going developments in Hook, Basingstoke and Fleet we do not need any more homes in this area.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
The maintenance of as much of the existing farm-, woodland and public footpaths
Again, I object to the format of this questionnaire. We are asked to comment on types of homes, which the Inspector has deemed are not necessary in this area.
These homes are over those required by Hart local plan.
Old fashioned solid homes with an actual garden
The existing heritage will be destrued by a new town. The question is reduntnt
You will be destroying existing natural habitats and increasing CO2 emissions which goes against your promises to reduce CO2 emissions
The demand for SHGV is unproven and not needed according to housing projections for the area.
GREEN SPACES. WE DON'T NEED 10,000 HOUSES. STOP THIS MADNESS NOW.
Money for councillors and their developer friends
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
Not building a massive garden community in the middle of beautiful greenbelt countryside!
The SHGV development is not required to meet Local Housing numbers. It was removed from the Local Plan in 2019. It is an unnecessary development. Resources should be focussed on re-generation of Fleet.
Large estates of new homes are not required. Thoughtful use of brownfield sites within Hart District is the answer
NO NEW HOMES ARE REQUIRED. SEE PREVIOUS ANSWER.
I wanted to pick Homes with private outdoor space as my 3rd pick, but I've selected 'Other' so I get the chance to say that 'good quality' should be non-negotiable, not something I have to rank.

Keep the existing green spaces we currently have. Cancel the project
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Do not need a large development
The best way to plan for the future is to keep our undeveloped land for growing crops and recreation. Housing development should use brownfield sites. Cancel this project and put the effort into redeveloping Fleet with
houses and attractive shops.
We do not need more housing! We live in a semi-rural area and that is why people have moved here! They don't want to live in another Basingstoke. If you build this development, many local people will simply move
away as they will not want to live on a massive housing estate. We need the farmland to feed ourselves. Develop brown field sites instead.
If you were really environmentally aware you would not be contemplating this destruction of our countryside. Needs cancelling now. There are standards for how dwellings are built, a lot of the above is covered by this.
Do not build
Don't build this scheme
NO HOMES WANTED - LEAVE OUR COUNTRYSIDE ALONE
maintaining the natural green spaces
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Shapley Heath will not
deliver this
Best option is to abandon this unnecessary plan
Locating garden communities only where they are appropriate and therefore on brownfield sites.
I don't want the garden community
Homes for the younger generation to buy - so needs to be affordable. So, max three beds that is protected so can’t be extended - which will keep the prices down- detached, mixed with space for the older generation
perhaps on the same plot… so a three bed house for a young family with next door being a two bed bungalow for the grandparents or elderly dependents. That would naturally create a community. Nothing to be built with
four beds or more to discourage commuters. We have more than enough four bed homes. Low density with good gardens a must- hence the name garden community. The test should be can each garden fit a full size
allotment veg garden in And that the garden is four times the size of the veg garden - minimum. Be visionary!
Please do not proceed
There is no need for SHGC. I object. The reduction of C02 emissions should be the centre of Hart DC plans, therefore investing in a plan for regeneration of Fleet would be the best way to achieve this.
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity for
each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Moot points we dont want it
This development has been turned down once by the planning inspector so why persist?
The commonly discussed way to preserve life and prepare for future environmental change is to allow nature to do what it always does and that is to adjust and keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food
and act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator fo SHGV.
ironically many new build houses are of incredibly poor structure and build so difficult to see how you can futureproof with crappy building???
embracing green building - grey water systems, air and ground source heat pumps, solar panels etc as standard!!
Homes with large gardens surrounded by countryside
All homes to be fitted with solar panels the income of which does not go to offshore management companies
The best way to prepare for climate change is to keep our green spaces which provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
We don’t need one
Open spaces that will be wiped out by Shapely
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
SHGV is not needed. The housing demand projections do not support this predetermined political project on a greenfield site. Fleet is dying on its feet. It desperately needs investment and revitalisation of the shopping
area. The resilience criteria above should be applied to mixed retail/leisure and homes in the town centre.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now.
It doesn't matter about how great the broadband is, or how beautiful the homes are, if the surrounding area has no natural wildlife as all the green spaces have been built on!

None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas.
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
No need for new garden community has been demonstrated
Parking!
Homes that make best use of existing built up land by re-using eg unwanted office and commercial space, by re-developing the centre of Fleet which would make it more appealing to shop in
We have no shortage of homes for the community in Hart.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Do not want a new community
No second home rentals.
The best form of resilience is orovided by open countryside, re-use of existing commercial buildings in towns and use of space in towns.
The projected amount of homes are not needed on what would be a greenfield site; the jobs and housing demand projections do not support this predetermined political project, therefore the question is irrelevant.
This is not a required development why are you persisiting and spending voters money?
Building houses when they are needed. Shapley Heath is not needed at this time according to the government so only build when needed and then on brownf
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can continue to be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents living in urban areas.
Cancel the project now! Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Hart does not need more houses.Judy
Once again I am being forced to tick boxes. Please ignore.
Preserving our natural countryside landscapes for future generations and to provide rural recreation areas for urban residents. Please cancel this project now. Restricting unnecessary over development.
What new homes? Who says we need new homes? Those who are going to profit massively from the sale of land no doubt. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the
housing numbers. It still is.
The existing countryside is important to me. Not unrequired housing.
Don't wont the new housing estate
No more homes
Homes without Shapley Heath
What influence does any of this have because aren't garden communities having to comply with government and local legislation, energy efficiencies, planning rules etc etc ?.
This is not a needed development so question is irrelevant
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
No new homes
Try to build them so that they're not riddled with faults
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas by cancelling the project
Not just energy efficient but zero carbon.....zero not net pls
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Homes with space between them
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sinkand provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the projectnow
No houses, only green space
A mixture of all of the above
The key to resilience is flexibility and adaptability. Therefore only build minimum numbers against a demonstrated need, and be prepared to change plans as the needs change. The vague housing number 'targets' in the
outline description does not lend confidence to the overall plan and its aims.
Government legislation covers NPPF so Shapley Heath no different.different to any other proposal

Not sure how destroying existing countryside meets environmental challanges.
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV
No homes
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the project
now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Houses not crammed on top of each other..they need to have a sense of space without being looked over by towering neighbours. Space to breathe and relax in.
This is a nonsense question. What on earth does it mean? No idea.
The garden proposal is not needed. The Planning Inspector has already set the required developments
They should be designed with climate change in mind although the people around here prob wouldn’t appreciate that as they mostly have gas guzzling cars and plastic lawns!
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now
Other – The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Cancel the
project now. Most of these elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
This is a greenfield site, and there is nothing to suggest that another 5 or 10 thousand houses are needed, which is why they have not featured in previous plans. The jobs and the demand for these properties does not
exist. Any developer or Councillor who claims such a need is ignoring the facts. How can they seriously suggest that a new community will provide jobs, health & welfare provision, education etc etc for a all these people,
when the evidence is all around us that every single local new development has failed to do so?
A garden community is not required here.
None apply as a lrea day in local villages which need support
Homes that are not built on green spaces that will coalesce Winchfield, Hook, Hartley Wintney and Fleet into one urban sprawl
We need to preserve our green spaces
No homes at all. There are no homeless people in Hart. Even if there were, they wouldn't be able to afford your homes.
WHAT ARE YOU ON ?, we don't want Shapley Heath
This development is not needed under any legitimate criteria & as such should not be receiving investigation attention
These choices should not be interpreted as supporting Shapley Heath
Again, I do not wish to waste time answering this question. The need for new homes in a new settlement has been removed from the Local plan.
Homes that don’t comprise the environment in the endeavour of fulfilling a developers best dream acreage of house upon house at high cost and great profit and return for the and the council to fund their forecast budget
deficit
Don’t be lazy invest and redeploy old empty buildings. You can make 10000homes in Basingstoke and Fleet alone. Compulsory buy if you need to all the derelict office and retail space in the town centre and festival place
The best way to prepare for future environmental change is to keep our green spaces that can be used to produce food, act as a carbon sink and provide amenity space for residents of urban areas. Most of these
elements will be covered by Government mandate, so they are not really a differentiator for SHGV.
Don’t build it
Hart does not require a garden community which will destroy the surrounding countryside.
Shapley heath is a misguided project and should be Anna dined as we should focus on building less houses and improving what we have. This survey is biased and poor to meet a political agenda.
Again I am not completing this question.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.

Question 9: New garden communities should consider heritage and design, developed with involvement of the local community. What are the best ways to ensure
that the natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected? Please rank from 1 to 4, 1 being most important.
1
Ensure that architectural style reflects the local area’s character
The layout and design of buildings to respect the landscape
Protection and enhancement of the natural environment
Maximising the visibility and appreciation of local heritage sites

1
14%
13%
68%
5%

2
121
109
580
41

2
15%
39%
14%
32%

3
126
334
116
275

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
Score
1.5
1
0.5
0
Ensure that architectural style
reflects the local area’s character

The layout and design of
buildings to respect the
landscape

Protection and enhancement of
the natural environment

Maximising the visibility and
appreciation of local heritage
sites

3
33%
33%
13%
22%

4
280
277
109
185

4
38%
15%
5%
41%

Total
324
131
46
350

851
851
851
851
Answered
Skipped

Score
2.05
2.49
3.45
2.01
851
346

Question 10: Are there any other measures that should be considered to ensure that natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected?
Answered
Skipped

610
587

Responses
Yes, don't build it in the first place
As noted previously,
SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that SHGV could not be reintroduced into the Local Plan until it had been
shown (with proper evidence and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not been done so SHGV is
premature.
Don’t build 2000, 5000, 10000 houses in the first place that will destroy the individual communities, there is no need for this development with the change in working practices that have occurred post COVID.
no
A project that considers annexing three towns, putting at risk existing green space, increasing pollution and traffic across all communities is not good planning nor in the best interest of residents of Hart
Yes, build it somewhere else
not build Shapley Heath
No. Concrete the lot - just don’t build more bloody houses in fleet and church crookham
SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option. In 2019 the Inspector ruled that SHGV could not be reintroduced into the Local Plan until it had been shown (with proper evidence
and a public consultation) to be the best strategy when compared to alternative strategies (including other locations and urban regeneration). This work has not been done so SHGV is premature.
The cancellation of this unnecessary proposed project would be the most important measure you could adopt to ensure that the natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected.
Excellent infrastructure- it’s no good having a lovely new settlement that destroys the current surrounding villages and countryside because of poor transport links so there are 10,000 + more cars on local roads.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, by not building on it and destroying it. Cancel the project now!
This survey assumes that the plan is a good idea, you have designed a biased series of questions to support your own agenda. I feel that it would be misleading if you were to use the results from this survey to support
this development. It is unwanted and unnecessary and it would be better to invest in the developed areas that already exist.
Before homes are built necessary infrastructure needs to be introduced, like GP surgeries, schools, roundabouts etc
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Don’t build this unnecessary “village” in the first place. The planning inspector has already deemed this is the case.
Simply do not do this monstrous thing derived by idiots who are simply having a pique after the Planning Inspector rejected their barmy proposals. This pique based proposal must be ditched along with Ditch Boy.
Don’t build this unwanted village
No
No
Any development should provide funding for the natural and historic environment, particularly the Basingstoke Canal and maintenance of the districts other SSIs.
Try to minimize removing existing trees and other vegetation.
Yes, don’t proceed
Houses should only be built if needed in each area and then only after every other option has been developed so as not to ruin the countryside
Connectivity of the natural environment, with protected corridors free from regular human contact (e.g. no dog walking, etc)
Yes. Don’t build on it nor deliberately overburden the environment with unneeded development
Scrap the whole scheme and leave the green spaces as they are!
Don’t build new homes
Consideration to impact on traffic generated to local areas
Yes, simply don't build SHGV. Building 5k-10k houses is going to destroy the immediate landscape and the surrounding local communities. It's madness.
Yes, avoid building on it or on top of it (historic environment)
Build to what Hart needs - latest survey is 1500 houses. Split this into three villages…. Not one huge urban sprawl. Enlarge Winchfield yes - but not swamp. Look to the north of the region for other areas - heckfield. And
south to odiham. This way schools and doctors not swamped. Each “village” should have a heart - few shops and restaurants that are cheap to rent and so can be commercially viable creating local work for local people.
Hartley Wintney is very nice because of high street of small shops.

Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Dont build it at all!
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Please don’t destroy acres of beautiful countryside with such a diverse habitat
protection of natural animal and wildlife habitats
No
Leave the area alone, cancel the project
Other than the obvious - don’t build in the first place
Yes. Don’t build on green field site! It is massive the area you are looking at! Colossal! Total over the top amount of housing, you have just finished Eden brook and a little while ago elvetham ! I know we need another
secondary school on this side of the M3 and Fleet are crying out for more school places but there must be another solution! Is Winchfield not a good place to start? Not A30 or fleet!! ??
No
Not putting more houses than needed
Dont build 1 thatched house in middle if modern properties like on hitches lane
Not building homes that all look the same
Don’t build unnecessary houses
Yes this is obvious - the measures are to cancel the size and scale of this in this location. That will ensure the natural and historic environment of the local area is respected.
Measures to protect against litter - an ever increasing problem
Just don't persist with this ill-considered scheme. It would create a soulless suburban ghetto in a lovely rural area. And it's not even needed.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
I have had to answer the mandatory questions to express my views in the text boxes. You do not have my permission to include any mandatory rankings from this survey.
Don't build this town.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project
Do not proceed with this unnecessary project which will destroy an area of great charm and negatively impact on a number of village communities
shapley green SHOULD NOT be build
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, by not building on it. Cancel the project now.
Once a rural area has been subjected to a large scale greenfield development, the natural and historic environment of the area will be blighted and will not be recoverable. The best way to respect the unique natural and
historic environment of an area is not to build on it - especially when alternatives have not been identified and evaluated in a impartial and balanced way.
Don't build on our green spaces you twits
no
Not packing in as many houses as possible.
Input from local historic group
Just leave it alone, it's already a lovely area. Don't concrete over it.
Not building on it
Cease work on this unnecessary and unwanted project and put the effort into planning an attractive redevelopment of Fleet centre.
lot of them involving wildlife and conservation, but they will be ignored.
Traffic, what are you going to be doing to help the roads already full of traffic and causing pollution to the environment
Don't build it.
No
Ensure the library has a well documented account of the local history, and that it is continually updated
no
Yes, not going ahead with this development
DO NOT DEVELOP WINCHFIELD
This is in caps for a good reason - the plan will trash Hart and ruin the open space to the west of Fleet.
Objection - the ranking does not permit a refusal...this survey is offering leading questions which can be used to support a preposition.
No development is the sole and singular means to mitigate the impact of development.
Do not flood the area with more homes
open spaces with place for young people to kick a football

Not building on the proposed site would be a good starting point.
You should consider not proceeding with this development. You should consider complying with the neighbourhood plan which was developed. You should not do this development. It’s not needed, there are better places
to put housing.
Replace or re-educate existing officers who know little about local history and are set on preservation rather than conservation. Aim for sustainability, biodiversity and beauty rather than dogmatic preservation of the
status quo. Don't control, inspire!!!!!!!!!!
Don't build the garden community
Protection of our countryside and its wildlife. Promotion of ecologically sound projects. Maintain open access to the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive countryside that surrounds Fleet for running, walking and cycling.
Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
Do not join up villages by over development thus removing the individual character of those existing settlements enhance what is there and ensure Hampshire architectural styles are maintained.
DO NOT BUILD HOUSES ON AGRICULTURAL LAND
Access to existing public footpaths.
The selected site is too close to existing settlements to have a unique character and should not be developed.
Yes, leave the existing rural communities alone, do not subsume them into a larger conurbation, and regenerate Fleet town centre.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
We need more trees to combat global warming
You can't possibly seek to "reflect and respect" the "natural and historic environment if the local area" by building this monstrosity. You will irrevocably damage the character and history of the area and other settlements.
Yes, just cancel the project and respect the natural and historic environment of the local area.
.
I Object to this proposed development.
NO NEW DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN SPACE LAND
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Yes - maintaining countryside between Hartley Wintney and Hook
Yes, this project should not go ahead to protect both the natural and historical environment of this area. There is no need for it.
Do not build shapely Heath
Do not build another estate
Buffer existing protected / designated sites
No
If you cared about my answer, you wouldn't be building on acres and acres of our beautiful countryside.
Yes not build on it in the first place
Keep away from green sites, use existing brownfield sites
Well the best decision would be not to build it in the first place thus retaining the natural and historic environment of the area
Trees and wildlife’s
Group development into character neighbourhoods, well separated by natural landscape forms, woodland etc
Not that I know of.
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Just to repeat myself again please stop wasting precious public money which could be better spent in so many other ways in the district
No
Don’t build a garden village
yes limit the number of houses
Yes, don't destroy our lovely environment by building what is in effect a giant housing estate
It is a rural area, so don’t overcrowd it. Leave plenty of ancient hedgerows and countryside views so people can breathe.
No
Stop building! I was disgusted that a pillbox was destroyed to allow for the building of new homes in Church Crookham. This area has already built enough new homes. Just stop building these huge estates.
Do not build this over developed project, it it totally out of touch with local communities and will spoil the quality of living we moved to heart for, I am not for development but this is a step to far ...
So much land will be lost to this development. Many people use the countryside for walks, runs and bike rides and this will be lost to the community.
No idea

Not to build these houses. Improve opportunities in other parts of the country to avoid overcrowding in the South. What is the point in building houses when there is no more capacity on the railway lines, the motorways, if
there is not enough water and all the green land disappears under brick.
don't build at all. Choose a brownfield site, just like Hook where the unused office buildings have been converted to residential use
The garden village should not be built. It will seriously damage the natural environment eg. the Basingstoke Canal SSSI
Don’t build it
I think just really consider whether they should be built. I'm not saying it's absolutely wrong but just maybe, as the world of work has changed with the pandemic, the need to live near London will reduce and so the
demand for housing in the SE will fall.
Yes, stop building any more houses. You are building on perfectly good farmland that this country needs to grow food. Why are you doing this.
To ensure that Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Odiham, Hook and Winchfield do nor simply get joined up
Limit development to meet demonstrated need.
No
Local materials should be used.
Cycle paths, integrated transportation policy
The project needs to employ creative architects with imagination, not the ones we currently have who produce the toy town developments we see all around us.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
Enough spaces fir outdoor activities beyond football yes, enough bins, signage, rangers
Maybe not building 10,000 houses on it is the best way to protect it?
Yes, but building is not the answer.
Work with nature rather than a blank canvas
Put a cap on 5,000 hones so it remains low density.
We do not want another housing estate
None
Green corridors that ensure green spaces do not become isolated
No new houses
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, by not building in the first place. CANCEL THE PROJECT!
Consider infrastructure & local amenities and do not run/merge villages into mega towns
Wildlife corridors, natural planting, retain as many trees as possible.
Yes - you should not destroy it
Scrap the development plan - respect the environment by not desecrating it.
Yes, dont build Shapley Heath. It's not needed and its not wanted.
don't know
Maintain pathways for nature to connect across forests
Who cares? More concrete and cash for CCH and their families please
There needs to be active protection of trees, developers leave trees owners buy them get them cut down with a dodgy tree survey. Aggressive protection is needed backed by investment in the legal support needed to get
convictions
yes - don't build SHGV
This plan should be abandoned. There is such strong opposition to it and as a plan, it is unnecessary and oversized
The huge attraction of living in Hart is the semi rural area and great access to the countryside (nature, wildlife , natural green spaces, public footpaths, etc). The plan to build Shapely Heath will destroy this and unless you
respect the Government Inspector's decision to remove Shapely Heath from your future plans you will accelerate the very essence of what makes Hart an attractive place to live.
Only build when absolutely necessary, and ensure all facilities needed by the community are available in that location to avoid additional travel
I believe the best way to meet this goal is to leave things as they are and abandon the concept of a garden village altogether
The current housing estate model seems to be cram them in with a sang area for recreation (Crookham Park) it feels claustrophobic, I think Zebon Copse is a better example different houses with lots of open spaces.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
flood zone awareness; SSSI awareness. Be mindful that bored teenagers can destroy community space (e.g. path that runs through the woods alongside St Mary's estate has its lights constantly vandalised. We wont
cycle if we don't feel safe, even though we don't want to always use cars.

No
Yes - the countryside shouldn't be given over to money-grabbing building companies
Community buildings including places for health and education should be designed to minimise their impact on the environment and to optimise green and renewable energy principles.
DONT BUILD ON IT!!! More needs to be done to protect the existing area - such as the rare bats (seen around the canal, ancient woodland & river white water) &, indeed, the rare birds - 26 of the 67 bird species on the
RSPB red list are found in the Winchfield parish - not to mention all of the animals found in the woodland.
Undertake a proper and thorough history and archaeological survey of the area before any work commences
Yes, don't build in the countryside, particularly not this many houses. It's not clear we need this many houses.
You can keep the natural and historic environment by not building on it.
Reduce total number of buildings
Yes the people of the area their voices and concerns should be heard and taken into account
Community Campaign Hart and the Liberal Democrats are dodgy and corrupt
Yes. Do not desecrate the area by building a New Town where it is not needed. That will protect and give respect to the local environment. Cancel the whole project.
More green spaces around, Crookham park is like legoland all houses are on top of each other
Don’t build 10,000 (or even 5,000) unnecessary houses that will create a new town that joins Fleet, Hook and Hartley Wintney into one!
The existing communities will be completely annihilated by this
Views of locally significant natural and historic heritage assets should be protected.
no
The only way to maintain the local area as is, is not to build any more houses.
Build far fewer homes
Green gaps between existing settlements, not ribbon development or coalescence.
Yes, do not build on it just for the kudos and sake of doing so. Stop the rot before it starts.
Yes, don’t build on any green space, retain all existing hedges and mature trees, wild unkemp areas should be left as such, not turfed over in a poor imitation of the wild environment
Ensure environmental impact is net zero
Yes - dont build the Shapley Heath Urban sprawl
The measure to be taken to ensure that natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected is to improve Hart providing a better quality of life for all age groups. Don’t throw good money after bad.
It’s quality not quantity.
don't build a new town in this location
Do not urbanise the countryside
Yes, by not building on it in the first place.
Yes don’t build anything and leave the countryside as it is. You then won’t have to worry about the natural or environmental impact. Respect the wishes of the people that pay your wages
Yes. Do NOT build this development.
Not building on greenfield sites
Ensure that the number of houses is proportional to the rest of Hart i.e. population should not be any larger than say, Odiham.
There is NO NEED for building on prime countryside land. There are MANY DERELICT sites within towns and villages that need to be redesigned.
The green spaces protected to ensure that this doesn't turn into a huge conurbation
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
The maintenance of all farm-, woodland and public footpaths throughout the designated area and the development, instead, of brownfield sites.
Road-building and private car priortisation must be replaced by active travel infrastructure, which will far better reflect the natural environment in the area.
Yes - don't build the new town. This response is a duplicate to test to see if duplicate responses are eliminated.
No
An information centre detailing all the natural and historic places in the local area
Yes, consider the natural environment and our precious green spaces before building on them and depriving our wildlife of their homes
The easiest way to preserve the natural and historic environment of the local area is to limit development in that area and maintain both the existing character of the area and the greenfields that are there already.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, the space should be left as it is and not developed or build upon.
The natural and historic environment would be destroyed by a development of this size and the necessary transport infrastructure to support it.
Preserve plant life
By proceeding with a garden community, you are destroying - quite literally - the natural and historic environment of the local area! How can you pretend otherwise?

To reconsider all the evidence presented to date and reflected in the Local plan that rejected the need for a new community and instead focus on th significant opportunity that could be delivered through a clear
regeneration of existing areas that have been underinvested for years.
Don't build on our wonderful local open spaces
do not cram lots and lots of tiny houses with no gardens and green spaces into as small an area as possible, consider parking as mutiple households have multiple cars
Yes, do not proceed with this plan at all.
NO
Basically not building a huge development like this across the green space of the natural environment, you simply don't need to do it!
Yes. Stop this nonsense. We don’t want it. So,
1) stop wasting tax payers money on schemes they don’t want
2) improve the infrastructure for those that already live here - sort the slow broadband issues
3) keep the local villages clean and encourage new small business into empty shops.
4) renovate derelict buildings and brown space for new accommodation.
Better to develop the land around rush moor and protect the fields and farmland around local villages of Hartley wintney, Winchfield etc
It’s all rubbish and the council are spending money on this project which would be better spent on other services ie the broken care system
Don't build on green spaces
Yes - you could decide not to spoil the natural and historic environment of the local area by replacing it with a new town that's unwanted, unnecessary and will be to the detriment of the entire district.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Stop wasting our money and cancel the project.
Don't develop it into monstrosity of characterless unwanted homes
DON'T BUILD THE VILLAGE.
Any and all developments should be IMMEDIATELY HALTED until toxic emissions putting current residents in A and E are dealt with.
Do not build on green field site but find brown field site to build a new estate on
There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield are. The Winchfield area is a vital green space. Merging Fleet, Hartlet Wintney, Hook , Odiham into a single conurbation will simnifically damage the character of
each town. Who is finically benefitting form such a preposterous development? How will the roads handle such an increase in traffic? NO.
Don’t build 5000 new homes in the area
Don't put too much emphasis on this criteria. Too much weight on this criteria will impede progression and progressive thinking. Trying to make things like they used to be will make the future the same as the past.
Minimising and controlling traffic volume and speed in the areas surrounding the new development.
Yes, by not irrevocably destroying the open countryside in the first place
Environmentally considered, energy efficient and wildlife friendly homes
Just LISTEN to the people and what they want and the area they choose to live their lives, because if you don't you will create an area which no one will want to live and people will not spend their hard earned money to
live in a unsustainable gridlocked man made part of the country when they can move themselves and there families yo parts of the country where they have the privilege of areas of outstanding natural beauty on there
own doorstep.
I object to SHGC it is not needed , which is why it is not in the Hart DC local plan. Look at all options, regenerate town centres, don't build on land that is vital for the retention of the natural habitats our flora and fauna
require
Yes, for the area to be not developed at all preserving our countryside vs more unnecessary homes for a council who have already built their quote of news homes
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project
This whole survey is based on the assumption that the Shapley Heath Garden Community is desirable. It is not. And furthermore it is not necessary, it is merely being proposed so that the Fleet Councillors can avoid
improving Fleet.
The way to ensure that natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected is to cancel the Shapley Heath Garden Community project
Adequate Car parking facilities within the area
Ensure BROWNFIELD development , Fleet regeneration & SUSTAINABLE development is completed before our valuable rural countryside is decimated by unnecessary greenfield destruction.
use land that has already been used for building rather than building on green field sites
Consultation with the existing residents in the areas where this is planned . There is a lot of suspicion and anger about this project and inward thinking . Some work needs to be done to convince people it’s not a done deal
and if it is to be done it will be sympathetic and respectful of the existing communities .
Don't build this new 5,000 home community in the area planned. It is just not suitable. It will be a disaster for the area. There must be a brown field site which could be used.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Don’t build on the green space? It will just be another estate like every other
Yes, DO NOT BUILD IT. The best way of protecting the natural and historic environment is to not destroy it in the first place.
Resisting over development when not proven a required by housing needs.
Yes - don't proceed with this project

Nature reserves, green spaces etc should be developed BEFORE the housing is started. This means they’re established for when people start moving in.
Clear, big boundaries between new town and existing settlements. Shouldn’t bleed onto other areas or overburden local services/roads
To ensure that houses are not tightly packed together with tiny gardens.
Yes by not building it in the first place. We don’t need it.
No need for Shapley Heath
Yes, abandon SHGV altogether and protect all of Hart's countryside by building only within Hart's current settlement boundaries
Leave as agricultural land
To reconsider the need for such a development.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Do not build Shapley Heath Garden Village
Don't build a garden community on green land
We can respect the area by not building more homes.
Please do not destroy local history such as the small pillboxes dotted around the landscape.
Don't build on it at all! Enhance the existing communities, particularly Fleet, and keep the countryside sacrosanct
Yes, leave it well alone. Leave the green spaces alone. We do not want another 5000 homes
No
Space between houses, tree lined streets not just building a modern estate
Making sure that the responsibility for each area is closely locally defined
Talk to local residents to make sure they are fully involved in the design of the development and are able help to integrate the development into their own communities.
Not build on the countryside near M3 to create a concrete corridor from Sunbury to Basingstoke
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
no
Develop very high quality buildings of interest. Poundbury is an excellent example.
Don’t build it
Don't build a new settlement of 5000 houses on greenfield land when it hasn't been demonstrated to be necessary. The planning inspector required this to be removed from the current local plan, and said that Hart DC
needed to explore alternative options. Where are the alternative options?
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Areas for wildflower, areas designed to encourage wildlife, not allow artificial grass
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Build on brownfield sites only
Ensuring that in creating a new local environment, you don't trash the natural and historic environment of the surrounding areas. Each are unique with their own character and once destroyed can not be replaced. You
need to respect the whole of Hart not just a small section you wish to build on.
The natural and historic qualities of this lovely area of countryside will be lost for ever. Current building programmes in Fleet and Church Crookham, which are listed in the Hart Local Plan, will satisfy housing need until
2032. By then the flow of Londoners to the area will have reduced as workers return to their city offices.
Where public rights of way exist on the land being developed, they should be preserved as far as possible and incorporated into the SANGs on the site.
Build only on brownfield sites - ensure that all disused sites are used
Winchfield has always been able to insure that its natural and historic environments have been preserved by retaining its charm and character. This has been successful by staying as a village and not a garden
community!
look to utilise brownfield site and protect open spaces, countryside and woods
Yes, choose to develop Brownfield sites and not the lovely green space as indicated in your plan. Do not assume your voting public wants this village please.
Ensure that new development around any heritage features is sensitive to the transition from new to old and there is not a stark change from one to the other.
Dont build it. Awful idea
Sorry I don’t really see this area as a historic environment
Look at how this development will affect the surrounding villages of Winchfield and Dogmersfield.
Needs to a development in nature not a development on nature
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.

Having a mixture of commercial units for local businesses to buy & or rent to develop the local economy- not just set up for big business to take advantage
Protection of our green spaces
mp
Protect all historical land and buildings
Do not build any new settlement
Respect that the few areas we have of open space are more important to be protected than inefficient and poor quality buildings in existing conurbations
Stop assuming that a garden community will be a guaranteed good thing. It must have links by foot to other communities and retail space. They do not need their own retail space
Make sure the countryside is protected, not some small country park like the ridiculously small nature park at Hartland Village-its tiny!
No
The natural environment of the local area should be left as it is, Hart has been made up of a series of smaller towns and villages and Shapley Heath is out of character with that.
Not to build Shapley Heath
Well, yes. Obviously by not building a town on it in the first place.
Dont build
Don’t build on it. Bin this development.
Plentiful planting of trees, shrubs and grass
No more houses. Keep the existing green space.
As long as CCH councillors and their developer partners make lots of money then that is the main thing
No
do not build Shapley Heath
I use the area a lot as a pedestrian.ams cyclist. I cannot support the urbanisation of countryside.
You cannot build that many homes on that beautiful, green, natural environment. Massively damaging ecologically. The area cannot support that number. Elvetham Heath is massive and has half the number. You cannot
do this. It will destroy this wonderful area.
Not obliterating it with this excessive development!
Don’t join up villages to create one sprawl of housing. Hart is special because of its smaller villages which are responsible for the character in the area.
Utilize existing developments and focus on redevelopment. Understand more expensive but more desirable
Yes don’t build SHGV in the first place. Cancel the project offer us brownfield first solutions. Stop building above 286 government dpa and reassess post Covid works to understand what’s needed
Modest housing developments with lots of green space
I do not believe such a settlement should be built. I would much rather brownfield options be exhausted, and regeneration opportunities in centres, particularly Fleet, Yateley and Hook be exploited to increase
opportunities for more housing.
Yes leave it alone!!!
Really?? you are about to steamroller the natural and historic environment of the local area. Its not needed - don't keep wasting money on shapley Heath. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity
- response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
I am firmly against the creation of Shapley Heath. As a Hook resident I am horrified that we may become part of a “garden community” which envelopes fleet, Hartley Wintney and Hook as one. We moved to Hook as we
loved the small village feel, with lots of green open spaces around. We really do not want to be living in a big busy town with all the noise and congestion that comes with it- otherwise we would have moved to Fleet or
Basingstoke!
The best way to ensure this protection is not to build a new settlement here at all.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place! Cancel the project.
This development plan is not needed
Ensure that there is adequate distance between new buildings and ancient woodlands, ensure that the new community does not take any resources (water, electricity, drainage, broadband, transport infrastructure, health
infrastructure, education) away from existing communities in the area.
maintain plenty of green spaces, existing trees and flora fauna, keep it natural rather than manicured
Appropriate, subtle, infrastructure to support increased community size.
Community engagement spaces - play parks, sports fields, community centre, picnic tables and benches
N/A
YES! Leave the existing beautiful countryside and historic area as it is! Cancel this destructive project now!
Yes, by not building on it in the first place.

With 10,000 homes proposed I don’t see how you can protect the environment. The local villages of Hartley and hook will be really impacted and they will lose their identity. If it was smaller then the risk of this happening
would be reduced. The environment is so precious. Once built in that’s it. I think a priority should be to make sure all other sites have been considered and if this is the only option the amount of houses should be
massively reduced. It won’t remain a village if it is 10,000 or 5,000 homes placed so close to Hartley wintney, hook and fleet. We would be living in a large urban sprawl with no soul. Reducing it so it doesn’t just become
an extension of fleet and Hartley will make it nicer to live and protect the environment which is so important.
No mature hard wood trees should be cut down
Extra trees should be planted
Mitigation for wildlife routes - e.g. hedgehog tunnels
Abandon the scheme
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Leave the local environment as it is
Don't build it.
Yes. Don't build Shaoley Heath.
Don't build there find somewhere else!!!!!!!
Yes, don't build on green fields near to Hart's oldest and most historic small towns and villages
no
No
yes - leave the area as it is
Reduce the project size. 5000 homes is an additional 5-10 thousand cars. Totally unsustainable!
Yes, by not building on it in the first place.
Yes, by not building to the scale you are intending to.
STOP BUILDING NEW HOUSES THAT ARE NEITHER NEEDED NOR NECESSARY
Any large scale proposal will damage local area and historic environment by default so best avoided.
Be respectful of the surroundings stop trying to build everything everywhere
Impossible with current planning regulations. The new area will inevitably end up with cars parked everywhere
Yes, by not building it in the first place. That would be the very best way to protect our natural and historic environment. Cancel the project.
don't spoil the existing landscape
Best way to ensure that the natural and historic environment of the area is maintained is by developing brownfield land within existing settlement boundaries.
Yes, cancel this twisted, unwarranted developer lead plan.
No
Don't build it
Maybe consider NOT decimating the natural greenspace with brand new, unneeded, buildings?
I would ask that the regeneration of Fleet is taken seriously
The best way to respect the natural and historic environment of the local area under consideration is to not build on it. The SHGV project should be cancelled.
Build it somewhere else
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Ensure nature is in the core of the development and any facilties where they are being accessed from elsewhere (pubs, schools) are on the outside of the development to ensure access to nature is in the heart of the
development and major roads are reducing pollution to the environment. Hide parking spaces for public buildings like schools underground and ensure roofs are green. We do not want to see a sea of cars on large public
buildings.
Yes: not build at all.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
Looking at urban regeneration instead of this new town. If the Council focused on the alternatives then they could attract investment for regeneration from developers. This will also reduce unnecessary travel and reduce
CO2 emmissions as a result, which I understand is meant to be a priority of the Council? (April 2021 - climate emergency)
Yes, by not building in the first place! Done ruin our beautiful countryside, we don’t want it! Cancel the project now!
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
No more building of concrete jungles
Flood risk, climate change impact
Only build when there is a need not for the sake of building and profit for the developers and the council for tax revenue

Once again I will refrain from answering this as it’s irrelevant.
THERE IS NO NEED FOR THIS.
Don’t build on it, that is the only way to respect it
Not building Shapley Heath would help
Yes, the existing landscape should be protected against development.
Yes: Don’t fill the countryside with unrequired housing.
Elephant in the room - do we want Shapely Heath?
Previous questionnaire (perhaps 10 years ago) was looking at 700 homes, now is it 4.5K or 10K. It will join Fleet, HW and HOOK making a very large place. Do we want this? do we need this? whilst a few 100 homes
may be fine in the considered location, 10000 homes is another thing, and totally unacceptable.
Its not being a NIMBY, its wanting to keep countryside/green/ancient woods/rare plants/wildlife for our children/grandchildren. Once built on, we can't have it back.
Why build or plan to build more than we need, that's greedy - plan for what we need, but use brownfield - and regenerate Fleet & Hook centres. Put in flats or smaller houses for our young people in that regeneration as
starter homes in the centres, near shops/transport/jobs.
Why give people such a big wish list of things to include in the garden community - it sounds like you want to build a new Farnborough (and not keeping to the character of the semi-rural villages/small towns we have in
Hart). That will change Hart beyond recognition.
A nature reserve potentially
No
Decent size gardens. Less high density living.
Yes, don’t build a garden village. It’s not wanted - listen to the local people, please!
Wildlife corridors throughout all new developments
A smaller development so the buffer between towns and villages is maintained
Car ownership is very high in Hart, public transport must be improved to get away from reliance on cars
There should be no impact at all on the existing environment or communities. All available brownfield sites in Hart should be fully developed before any greenfield sites are even considered. In the event of any new
developments, full infrastructure, education and healthcare provision should be in place, at the projected needs for 25 year + timescales, BEFORE any housing is built.
the best way to ensure the natural and historic environment is respected is to leave it alone.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
If you build a new town four times the size of Elvetham Heath you will loose the natural and historic environment. We will have to sell up and go to Wales
a joined up plan for sustainable travel - cycle and walking paths
Use of brick and wood. Keeping the properties small, in the style of the cottages (in Hartley Wintney and surrounding villages), with gardens.
I have no other ideas
Don't destroy the countryside by building on it. Stop!
SHGV damages prospects for investment in Fleet. Most of the neighbouring towns in the area (Camberley, Farnham, Aldershot etc) have attracted major investment for regeneration (running to hundreds of millions of
pounds for each town). Only Fleet has failed to attract major investment. We know from the two developers who expressed interest in investing in RHA’s Hart Shopping Centre redevelopment scheme that they were put
off by HDC’s obvious lack of interest in Fleet. HDC's SHGV project seems designed to put off investors and to leave Fleet in decline.
Housing spaced out with enough parking and lots of space
YES!, don't build a Shapley Heath, don't you get it yet ?
no Shapley Heath
Don't build this new town
space around the Church at Winchfield
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
I feel the westernmost boundary of the search area is too close to the river Whitewater. There should be clear space both sides of the river, to both maintain a credible gap between Hook and the new community and also
to visually differentiate them from each other as huge numbers of people pass through by both train and to a lesser extent motorway - there is a danger that the train journey between Fleet and Hook will become primarily
urban in character, which will impact heavily on outside perceptions of the area. I think with care a settlement could be achievable but much of the character could be maintained.
In April 2021 HDC promised to put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all polices and decision making. This proposal will bring unnecessary traffic which goes directly against the promise made by HDC
Yes don’t build something that isn’t needed. Eg 5000 to 10000 homes. See inspectors report and stop wasting money

Limitation on home allowed to be purchased for rental income.
Ensure plenty local work.
Ensure it is absolutely zero carbon, which means negative carbon to accommodate the emissions from commutes and shipping in food and other products.
Power must be self sufficient.
Water and sewage to be budgeted.
No gas mains should be connected.
Gas Patio heaters and barbecues should be banned.
Every tree cut, every tonne of brick, concrete and other items used in construction requires 100% carbon offset.
Just don’t build it none of us want it as normal Hart Council just don’t listen . What a bloody awful Council you really are 😡
No
Limit the number of houses built to 2000 max
Only that we do not need a garden community
Yes, by not building on it in the first place.
Yes ! Dont go ahead with Shapely Heath...it's Winchfield new town by any other name ! and that wasnt approved
Our rich natural and agricultural eviroment has never been as topicl and important for the existing community of Hart. To go ahead with this enormous developmet would be an act of industral vandalism!
The garden village should not be built
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project
Yes... cancel the Shapley Heath plans now!
DO NOT BUILD ON GREENFEILD SITES
Don’t build houses on fields. Develop brown field sites and infill in existing communities to reinforce them.
The best way to respect the natural and historic environment is to not build on it. Do not proceed with Shaply Heath Garden Village now a.k.a. Hart Garden Community.
N.B. the project name change supports the fact that Hart's predetermination is evidenced by them not considering any other site(s).
The Shapley Heath vanity project should be abandoned in favour of thoughtful and innovative urban rejuvenation
Keep the green spaces, do not build more houses than are required
Ideally not to build on any green space
Don't chop down any trees.
Yes - the new town should not be built.
Not unless you cancel the project entirely
YES! Leave the existing beautiful countryside and historic area as it is! Cancel this destructive project now!
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project!
The amount of housing needs to be reduced better open spaces for houses over greed for money .
Don’t build anymore housing, developed brown filed sites, leave the countryside alone!
In 2019 SHGV was removed from the local plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes don’t build this development
Any creeping trend to coalesce with surrounding communities must be contained.
Protect the countryside by stopping all work and spending on the plan to build Shapley Heath,
Preserve the countryside and do not build houses on it to infill between villages
I would like to see particular protection of the area round the canal, where kingfishers can be seen, Winchfield church and the bluebell wood.
PLEASE PLEASE DO NOT BUILD ANOTHER HOUSING ESTATE IN THIS AREA.
Do not allow the BIG THREE developers anywhere near this. Use local artisan builders to build vernacular sympathetic individual homes to the highest energy efficient standards.
Yes. Do not build all over it
Cancelling the project and not building over open countryside.
Protect the countryside for future generations. Don't build. Once built, it's gone forever.
yes please respect the equestrian community who are rapidly loosing livery facilities due to building as well as safe places to ride- this is huge - perhaps you could look at adding in something like this ??
Not Built Over
The money the council are spending on this ill thought out plan would be better spent on the broken social care system.
Protect the church and the canal (the best features of the area being considered).

The green fields, quiet country lanes, woodland and wildlife habitats that will be destroyed by Shapley Heath. Brownfield development should be the first priority, which it does not appear to be with proposal of Shapley
Heath
The natural environment is best respected by not creating SHGV.
No
Opportunity should be taken to reflect that fact that only a tiny% of the economy is agricultural products by using farm land in ways that enhance access and enjoyment of that access. More footpaths, providing commonlike access especially to former commons and excellent viewpoints like Horsedown Common.
Build sufficient space for cars!
Do not build Shapley Heat Garden Community.
Don't build on it!
Ask if people want and need this development in the first place. The consultation assumes that this is wanted and needed in this location which evidence indicates it is not. You need to consult on this first
By not changing what we already have available in this lovely semi-rural area
yes by not building in the first place....the project needs to stop !
You will never be able to retain the natural and historic environment with 5,000 new homes. You should embrace this opportunity to create an amazing 21st century modern town with inspirational architecture which gives
the community more input to add character to their homes. Instead of creating a heartless pastiche of what has gone before. You will be copying modern housing estates, not the historic buildings we all love for their
character and quirkiness, and give a village it's unique feel of history.
Houses should be individually designed / self build on large plots. Smaller properties or terraces of houses should be built in style of local cottages. Existing country lanes / hedges / trees should be preserved with houses
build to fit this landscape. A mix of building materials to prevent the ugly uniformity of a housing estate, with varying roof lines and styles. Any new roads should include off street parking provision and grass verges to
enhance sense of space.
No
Keep the trees
Yes, by conserving the green space which contributes to the natural and historic environment.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yeah, don't build there in the first place.
Back handers from builders to hart council and why this is still being pushed through when no one wants it on there thank those who will profit from it . Learn from the mistakes of past poor planning eg st marys
No
Do not exceed optimum limit of housing to protect environment
Ensure flooding tsk is looked after, that local agriculture can continue and public have access to the countryside without visible buildings
Do not build too many houses so that it overwhelms the surrounding area in size
Consider use of local building materials.
I am having difficulty ranking some of these choices because some of them are equally important. Also I think reliable and regular public transport links are important, but the limit of my choices had been used up. Also if
people are going to be able to have the option of working and studying from home good broadband is essential.
Keeps in character within the area
Do not proceed with this development.
Don't build such a large site, will be a disaster.
Yes, drop this whole idea
Retain public footpaths as true green corridors.
Stop building go unnecessary housing estates everywhere
Not to build on greenfield sites!
YES CANCEL THIS STUPID PROPOSAL.
Build on brown field sites rather than green field
Not to build this in the first place is the only measure that should be considered
Yes please say no to this development. We need the green space.
Don't just build another huge housing estate with houses reflecting what is cheap, convenient for developers and too high density. Look at estates built 20-30 years ago and learn from mistakes (e.g. roads to narrow, lack
of parking, houses too close to each other etc.)
The project is a HDC vanity project and investment should be made in the local communities
Ensure there is sufficient road infrastructure and off-road parking for a realistic and expected number of vehicles so cars do no visually and physically dominate the area.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project
Yes, cancel the project now and do not build in the first place.

Don't develop where it isn't needed
The local environment is disadvantaged by a distinct lack of major infrastructure (roads and schools and doctor facilities) and yet more and more houses are built with people pouring into Fleet, which is already gridlocked
much of the time. Before a new village is proposed, major infrastructure proposals NEED to be put forward to prevent the gridlock that Fleet experiences much of the day, particularly the main route to the station and local
schools. By-pass or additional major routes NEED to be implemented before yet more homes are built.
No more homes. No new development.
Make sure current natural areas are not spoiled.
Yes - cancelling this project will remove the need to make this consideration
Do not build such a large amount of houses on green land. Utilise brown field sites and small infill developments that have minimal impact on the surroundings and traffic pollution.
No houses or other buildings are built. Green spaces should be respected at all costs.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Don't destroy wildlife
Learn from Farnham, there council is right on it now with only approving development that improves the town center. Hart seem to have no vision or desire to enhance or make the most of your Victorian architecture we
have left.
Protected local sites
Yes. Not building 5000 new houses in open space if we don’t need to.
Ensure that it is well separated from existing communities.
I suggest 5 miles minimum
Keep any potential development to a minimum as the local amenities cannot cope now (June 2021).
More houses are not needed or wanted
Yes - do not build on this green space. It is really... really simple.
Don't build this development at all! It will ruin the villages in the area - they will all merge into each other and it will just become another urban sprawl. The character of the area will be ruined forever.
Have no real care about this
Provide green space 'buffers' between existing settlements and particularly hamlets and new housing. Do not build Shapley Heath
Look at Fleet post Elvanthem. No shops to speak of. Traffic too heavy especially around school times. Just don't build it!
Don't build new towns, villages or houses at all.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes protect our green open spaces
Yes not building this unnecessary town
Do not build
make better use of the train station. Better access to buses and trains.
Yes. Stop building so many new houses on greenfield sites in Hart. There are many "brownfield" sites that could be redeveloped - DO THAT FIRST!
Yes, don’t build more houses than we actually need - the reason Hart is consistently voted best place to live in the UK is because it is not overdeveloped (but is starting to be e.g. Hook and Fleet! there is plenty of space
in the UK for building houses ;it doesn’t all have to be within commuting distance of London!
No
I do not agree with SHGV
Wildlife corridors, permeable landscapes, more greenery. Encouraging cycling and use of public transport.
By put investment into Fleet which is in decline and is a much needed local town.
Yes, DO NOT BUILD ON THIS LAND
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Not damaging the local green space and nature areas. Housing should not be placed on these green spaces or land prone to flooding. Do NOT destroy our green planet.
Don't build this development, it's deliberately misleading to call a development that concretes over existing green space a garden development as it implies more green space when of course there will be less.
Avoid over crowding and overloading of utilities and amenities.
Housing density. The proposed scale of Shapley Heath is excessive and will have a significant detrimental effect on the countryside.
think carefully about roads so you aren't funneling traffic through other villages
No building on green belt and [reserve the open spaces between existing towns and villages.
The best way to proceed in protecting the environment is to drop the proposed development.
Green spaces

People moving from other areas want all the modern facilities which are not available in the countryside without ruining it. They do not understand allowing space for nature. They want clipped lawns and fountains and
feature lighting , harmful to wildlife
Yes - by not building on the land in the first place. Cancel this ridiculous project idea. It is not needed
Low density housing with plenty of garages AND parking spaces, including parking for visitors. Many playgrounds for younger children.
Using brownfield sites instead of fields. Empty offices (ancells) change of use to residential?????
I don’t understand why this question is so important? Surely this development isn’t trying to respect the local area as it will be completely self contained?
This is already being put in jeopardy with all the over development in the Fleet area !
Treat this with the contempt it deserves.
The best way to ensure that natural and historic environment of the local area is reflected and respected is for this scheme not to go ahead
Yes don’t build any houses
Yes. Dont build sprawling estates on beautiful countryside
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
The best way to protect/respect the natural and historic environment of the local is to abandon SHGV plans given its likely destructive impact of the environment of the local area.
It is not being respected if a development this large goes ahead.
Don't build this monstrosity.
Not building on green fields - redevelopment of Fleet Town Centre is what is needed - the Town Centre is in a terrible state, we need more conversions of offices and bring some life back into it not leave it to go derelict
and build on green fields
Space for cars
no
Don’t build too many houses - the traffic impact will ruin the adjoining communities and access to trains at Winchfield
Don’t build on it. Reuse old buildings
Ensure sufficient green space between the villages, town etc
By not proceeding with this project.
Not building
Yes, don't build Shapley Heath! It will link up Winchfield with Hook, Hartley Wintney and Fleet and destroy green space, making one huge urban area
The housing should be built in the traditional materials of the county. Most modern developments are 'off the shelf' designs whether the developer is building in Fleet, Swindon or Woking. They do not compliment the
landscape around them and in the process destroy the environment they occupy with their visual pollution.
Improvements to the surface of the canal towpath to make it all weather
Houses should not be packed together and decent garden space should be planned to allow for the planting of trees and help build and 'greener' environment
Yes, stop knocking down older buildings and adapt them for use. Also have houses with decent sized gardens so that privacy can be maintained and children have safe areas to play without disturbing neighbours.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the Shapley Heath project.
Don't built it
Don’t build
Yes. The obvious one is to scrap this unnecessary development!! This would preserve the natural and historic environment of the area.
Yes, leave the area as it is. Don’t build on it.
NO FENCES - use hedges instead - or park railings (there are some on site already). Use local housing styles - do NOT make it 'anywhere's ville' where you could be in any part of the country - use flint facing, thatch,
blue quoin etc.
The separation of existing developments must be preserved, destroying the reason most of us choose to live here, a community not a suburb of what will be a large town if this scheme proceeds.
Yes. It is vital that the Shapley Heath development does not go ahead if the natural and historic environment of the local area is to be respected.
No
No shouldn’t be built at all
Consider access to/from M3 so all traffic can as far as possibly bypass the nearby towns and preserve their environments.
The historic environment is reflected in the distinct villages
Yes - DO NOT BUILD A NEW TOWN IN THIS AREA
Do not build at all
Cancel the project now.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Yes, don’t build it. It is an abomination to build on green space to then tie together 3 distinct communities. The added traffic and waste will destroy the environment. Awful, awful awful idea.

Preserve buildings for future generations to learn about local history
Keep as much green space as possible
Don’t build a stupid amount of buildings!!!!
We moved here for the good mix of country / town life - don’t destroy it!
Firstly, knock down unused business parks ie. Bartley Way and build on that 'brown field' site. Then take a long hard look at what successive councils have done to the area and swear not to repeat the utter mess made of
the environment, roads infrastructure and facilities.
Raise awareness of why it is important to protect them
Cycleways that do not require crossing of main motor traffic routes
careful monitoring of what is happening.
Not building on green spaces is the best way to respect our natural environment but failing that as an option the measures that should be considered is leaving large natural areas and providing nature with the ability to
travel through and around the development without coming into contact with humans and their pets
yes abandon this unnecessary proposal which is a vanity project from the council which the people of the district do not want and is a waste of money and resources and goes against both the planning enquiry and the
councils own "green" objectives
Yes, cancel this vandalism & regenerate Fleet & other urban spaces. We must protect our green open spaces. Climate Change is real & we have limited time to save ourselves, please wake up & address the real issue.
Yes - quite simply cancel these plans
Yes. Abandon this senseless charade. SHGV was removed from the local plan by the inspector. Your own declaration of a Climate Emergency means Shapley is unjustifiable, especially when regenerating Fleet Town is
the common sense solution and would retain the green spaces between Hook, Odiham and Fleet. Persevering with this senseless Garden Village is putting off developers putting forward proposals for regenerating Fleet
so wise up.
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.
Reintroduce traditional crafts and atelier opportunities
Linking routes to the actual natural environment (trails, paths, cycleways)
This is the wrong place for development and the scale is wrong for the area. The proposal seeks to destroy the unique character of the district. Better consideration of development of Odiham, Crondall, Hook and a small
development at Winchfield if needed would be more considerate of the local area
The only way that our natural and historic areas are respected is for them to be protected and enhanced, not bulldozed and concreted over for houses.
Please consider the planet and the existing community that provides your funding and stop this project.
Not relevant due to preponderance of soulless, meritless housing estates that are now a mainstream feature of Hart housing.
the Basingstoke Canal is a unique part of our communities and this needs to be continually protected and mantained
choose any of my comments above about the guiding principles of a garden community
Use HW or Odiham village layout as a model
Don’t turn the other villages around into congested Carparking by too much traffic passing through
Yes, don't build on it in the first place!
Yes. The best way to achieve the protection of heritage and environment is not build on it in the first place. A completely reckless plan. Cancel this ridiculous idea now.
Don't built 5,000 sites in the middle of and natural and historic environment?
There are no measures that would make Shapley Heath acceptable. It should not be developed.
STOP BUILDING OVER IT WHEN YOU KNOW THE HOMES ARE NOT NEEDED NOW
Yes, don't build a massive new town on greenspace but rather look at proportional expansion of all our towns and villages, along with regeneration of our town centres (especially Fleet) which could provide huge numbers
of smaller homes in the form of apartments. Be more (Hart could hardly be less) pro-active about securing brownfield sites such as unused office buildings etc.
Respect for the countryside means leaving it alone not destroying it so that developers can make huge profits!
Build in a more appropriate location.
You should consider the inspectors report before wasting another pound of the tax payers money
Yes, by not proceeding with Shapely Heath. Cancel the project
Allotments.
Yes, don’t build this monstrosity and ruin the beautiful villages in Hart
Do not build this development. Our village of Fleet is so small and crowded as it is, how will we cope???????????!!!!!!!
Yes, by not building Shapley Heath.
Go build on a brownfield site. Don’t ruin this location.
Cancel the project

Use of sustainable materials as much as possible
Retaining the current rural landscape and not sponsoring Shapley Heath and then watch the developers' exploit planning law to build to the land's capacity....10,000 homes is an inevitability and will be completely outside
HDC's control once the first consent is granted... Look closely at precedent. Developers have skilled planning teams and it will be in their interests to maximise the revenue from the development.
Don’t build on it. Shapley Heath needs to be thrown out as a development
Yes - minimum impact on the lives of peple already living in adjacent established towns and villages
Yes. STOP BUILDING. This is too much!!!!!!
..
The "natural and historic environment of the local area" is mostly unbuilt countryside, so build any houses underground.
Yes by not building over and destroying the green countryside around Winchfield and Hartley Wintney
The best measure to protect the current wonderful natural & historic environment of Hart is to redevelop Fleet into a vibrant modern town rather than a mirror of HDC's appalling failure. A key essential measure to protect
Hart is to immediately dismiss any Councillor or Planning Officer who thinks that their ideas are better than democratic local plans. Local plans by local people will always be 100 times better than any scheme thought up
by HDC. They will also reduce the scope for the bribery and corruption endemic to New Community schemes. The stench of corruption is already polluting our clean Hart air.....
Don’t build this in Hart, we already have all these wonderful thing. This new village will destroy our community
by not building on it in the first place
Materials used
Yes, by not building on it in the first place. Cancel the project.

Question 11: The new community will need to provide integrated, forward looking and easily accessible transport options that support economic
prosperity and wellbeing for residents. Which of the following are the most important features of a sustainable and integrated transport system?
Please pick your top three.
Answer Choices
Secure cycle parking at transport hubs
Safe, convenient, integrated cycling and walking routes
Real time information on public transport
Frequency and convenience of public transport
Public transport provision beyond local towns/villages
Connecting bus and train services
Walkable neighbourhoods for local services and schools
Car sharing schemes
Home electric charging points
On street electric charging points
Other (please specify)

Responses

Responses
122
456
28
266
171
293
313
7
140
70
276
813
384

15%
56%
3%
33%
21%
36%
39%
1%
17%
9%
34%
Answered
Skipped

Other (please specify)
On street electric charging points
Home electric charging points
Car sharing schemes
Walkable neighbourhoods for local services and schools
Connecting bus and train services

Responses

Public transport provision beyond local towns/villages
Frequency and convenience of public transport
Real time information on public transport
Safe, convenient, integrated cycling and walking routes
Secure cycle parking at transport hubs
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Other (please specify)
Cycle priority roundabouts
We do not want more traffic on local roads.
Again not completed
There are already so many cyclists, runners, walkers, horseriders, etc. If you're desperate tospend money on the area, why not introduce lots more safe cycle paths? Why does it have to be accompanied by a great big
new garden community?
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by any new development do
not negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
No additional homes to avoid traffic congestion
By building more roads for this 'new garden community' you will be adding more cars and pollution to the local area.
Do not want a new community
No new homes
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern
Proper and adequate transport capacity and availability should always be a priority for a local County Council, whatever else is going on. The best way to be able to afford this is not to build 5 to 10 thousand houses on
environmentally valuable land. Cancel the project.
We don't want a new community, the one we have isn't copping with the expansions we've had
Again, the question is predicated on assumption that a development will take place, which is not an assumption that many inhabitants of the area will share. While the features you identify are important for a sustainable
and integrated transport system, there are considerable doubts that a sustainable and integrated transport system is achievable in a Shapley Heath/Winchfield development of 10,000 houses (vide points made during the
development of the current Local Plan), so the question is hypothetical. The paucity of thought behind this question is demonstrated by the options involving charging points - the idea that charging points of them selves
will be the "most important features of a sustainable and integrated transport system" is naive! However it would be important to ensure that the development had proper transport capacity, by the construction of new
roads, the widening and straightening of existing roads, and by increasing rail capacity (although the evidence presented when the current Local Plan was under development was that this was probably not possible) to
ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new houses do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
The mainline to/from Waterloo does not have capacity for more trains, therefore the already overcrowded services (outside of pandemic), so how can a new community more than twice the size of Church Crookham be
accommodated?
You will not be able to provide sufficient transport capacity without massive new road infrastructure. The whole area will be completely unrecognisable. You would be destroying beautiful countryside by building
thousands of homes and new roads, under the pretence of somehow creating something more "garden-like". What nonsense. Abandon the idea before you waste even more of our money!
Don't build it.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
SHGV is not big enough to score highly on sustainability. Hart as a whole whould do much better to make Fleet more sustainable through regeneration
I object to this development
Building in the countryside to then need to create transportation links shows it is sited in the wrong area
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. It would be better to CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
Don’t build it
Building sufficient capacity in terms of road and rail links
No new homes. No new development.
Not sure how you propose to build transport infrastructure for this proposed town with the roads as they currently are. This whole thing is someone’s expensive folly.
Access to M3 motorway
Rural buses
Depending upon whether SHGV, should it proceed, were to deliver 5k or 10k homes (and I suspect it will be the latter, given that you have handed over the project planning to the developers), then an additional 12,500 25k people will be introduced into central Hart. A better idea would be not to bring so many people into a rural area. What will be the impact on the surrounding lanes which are outside the area of search, eg Pale Lane?
Siting new developments in such a way as to make best use of the existing transport infrastructure, which the Shapley Heath development entirely fails to achieve.
Cancel the project.
make sure that you think laterally about transport for all

You cannot deliver sustainable transport at Shapley Heath. I am totally against this development.
New Major roads infrastructure - Fleet can't cope already.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements.Or cancel the project now.
As stated, I am not in favour of this development. The roads at present are not able to accomadate such a huge development. Forests will need to be destroyed in order to widen roads. Considering how important trees
are this will be such a shame.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
adversely affect existing residents and settlements.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the proposed new town do not negatively impact
existing residents and settlements.
Integrated economies with genuine on doorstep employment
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail line and station capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new
town do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Build on brownfield sites that already have transport facilities
None as all means new roads and further destruction, this would have to be massive to honour all you are proposing!! Crazy!
Roads built to cater for increased traffic
Not introducing 25,000 people into the area would be a much better idea. What will be the impact on local roads & lanes not directly in the area of search. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Focus your efforts on regenerating Fleet, which is already served by good road & rail links & protect our green spaces for everyone's future.
As previously noted, Climate Emergency. In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to ‘put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decision-making’. The Local Plan has
recognised that Fleet has fallen behind as a town and that this has caused an ‘outflow of retail expenditure from the District…[which] is relatively high and is likely to remain high in the future” [Local Plan para 65]. This
outflow equates to unnecessary travel which is highly carbon inefficient. Therefore, HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet as the best way to reduce Hart carbon emissions.
Accessibility for disabled people needs to be a priority.
Recognise that public transport is best provided for regular commutes not rando leisure activities
WE DON'T NEED SHAPLEY HEATH.
Ensuring proper transport capacity. Currently insufficient and building a huge number of new houses will only make it worse. lanes are already too narrow for any footpaths or safe cycling routes, additional housing will
make this far worse
The building of this so called Garden Community will impose additional stresses and strains on existing adjacent communities and thus should not go ahead. The buildin of additional roads, sewers and other services will
only damage our existing environment and ruin the lives of the existing residents.
No homes, no transport required
Concentrate on improving existing facilities not building new homes
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now. [This is the la-la land question. They seem to think that all of the transport and congestion issues will be fixed if only we could install electric
charging stations. Important to answer the "Other" question, the others are somewhat arbitrary I think
No to shapley Heath
Not introducing 25,000 people into the area would be a much better idea. What will be the impact on local roads & lanes not directly in the area of search. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Focus your efforts on regenerating Fleet, which is already served by good road & rail links & protect our green spaces for everyone's future.
All equally important
Well, we need to be able to use public trasport efficiently, and within it's capacity. As we don't have a good usable public transport system at the moment, all these extra people who would like to use it would take one look
at what's available and get in the car. And because they had spent all their money on an expensive house it would not be an electric one. Lots of electric charging points are not the answer. Cancelling the project would be
the best way.
Not required if you don’t build any new houses
How will the small roads be able to sustain the traffic that such a development will cause.ll the roads into, out of and through the Area of Search aren't capable of delivering pavements and cycle lanes. Most not even
capable of carrying busy 2-way traffic.
Don’t build 5000/10000 houses & you won’t need it
Fix existing transport issues before creating new ones
No changes to the natural area

It's great that you talk about the new community, but what about the older communities surrounding SHGV, what's going to happen to them? I cannot see an need or demand for SHGV. We already have a number of new
development in and around Fleet and more being built. These are already straining our infrastructure. The new car park at Fleet station - where I think capacity was improved 4 fold, was (pre-Covid) completely full by
9.30am each working day. What's the plan for schools, for roads and other transport. The roads are already struggling to cope in our village and it's simply not that safe now in terms of traffic volumes. Add to this all the
construction traffic and then the additional cars. The entire local transport infrastructure will have to be developed, so to restrict this question just to the 'new' community is not the correct question to ask.
Some of the options above are bonkers ie 'Real time infrmation on public transport' and others can easily be achieved by smaller developments. SGHV is not big enough to do anything more than pay lip service to
sustainability and integrated transport systems. Where would the money come from?
Don’t build a new settlement
Don't do it
Don't build the town.
Impissible to rank without knowing more
The building of this development will have a detrimental impact to the whole of Hart. This myopic view does not seek to serve anyone other than those you are enticing to move into Hart.
Stop this development now please.
Spaceships
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
No matter what you do, the roads and railways cannot support this proposed development.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now
DO NOT BUILD THIS DEVELOPMENT
N
No one will walk so where are footpath options?
They are all needed
I do not agree with SHGV
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
the size of the development is going to overwhelm the rest of Hart with Traffic and pollution - even if within the confines of Shapley Heath it is a future utopia, the very construction of Shapley heath will overwhelm the rest
of Hart with Traffic and pollution. there is not enough train capacity at Winchfield at present, and the train company wants to reduce the Service - Local infrastructure cannot cope. Shapley Heath will damage the local
environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Stop the build you are creating issues with unsupported visions
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Sympathetically enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project NOW.
Build near to existing centres and railway stations so that people don't have to drive when buses aren't ever provided properly
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Do not build
Shapley heath as a concept is unsustainable without huge investment in toads. This is a biased survey.
This proposal goes against Hart DCs promise to reduce CO2 asa centre to all its policies and decision making. This development would significantly increase CO2 and without regeneration of Fleet, the community has to
travel to other towns which also increases carbon emissions
“Will need”? Sounds like a foregone conclusion. What’s the point of the survey? Why not implement some of these ideas around existing housing?
Not messing up roads for other local residents by creating 'rat runs' of cars in and out of new developments
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be a primary concern. Enhancing existing infrastructure and not proceeding with this project would be the best option!
The extra traffic generated by this new community will be devastating for all local towns and villages. Most households have more than one car so you would be looking at over 20,000 extra vehicles driving through our
towns and villages. I have a concern that extra roads and increased capacity needed at stations will adversely impact existing residents.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
How are you ensuring that the Trains can cope with all of the potential extra passengers on them? If Winchfield station is used then trains will be full by Fleet as they go to London which is not a sustainable solution.

The impact of between 12,500 and 25,000 people to the area will mean that the infrastructure will not be able to cope as it is struggling now.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements; Or cancel the project now.
I am keen to understand what additional infrastructure you intend to install - I cannot see much in your plans. A project such as this will require millions on new infrastructure, upgrading existing roads and rail links. None
of this seems to have been accounted for. Why?
The new community may not be needed and the case for development is not proven
The lives of existing residents will be negatively affected. All you can do is try and minimise the reduction in quality of life. You'll need new roads as well - unavoidably. Better to cancel the project now.
We dont need it so it is not an issue
None of these- building houses with big enough driveways to get cars off the roads in estates.
It is absurd to think that a New Town can be divided in two by the M£. This shows how the SHGV is an ill thought through project.
New transport infrastructure vital if this to succeed: motorway link road and improved local road, larger station, if not proposed development never will be viable.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Roads! And existing train stations have no more capacity
A reserve with walking and possibly cycling paths / routes would be preferable to mechanical forms of transport
Current transport is proportionate to the current population density of the area.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
I don't want the garden community
There is no need for increased transport, two main train stations in Hook and Fleet as well as a smaller one in Winchfield. The A30 and M3 give great access along with the bus service.
Anything that will encourage people to leave their cars at home
Being able to walk and breathe air without ending up in A and E.
ensuring proper transport . New roads and better rail links or just cancel the project
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
N/A
None of this is relevant, since we do not need a new minitown. It is misleading to call it a garden anything.
Bridleways
Private transport access to the wider road system. But roads in Hart are already overloaded, so any further development will simply make the situation worse. A complete re-think on transport is needed, but for the next
~30 years people will want private transport to supplement what public transport cannot provide.
Efficient way to reach M4. The queues of traffic joining a33 for this reason are very long and this would make it worse
The traffic in this area is horrendous. It will be far worse with this development.
We don’t need it
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Ensuring transport infrastructure for a development of this size is clearly critical. The car still reigns over all and without core planning you will be generating thousands of cars on the roads around the Hart area
associated with this scale of development.
Dedicated train station
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
There is no public transport serving our village because there is no demand for it.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
It is hard to see how sustainable transport will be encouraged within this area of search, as there is no scope for a new station and no ability to expand Winchfield Station. Residents would be reliant on cars and there
does not appear to be any plans to enhance road capacity therefore the planned settlement will impose more car journeys on existing roads.
Most of these options should be a given in any new development. No choice should be necessary. There is not much hope if these are not automatically included.
Ensuring proper transport capacity is vital. Need to ensure any new road or rail additions do not negatively impact on existing local residents.

All these aspects of transport are important. It is interesting that whilst being seen as important for a new settlement these needs e.g. frequency and convenience of public transport are neglected in existing settlements.
Perhaps some of the money spent on ths pointless and unnecessary consultation could have been directed to exploring opportunities for improvements to the existing needs.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
What new community is this? Sounds as though it has already been decided!
Please do not proceed with this development. It is not needed nor wanted by the community. A neighbourhood plan was developed and approved. Please comply with that.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Not building 5-10k houses and introducing up to 25k more people to the area will have a much more sustainable impact on residents' wellbeing
We don't need a new development. This question is moot
School transport must be provided - the suggestion of children walking from Hook to Robert Mays' School was ridiculous.
Transport to either Basingstoke or Frimley Hospital
What happened to the Fleet town access plan??????
Access to M3 not via existing roads
If you want to support the wellbeing of local residents - build your town somewhere else.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
Green spaces
The new town should not be built
Significant investment in infrastructure as the current roads, train stations, public transport etc are already at capacity. How do you expect 5000-10000 homes not to massively impact on this?
As near as possible 24/7 public transport thus giving a meaningful alternative to car use. Train and bus services must be integrated and run for far longer. Banning car use is wrong; there needs to be a meaningful and
reasonably prices alternative that operates when folk want to use it. It is not difficult.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
HDC have had ZERO focus on sustainable transport to date - Hart has currently none of the above. WHY NOT TRY PROVIDING SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT OPTIONS IN EXISTING COMMUNITIES FOR EXISTING
RESIDENTS??????
Don’t build anymore housing it’s not needed
Develop existing routes so this development is not needed.
Whatever integrated, forward looking and easily accessible transport options are selected, the new community will bring tens of thousands of additional car journeys each day. These journeys will require significant
additional infrastructure to support them. Why does Hart District Council believe that they should follow this plan at the same time as declaring a a climate emergency?
A new motorway junction and train station would be required to avoid choking roads to Fleet, Hook and Odiham
Best way to support residents is to intensify use of existing towns so everyone, new and existing residents, benefits from better public transport - ha ha if they ever come about
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Please ignore the above ticks
We live on the A30 and the traffic is worsening every year with existing developments. A clear plan needs to be published in conjunction with any developments to demonstrate that sufficient new roads, enhancement of
existing road and the addition of rail capacity are all sufficient to not further impact existing residents.
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads , enhancing existing roads, and adding rail capacity. All these issues should be the primary consideration. The disruption caused to
local residents in the implementation of these would be catastrophic. The impact on air quality, noise pollution and mental health stress on the huge numbers that would be affected by this type of infrastructure project are
horrendous. Cancel the project now.,
Try walking ... stop trying to build here
You do not appear to have considered the impact of this project on existing transport and surrounding roads and rail capacity. This is important to ensure any project do not adversely effect the travel of the existing
population. DO NOT BUILD IT.
Impact on the already overloaded local road infrastructure
Sufficient off road parking for residents

The kind of stuff you might get and improve I’m existing towns and villages
You will not need transport if you don’t develop
all of the above , but first you need access in and out of Winchfield which is safe for traffic, doesnt flood and allows two way traffic PLUS cyclists under three victorian railway bridges
Easy access to the M3. A new junction if required.
It’s not wanted
MAKE IT SAFE FOR THE WILDLIFE BY NOT BUIKDING ANYTHING
This does not need to be considered as the plan was removed
Needs to have whole local infrastructure working well, no good having great transport in the settlement if massive congestion is created by it!
A new development will increase Hart’s carbon emission and significantly increase traffic in a rural environment that wasn’t designed to support that.
10,000 homes will bring chaos! Stop Shapley Heath
Not only connecting but making sure that the capacity is correct at the right times. e.g. buses to the rail stations at rush hours. Building this number of new houses will need a great deal of new road building to cope with
the potential increase in traffic if public transport is not hugely improved. This will generate more pollution. Charging points aren't going to help a great deal for decades.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Leave it as is. Cancel the project
The local area cannot sustain more traffic
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
We don’t need the community at all or the additional traffic / transport needs it would bring
NO NEW HOMES NEEDED
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancelling the project.
Roadways designed to support future transport solutions including self drive / automated electric vehicles enabling individual transport for all
Increasing capacity on roads in Hart to cope with the extra traffic the new town would create. If that is not a sustainable option, then neither is building Shapley Heath.
The most sustainable option is to not build the new town.
This survey makes it seem that Shapley Heath GV is a done deal and doesn't reflect the current position. Are councillors trying to hoodwink the local residents? The inspector asked for SH to be removed from the local
plan in 2019 and stated that it should not be reintroduced until it is demonstrated with proper evidence that it is the best strategy. Why doesn't this survey come with a "Government Health Warning"
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
We all know this will become nothing more than a large housing estate so abandon it now
Ensuring proper transport capacity. This project will have a hugely adverse affect on all neighbouring villages. Cancel the project.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Disability friendly transport
Don't build Shapley Heath but distribute growth across the district to support investment where it is needed.
Our roads are already clogged with traffic at peak times. More houses will turn our heritage into an urban area.
Cancel the project now. Ensure that the present transport capacity is maintained and improved to serve the present communities and link areas in a timely and effective way so the use of motor vehicals is not necessary.
Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
There needs to be improvement in road infrastucture across Hart
If the traffic (road +rail) and associated environmental impacts on existing villages and residents cannot be properly dealt with, the project should not be built. generated by the project,
"Begs the question"
Bring back Concorde and build an airport on any remaining green space
Do not build shapely Heath
5,000 new homes will completely overwhelm the transport ability of this area
The current road network (A30) would not be able to support this level of increased traffic. Cancel the project

It needs to be clear that electric charging points are not the answer- we are still affecting our environment. any new town such as this would result in increased traffic- which would affect our environment as well as the
surrounding villages- we already have too much traffic. Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra
traffic movements generated by the new town do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Our local road network is in appalling condition and conjested. The characterful and charming Hampshire lanes will be destoyed by this development.
I object to SHGC. Any new houses / businesses will need to a car to drive, no one will be able to live in any new development without a car. People jsut don't walk or cycle everywhere unless they live in a city with great
transport options. Unless the whole of Hampshire is suddenly going to have a fabulous bus network, loads of trains, everyone will have a car, which needs roads constructed which will reduce the green lung of Hart - not
the way to deal with a climate emergency. Regeneration rather than new build is what is needed
The lanes are used by hundreds of cyclist every where - because they enjoy the lack of traffic. Shapley health will increase the number of cars in the area
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Considering the age profile of Hart how do you rationaise the above,
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Investment in the ailing local transport system would be far better
If you stop the scheme now, you wont need any of these!
You won't need any of this if the houses that are not needed are not built!
In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to ‘put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decision-making’. The Local Plan has recognised that Fleet has fallen behind
as a town and that this has caused an ‘outflow of retail expenditure from the District…[which] is relatively high and is likely to remain high in the future” [Local Plan para 65]. This outflow equates to unnecessary travel
which is highly carbon inefficient. Therefore, HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet as the best way to reduce Hart carbon emissions.
The building projects already listed here are still not well served with public transport.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Build elsewhere, country lanes, roads will become slower to drive through
5000 houses means at least 10,000 cars. If you think that people are going to walk, cycle or take the bus to work/school you are being at best optimistic and at worst naive. If the weather is good perhaps some might
consider it. However, a young mum who has to drop off her children at nursery/school on her way to work will always use the car and having been there myself, I don’t blame her.
Don’t use public transport.
The best option is not to introduce 10-20,000 people to the countryside at all. If we want to live in a town I would have bought a house in Fleet.
We haven’t had a regular and convenient transport system for about 20 years. Once again you need to put this in place for the housing developments we already have without building more houses
Stop this scheme
“The new community will” implies that you have already decided to proceed. That is an extremely arrogant position. Please reflect carefully. Your first focus should be on making the existing communities work most
effectively, not building new ones.
Someone needs to recognise that the car is the only practical way to live in a rural area, public transport can iny be viable in an urban environment where there is a large user base.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
Adequate transport options which do not impact negatively on existing residents.
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now
Cancel the Shapely Heath project now.
Adding residential capacity in an attractive mixed use Fleet centre with amenities for shopping, leisure, public transport, work would maximise the opportunity of providing a sustainable transport system and minimising
the demand for transport journeys
New junction to M3
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
Increased number of council funded speed cameras and the means to penalise offenders. Safe lighting of the urban paths that exist
There is no way on earth that any form of sustainable transport links could be provided without creating an entirely new road & rail system
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Cancel the project so people are not living here and congesting the rail and road routes.

Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
We dont want it
None of the above. Keep the existing green space.
Don't plonk thousands of houses in unspoilt countryside, then there wouldn't be 25K people using narrow twisting lanes to access them. Pale Lane is not inside the area but would be hugely impacted, as would much of
Fleet and Hartley Wintney.
For every house built you will add 2 cars to local roads. Don't try and drive across Fleet from about 1500 hours.
Hart’s infrastructure has been dictated by demand for travel by commuters. Post-pandemic demand is unclear and so any expansion of transport services is not yet justified.
Sustainable transport should not come at the cost of destroying greenfields.
We need to reduce car traffic urgentlu
Steps to avoid the current roads being swamped.
Hart should be concerned about improving the current transport infrastructure now. Nothing to do with Shapley Heath Garden Community which is undesrable.
Our transport infrastructure is already creaking. This development will destroy what we currently have
Most working people are doing less travelling post Covid, this development is not needed and plans and assumptions made pre COVID are totally invalid with the fundamental shift in work, travel and population
requirements, this development is not needed.
Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
The local roads and public transport are at capacity already and would not be able a cope FIFA that 10,000 units. A scheme of this magnitude would require the upgrading of J6 and hook and Winchfield railway stations
which would hopefully make the development financially unviable
Only allow Electric vehicles and public transport. Make all roads single lanes with 15mph speed limit. Have dedicated cycle lanes and footpaths
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now.
We need all of the above for existing communities particularly thoses aimed at reducing car dependence, perhaps the Council should look at providing improved public transport before looking other grandiose schemes.
Same again - don't build on it - the carbon emmisions/general pollution will seriously affect the natural enviroment.
Its fine as it is now
Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by any new development do not negatively impact existing residents and settlements.
Not building a town where the infrastructure (local roads, etc) could not cope
The villages of Hook and Hartley Wintney are serviced by the A30. A development of this size would cause gridlock. Therefore new roads would be needed to move traffic around
though these things are important this is not appropriate for this area - why is this not being done elsewhere e.g. in fleet
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
5,000 new homes =12,500 people and their cars, 10,000 people=25,000 people and their cars. Hart has one of the highest numbers of cars per household in the Country. It would have a huge local impact, both on
people, wildlife and the Environment. That alone should be a sufficient reason for abandoning the GC proposals.
s.
Not introducing 25,000 people into the area would be a much better idea. What will be the impact on local roads & lanes not directly in the area of search. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Focus your efforts on regenerating Fleet, which is already served by good road & rail links & protect our green spaces for everyone's future.
Not overloading the existing road. A30 has 2 bottlenecks at Hartley Wintney and Hook
The enormous increase in population that this New Town would generate would mean that new or greatly enhanced roads would be required. The rail would need far greater capacity, new, probably multi-storety carparks
and stations. I do not believe much of this is possible and will negatively impact on existing residents and settlements. Nor will it make for a very pleasant New Town either. This is not an appropriate site for a New Town.
Cancel the project now.
I am keen to understand what additional infrastructure you intend to install - I cannot see much in your plans. A project such as this will require millions on new infrastructure, upgrading existing roads and rail links. None
of this seems to have been accounted for. Why?
People will use cars as is convenient and the traffic will have an impact on the local area.
Try improving existing systems first before embarking on making matters much worse by building so many houses in addition to the local plan
Ensuring proper transport capacity should be the primary concern. Building new roads, enhancing existing roads and adding rail capacity to ensure that the extra traffic movements generated by the new town do not
negatively impact existing residents and settlements. Or cancel the project now
a sprawling, soulless estate would cause incredible problems with parking, density of car on our roads.
Less cars in the area, achieved by not putting 5000 houses on our green spaces.
If you don’t build you won’t need it
Don’t build this and give the allocation back to Surrey Council.

Question 12: Transport strategies for garden communities are designed to encourage an increase in the number of journeys that are undertaken by sustainable modes
of travel. Please indicate how likely each of the following are to encourage you to use a more sustainable mode.
Not likely
at all

Not likely
at all

Not
very likely

Not
Somewhat li Somewhat
very likely
kely
likely

Likely

Likely

Very likely

Very likely

Total

Weighted
Average

Safer journeys and transport hubs (railway stations, bus
stops etc.)
Convenient journeys
Quicker journeys
Cheaper journeys
High quality direct and reliable public transport links
Need to increase physical activity
Need to reduce pollution/reduce your carbon footprint

30%

230

12%

89

23%

177

20%

154

16%

122

772

2.8

25%
26%
26%
24%
28%
24%

194
197
200
189
215
189

6%
7%
8%
7%
14%
8%

49
54
57
54
109
64

17%
21%
21%
13%
25%
21%

133
162
158
104
191
160

27%
23%
21%
25%
20%
20%

206
176
160
192
158
157

25%
23%
24%
30%
13%
27%

190
174
185
234
98
209

772
763
760
773
771
779

3.19
3.1
3.1
3.29
2.76
3.17

Better quality of the public transport infrastructure
Jobs available locally
A wide range of services and amenities provided locally

25%
36%
26%

191
275
201

6%
13%
9%

49
97
68

15%
20%
21%

112
150
160

26%
17%
25%

198
133
193

29%
14%
19%

222
109
146

772
764
768

3.27
2.61
3.02

More information about most efficient sustainable travel
options
Other (please specify)

34%

260

15%

113

24%

186

16%

120

12%

91

770

2.57

248
Answered
Skipped

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
Weighted Average

1
0.5
0
Safer journeys
and transport
hubs (railway
stations, bus
stops etc.)

Convenient
journeys

Quicker journeys

Cheaper
journeys

High quality Need to increase Need to reduce Better quality of Jobs available A wide range of
direct and
physical activity pollution/reduce the public
locally
services and
reliable public
your carbon
transport
amenities
transport links
footprint
infrastructure
provided locally

More
information
about most
efficient
sustainable
travel options

813
384

Other (please specify)
Everyone knows that none of this will happen. There is no public transport in our village at all, there are no cycle routs anywhere in Hampshire in rural areas and everyone is reliant on cars. Why don't you improve that for
the rest of the population first before building more houses that will end up being reliant on cars. Not much point in having a cycle path in this amazing new town when you can't then get anywhere. All pies in the sky! Who
would pay for this. Start with the infrastructure first and then build all these homes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Incentives to travel on public transport
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
No houses.
Given the narrow lanes and regular flooding on many - not many options for a transport strategy
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
No access to commuter facilities…. Should be discouraged
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Very naively presented. None of the above are realistic.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Less development of our countryside = less traffic and journies
These multiple choices are incredibly simplistic and unreliable
The best way would be to cancel the building of 5000-10000 new houses in addition to the local plan. Please stop this project
I do not consider 5 to 10,000 is going to help us move around at all.
This is based on economy on completion of proposal so question not relevant
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Use existing infrastructure elswhere
Examine bus services within Hart district
DO NOT BUILD THIS DEVELOPMENT AND DO NOT DESTROY THE WILDLIFE ON THIS GREEN BELT
Its ridiculous to suggest that people will not use cars to access local amenities and this amount of households will have a severe effect on pollution and quality of life
I’m assuming this question is a joke as it asks about sustainability whilst proposing to build 5000 houses that are not required to meet Hart’s targets
Try running a proper survey next time please
Work from home has changed commuting trends for good. You can't make plans based on obsolete data.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
I don't expect there to be any improvement in buses and most people are Very Unlikely to use a bike
Not building Shapley Heath is the most sustainable option.
Put these provisions into the current town and infrastructure to make it more appealing.
Who are you expecting to be answering this survey? Providing any of these in SH wouldn't have any effect on me: I will not be living there: I already live locally. I already have local services and hall;f decent public
transport.
Connectivity, speed, reliability and easily accessible. A tram service to train station and surrounding villages for instance.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the Shapley Heath project.
Thousands of cars with inadequate parking flocking to a railway station which is already at capacity with too few trains and nowhere to leave cars. Ridiculous.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Please do not proceed with these plans. They are not needed
I already try to walk to most places, I would cycle more but there are no safe cycle routes around here and too many potholes that Hart do not seem necessary to repair
Climate Emergency. In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to ‘put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decision-making’. The Local Plan has recognised that
Fleet has fallen behind as a town and that this has caused an ‘outflow of retail expenditure from the District…[which] is relatively high and is likely to remain high in the future” [Local Plan para 65]. This outflow equates to
unnecessary travel which is highly carbon inefficient. Therefore, HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet as the best way to reduce Hart carbon emissions.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project NOW.
Not congesting the country roads which a development of this size would increasing pollution without the open spaces to absorb it
Rather be able to breathe the air and not end up in A and E please and thank you.

As experience shows cars will be the main form of transport clogging up our rural lanes
Local services and amenities are currently sufficient.
As above, you'll cause a significant uplift in journeys and will need to provide the infrastructure to support this. None of this sounds sustainable.
Value for money / affordability of transport
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
the best way to make a better transport system is not to go ahead with the project
The new town should not be built
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
More money for developers with links to councillors
Best way is not to build
As previously stated, if you want to concentrate on improving and maintaining a 'joined up transport system', then cancel Shapley Heath Garden Village. It's not needed and flies in the face of so much else that could be
done in support of the many needed and worthy ambitions for this area.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan.
Again this presumes there will be a Garden Community which is not required
The best way to make local transport sustainable is to cancel the project. The project is not needed or desired. Please cancel the project.
Will prefer to drive and maintain independence
The area cannot support 5000 new home without HUGE changes to the existing road network
How come this can’t be managed for the rest of fleet but is magically an option for the new development???
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Your presentation implies that only a new community can have a transport strategy for the future. This is nonsense. Cancel the project now and concentrate on improving life in the current communities
None of this happen as MOST of the properties built will be purchased by people already in well paid employment which typically involves either travelling to London or driving to another area. Covid and working from
home may have reduced this but I would question the sustainability once employers start enforcing office working rules. Which they will.
We would like these in existing communities.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is NOT build 5-10000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. CANCEL THE PROJECT!
All better without Shapley Heath
Retired so many questions not applicable.
I do not agree with SHGV
All better without Shapley Heath
A suitably sized sustainable transport infrastructure is not going to be achievable on the financials from land price to developer business case through to house prices and what would actually be needed for road, rail,
electric infrastructure investment. Inevitably this scale of development will generate a massive pressure increase on roads as cars dominate peoples needs..
It's great that you talk about the new community, but what about the older communities surrounding SHGV, what's going to happen to them? I cannot see an need or demand for SHGV. We already have a number of new
development in and around Fleet and more being built. These are already straining our infrastructure. The new car park at Fleet station - where I think capacity was improved 4 fold, was (pre-Covid) completely full by
9.30am each working day. What's the plan for schools, for roads and other transport. The roads are already struggling to cope in our village and it's simply not that safe now in terms of traffic volumes. Add to this all the
construction traffic and then the additional cars. The entire local transport infrastructure will have to be developed, so to restrict this question just to the 'new' community is not the correct question to ask.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
This is a Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale of a question. These are blue sky objectives that assume a garden project will be built. The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000
unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Cancel this plan which would only add to difficulties which have not be addressed for existing number of houses.
Again, please ignore as site completely unsuitable.
Building these houses will not alter the way I use transport. They will just make it more crowded!
see my response to #11
Answers often depend on level of need for particular trip. It is important that transport is available to people of all ages, we have to enable people to have good choices and encourage people to reduce their carbon
footprint.
No need for a strategy don't build the houses.

Not building this project
Only build houses that are needed and then near existing transportation systems
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project. Build more cycle routes and provide more electric charging
points.
The best wat way to make the transport system more sustainable is not to build 5,000-10,000 houses in addition to the local plan
N/A
no safe transport available other than car !
See answer to Q11.
The best way to encourage more sustainable transport is not to build the new town.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable in not to build 5,000-10,000 unecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan.
Stop Shapley “Garden” town
don't build at all
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
To make this sustainable just don’t do it! Why ruin our beautiful countryside there is so many bone damaging areas you can line your greedy pockets from!!
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the local plan. Cancel the project
The housing estate will promote driving and put stress on the local area as it will not have the required amenities within walking distances. If you think it will and people will take the bus everywhere you are mad.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Development on the proposed scale are simply not environmentally sustainable
Do not build
Why build a new development on a greenfield site which needs additional transport options when redevelopment of Fleet, which has its railway station, with new shops would minimise the extra transport required. This
would also reduce Hart's CO2 contribution.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Better major roads infrastructure to take pressure off local routes.
I Object to this development
I don't understand this question. 'Safer transport hubs' what does that mean? Again you should be doing all of this anyway and yo're not so why makes me think that it would be any better in a 'garden' community?
NO NEW HOMES
At the moment, there is a total lack of public transport in the district. If we can't even make a bus service happen between the two biggest settlements in the exist Hart District (Fleet and Yateley), I have ZERO FAITH that
there is any prospect of connecting an additional settlement. I live in Yateley and cannot get to any other settlement in the district on a bus, except Blackwater.
Again not completed
All totally unnecessary. There is simply no room for this development in the Winchfield area or any need
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is not to build 5 - 10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Following on from the previous answer Climate Emergency. In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to ‘put the reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decisionmaking’. The Local Plan has recognised that Fleet has fallen behind as a town and that this has caused an ‘outflow of retail expenditure from the District…[which] is relatively high and is likely to remain high in the future”
[Local Plan para 65]. This outflow equates to unnecessary travel which is highly carbon inefficient. Therefore, HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet as the best way to reduce Hart carbon emissions.
Protection of our countryside and its wildlife. Promotion of ecologically sound projects. Maintain open access to the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive countryside that surrounds Fleet for running, walking and cycling.
Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - cancel the project.
more frequent buses - if you know there is a bus every 20 mins, you are less timetable watching.
Again, forced to answer a leading question.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Cycle lanes
: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
We are happy to keep our village as it is.
I do not agree with this overwhelming development.

Not building shapley heath would keep me cycling on the relatively traffic lanes around winchfield
Do not take my responses above as any endorsement of the proposed Shapely Heath plan
It is difficult to see how an extra 10,000 houses with probably 20,000+ extra cars will not result in a large incrase in vehicle movements by residents and by commercial traffic if new shops, restaurants, schools and
businesses are established as has been suggested. Doing this on a greenfield site with limited transport infrastructure cannot rationally be regarded as sustainable. The most sustainable option is not to build is to not
build 5 to 10,000 houses over and above what is mandated in the current the Local Plan.
Garden communities? A few trees and the odd play area, some bike lanes? It is a property developers wet dream of convincing vast areas of green land to be destroyed.
The best way to ensure a sustainable transport system is not to introduce an additional 10,000 to 25,000 people to the local area which would destroy the area. DO NOT BUILD IT.
The best solution would be to not build the development.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
This development is not needed. Live environment as it is
Trains are so expensive in this country. We do not get the train because of this so drive everywhere. I know most people in elvetham Heath also drive everywhere as do people in fleet. This development will encourage
more people to own cars unless something drastically is done about the trains. The traffic in the area will increase.
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
I don't see these being compatible with a garden village. I like the concept but not at the scale proposed and this part of the world will always be attractive to those with careers in London that are prepared to commute but
want their family to enjoy the rural life that existed before Shapley Heath was built, loss of open easily accessible countryside and more congestion on existing travel infrastructure.
The best way to make the transport more sustainable is to not build 5-10000 unnecessary houses in addition to the local plan. Cancel the project.
Not prpeared to rate these as I disagree with the premise of the question. Fleet in particular has a range, albeit not very wide, of services and amenities which could be further improved for existing residents and visitors
and new residents if more housing were developed near to or in the centre.
Cancel the project now.
We'll be stuck at home with all the cars on the road. The canal cuts this town in half. There are 3 pinch points because of this. More homes = more cars = chaos. If you think people will use other modes of transport en
masses you are deluded
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 houses.
This development is not required, a garden community is not needed, repurpose empty commercial office buildings in a post COVID environment.
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Depending upon whether SHGV, should it proceed, were to deliver 5k or 10k homes (and I suspect it will be the latter, given that you have handed over the project planning to the developers), then an additional 12,500 25k people will be introduced into central Hart. A better idea would be not to bring so many people into a rural area. What will be the impact on the surrounding lanes which are outside the area of search, eg Pale Lane?
There will be a huge increase in transport on the existing roads in Hart
Please stop pushing this plan.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is not to build 5 - 10,000 unnecessary homes in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Don't need a new urban development
Whatever facilities are provided, people will still use their cars which increases the traffic on existing country roads.
fleet is an excellent transport hub - nothing new needed really
The development should be cancelled.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
This is ludicrous double speak neither as the type of Journey nor its range are defined - it is thus a meaningless question. however see response to previous question in Other.
Unless better transport is provided people will drive to the station as many people still need to commute in to London.
Building 5,000+ houses is certainly NOT the way to encourage sustainable modes of transport! Just cancel this project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
This question is nonsensical
No need for any more transport considerations, this area has more than triple that of most other areas.
Placing a garden community somewhere without a suitable existing road infrastructure will mean the building of additional roads and increased use of fossil fuels. It therefore fundamentally fails the sustainability test. The
fact that I am required to complete this section in order to proceed with the survey demonstrates that the survey has been improperly constructed.
Other: Only ticked one as I can't move on without doing so. The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Enhancing the connectivity between the existing communities and not creating a new one to be poorly served by transport options would be the best use of resources. Also, on no account believe that starving residents of
car parking works to reduce car use - it just creates crowded streets.

Not an issue as we dont need this delelopment
The Local Plan has recognised that Fleet has fallen behind as a town causing an outflow of economic activity from the area. HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet in order to reduce the need for further
travel.
All of these points apply to the needs of existing communities. The money spent on this 'consultation' about a vision of a future settlement that has been identified as unnecessary should have been spent on the current
needs of the local population. t
The only way to make the transport system more sustainable is not to build 5000 to 10000 new houses
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Whne will you ask do you want a garden Community with 10,000 house 30,000 people and 20,000 cars in your area?
Do not build houses you do not need. Cancel the project
In my experience, environmental concerns always get short shrift in planning applications. But attitudes are changing fast and have changed a lot since the GC project emerged in February 2019. These days everyone
is looking to get their ESG credentials and Hart should take note by cancelling this project
The best way to ensure that transport infrastructure is sustainable is to not develop 10,000+ unnecessary houses in the first place.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Don’t build this development
If you ban cars other than EVs, you will drive demand for public transport which otherwise is often uneconomic in Hart
Public transport should not be thought of as buses and trains, please include some future thought / innovation into other public modes of transport
The sustainable approach for this area is not to build the unnecessary 5-10,000 houses
Best way to minimise transpoirt issues is not to build here unnecessary housing and to build what we do need where there is existing housing thus making best use of transport investment by concentrating it and allowing
people anyway to walk into existing centres
I don't want the garden community
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
Requiring an answer presumes I agree with the development, which I do not.
None of it will happen
Surrounding roads that are not jammed up because of all the extra unnecessary people who would be attracted to the bogus concept of a garden community. What about the rest of us playing second fiddle to these
people?
We should not be building 5,000 or more new unwanted and not needed dwellings which will add additional demands on an already failing infrastructure. Please use some joined up thinking and stop this white elephant.
Transport that is accessible for wheelchair users and other Disabilities
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Having to move out of the area because you've destroyed it
NO TO SHAPLEY HEATH, NO TO DESTRUCTION OF OUR COUNTRYSIDE
Don’t build any more houses no need for more traffic there is enough already
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Please disregard my ticks on your survey. You didn't give an option to strongly oppose your unnecessary GV proposal
Please do not re3cord my answers as I had to fill this in to move on
cycle tracks and pathways are really important
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5,000-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Please cancel the project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
If we don't develop, the existing train station will be adequate. Post Covid, the station car park is not nearly as full as it used to be. More people are working from home. It is doubtful it will ever return to pre-Covid levels.
See Q11 response. The devastating impact on existing local roads, such as Pale Lane, makes this concept unviable
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
the proposed community will not encourage public transport it will simply encourage car use
Do not build shapely Heath
Stop this scheme
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.

The biggest driver of unecessary journies in Hart is the failure of Fleet to keep up with neighbouring towns
I cannot see public transport ever matching the convenience, flexibility and availability of private transport. So until private transport becomes prohibitively expensive, 'none of the above'. Pre-pandemic, local public
transport was creaky. Why will this change after the proposed development, other than become more creaky?
Other: The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project
Don't build a housing estate
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project now!
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
This is an unnecessary development. No additional transport will be required if the development is scrapped.
The sustainable transport needs to be quicker, cheaper and as safe as using a car. Dedicated long distance walking and cycling tracks are essential to provide this
Surely we should be trying to reduce the total number of journeys made by whatever form of transport! Creating a huge new community in a new location will only add to people's journey times and increase pollution,
whatever mode of transport they use. We do not need this.
Don’t build it
More frequent services from Winchfield Station (both directions) so ne need to drive through Elvetham Heath to already overloaded Fleet Station.
Don't build 5 to 10,000 homes that cannot be justified. Sustainability is best served by not building SHGV.
We used to have a very useful & reliable bus service that used the bus stops in Phoenix Green going directly to Basingstoke & Camberley! That stopped years ago with nothing to replace it even though St Mary’s Park
was built in Dilly Lane
No new town - improve existing infrastructure and reduce Co2 as a result
best way to sustain transport system is to cancel the project forthwith we dont need or want it
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Building 5,000+ houses is certainly NOT the way to encourage sustainable modes of transport! Just cancel this project.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project
public transportation are continuously under pressure or being cut / reduced. Residence will need a car
Don't build the town
HDC has 100% failed to provide sustainable transport options in Hart. It needs to survey existing communities on their needs and then meet those needs first.
The assumption that this is a good idea is wrong. But the question already assumes it is acceptable to have increased traffic. I can see no reason why this community is needed- it should be cancelled so we don't have
more traffic.
Don't bring 10,000 unnecessary households into the area
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
more public transport to Winchfield Stn and more train stops at that station to avoid driving to Fleet or Hook
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan
This question doesn't make sense.
Public transport has been ignored for so long, it will never be re-intsated properly. The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan.
Cancel the project.
None is applicable as new area not needed for extra housing
If you are putting 5000 houses in place then the roads will over capacity, trains will be even more over crowded!
All these questions pre-suppose support of "garden" communities. There are no questions which allow people to express their doubts or opposition.
Don't build a new town, then all the above is irrelevant
Let's face it we are all wedded to our cars for journeys like shopping and taking kids to school and visiting friends further afield and entertainment that can only be found in large towns. No amount of lipservice paid to
frequent high quality public transport etc is going to change that. If your horrendous SHGV ever did get built, do you think parents would wait in the rain at a bus stop to collect tired and grouchy children from school even
if it was walking distance? Think again.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Would not be using to or from this place.
We could do with some buses in existing villages, there are none so very very unlikely that there will be any more forthcoming
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to those identified in the Local Plan. Follow the Planning Inspector’s ruling that the houses are not
necessary and cancel the project.
This question was not well defined and difficult to judge what was being asked I'm a quantifiable way that could be answered accurately.
The plan for a new community is downright awful and demonstrates that hart’s cabinet are unsustainable.

Please want cars. Electric cars will be future not buses
Please see my former comments which apply to all this too.
.
The bestw way to make the transpors system more sustainable is not to build 5 to 10,000 new homes which are unnecessary in addition to the local plan. Cancel the project now.
No new homes. No new development.
The best way to ensure safer journeys is not to build 5000 houses.
Not even clear what this question is asking, or how these options are within Hart or the developer's gift to influence. Be honest about what Hart and the developer can provide. All this talk of 5000 houses being necessary
so that the settlement will deliver infrastructure is nonsense. Even if Hart mandates that the developer builds a school, it is not in Hart's power to make Hampshire CC fund or operate that school... As has been
demonstrated at other developments in Hampshire, for example Sherfield Park where the developer was required to build a school but Hampshire CC decided it would be cheaper to extend the two nearest primaries and
not to open a new school.
I object to SHGC. Nothing suggested above will stop people driving their cars. Where will a bus journey take residents, at the moment there is very little on offer for the current residents, sort that out first before you build
unrequired houses with more people wanting services that just won't get provided.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainanbl is to NOT build these 5-10000 houses in the first place. Cancel the whole thing.
This is neither wanted or needed
Most of the answers are not relevant to the question
Climate Emergency. In April 2021 HDC declared a Climate Emergency and promised to put the 'reduction of CO2 at the front and centre of all policies and formal decision making. Fleet has fallen behind as a town and
that this has caused an 'outflow' of retail expenditure from the district. the outflow equates to unnecessary travel which is highly carbon inefficient. HDC should be investing in a plan to regenerate Fleet to reduce carbon
emissions.

Question 13: How did you mostly travel to work during the Covid-19 pandemic?
Answer Choices

Responses

Walk/cycle
Use public transport
Drive
Work from home
I don’t work
Other (please specify)

Responses
42
6
131
326
201
102
808
389

5%
1%
16%
40%
25%
13%
Answered
Skipped

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
Responses

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Walk/cycle

Use public
transport

Drive

Work from home

I don’t work

Other (please
specify)

Other (please specify)
Cancel the project.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Why is this relevant? OK things will change in the short term but will go back to where we were. I thought this was about planning for the future.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Walked through the countryside this development will destroy
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now. 14. Other: How can anyone predict the
future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
How is this relevant to future plans... You can't base future needs on the past year.
I worked from home in a peaceful environment that would be destroyed by the new town.
Retired
Didn't
Haven’t been able to work because of toxic emissions putting me in A and E.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
These ‘sustainability’ questions about activities during the pandemic are irrelevant in the context of the proposed SHGV; whatever existing residents do/did/will do pre and post pandemic has no bearing on what would
happen if SHGV became a reality. Indeed, the pandemic has had such a fundamental impact on our daily lives, it is wrong to be making any decisions about the proposal, which we know is not needed and therefore there
is no urgency, until the pandemic is a distant memory. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
..
I worked from home.
This isn't relevant to Shapley Heath or any Garden Village
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is not relevant to the proposed development of Shapley Heath
These ‘sustainability’ questions about activities during the pandemic are irrelevant in the context of the proposed SHGV; whatever existing residents do/did/will do pre and post pandemic has no bearing on what would
happen if SHGV became a reality. Indeed, the pandemic has had such a fundamental impact on our daily lives, it is wrong to be making any decisions about the proposal, which we know is not needed and therefore there
is no urgency, until the pandemic is a distant memory. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - cancel the project.
I object to SHGC. I cycle or walk where I can but use a car for most things as Hart is not a city and not everything is local
This is a ridiculous question as during the pandemic all our daily lives were severely impacted and has no bearing relating to this scheme
What is the purpose of this question? This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. The government told us to work from home and we did. Cancel the project now.
Remote working for one 5 month engagement which I left voluntarily as remote working is less satisfying and productive for my skill setm
Do not build
What a ridiculous question - what has a recent pandemic got to do with this. This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents
might do. Cancel the project now.
I do not see what this has to do with the project. DO NOT BUILD IT.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I'm not sure why this is relevant to a future project. The work patterns during the pandemic were extraordinary to normal working patterns
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
Are we expecting the new town to generate another pandemic of its own?
Not relevant - but in any case, the vast majority of people drive.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now

Batmobile
This is irrelevant, the pandemic will be over by the time this project starts to destroy the countryside, so it makes no difference
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
What relevance is this as by the time the houses are built, the pandemic will be long gone. Cancel the project now!
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Not sure what this has to do with a project that will be years in the making! Mind your own business!
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
What is the relevance of a situation due to the pandemic to future residents?
I do not agree with SHGV
Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
What has this to do with Shapley Heath New Town?
This is an irrelevant question
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is irrelevant to the purpose of the survey as it asks for information on historic behaviour in conditions unlikely to be repeated in future. As such, collection of personal data of this nature breaches the data protection
principles in the Data Protection Act 2018.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I drove a much-reduced number of miles.
Retired
Pandemic will be over before this might be built. Irrelevant.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Pretending
I am retired.
I worked at home and took breaks in the countryside you want to destroy.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is a red herring as the situation would be totally changed by the time the New Town would have been built. So the answer is irrelevant. Cancel the project now.
Is this proposal basing plans on pandemic that finished? so this an irrelevant question.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project NOW.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
I don’t travel my wife and I work from home
Not sure what this has to do with a project that will be years in the making! Mind your own business!
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
These ‘sustainability’ questions about activities during the pandemic are irrelevant in the context of the proposed SHGV; whatever existing residents do/did/will do pre and post pandemic has no bearing on what would
happen if SHGV became a reality. Indeed, the pandemic has had such a fundamental impact on our daily lives, it is wrong to be making any decisions about the proposal, which we know is not needed and therefore there
is no urgency, until the pandemic is a distant memory. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this ever does get built the pandemic should be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what future residents might do. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!
Drive to Fleet which needs investment & regeneration
Not allowed to work
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Cancel the project now.
Retired
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I didn’t work during pandemic
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath

This is an irrelevant question. The pandemic continues, it is not over, so it is not possible for anyone to ascertain what long term effects it will or will not have on transport and travel realities.
Not a relevant question, as the pandemic will be over.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
alol future homes should be built with the ability for students to study and people to work from home - more space needed, indoors and outdoors. asking questions about covid for a proposal which is many years away is
quite pointless
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
what has this to do with this proposal?
Retired
This question is irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic should be gone.
Irrelevant question to the survey
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant to any future building, the pandemic is becoming endemic
This is totally irrelevant. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Good grief. This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
during pandemic i commuted by car 1 day a week, and worked from home the rest
This is a completely irrelevant question (who designed this questionaire) in the context of the GV, another good reason for abandoning the project
10,000 housing units would mean average of 1.5 vehicles per house – 15,000/additional vehicles in the area

Question 14: How will you mostly travel to work once the Covid-19 pandemic is over?
Answer Choices

Responses

Walk/cycle
Use public transport
Drive
Work from home
I don’t work
Other (please specify)

Responses
6%
6%
28%
21%
25%
13%

46
48
228
173
204
109
808
389

Answered
Skipped
30%

25%

20%

15%
Responses
10%

5%

0%
Walk/cycle

Use public
transport

Drive

Work from home

I don’t work

Other (please
specify)

Other (please specify)
Other: How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
I don't know yet. I probably won't want to live here if this project goes ahead. Please cancel this project now.
Equally irrelevant - impossible to predict the future
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
depends on what I'm doing
Retired
Do not build
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Stupid question, how does anyone know? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Mix of options
Irrelevant. No-one can know this with any certainty.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I do not see what possible relevance this has to predicting what 10,000 to 25,000 people will do if this is built and in any case long after pandemic is over. DO NOT BUILD IT.c
Irrelevant to any future building, the pandemic is becoming endemic
I will commute via car and train and this development would add significant traffic to that commute
Irrelevant as pandemic will be over if and when this project goes ahead
There is a gradual move towards returning to the office, which is located outside Hart, and impractical to reach using public transport. I will continue to drive. This is probably irrelevant to people living in a proposed
development.
Not relevant to this survey.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Another completely irrelavent question. Hart are no better at guessing the future than me, or if they are why ask the question! The fact that they don't know these answers reflects Hart's predetermination to proceed at all
cost. They should scrap the GC proposals now.
tion
Irrelevant. Cancel the project now
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
What has this to do with Shapley Heath New Town?
As I did before
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
i was made redundant last year, no longer work
Because Hart has no sustainable transport options, the only option is to drive.
On the back of a lion
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Cancel the project now.
Drive and work from home
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
I pity anyone who has to travel if you progress this nightmare plan
who knows ?
Drive I have an electric car
Public transport covers a multiple of ways to travel. Why not ask which ones? A lot of poeple will drive to the train station and get the train. Why do these answers have to be mutually exclusive. These questions are not
very thoughtful or designed to get a response which you do not want to hear.
Retired
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath
The future, post-pandemic, has never been less certain. Cancel this unjustified project.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.

I will be travelling into London, via the bullet train that Hart District Council build.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project no
already answered above
Combination of working from home and travelling by train
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project NOW.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I don’t see what this has got to do with this survey. Please stop this development. It’s not wanted.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
It doesn’t look like it ever will end
As above, this has nothing to do with the project and is NONE of your business! Cancel this project!
Cancel the project now.
I object to SHGC. I cycle or walk where I can but use a car for most things as Hart is not a city and not everything is local
Ridiculous, how can any of us predict the future, Cancel the project.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus it tells you nothing about what future residents might do. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
The pandemic will be over before this is built, cancel the project
How is this relevant to this survey? I don't intend to move there. Think-tank's are saying that many people will be involved in hybrid working.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do.
Other: How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
What has this got to do with the project. How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Cancel the project
I'll be retired!
Stupid question, how does anyone know? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
What has this to do with the unwanted new town?
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
As above, this has nothing to do with the project and is NONE of your business! Cancel this project!
Predicting the future? Not possible. Just cancel the project now.
How can anyone predict the future? Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Retired
car
Irrelevant
When socialising I must drive as no transport is operational
Across green fields in Winchfield
Retired
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
Focus on regenerating what we already have, build on brownfield site

Irrelevant question, because if this is every built, the pandemic will be long over, Plus, its nothing to down with future residents and what they may do. Cancel the project now.
Can’t leave the house or you become seriously ill
Working from home and commuting to London by cycle and train once the office reopens.
This nothing to do with what is plan on paper at moment.
I do not agree with SHGV
What has this got to do with a Garden Village... nothing.
What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
The pandemic has taught us that many people can work from home, cutting down on pollution while remaining productive - in some cases more productive.
This is irrelevant.
How can I predict what I’m going to do and about what future residents will do? Cancel the project now!
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I will still be retired.
This development will destory my workplace
Q 13 and Q 14 are completely irrelevant question for a point in time issue e.g. like 1918 Influenza pandemic. What bearing does this have on concreting over thousands of acres over many years and destroying the
landscape for ever. What bearing does the mass of work from home in Covid crisis have. The project should be cancelled.
.
Rocket
Whatever mode of transport will be chronically impacted by the proposed increase in volumes.
I cannot understand your thinking in adding these questions as again, they are totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might
do. Cancel the project now.
Hybrid Home / Work
Public transport in the villages is a joke.is a joke. We are forced to use cars. Shapely zHeath

Question 15: How did you mostly undertake your main food shop during the Covid-19 pandemic?
Answer Choices
Walk/cycle to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Take public transport to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Drive to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Use a home delivery service
Other (please specify)

Responses

Responses
74
1
371
248
110
804
393

9%
0%
46%
31%
14%
Answered
Skipped

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
Responses

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Walk/cycle to
supermarket/shop/market
(including using Click & Collect)

Take public transport to
supermarket/shop/market
(including using Click & Collect)

Drive to supermarket/shop/market
(including using Click & Collect)

Use a home delivery service

Other (please specify)

Other (please specify)
I do a combination, I would walk to more food shops if we had a deli for instance in Fleet
Other
How is this relevant to building a new town?
I shop in our local villages, which will be destoyed by Shapley Heath
I stopped eating
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath
Why is this relevant? Thepandemic will be long gone when and if this development actually takes place. My belief is that we don't need it and it should be cancelled,
Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant question as pandemic will be over
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
This is a waste of money
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do.
Grow my own food
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
questions about Covid have no value in this 'survey'
The pandemic is a red herring.!
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Again This question is irrelevant
Irrelevant - what counts is what I will do once COVID has receded.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Again, Covid is totally irrelivent to this project which would be years in the making. Please mind your business and stick to what this is really about.
Another irrelevant question. If they don't have any sensible projections on this they should not proceed with the GC project.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Drive in the near absence of good supermarkets and zero public transport
Is this a 2 for 1 survey deal you’ve set up here? This matters to people as you’re messing with our communities, our wildlife and our green spaces. Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be
long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
daughter delivered my groceries
Do not buuld
Family member shopped as I was shielding
Irrelevant to the survey. cancel the project
Again, totally irrelevant. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
Totally irrelevant question as to what 10,000 to 25,000 people might do if SHGC built. DO NOT BUILD IT.
Not sure what this has to do with Shapley Heath.
Not relevant to the main subject of this survey.
Drive to places which could provide for our needs, which mostly was not in Hart whose larger towns needs regeneration.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Another irrelevant question. The pandemic has no bearing on this project
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.

Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
Irrelevant question
Again, totally ireelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project NOW.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I walked into Fleet. Probably irrelevant to a proposed future development.
The pandemic will be over so why the question?
How is this relevant? The pandemic will be over by the time anything like this project gets underway so it has no bearing on it
irrelevant question
Family did my shopping as I was shielding
Mixture of the above
daughter did it
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Hartley Wintney and Odiham have a good range of shops.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
Additional housing is not needed
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, Covid is totally irrelivent to this project which would be years in the making. Please mind your business and stick to what this is really about.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
I am not a resident of a garden community and this question is irrelevant.
Again, totally irrelevant, no one knows what future residents might do. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW.
This is irrelevant. How we shopped during the pandemic is not an indicator of future behaviour.
I object to SHGC. Just because a supermarket is nearby it may not stock what I want. Any newly build facility will still not appeal to all, so everyone will still require a car
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Totally irrelevant, if SHGV is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
gain, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
The pandemic is not related to a garden village construction.
Phone my order through to the Farm Shop, pay by phone and they load it into my car for me. Four mile round trip twice a week!
None of your business.
Neighbours & relatives
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Don't see how this is relevant to anything other than the pandemic
This has got nothing to do with the survey.
daughter did it
Irrelevant question. Nothing to do with future residents and what they may do. Cancel the project now.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Haven’t been able to because toxic emissions put me in A and E
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I do not agree with SHGV
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant, cancel the project
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
not sure why you are asking this

We don't want this development. It will ruin the whole area. Fleet Hook and Hartley Wi tney will be joined up.
Irrelevant. If the development goes ahead, and we all struggle to get anywhere to do anything , what has it to do with the current pandemic?
Food banks
Totally irrelevant, if SHGV is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
How is this relevant to a future project when the pandemic will be long gone and who knows how future residents will travel? Cancel the project now!
Again irrelevant to what future residents may or may not do.
Not relevant. People will mostly drive though.
Completely irrelevant, if SHGV is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - cancel this project.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is again totally irrelevant for a point in time exceptional situation. Any design should be thinking about society long term. Not this specific crisis event.
What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
A mixture
The kind people from RAF Odiham would drop food parcels out the back of a Chinook into our garden. Cancel the Shapley Heath Project now.
.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
The village community shopped for us.
Not relevant as pandemic will be gone if this project ever goes ahead
Why are we getting these weird questions? Where is the link between SHGV and the Covid pandemic? It is SO unlikely that another pandemic will take place - and we have no idea how much our behaviour may have
been tweaked permanently. What we think we might do in the near future may turn out to be totally different.
Family did my shopping for me. Again an irrelevant question as the future will be totally different. Cancel the project now.

Question 16: How will you mostly undertake your main food shop once the Covid-19 pandemic is over?
Answer Choices
Walk/cycle to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Take public transport to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Drive to supermarket/shop/market (including using Click & Collect)
Use a home delivery service
Other (please specify)

Responses

Responses
10%
0%
51%
26%
13%

Answered
Skipped

77
3
412
208
106
806
391

60%

50%

40%

30%
Responses
20%

10%

0%
Walk/cycle to
supermarket/shop/market
(including using Click & Collect)

Take public transport to
Drive to supermarket/shop/market
supermarket/shop/market
(including using Click & Collect)
(including using Click & Collect)

Use a home delivery service

Other (please specify)

Other (please specify)
Again, totally irrelevant. It tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
As above
Irrelevant to the survey. Cancel the project
How is this relevant? The pandemic will be over by the time anything like this project gets underway so it has no bearing on it
Loads more cars will be on the roads
As I did before
Who knows how this pandemic will end? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Other: Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
irrelevant question
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant. What has this got to do with the benefits or otherwise of a new town?
Irrelevant, cancel the project
what relevance is that?
Brought from local farm shop
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Too many houses that are not needed.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
Other: Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Can’t leave the house because toxic emissions still on going making current residents seriously ill
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Again Irrelevant question. Pandemic will be over so has no relevance to future residents.
Walk/drive into Fleet. Probably irrelevant to a proposed future development.
Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
By the power of mind
Irrelevant question. Doesn’t indicate future use. Cancel the project
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Who knows how and when this pandemic will end? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
This is not relevant. My behaviour is not necessarily typical of future residents.
What has the pandemic to do with the garden village?
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project NOW.
I do not agree with SHGV
x
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Mixture of the above
This is an invasion of privacy and then using the survey to gain other data. This development is not wanted .
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
, but 5,000 - 10,000 won't help with the food shop. Please cancel the project.
Do a combination of walk and car as terrible availability of the type of shops I want to shop in
I see no point in this question as circumstances will be totally different. Cancel the project now.

Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Irrelevant!
I will continue to shop locally and support the exsiting community
No to building
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I came to appreciate the service the RAF and their Chinook's provided, they provide a much better service than Occado and it is easier to book a slot with the RAF too. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
As above, this is just you being NOSEY!
Other: Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
Drone delivery
Other: Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
irrelevant
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Other: Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I am not a resident of a garden community and this is irrelevant.
Why is this question relevant, given that the pandemic will have no bearing on the spectre of SHGV
Don't know. Combo of Delivery and walks to the shops that I already have. Don't need SHGC.
This is totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now
The pandemic is not over, so it is not possible to speculate
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
See answer to 15
Again irrelevant to what would happen when up to 25,000 additional people are in the areale
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
I object to SHGC. Just because a supermarket is nearby it may not stock what I want. Any newly build facility will still not appeal to all, so everyone will still require a car
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
More of the same - cancel SHGV.
Keep your COVID questions for a COVID related survey. Cancel this project, save our environment
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath
Not relevant to this survey.
As above, this is just you being NOSEY!
Mixture of the above
Farm shop always. Local food without the middle man. It just works!
answered above
irrelevant ...just cancel the project
Totally irrevelant to this project.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Regardless of whether people will drive to a food store or or have groceries delivered it will still involve more vehicle movement.
Oh dear. Here we go again. Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant question, if the development is ever built the pandemic will have no bearing on this. Cancel the project now,
How is this relevant?
A combination of home delivery and local supermarket shopping.
.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
Grow my own food
kk
Again, totally irrelevant, if this is ever built (I really hope not for all our sake) the pandemic will be long gone. It ells you nothing about what future residents may or may not do. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW.

What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
As already stated, not relevant to building a new town.
Another irrelevant question, the pandemic will pass, and they should rely on projections they should have obtained before plus any national projections which may be available. The number of respondees to this survey,
on past experience, in relation to Hart's population is unlikely to represent a robust sample. As before, scrap this project.
Irrelevant.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do.
Do not build shapely Heath
How can you use public transport to shop in Hart - it doesn't have any public transport. This survey is ridiculous!!!!
Who knows how this pandemic will end? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Into towns
We need to seen what form life returns to after the pandemic before logically planning for the future.
Another irrelevant question give that it gives no indication of future residents shopping behaviours.
Again, totally irrelevant, because if this is ever built, the pandemic will be long gone. Plus, it tells you nothing about what the future residents might do. Cancel the project now.
This is a waste of money

Question 17: How did you mostly undertake the school run during the Covid-19 pandemic?
Answer Choices

Responses

Walk/cycle/scooter
Use public transport/school bus
Drive
Taxi
Not applicable
Other (please specify)

Responses
92
26
96
3
509
81
807
390

11%
3%
12%
0%
63%
10%
Answered
Skipped

70%
60%
50%
40%
Responses

30%
20%
10%
0%
Walk/cycle/scooter

Use public
transport/school bus

Drive

Taxi

Not applicable

Other (please specify)

Other (please specify)
Where’s the option for kids to stay at home? Useless question like a lot of the policies Hart council dreams up
Cancel the project now.
I keep an ostrich in the garage. We sat on it's back and together, shot through the traffic no problem at all. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant
Schools were closed for most of the last year. Daft question
if it ever happens i hope you will be considering providing transport, electric school buses, so that any new 'community' isnt clogged up with mums delivering children to school
The children were mostly at home!!! What relevance is this question for future residents? Cancel the project now!
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
Relevance? Cancel the project.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
One child walks, one child has taxi due to special needs
Most folks stayed at home. How is this question relevant? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
As before, scrap this project; Hart should not be asking these irrelevant questions at this stage if their GC application to the government was lacking in such detail.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
Irrelevant. These questions have been framed to get a particular slant on answers
Irrelevant, the pandemic will be over so you cannot know how people will be doing this
Again, not a good question. Walking is very different to cycling given the use of road vs. paved areas. The lack of thought and granularity in these questions suggests this is really a 'mock' consultation, or that it's being
used for a particular purpose to show or orchestrate support for the SHGV where none exists.
Do not build shapely Heath
I object to SHGC
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
There is no option for children staying at home which is the experience of many non key workers
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project NOW>
This is irrelevant and I am not prepared to allow my personal data to be used to support a proposal with which I fundamentally disagree.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant question
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
N/A
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Walk
What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
Got childminder to drive them there
I do not agree with SHGV
No to building
cancel the project
MIND YOUR BUSINESS! This project has NOTHING to do with Covid. Cancel it now!
Most folks stayed at home. How is this question relevant? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Where is the option for staying at home as most children did for most of it?? How will this tell you what future residents might do?? CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW>
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
School was closed!

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
Schools were closed
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where is the option for compulsory home schooling? Why is this a relevant question - it doesn't provide any information on what future residents might do because there is no infrastructure provision for the project. Cancel
the project
None of your business and not pertinent to this survey. Please stop this development has
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
MIND YOUR BUSINESS! This project has NOTHING to do with Covid. Cancel it now!
Most folks stayed at home. How is this question relevant? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Irrelevant
See answer to 15
Kids were at home
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Of no relevance at all for future residents.
.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
There was no school run in lockdown. Kids at home as schools closed !!! mixed use of bus and driving depending on what stage of the lockdown we were at. Pointless question for the Shapely Heath development
madness.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Most children stayed at home didn't they? DO NOT BUILD IT
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Schools were closed to most children so they were at home
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
I don't have children. Why assume that people do? Just like you assume we also want Shapley Heath. I do not.
NA
Where's the option for the kids staying at home, as most did for much of it? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
I keep an ostrich in the garage. We sit on it's back and together we cut through any traffic in no time. Even better, Greta Thunberg has written to me to congratulate me for inspiring a new future for green and sustainable
transport. Go Hart District!
Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
School bus
Haven’t been able to because toxic emissions put me in A and E
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.

Question 18: How will you mostly undertake the school run once the Covid-19 pandemic is over?
Answer Choices

Responses

Walk/cycle/scooter
Use public transport/school bus
Drive
Taxi
Not applicable
Other (please specify)

Responses
92
33
94
1
503
84
807
390

11%
4%
12%
0%
62%
10%
Answered
Skipped

70%

60%

50%

40%
Responses

30%

20%

10%

0%
Walk/cycle/scooter

Use public
transport/school bus

Drive

Taxi

Not applicable

Other (please specify)

Other (please specify)
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Again, not a good question. Walking is very different to cycling given the use of road vs. paved areas. The lack of thought and granularity in these questions suggests this is really a 'mock' consultation, or that it's being
used for a particular purpose to show or orchestrate support for the SHGV where none exists.
Home school, useless question cancel the project
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
This does not tell you what future residents might do. Please stop this project
.
School bus
pointless question
An irrelevant question for this survey. Cancel Shapley Heath
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Not pertinent to the survey. Please stop this development. None of your business.
Do not build
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV
Who knows how this pandemic will end? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Who knows how this pandemic will end? There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Other: How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
People don't necessarily know what life will be like after the pandemic - these speculative questions are not a sound basis for making future decisions. This settlement plan needs to be put on hold for at least two years to
evaluate what difference the pandemic affect future flexible working have made to housing needs.
Again an irrelevant question as who knows how future residents will take their children to school
As above
Questions about behaviour during the pandemic are irrelevant. Whatever residents do/did during the pandemic has no bearing on behaviour should SHGV happen. In addition, who can say how our behaviours will
change when the pandemic is over. The SHGV is not required and the project should be cancelled now.
Relevance to the occupants of an unjustified project of 5-10,000 houses in the future?
Any huge development will make the school nightmare
Daft question. Cancel the project
This is irrelevant and I am not prepared to allow my personal data to be used to support a proposal with which I fundamentally disagree.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
What bearing does my position have on the 10000 residents who would move into this huge development. Pointless meaningless data point ?
i hope you will be considering providing transport, electric school buses, so that any new 'community' isnt clogged up with mums delivering children to school
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project NOW.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
I'm sticking with the ostrich. It's the best form of transport around. By the way, my ostrich loves the rural countryside and would be devastated if was concreted over. The ostrich and I both say, cancel the Shapley Hearth
project now.
Irrelevant, the pandemic will be over so you cannot know how this will be done

How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Once again many children were home-schooled and again it depends on circumstances. Cancel the project now.
Regardless of how close schools are the majority of parents still drive, Dogmersfield school is a prime example.
I object to SHGC
Diesel scooter
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Do not build shapely Heath
Mind your business!
This won't tell you what future residents might do
You must know how people travelled pre-pandemic, why will the school run be different post pandemic? How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Most villages in Hampshire have no public transport connections. Do any of the people planning this know the local area?????
N/A
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Cancel the project now.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Other: How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Childminder will drive them in her pollution wagon
With all those houses I will be permanently stuck in traffic.
I will continue to use the ostrich. Also Greta Thunberg has written to congratulate me for inspiring the future for green and sustainable travel. Also, cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now
Question of no relevance at all for future development.
NA
Drive and then walk
Can’t leave the house due to toxic emissions making current residents seriously ill
How will this tell you what future residents might do? CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW>
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant
See reply to Q16
What does covid matter. Even if this did get the go ahead people will have changed their behaviours again to adapt to another new normal.
The same response as to question 17. The GC project should be scrapped.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Silly question
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Mind your business!
how will this tell you how future residents will act?
I do not agree with SHGV
See answer to 15.
How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant again as pandemic will be over! Why are you asking this?!
Other: How will this tell you what future residents might do? Cancel the project now.
Irrelevant. The pandemic is not over - a bit like asking how you'd like to go to the moon .

Question 19: Garden communities provide, accessible, good quality green spaces and supporting infrastructure.
Which of the following uses of green spaces are most important in promoting health, wellbeing, and quality of life to you? Please pick your top three.
Answer Choices

Responses

Walkways
Cycleways
Open green spaces
Open blue spaces (for example water-based space such as splash parks, ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, canals etc)
Running and training circuits in parks
Sports facilities (for example cricket, football, rugby, tennis, outdoor gym)
Play spaces for different ages (for example play parks, skate/bike ramps)
Informal natural play spaces for different ages
Places to rest and picnic
Private residential garden space
Allotments or other land for private horticulture
Community garden/farm/orchard
Natural wildlife habitats/corridors to enhance biodiversity
Woodland (including increasing tree cover)
Other (please specify)

Responses
152
117
310
139
16
52
84
67
39
144
45
27
376
407
239
791
406

19%
15%
39%
18%
2%
7%
11%
8%
5%
18%
6%
3%
48%
51%
30%
Answered
Skipped

Other (please specify)
Woodland (including increasing tree cover)
Natural wildlife habitats/corridors to enhance biodiversity
Community garden/farm/orchard
Allotments or other land for private horticulture
Private residential garden space
Places to rest and picnic
Informal natural play spaces for different ages

Responses

Play spaces for different ages (for example play parks, skate/bike ramps)
Sports facilities (for example cricket, football, rugby, tennis, outdoor gym)
Running and training circuits in parks
Open blue spaces (for example water-based space such as splash parks, ponds, lakes, streams,…
Open green spaces
Cycleways
Walkways
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Other (please specify)
Leave Winchfield as it it - DO NOT BUILD OVER IT
Please keep the existing countryside as it is to best help my mental health. The threat of this project is having a detrimental effect on my mental health. Please stop it now.
Existing agricultural fields
Concrete fields
Leaving the area as it is currently for us all to enjoy
SHGV will destroy the real counrtyside which currently serves Fleet, Hook, H/W and Odiham. The SHGC project should be abandoned
They are built destroying countryside.
There is no need for a garden community that destroys woodland, natural wildlife habitats etc that you list above.
It having a huge housing estate right in the middle of it
Keep existing fiels and habitat
The best use of existing green spaces is not to build on then at all
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
don't build on green spaces
SHGV is not going to be a garden community in that it's going to overwhelm all the other local and surrounding villages and create a massive urban centre, destroy green spaces and generally cause a massive issue.
To have a survey about an imaginary 'garden village' is fallacy.
WE DON'T WANT THIS HORROR SHOW. NO TO SHAPLEY HEATH
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Don’t build and you won’t ruin what’s already here
More than happy with the existing fields and woodland, which you will destroy. Cancel the project now.
No to the garden village
Don’t build more houses
less development on local fields, green spaces
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Wilds of nature, away from housing and infrastructure
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
One of the features which make Hart attractive is its excellent countryside options for exercising and improving mental welfare. To build a large new unnecessary development on its green fields would be depressing.
Cancel this proposal now, as the Planning Inspector directed.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
The answer is simple don't destroy what is currently there. that is better for air quality, environment, sense of well being, mental health and quality of life. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity
- response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Don't destroy the ancient natural space by building a garden community
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Very difficult to pick three when IMHO more than three should be 'human rights' in a civilized country
Keep existing fields and green spaces
We already have this green spaces and wildlife habitats. This project proposes destroying some of that.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Do not build in WINCHFIELD
Easy access to quiet rural space which will be lost if SHapley Heath is built.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now
Countryside with no houses is good
I’d be happiest if the existing countryside was left alone!
Anywhere without toxic emissions
15 mph speed limited residential roads, limited to electric vehicles

You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Keeping the existing woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health and wellbeing. Cancel the project.
As in, "as it is". Eg without 10,000 homes and the environmental damage that'll create
You are building over good quality accessible green spaces. This question is nonsense. If you stop this development this would not be necessary. Please stop his development.
I moved to the area to improve my health and wellbeing, so PLEASE DON'T build 5,000+ houses on my doorstep!
Undeveloped Green land.
Existing countryside and its Bridleways and Footpaths
Keep the existing fields, woodland and habitats, that’s what myself the the local residents want to promote our Heath and well being, that’s why we chose to live in the countryside!!!!
Keep what we have now. Fields, woodland and habitats. This promotes health and wellbeing leads to a good quality of life.
You will be taking away much loved and much used green space with this proposal
It is hypocritical to talk of green space when Shapley Heath will be built on agricultural land, ancient woodland and SSSI's. No development.
Please ignore forced answers
Don't continue with the planned development, then there is space for flora, fauna and people, and no need to pretend that building on greenfield in some way preserves it. Land north of Winchfield Court on Pale Lane
is subject to a Section 52 agreement which should protect it from development, but it is a constant fight to enforce it.
We have wonderful green corridors already - building shapley heath would not enhance the environment for wildlife
Unspoiled countryside
Cant have wildlife habitats or woodland if you build over it
open land and woodland, not garden community.
Protection of our countryside with open access to the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive countryside that surrounds Fleet for running, walking and cycling. Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow
the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
The best thing by far is to retain the greenfields and historic countryside which provides the green lung of Hart. DO NOT BUILD IT.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats would be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life
availability of long walks - more than 1 mile.
don't get rid of existin countryside
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
The existing green space is fine as it is
The proposed area is already a beautiful green space which will be ruined by this huge build plan, which will only introduce false open spaces.
Open green spaces and woodland are the main features of the countryside that Shapley Heath will destroy.
Just leave it as it is
Please leave the existing open fields and woodland as they are. We need them and your plan to concrete over them is verging on the criminal.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. They are the reason we chose Hart as home to bring up our family.
I don't want a garden community aka an urban sprawl of up to 10,000 houses
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Persist and preserve access to military training lands - this area dominates Fleet recreational opportunities yet is missing from the options.
How about unbuilt on green fields - don't build the new town
The current countryside is just fine. Houses will wreck it!
Need open green spaces adjacent to the development
commercial restaurant and pub space
All those areas we currently have in abundance in our local area as we have a good balance of urban and rural
Keep the existing open spaces, field, and woodlands.
The green space is already there. Why build on it?
The best use is to not build on it!!
The above is all applicable to regenerating Fleet Town and not an unnecessary new Garden Village
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life
Leave the countryside alone, no need for this development
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community

Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
I do not agree with SHGV
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Not proceeding with SHGV to protect the existing fields, woodlands and habitats would represent the best uses of our countryside & ensure the promotion of health, wellbeing, and quality of life.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Most important of all is NOT TO BUILD SHGV OVER OUR MOST PRECIOUS AREA OF GREENSPACE IN HART - consider the alternatives as directed by the Local Plan Inspector. Closed minds only see one
solution, and HDC has closed its mind to anything other than a massive new town for the last 10 years.
Protecting the existing fields, woodlands and wildlife habitat will be the best thing to promote health, well-being & quality of life. Cancel Shapley Heath
We already have enough beautiful open green spaces if you’d only STOP building on them, Elvetham Heath is a prime example we used to spend wonderful times up there with a picnic walking among the
rhododendrons until it was ruined with thousands of houses
I don't want the garden community
Keep the existing fields, woodland and habitat. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW
All of which we already have in abundance, without the addition of a giant garden village. What exactly is the problem you think you are solving here?
Bridle routes
Quality of life and having choice
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Natural wildlife habitats are all around us and are thriving. Your unnecessary proposals put that under threat of extinction. Listen to David Attenborough!
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
We already have natural countryside surrounding us. We don’t need a garden village!
Keeping the existing fields and woodlands will be the best for my health, welfare and quality of life.
Protecting our existing green spaces is key.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best way to preserve my health and well-being. Please cancel this project!
What a ridiculous question given that the proposed development is all on greenfield land
We want fields not houses.
Why spend millions on destroying quality green space only to recreate a minute token to tick the open space box. At present Hart has all the wonderful well-being things and we are healthy and happy as we are
'Garden Communities' destroy greenspace, woodland and wildlife areas. They have not importance in developing any green areas, they only destroy them.
We don’t need it . It will ruin the area.
Do not build homes that are not required
The development will destroy existing green space, natural habitat and increase CO 2
Do not build
Not proceeding with SHGV to protect the existing fields, woodlands and habitats would represent the best uses of our countryside & ensure the promotion of health, wellbeing, and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Please cancel the project
The existing countryside should be protected and made freely accessible
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
There is no necessity for a Garden Community, which the survey does not list as an option.
Garden communities are a waste of time and money.
Open green spaces, places to rest or picnic, private residential garden spaces, allotments, a community orchard, natural wildlife habitats and woodland are already features of our rural/semi-rural environment. All the
other features are urban and yet we are supposedly consulting on a 'village' which as a proposal has been removed from the local plan as unnecessary.l
Winchfield already had this. There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides
an important leisure amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
Don’t concrete over the green spaces we already have

This proposed development is so huge. In your documents it states up to 10,000 houses. This is more of a town. Unfortunately, this will mean not a lot of green space and so much biodiversity will be lost. Please can
you amend the scale of this. It is extremely worrying that you have put 10,000 in there. As I said before this will become an extension of fleet and will be just an area of massive urban sprawl.
Stop this scheme
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Preserving the limited green space in which I live by not building on it.
It really has to be all of the above !
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
We already have ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, canals, natural wildlife habitats and woodland. But you are proposing to destroy most of them or change them beyond recognition. Abandon the garden community idea.
None
Maintaining existing fields, woodland and habitats are the best way to support my health, wellbeing and quality of life. The project should be cancelled now.
We already have considerable green spaces in the proposed development area which will be ripped out and replaced with artificial equivalents.
Keep all the lovely spaces we have now to promote wellbeing. Cancel the project
The best thing would be to leave the countryside alone.
Fields
Leaving nature alone. This development is NOT NECESSARY
Cancel the project now.
Open unspoilt countryside
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Cancelling the SHGV project and maintaining the existing green spaces and blue spaces would be the best way of promoting health, wellbeing and quality of life to me and my fellow Hart residents.
OR JUST DON’T BUILD AND LEAVE THE GREEN SPACES AS THEY ARE
Concentrate on enhancing what is already there.
The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity for each of them. A 'Garden Village' will in effect merge all
those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
No houses. Keep existing green space.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Maintaining the open green farmland and countryside we already have - by not building on it
keep the existing fields
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Do not destroy the current countryside for new housing.
Keep the existing fileds, woodland and habitats will be the best thinkg to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
The most important in promoting health, wellbeing, and quality of life to me is for the project to be cancelled
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Keeping the existing fields, woodlands and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, well being and quality of life. Cancel the project.
ALREADY A GREEN BELT, DO NOT BUILT = GREEN SPACE
Leave the area as it is, that's a nice green space
Not proceeding with the GC project would be the best use of the existing green spaces in the GC project area of land. It will look after itself and provide enjoyment as it stands with zero cost to the public purse. The
project should be scrapped.
Hart should cancel the ridiculous project to build an unwanted and unnecessary new town
Do not build shapely Heath
My health, wellbeing and quality of life is dependent on continuing access to the rural area that HDC threatens.
all of the above would be necessary for this hypothetical utopia you are trying to sell to Hart residents. leaving Winchfield alone would continue to offer many of these natural options
These do not need to be considered as the plan was removed from local plan
The Green spaces around Winchfield are a fantastic leisure amenity. No development should take place in this are above that required by the local plan.
Suggest not progressing the project and keeping the existing fields as they are
I object to SHGC. Any reductions in the green lung of Hart will destroy thousands of years of trees and nature. Construction of paths through woodland / creating country parks s not needed. Regenerate Hook and
Fleet, don't build on Hart's biggest asset, once gone it can never be recovered. Keep the lung of Winchfield for all
The space should be kept as it is. Having lived in this area most of my life, the space you are planning to develop, I have enjoyed , just as it is for most of my life. We must preserve these habitats.

Bridleways
they do not provide the same amount of natural open spaces.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health and well-being. Cancel the project now!
Footpaths across beautiful unspoilt countryside are my main health & leisure activity. These would be severely curtailed by the proposed Garden Community,
Don't build the town then there is lots of nature
Concrete. High rise flat. Money money money
i dont like answering this as the whole project should be dropped
The answers are completely contradictory
Preserve our existing green spaces
The best way to maximise the very important green space is obviously to not build the new town.
Removing old trees for inconvenience and replacing with sapplings is just for show - they cannot replace their sustainable value in our lifetimes
Green belt retention
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
We must keep our existing green spaces, fields and footpaths. Cancel the project.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project NOW>
Farmland! Post Brexit, we need productive farmland to feed ourselves otherwise we will be importing from Australia which is dreadful for our carbon footprint! It is ridiculous to be building on our excellent farmland!
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Unspoilt open countryside - the kind that doesnt' have a sprawling new housing estate on it.
The best way to make the transport system more sustainable is to not build 5-10,000 unnecessary houses in addition to the Local Plan. Cancel the project.
Keeping existing countryside and fields and footpaths and not building on it but regenerating especially Fleet instead. Hook is already playing its part, why not Fleet?
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Again not completed.
The best way to promote health and well being To keep the existing fields, woodlands and habitats. Cancel the project now.
Keeping existing fields, woodland and habitats would best method of promoting health, well being and quality of life.
Shapley Heath will reduce all of these. No to SH
Not proceeding with SHGV to protect the existing fields, woodlands and habitats would represent the best uses of our countryside & ensure the promotion of health, wellbeing, and quality of life.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure
amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
My well-being would best be served by leaving the Hart countryside as it is.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life.
Preserving the existing attractive countryside with its network of footpaths, bridleways, lanes and roads for use by the public is the best way of promoting the health, wellbeing, and quality of life for the inhabitants of
Hart.
Public foot paths
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
We already have green space, so leave it alone
There's already significant green space within the heart of Hart. What's wrong with it as it stands?
Don’t build it
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
Don’t build this
There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area. Leave our green spaces alone.
Cancel the project and keep the area rural thus protecting wildlife.
The designated area already provides generous, accessible, and good quality green space and water features that promote health and recreation.
Winchfield already has green spaces. here’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which
provides an important leisure amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
maintaining the existing countryside
Not ruining my countryside with unnecessary, bloated and unsustainable building

Leave it as it is
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
You should stop this project now and keep the existing fields, with established hedges and established woodlands which will promote everyone's health and wellbeing not just mine. The air quality will remain good and
if you build this all this will be destroyed. It's unnessessary therefore cancel it.
That this plan has got this far is farcical, and most likely unethical in some capacity. Stop wasting public funds and end the plans
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
I moved to the area to improve my health and wellbeing, so PLEASE DON'T build 5,000+ houses on my doorstep!
SHGV will destroy/vandalise existing natural green spaces. It is not needed.
Avoid development completely as evidenced by Inspector and objective data.
So-called garden communities are simply high-density estates. There won't be much green space, let alone much in the way of gardens.
One green spaces which will disappear with this development.
This development would destroy existing green spaces
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
I love the natural, and heritage backstory of a green space, such as Yateley Common, or Bramshill Forest. Generations of my family have lived across the Hart District, including the very area proposed for Shapley
Heath. I've walked regularly along the Basingstoke Canal, and the Three Castles Path there, as it enables me to connect with my ancestors, and Hart's heritage. Shapley Heath will obliterate this.
Shapley Heath will reduce all of these. No to SH
Protecting the existing countryside will be the best way of promoting my health
destroying the rural areas effected by this plan will have a severe impact on my wellbeing. Cancel the project!
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
GREENFIELD AREAS
All of these are important. The survey will give a false impression of what people want.
Leaving the area as it is is most beneficial to community health
Protecting and preserving existing green belt areas
During the pandemic I was able to look after my well-being and exercise by walking the public pathways round Winchfield which will be destroyed if this town is built
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life. Cancel the project now.
The existing fields, woodland, habitats, farmland, lakes, ponds, rivers and natural environement are the most importnat for quality of life. These are retained by cancelling the development project.
Keeping the existing fields, woodland and habitats will be the best thing to promote my health, wellbeing and quality of life
Spaces that have good Disabled access
We already have access to existing open spaces. Development can only further destroy this.

Question 20: Green spaces within garden communities are also opportunities to enhance biodiversity and the natural environment. important.
Which of the following are most important to you? Please rank from 1 to 6, 1 being most
1
Enhancement of the existing habitats
Creation of new habitats
Enhancement of ecological connectivity by
creating more, bigger, better well
connected/linked areas of biodiversity
Use of flood management to create water
habitat, wetland areas
Controlled access to protect and encourage
biodiversity
Active stewardship and management

1

2

64%
5%

506
38

17%
37%

2
132
293

14%

108

21%

4%

33

5%
9%

36
70

3

3

4

4

5

5

8%
18%

66
146

5%
14%

36
114

3%
12%

26
95

3%
13%

25
105

791
791

Score
5.24
3.68

168

36%

287

16%

123

8%

65

5%

40

791

4.01

9%

69

16%

124

29%

226

29%

228

14%

111

791

2.89

8%
9%

60
69

12%
10%

92
76

16%
21%

127
165

31%
17%

245
132

29%
35%

231
279

791
791
Answered
Skipped

2.51
2.66
791
406

6

5

4

3
Score
2

1

0
Enhancement of the
existing habitats

Creation of new habitats Enhancement of ecological Use of flood management
connectivity by creating
to create water habitat,
more, bigger, better well
wetland areas
connected/linked areas of
biodiversity

Controlled access to
protect and encourage
biodiversity

Active stewardship and
management

6

6

Total

Question 21: Are there any other aspects of delivering ecological and biodiversity gains within the new garden community that we should be considering?
Answered
Skipped

494
703

Responses
Huge impact on existing SSSI`s can never be resolved with artificially created SANG that takes ten years to establish. Best to avoid large developments.
No
Building 2,00, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage the ecology and biodiversity. The only way to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now
You can't build biodiversity, it takes thousands of years to develop. This housing development will create a wasteland for animals. Planting a tree after you cut down a ancient forest is tokenistic, the local community
already enjoys this woundeful environment.
Drop the project
A nature reserve with strong, safe walkways, central to the development. It should have managed bio-diversity content to attract animals, birds and insects. Plus lots of trees and flowers, and all properly managed by Hart
DC Gardening Services (as on Elvetham Heath).
don't build on green land
Avoid overcrowding and preserve green spaces and country side
NO
well trained and knowledgeable rangers
Reducing the number of houses, or not building any, to maintain the area that is already diverse
YES, PLEASE DO NOT BUILD THERE YOU DON’T NEED TO DO ANYTHING LEAVE THE ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY
Do not build on green fields and woodland
The optimum improvement would be actively protecting green spaces, woodland and natural areas and improving them. Concreting over them, building houses on them, increasing traffic and pollution, is only harming
what's left of our beautiful countryside.
Perhaps not building all the houses in the first place but rather looking at spreading development into other areas of the country. Housing density is also ridiculous these days with developers cramming houses into ever
smaller plots. Garden diversity and space between homes is important too.
Ban plastic lawns in residential properties, make Fleet and surrounding area ‘no idling’ stop irresponsible dog owners from letting their dogs jump all over nesting birds
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Yes, toxic emissions literally putting current residents in A and E and preventing people even leaving their homes - what hope do they have to ever access new areas if they can’t leave their homes?!!
Build fewer homes
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
The ecological and biodiversity of the area will be massively detrimentally affected by the Shapley Heath/Winchfield development of up to 10,000 houses. It is naive to suppose that adding a few wildlife corridors and
employing a Nature Warden or two to provide active stewardship and management will provide any real mitigation of the adverse ecological and biodiversity impacts of the Shapley Heath/Winchfield development. The
best way of protecting and enhancing the ecological state and biodiversity of Hart is by cancelling this misconceived project.
Not building it in the first place
Leave this beautiful open countryside as it is.
'Within the new garden community' now makes the assumption it will be built; previously the questions were more generic. There will be a greater opportunity for biodiversity if less land area is developed.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
The proposed development will be ruining existing ecological sites and biodiversity, the council should focus their attention on brownfield redevelopment
Deliver ecological and biodiversity with out building 10,000 unwanted houses that will only serve to encourage people to move out of London for cheaper houses.
no
Community gardens
Wildflower areas
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
The scale of building proposed will cause huge environmental damage. Wildlife is declining across England and that decline is accelerating. Please cancel the GC project and leave the countryside to look after itself.

Stop building loads of new houses
Yes, past building in Hart has already decimated the ability of the countryside to sustain biodiversity. Building a new town on yet more countryside will further exacerbate that damage.
There are NO biodiversity gains from building houses. It just destroys the existing ones!
Larger gardens including front gardens for more green space and tree planting. Roads with grass verges and tree lined streets. Natural greenspaces between houses which can be kept semi-wild. Keep existing hedges
and trees. Creation of new woodlands/forests. Enhancement of existing streams and waterways. Whatever is put in place should be better than the existing farmand for biodiversity.
Planting of native deciduous trees
This development is not needed
Leave the green spaces as they are
Don't let people astroturf their gardens!!!
The existing countryside has worked for centuries.
Don't interfere with it.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
When looked at in the context of what would be lost if Shapley Heath were built, this is a contradictory statement - there will be a massive loss to the area in terms of ecology and biodiversity. The programmes being
suggested would merely be trying to salvage something from the destruction that such a development would cause.
Actively planting suitable local trees for the future
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Not building so many houses!
Not build on so much open countryside
Which new garden community? Once again, you are assuming there will be one.
Pollution from drains
Building thousands of houses on this area will irreversibly damage the natural biodiversity and eco-sytems of this beautiful area. The best thing you could do would be to cancel this project now.
No
Not destroying what is here already and ruining a beautiful green area
no
No
Not building all over it!
Do not proceed and protect the current biodiversity
Ecology and biodiversity will all go out of the window with this development.
Good links with local school re education
You would be destroying alot of natural habitat areas by building developing this land ,
keep dogs off playing fields' fouling and digging is a problem
By building this town you will be destroying this beautiful diverse environment that has been developed over thousands of years. So the best thing is not to build on it!
Are you seriously suggesting housing will deliver ecological and biodiversity gains?
There is no need for enhancements of the beautiful space already, you imbociles
Hart does not have the resources to adequately manage the existing ecological assets in the district. Absolutely vital that consultation with residents is part and parcel of planning and managing biodiversity assets - needs
a big improvement over the current arrangements and more resources
Do not build shapely Heath
How can you think that destroying an established working ecology can be replaced by a newly planted one? The best way to preserve the ecological and biodiversity of the area is to stop this project now.
You should definitely not go ahead with this development.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Don't build SH .Stop all unnecessary developments outside the agreed areas
Maybe you can be transparent about who stands to profit from these proposed developments. The way you present your mission is deliberately opaque and disingenuous.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community

Instead of building a garden community, re-wild the fields if it is genuinely uneconomic for farming.
You should ababdon SHGC altogether
I think the top question in this section was poor. All of the above need to be factored in and none should be left out
no as the who project is not worth considering
There should not be a Garden Community or is democracy dead
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Do not build Shapely Heath. Any urban conurbation will inherently destroy significantly more green space than can possibly be created
not building at all
Yes how about you don’t build 5000 unnecessary houses on existing green spaces and wildlife habitats.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage the ecology and biodiversity. The best you could do to protect and enhance then is to cancel the project now.
Wildlife friendly surfaces, no concrete driveways
no
Charging points at leisure and shopping facilities to encourage electric vehicle use by those who can't charge at home
Yes - don't build SHGV and allow the current biodiversity to flourish
Leaving the natural environment as it is and not creating more homes. This isn’t about making the area ‘better’ it is about lining pockets and earning more.
Yes don't build a giant housing estate
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Do not build here. Hart need to stop the misleading information campaign in developing the 'green space'. Why did you not ask in this survey how willing are you to compromise 000s Hq of land to concrete? Stop the
development.
no
Yes don’t build on the land please!
None
Yes, Please don't build it. The South East is covered in concrete development that is irreversible. SANG is not mitigation - habitats take millennia to evolve, you cannot plant a few saplings and call it a habitat.
Not to build this monstrous Estate
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Maintaining the existing environment
How about having wide street scene - and instead of the normal verges, having wild flower meadow - so each and every street becomes a green corridor?
No new houses
Building from 50000 to 10000 new homes and relevant infrastructure in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing is to cancel the project now.
Building up to 10,000 houses in the countryside will destroy the ecology and biodiversity inherent in the area. The best thing you can do is cancel the project now.
The houses should fit within not sit as a clump with the biodiversity around the outside.
Leave the areas as it is
The scale of the proposed development will have a dramatic and irreparable impact on biodiversity
You should consider not doing the development and leaving the environment as it is with its existing biodiversity and ecologically balance.
No
Yes cancel it! This will irreparably damage the countryside!
don't start in the first place. This place already has biodiversity without adding more buildings and polluting humans with their dog-dirt bags
No
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
there are no gains from destroying large areas of countryside
Building a large new community in the countryside will greatly damage the ecology and biodiversity of the existing area. To protect and enhance it cancel the project.

We should ensure that the new community is large areas of concrete with greenspace public realms. There needs to be green around every house, for both flood management and aesthetics.
keep the largest possible areas of undeveloped land and public access agricultural grazing land
Remind residents of their responsibility with regard to their environment. Litter, fly-tipping, graffiti, vandalism, picnic barbecues, noise.
Cancelling the SHGV project and maintaining the existing green spaces and blue spaces would be the best way to deliver ecological and biodiversity improvements. Building 5k - 10k homes would be an ecological
disaster. Based upon experience, I have no confidence that, were SHGV to be proceed, the promised green space would be delivered and retained.
No new developments would be best for ecological and biodiversity.
Building up to 10,000 houses will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. Best way of protecting and enhancing them is not to build and cancel the project.
Ensure green spaces are well connected
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Yes, don't build the thing in the first place. You cannot possibly be delivering eco and bio diversity gains within somewhere like this that would in any way compensate for the massive losses that that a large new
community would cause to eco and bio diversity.
Protect ancient woodland, do not build on areas that frequently flood
Don’t build it
No. This is an unnecessary development. The current green spaces are fantastic and should not be destroyed by this unnecessary development.
Cancel the project now.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project NOW.
Don’t accept this unnecessary and devastating development proposal - it is your responsibility to ensure this does not happen
Building even 5,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing to do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Native species being protected
Please do not bulldozer the lovely fields, woodland and other areas to create this garden community!
don't build the new town - it is not needed
No
I strongly object to being forced to answer the choices under Q20 above. I like unmanaged natural country spaces. Since when did we elect the Nazi party to run HDC and design its surveys?
Green corridors to enable wild life migration
Don't know.
If you put houses all over the land, you will not be able to do any or need to do any of no 20.
Protect the current wildlife and green spaces by cancelling the project
Minimise pollution seeping into underground during building
Leaving clear big green boundaries betwwwn new settlement and existing. Must be achieved by reducing max cap of 10000 houses, which will ruin character and service provision of other local settlements
Gardens should be set up with features such as hedgehog holes in fences, no mature trees should be felled as part of the development, but worked around, area should be extensively surveyed and the site should be
designed on the premise that nature is more important than housing, and so the housing should work around the nature not the other way around, all roads on the site should have features that minimise the risk of wildlife
death
Don’t build it.
More pollution
I don't know anything about this. Leave it to the experts.
Dont destroy what you already have for a 'community' which isn't needed or wanted. even if it could be built without the destruction of many of the SINCs in Winchfield the very presence of 10,000 (minimum) people will
destroy the habitats which you should be trying to preserve and invest in for the future .
Building between 5,000 and 10,000 new homes in the countryside will cause irreparable damage to biodiversity and the ecology of the area. The only gain would be from cancelling the project all other options cause
damage.
The survey seems predicated on the development going ahead. Nature already generous, accessible, and good quality green space and water features that promote health and recreation. This development would
destroy them.
Leave the countryside as it is. It's already biodiverse

Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Cancel the project
Wild areas needed
Not doing it in the first place
investing in urban regeneration and protecting the existing green spaces in between the local towns. The area that is being built over is home to countless wild animals and plants that will be destroyed or displaced.
Whatever proposals there are will not offset the destruction that the development will cause. Now more than ever you should be protecting the natural environment and seeking alternative solutions rather than still be
transfixed on this new town. Listen to the local residents and the recent petition rather than ignore the people who live here.
YES CANCEL THIS STUPID IDEA OF SHAPLEY HEATH
No developement
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Consider leaving it as it is, houses, cars building work and 5000 homes multiply that by four to account for the people moving in and the answer is environmental suicide.
Ways for wildlife to safely move under streets and wildlife corridors
Surely the better approach is don't build houses on green field site
Surely the best "gain" is not to irrevocably destroy the existing open countryside?
larger private gardens
Public table tennis tables to turn up and use. Basic gym machines in public places.
Don’t build on it.
Yes - large gardens that encourage veg plots and planting
There should be hedgehog highways and between gardens also homes for hedgehogs to hibernate in- Planting schemes to support pollinators, birds and other animals - Meadows and woodland should be included. Bat
boxes and bird boxes should be installed
DON'T BUILD IT!!! 5,000+ homes is GUARANTEED to destroy much of the ecology and biodiversity we enjoy in this beautiful green space!
Yes. Keep the biodiversity as it is! That would be the best beneficial way to keep the biodiversity in the area it is in at the moment. Also who wants to live right next to th m3 and a railway! As well as the A30! So much
pollution! Would you really build a new secondary school near the M3!?? Or would you locate the cheaper, council owns housing next to the M3/railway! Like you did on The estate in Fleet. Elvetham.
This Survey is biased toward development over our countryside and the results canot reflect real Public Opinion
No need for a new garden community has been proposed
This question assumes that the decision to create the garden community has been made, this is not the case. The best approach to delivering ecological and biodiversity gains is to re-purpose empty retail and commercial
premises and not concrete over green fields and woodlands with the premise that this is good for the environment.
You should not be considering this sea of houses at all
No
Not proceeding with SHGV is the only way to protect the area from destructive development
Yeah... don’t build it. We don’t want it.
Not building and leaving the land as open space.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
The more the better
yes please see my previous comments regarding equestrian facilities - thank you
Don’t build it so you don’t destroy what’s there already
encouraging the community to garden organically, hedgehog pathways etc (which will require no slug pellets etc)
Do not build in green spaces!!!
Yes. Don't build houses on them.
If you have to build houses Don't build roads to every house.
Build car free paths and make cars park at hubs.

Yes just don't build 5,000 new homes, which bring with them more cars, more pollution, destroying natural habitats. There are more than enough new developments in the area and another on its way - Hareshill. Does this
area really need another?
Minimising traffic
DON'T BUILD IT!!! 5,000+ homes is GUARANTEED to destroy much of the ecology and biodiversity we enjoy in this beautiful green space!
There are virtually no gains by building and oversized housing estates with shops and hundreds more cars which is just a council tax raising scheme by heart with virtually non of the gain ploughed back in
Community participation schemes eg. Bee keeping, planting etc
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Screening/planting of trees, accessible footpaths/bridleways all year round. Natural hedgerows rather than fencing.
Yes. Do not build the new 'garden' community, and let countryside continue to exist, and the wildlife get on with its life.
Stopping the development. That will preserve more ecological and biodiversity than any and all mitigation plans could ever deliver.
Again - another leading question that is presumptive in nature and required. Objection to use of this data to support a positive view of development and filled in under duress
Building 5,000 new homes in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing to do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project completely.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Let's face it: building a "garden community" will hugely *reduce* ecological and biodiversity "gains"
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
These can be achieved without a new garden community and should not be dependent on any new garden community
building 000s of homes will cause irreparable damage
Yes - not building Shapley Health that would be the biggest gain
Do not develop!
Building 2000, 5000 or up to 10000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best way to protect and enhance them would be to cancel the project now!
Yes, don’t build on green spaces which is what this ‘community’ will do. Brownfield sites should always be considered first instead of removing habitats and woodland and replacing with homes that are not wanted or
needed
The best way of delivering biodiversity and ecological gain is not to build thousands of houses in the countryside which will damage beyond imagining the ecology and biodiversity of an historic area. DO NOT BUILD IT.
Yes - don't build it!!
Building all these new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing is to cancel the project now.
Don't isolate green spaces - they have to be linked together.
It is much better to preserve existing habitats than it is to create new ones for both protecting biodiversity and for maximising co2 storage.
Yes, you can't make any gain when you are shrinking the amount of green space and non built on space.
Reduce the amount of ground that is paved or covered over. The challenge is that unless you are building on brownfield sites, you will destroy the natural habitat forever on the built areas. However, hard you try to
compensate for the loss of green space or justify reasons for building on it. Building on the Green Belt just creates urban sprawl in most towns. Basingstoke, Bracknell and Andover are good examples of this. Villages
once quite separate to the town are now linked to it. They have lost their individuality. More planting within development areas should be mandatory. Increase potential nesting sites, for birds, on buildings. Have wide
avenues between houses with grass/wildflower verges, hedgerow and trees. To help wildlife ban or restrict dogs from much of the green space. Operate as they do on beaches in the UK. Dog owners cannot be relied
upon to act responsibly. The increase in dog ownership during the pandemic has proven this. Fining owners is not sufficient and is not effective. Access to dogs and their owners should be restricted, particularly during the
breeding season (Mar - Sep). It might be worth considering a dog park/meadow where there are certain natural (wooden) obstacles that test canine agility and, therefore, make it an interesting place to visit? We need to
avoid the nasty habit of dog poo bags appearing everywhere, discarded on the ground, hung on gate posts or from trees, and dog poo bins overflowing. Make the dog areas a child free zone too. Given the marshy ground
that exists in the proposed development area, I imagine significant drainage and river management will be required to manage the run off from the extensive paved area. The creation of wetlands is inevitable. There will
be a need to take the pressure off the local roads with commuters trying to access the M3. A relief road running parallel to the M3 that services the 'New Town' may need to be considered. Another motorway junction, in
my opinion, will need to created between Hook (J5) and Fleet Services. Logically, this would need to be where the M3 crosses the B3016 Odiham Road but that may require compulsory purchase of property in that area.
An alternative site would be on the junction with Taplin's Farm Lane or thirdly, modifying the Fleet Services junction and using a relief road adjacent to the M3 to link the 'New Town'. This may reduce some of the
disturbance to flora and fauna, if landscaped well.
Creation of bog land to enhance co2 collection
Yes, cancel the whole Shapley Heath Garden Community project
Yes - cancel the project. Building new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage the existing ecology and diversity
Opportunities for the sustainable re-introduction of native species of fauna and flora should be considered and taken where appropriate.
I do not agree with SHGV

Building 2,000 5,000 or 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and bio diversity. The best thing you can do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now!
Don't build loads of new houses which will destroy the ecology and local biodiversity
Collecting rain water to allow green areas to be watered. Woods/trees being grown
Making sure that access is available to all members of Society.
Keeping existing countryside to maintain environment for native plants and animals, not cramming it full of “heritage inspired” homes for people to commute to work up the M3 in their fancy SUVs
Not building on open spaces or green belt to preserve the environment and ensure no impact to wildlife
Stop building new houses
Don't build a new settlement on greenfield space. This threaten biodiversity and ecological gains.
Enhance existing agricultural fields
Don’t build on green belt land unnecessarily
Future proof by not building ever on greenfield site like the one in question
Don't build this new town where you have planned. It is a disaster for the local area.
Understanding the local environment so that any new plantings are appropriate and suitable for the area. Too often developers do not choose the best tree or plant types,just the cheapest.
This should be integrated within the built areas, not just to allocated wildlife or open space areas
Building 2000 homes or more will destroy biodiversity in this area and cause irreparable damage. Newly created natural spaces will create years to establish and are unlikely to be as resilient. The space should not be
developed.
Inspire homeowners to make the most of their gardens. Plant trees for the future of the right height and diversity
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the projectnow.
Building any number of new houses in this area will cause irreparable damage to local ecosystems and biodiversity. The best solution is to stop the project now
don't build on green field - use land that has already been used
Not building the garden village
DO NOT BUILD HERE
This will have such a negative impact on the environment. The uk was recently criticised for its loss of biodiversity. This area is home to so many endangered birds. It is shame that many of these will lose their homes.
why destroy what is there already?
Yes, don't build the garden community
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Yes, building 5000+ houses will destroy the ecological and biodiversity of the area.
No
Don’t build it and you will not have to consider any of the above
We need to create some mini forests like other areas
Don’t concrete over greenfield land
Stop cutting the verges - allow wild flowers to grow for bees and insect life. Don't build this development! The wildlife is running out of places to live. 5,000 new homes will destroy vital habitat and limit biodiversity hugely!
To build a large new development on a greenfield site could not avoid having a large adverse effect on the wildlife. Cancel this proposal, carry out a high quality redevelopment of Fleet thus leaving the existing
countryside for the enjoyment of the residents.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Leave it as it is. Build one house and you affect the local ecosystem. Displacing deer, rabbits, badgers, bats, insects and birds. Nothing can justify such green land being destroyed for thousands of houses. Look at the
QEB development. Houses everywhere. Green spaces but dotted inbetween endless concrete and bricks. This Shapley development is a disgrace to nature.
The nature reserves at bramshot, Edenbrook, heartland park and Elvetham heath are all excellent examples of what could be done -‘they balance nature and protection of habitats with recreational spaces for the public to
enjoy.
Investigating current wildlife like the kingfishers, bats, owls, stag beetles, starlings, goldfinches so that they are not driven away.
Instead of building on allotments (Greenfields School) there should be more of them so that people in any of the houses that already exist could use them
Education such as bat walks, bird and flora identification. Encouraging individuals to care and maintain the environment to reduce litter and vandalism
Don’t destroy our green areas by guiding this new development! Biodiversity is incredibly important and green space should not be destroyed for lots of houses!
Recycling

DO NOT BUILD
Leave nature alone as much as possible. Do not build unless it is absolutely necessary.
not building at SH?
Yes - don't build the new town
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
No
The Winchfield area is a vital green space that lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity for each of them. The ecological and biodiversity that will be hacked
through when trees, fields, nesting areas and other sites are destroyed by the new town is beyond comprehension
I don't understand the hypocrisy of justifying the destruction an existing natural habitat by promising to building wildlife corridors to replace them
Building SHGV in the countryside will irreparably damage the ecology and biodiversity. So don't build SHGV.
Just don’t build it
Yes, dont build it. You will cause untold environmental damage. Stop Shapley Heath
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Don't built this site
Please do not build SHGV. The amount of damage it will do in term of the ecology will far out weigh anything else you do.
This development is diverting significant money that coul£ be better used to regenerate Fleet
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Calling this a "garden community" is a marketing nonsense. What is being proposed is 2500 then 5000 then 10000 then beyond of destruction of precious land. Taken up by laziness of not sorting existing towns and
villages infrastructure and development issues. The approach being well just go and build yet another town over the countryside rather than getting to fixes for root cause. To deliver ecological and biodiversity gains this
land must be protected not concreted and tarmac'd over.
Don't build it
You are having a laugh when suggesting flood management. Have you been on Pale Lane when we had prolonged rain? Plenty of natural flooding, no need to plan for this.
Protection of existing areas of SSSI
Somewhat of a stupid question as building several thousand new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity.
If anything protected found, don't do it, by creating an alternative habitat, still needs time to be appropriate so not beneficial anyway
Only build 2000 houses max
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Not building on the natural land
Link to Riverside walks by the Whitewater
Keep the housing density LOW ie 5000 houses involves far too much brick, concrete and tarmac
Yes, the destruction of existing green facilities this development will cause
Don’t ruddy build a new settlement
Yes, stop chopping down existing trees and concreting over the existing countryside and let nature look after itself .
How much more money can you make from the scheme without anyone questioning it?
Building the huge number of houses that are proposed would damage the ecology of the area irreparably. Cancel the whole idea.
Wilding of existing open arable fields to semi-open scrubland, using grazing herbivores to expose a more diverse seedbank
No
I fail to see how building thousands of houses and the massive infrastructure that this would require could possibly deliver any sort of ecological or biodiversity gains. You are in cloud cuckoo land if you think it will.
Protect existing wild animals which are diverse within the Hart community
Previous reports highlighting the environmental impact of this new garden community needs to be addressed on this survey.
I'm not sure that house building is an ecological gain
Don't create new areas. Don't destroy the old
No

Reduce the pressure of population, ie LESS HOUSING IN AN AREA THAT HAS ALREADY HAD A DISPROPORTIONATE AMOUNT OF IMPOSED DEVELOPMENT!!
No
Building 2,000 plus new houses in the countryside will damage ecology and biodiversity. Once it is gone, it's gone. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance the area, is not build this many houses
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
should the garden community be created at all?
I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH. BY NOT BUILDING YOU WILL BE DELIVERING ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY GAINS!!!!!
Don't build an oversized development.
Don't build it.
Not sure how you make gains by building on top of green fields and woodlands - by its nature you're destroying ecology and biodiversity.
More sustainable energy eg making solar panels standard on all new houses.
Enhanced insulation - above the industry standard requirement
Provision of allotments
No solid fuel heating, including log burners etc
It can’t be a gain if you reduce the existing biodiversity by building on it.
Do not build it, then you will not be polluting the area with building machinery etc.and causing traffic choas
Yes, not building the "garden community" on green space.
Educational provision to increase public knowledge and awareness of how conservation and biodiversity can be sustained
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Incorporating new woodland into the design of the development. People love woodland areas.
Porous road/drive surfaces
Why does it have to be within? Surely better to avoid sprawl.
Actively encourage bees, plants on top of bus stops, all public buildings, commercial and medical buildings to have solar panels.
Not building any more houses
Dont build it
N/A
Lots of tree planting
Yes, don't build it. You will create one large mass of housing and more people in an already crowded area
Not destroying existing habitats
The current countryside is perfect and very eco diverse
Managed woodlands with walking and cycle tracks
look at brown field site around rush moor
Yes, don’t build a garden village and leave the countryside alone
You should protect the countryside first and foremost, and not build a new town.
i am sure there are
Stop building this - it will have an enormous impact on ecological and biodiversity
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Creating a garden community will destroy the existing biodiversity!
Don’t build this development it’s not needed
No Because it won't happen
Yes. It is very simple, dont build a housing estate.
As previously mentioned, the planting of a good number of trees within any development and decent garden space with corridors for wildlife

Protection of the Canal and it's environment
Not to build it. Why pretend that building on green land will enhance any ecological aspects. Who are you trying to kid???
This proposed scheme will do irreparable and irreversible damage to the existing ecology and biodiversity of Hart. The only serious answer to your question is to cancel the project and, by doing so you will not cover
1000s of acres of Hart and its beauty under concrete.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
no
Green roofs &/or roof gardens on buildings - especially on public buildings and flats.
Underground car parks to encourage more green spaces around homes instead of hardstandings.
Yes - suggest the project does not go ahead. Must be better for ecology and biodiversity than building up to 10000 houses.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
How can building hundreds of homes on what is now farmland in any way increase biodiversity. It will have the diametrically opposite effect. Just DONT BUILD IT.
Not doing it at all, putting 5000 homes in a presently rural partially wooded area that already provides diverse habitats for recreation and wildlife to prosper. Even with 'management' all this development not to mention the
increase in congestion is hardly likely to inprove the environment of Hart or its biodiversity.
Do not build on green spaces, we need to protect the areas from this, but this means nothing as you will just build, build, build
Do not build houses on green spaces. Waterproofing the land with concreate and tarmac is a bio hazard
Build on brownfield sites first and not mess with the ecological and biodiversity of the local area
You will be destroying significant spaces of ecological and biodiversity importance. Please don't try and pretend you care about these aspects of our locality.
Good connectivity throughout the new development for wildlife
We should NOT be considering a garden community at all.
Not building 5000 houses or more will protect and deliver ecological and biodiversirty gains
Area contains many very old beautiful tree - these should be protected and retained
If and when more housing is needed, dont build all of the housing in the North of Hart which has an impact across the entire North of the area
I do not agree with your CREATING new artificial environments. Leave the old ones alone so you don’t need to creat new. You cannot accurately rank a list of criteria all of which are spurious
Instead of just grass gardens encourage gardens with more pollination plants. Reserve a large area for habitat to reduce fractured habitats and provide areas where animals can live furthers away from human encounters.
The creation of this large urban development on existing greenfields etc will cause huge damage to the existing biodiversity. There would not be any gains.
The biggest gains would be achieved by not building Shapley Heath.
wildlife corridors
Don't build it
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Have areas where there is no access for people and their rubbish
Abandon this unnecessary scheme
Opportunities for the garden community residents and businesses to be involved in supporting the ecology and biodiversity of the settlement.
No
Nature is able to manage this without mans interference therefore the open land as it is should be left alone
Limit the amount of housing. 5000 is a lot and could put a strain on the local community.
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
This should only be studied as stated by the Inspector once all alternatives have been identified. This does not appear to be the cae
Not building Shapley Heath in the first place
No
An existing flood plain - is not a new green space... Green spaces are not parks.. environmental and human use of green space should be though of as seperate questions
Spread development across hart, not all fleet or a garden village
Building up to 10,000 new homes will irreparably damage ecology and diversity. If you value ecology and biodiversity, you will cancel the project now
Maintain the present countryside by not building.

No
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Again, why are you only asking about a new community of 5000 houses in open landscape. Why are we not considering redevelopment of existing centres.
I don't want the garden community full stop. You do not have my permission to include the answers to question 20
.
Yes don’t build it and destroy what nature and farming has built
How can building over the countryside delivery any form of ecological and biodiversity gains? Do not do it. Protect our countryside and its wildlife as it is. Maintain open access to the paths, tracks and trails in the extensive
countryside that surrounds Fleet for running, walking and cycling. Please do not build over our countryside and do not allow the DIO to fence off access to military owned land.
Planting native trees, shrubs, plants that support wildlife. Not allow the paving over of front gardens or Astro turfing of back gardens. Stop building on the green belt.
Don't destroy it for the communities in Hart to start with!
Building 10000 new homes on top of the existing growth of new builds is farcical if you are serious about the environment. Brownfield development ONLY
Don't build the garden community
Yes don't build on green field sites
Hart District Council should already be delivering on all the above points. I fail to see how proposing the building of a new settlement on a greenfield site with a devastating impact on the local environment and all the local
communities in any way accords with the counci'ls responsibilities to the environment or to the tax-paying population. Cancel the project!
Yes, don’t build on it.
Building a new town of thousands of houses in the countryside will not deliver such gains. Protect our rural heritage by cancelling this unjustified project.
Not building it.
Consult with environmental charities and implement what they say.
Building any new development - whether 100 or 10,000+ new homes - in the countryside will cause irreparable damage to local ecology & biodiversity. The best course of action would be to cancel these unnecessary
plans now.
don't know
Wild areas
This is a contradiction in terms as there are already lots of ecological and biodiversity in this area and you are wishing to build on it and destroy it when there is no requirement for it
This area is the 'green heart' of Hart and currently delivers that ecological benefit and biodiversity, having a garden community would only damage that.
No new garden village
Building up to 10,000 new houses will result in a lowering of the ecological landscape and biodiversity. The biggest measure to ensure ecological and biodiversity gains is to manage the existing environment - NOT to
build over it!
Don’t build this and you won’t ruin the existing biodiversity
Actively preserving as much as possible of existing habitats.
Not building on our countryside
A landscape based approach and consider habitats outside of the development area. No point having good quality new habitat if the surrounding existing stuff is poor quality. Avoid targeting specific species across broad
areas.
there are no gains compared to what is currently there - natural space. this is NOT a Brownfield site being enhanced, this is green space being ripped asunder.
Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and
amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Enhance what is there & work inproving the ecological & biodiversity within existing & brown field sites
Not building on it!
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
Building up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside is wanton vandalism & will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project.
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Gains? Not sure how you can propose a question like this when suggesting the build of 10000 houses?
Leave the land to the existing agricultural use
No the Shapley Heath
Not building and leaving as is.

Trees
Leave the existing community alone.
I fail to see how development on existing ecological and biodiverse land will be anything other than a net loss rather than a gain.
I do not see how this can be a gain when you are building over so much land that is not built on.
Yes. Don't build all over it.
Yes. Don’t disrupt it at all. Go somewhere where you won’t ruin the existing environment.
Destroying what is already here cannot be replaced. This is not a brown field site. There are so many empty office blocks and factories which can be developed. Destroying the countryside is a crime against nature.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Ensuring that for every tree taken down a new one is planted in place
Building 5,000 plus houses in the proposed location will hugely damage the existing ecology and biodiversity.
Just leave it alone. It does just fine without our meddling.
Miinimise impact of cars
No. This survey is written as though this is a foregone conclusion to have the Garden Village. It is not needed.
Yeah, leave it alone. Don't build on it.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Protection
Do not build
Just don’t build it
Building 2,000, 5,000 (or up to 10,000) new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Don’t build Shapley heath
Leave nature to take its own course and not create much fouled dog walking tracks like Edenbrook, where dogs off lead continually harass the wildlife
Hart DC declared a Climate Emergency. Your GV proposal directly contravenes your stated aim to make that emergency front and central of all policies and decision making. Senseless. Regenerating Fleet Town is the
common sense option which satisfies your policy and follows the local plan
Focus on what we already have and enhance that rather than destroying existing areas and recreating something new
Clear positive biodiversity gains
Do not build it
No
not build homes too close to one another and larger gardens particularly at the front as most new estates look like car parks as insufficient parking creates congestion and parking in inappropriate places like pavements,
turning circles in cul de sacs etc.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the Shapley Heath project
now.
No
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now
It should be the primary focus of any plan to improve the area.
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Stop destroying the very valuable and much needed existing natural environment and habitats that we all need to keep us sane and healthy. Do not concrete over this valuable resource.
Don't impose the garden community on the existing green space.
Making sure the new community doesn’t destroy existing ecology and bio diversity in the area
Yes. not building it. It will DAMAGE biodiversity. And as for your assertion that it will enhance ecological connectivity? Really? Cancel the project.
Please don’t build on the existing fragile natural habitat that exists in Hart.

People fight nature. Where there are people, nature retreats. So less people, more nature.
There are no biological enhancements to concreting over a vast track of land
What to do about dogs, current green space is just a dog toilet
Encourage participation of local schools in these areas so they have some ownership.
The importance of Trees
Yes. Abandoning SHGV is the best way to maintain the current ecology and biodiversity of the area.
Ask for advice from ecological and biodiversity experts to make sure that future works are fully supported as long term sustainable schemes, and these should be reviewed on a regular basis. Too many developer led
schemes are to do with convenience and cost and may not reflect genuine enhancement, improvement and ecology protection aims.
Yes, stop building over the green spaces we already have!
Yes. Not building it.
Building 2000, 5000 or up to 10000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing to do to protect and enhance them is CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW>
Don't develop where it isn't needed
Dont build it.
Do not tamper with the existing ecology/biodiversity
None. You will be destroying it by building
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project now.
Not building the garden town in the first place might be an idea. Build housing to accommodate the housing waiting lists only and ensuring such homes are distributed AROUND all local villages/towns within Hart.
Is this a joke? you are proposing to build over some of the most biodiverse habitats in county...
Yes, don't do it. It will be massively ecologically damaging. The number is ridiculous. 5,000??? What planet are you people living on????!!!!
as I appreciate having own garden space, would suggest this is also considered
No
Ensure gardens are as green as possible. Less artificial lawns and concrete.
The ecological and biodiversity of Hart will be lost anyway. Only solution is to move away. But we have lived here for 27 years and we don’t want too. All sounds like Farthing Wood. Very sad
Density of housing - controlling private landlords buying '3 bed houses' and dividing them into 6 bed HMOs etc.
NOT BUILDING IT AND LEAVING IT AS IT IS WITH ALL THE GREEN SPACE
Full ecological and environmental surveys done by an independent professional body to protect the areas you have earmarked for the village
Building 2,000, 5,000 or up to 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity. The best thing you could do to protect and enhance them is to cancel the project
now.
Yes - do not build in Winchfield
Just how critically important this is, given the appalling scale of loss in UK, compared with other European countries. Limiting the use of pesticides is important. Preserving or creating hedgerows and wilding areas is as
important as woodland, but has been ignored.
Don't over-manage natural habitat
Don’t build the garden community
no
Your proposals threaten the very existance of biodiversity in the target development area. The weasel words are written by developers who are only interested in obtaining permission and will then destroy all in their path
without accountability. Just take a look around any recently completed settlement.
None that aren't covered
Align resident motivations to desired outcomes. This is the fundamental reason for failure elsewhere, e.g., please cycle and no secure storage at the destinatoin, please use public transport that is inconvenient and costly.
Feeding CCH with backhanders
No
Fewer houses with more space between them
Leave the wonderful diversity and connected green areas as they are rather than making hart one big urban sprawl
Leave existing country side as it is currently. I love it as it is.
Yes, absolutely: simply protect what is already there and don't re-develop it. That really is ecological vandalism. Protect an cherish the countryside we already have, and ditch the so-called 'new town'.
No

Building 5,000 - 10,000 new houses in the countryside will irreparably damage ecology
and biodiversity.
I object to SHGC. Anything built will not enhance, rather it will reduce ecological and biodiversity within the area.
Do not build it.
Don't destroy what is already there.
Ensure that you know and understand what already exists and allow it to co-exist with any new development
No.

Question 22: New communities should be designed for generations to come. What are the most important aspects of future proofing to you?
Please pick your top three.
Answer Choices
Buildings which are designed to be flexible in their use over time rather than being replaced
Service infrastructure (utilities/communication) which are designed to be flexible in their use over time rather than being replaced
Transport infrastructure that can adapt to new technologies and changing habits
Green infrastructure that supports a variety of uses such as play, walking, cycling and community events
Room for the community to grow without joining with surrounding towns/villages
Local industry that can respond to economic shifts and the emergence of new sectors
Supporting new jobs, economic shifts and the emergence of new skills and sectors
A place that can adapt to climate change
A community that can adapt to changing demographics
Flexible local services (health, education) that can adapt to changing needs
Other (please specify)

Responses

Responses
22%
19%
23%
36%
38%
4%
8%
20%
11%
31%
36%

Answered
Skipped

Other (please specify)
Flexible local services (health, education) that can adapt to changing needs
A community that can adapt to changing demographics
A place that can adapt to climate change
Supporting new jobs, economic shifts and the emergence of new skills and sectors
Local industry that can respond to economic shifts and the emergence of new sectors

Responses

Room for the community to grow without joining with surrounding towns/villages
Green infrastructure that supports a variety of uses such as play, walking, cycling and
community events
Transport infrastructure that can adapt to new technologies and changing habits
Service infrastructure (utilities/communication) which are designed to be flexible in their use
over time rather than being replaced
Buildings which are designed to be flexible in their use over time rather than being replaced
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

171
150
174
281
295
31
62
158
84
239
275
771
426

Other (please specify)
Re-purpose empty office buildings in a post covid working environment.
Invest in our existing communities and protecting all countryside - abandon the focus on building a new town as it is ridiculous and would destroy hart. It’s only benefit is giving money to the council to bail it out die
to the mismanagement since CCH and LibDems took control.
I don't want the garden community
You can best future proof the area by cancelling the Shapley Heath Garden Community project
Don’t ruin the already existing communities
None
No toxic emissions
To not build the new development and instead re-develop and enhance the existing, distinct villages and towns.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Do not build shapely Heath
Sop building and proposing to build on greenfield sites and build or plan instead to build on brownfield sites such as large swathes of Fleet town centre
The best course of action is to protect green fields, woodlands, SINCs, and SSSIs. These enhance the quality of life and well-being, they provide a natural balance a habitat for wildlife and their ability to capture
carbon has a positive effect in combating climate change. By contrast this project would increase Hart’s carbon footprint and contribute to climate change. To avoid this, it should be cancelled.
The future proof is to protect this area from this development.
We should be protecting the fields, woodlands and other spaces that we already have.
Best way is to protect our green fields
Financial security for CCH
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
You need to concentrate on improving Hart's current settlements rather than designing a new one
The best way to future proof this area is not to add to Hart’s carbon footprint by proceeding with this development.
Preserving irreplaceable natural habitats
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
These things should be used to consider improving the developments that already exist and not to build new ones.
This survey presumes that a garden community is the best solution. I do not subscribe to that assumption
There are already so many brown field sites and empty commercial buildings available, don't destroy our countryside for the next generation - it can never be replaced.
Most important aspect is to leave this large area of green belt land and do not build on it
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINC's and SSSi's. They enhance the wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. And, MOST
importantly DO NOT BUILD ON LAND THAT IS PRONE TO FLOODING. The water meadows between Hook and Murrell Green flood frequently. Water meadows should never be built on as they have several
vital roles. Firstly, to take the flood waters when a river bursts its banks and as important, to let water filter down to replenish the aquifers. As we concrete over the land, so the aquifers have less areas to
replenish their supplies of water which are so vital.
To not build an unnecessary new town
Don’t build and I’ll answer proper question when this isn’t a sham survey
Stop the whole scheme and you wont need this
Only consider new communities if, and only if, there has been demonstrated a need in accordance with the Local Plan
NO NEW HOMES DEVELOPMENTS SUPER TOWNS
Stop the downward spiral Hart council has adopted stop-building stupid on green field and push back to encourage brown field usage. Flowering up market garden towns is a insult to the people that live in the
area. And don’t manipulate surveys to get the answers you want .

Don’t build a new settlement
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, DSINCs, SSSI's. They enhance well being and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the project
now.
This development unfortunately will be so large that it will end up joining existing towns and villages and so will not remain a community in itself for long.
Cancel the project
We do not need Shapley Heath
The most important is not to build houses that the government has stated are not needed and not to ruin towns and villages when so many brownfield sites could be used to enhance the local towns and put Fleet
on the map as somewhere to live like New hey rather than the sad neglected place it has been left to before
New communitets should only be bult where requried
If you want to to look after future generations, surely not destroying the natural habitat and small local communities is the best solution?
Preserving the valuable countryside by looking at housing options within existing conurbations rather than creating huge housing estates unnecessarily
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks.
Preserving all established woodland, SSSI's and SINC's need to be both preserved and established and the overall established green character of the area needs to be defended vociferously. Stopping the project
now would be the best way to preserve our area for future generations, and preserve the health of the area.
not relevant as project not relevant
The future is to leave the area as it is
I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
Let the future generations enjoy the countryside as it is. Shapley Heath is a poor ambition.
Climate change is an emergency. Building on green space contributes massively to your carbon footprint. Future proof against climate change by not building on green space.
Farmland
Protect the existing green open spaces, wildlife and environment
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
You're destroying today as well as the future. Stop Shapley Heath
Protecting the countryside in its current form with wildlife and open spaces for all
Development of existing brownfield.
Merging extant towns and villages into a single conurbation would significantly damage the character of each town and the area in general.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSIs. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitats and carbon sinks.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
Only build against demonstrated need. Be prepared to change plans as needs change. Don't build if there is no demonstrated need.
Abandon the scheme
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option
(3) SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
Don't build it - it isn't necessary
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
Shapley Heath project now.
Don't build the town.
Green infrastructure already exists but this project threatens to destroy some of it. Cancel this proposal and redevelop brownfield sites.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Ensuring whatever investment is made cannot be withdrawn, sold, changed or closed by any future local authority only enhanced and increased in scope.

Reuse existing community
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks.
Don’t build it
Large developments become fractured with pockets of neglect and better areas. Best to avoid large developments.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Appropriate funding to ensure maintenance and upkeep of the area
all the others are important too but what you propose with SHGC immediately creates coalescence so why are you asking this? I have had to come back to this question because the survey closes without asking
me if I have any other comments. I found this survey to be overly complicated, did not explain that if I chose 'other' as one of my options it would keep sending me round a loop without telling me what was wrong,
it is not explained that you cannot 'save' at any point so if you dont have time to do it all then your previous responses will be lost. so it was 'unfriendly' and some of the questions are related to issues it is way
beyond your ability to control. it is open to bias as any one from any where can complete it. It is possible to complete several or many copies of this survey and no requirement to be a Hart resident. whatever
results you decide to interpret from this 'survey' will lack validity so it's yet another waste of our money. in Hart you have the opportunity to maintain a good urban / rural balance yet you seem determined to
destroy that. if you do eventually build SHGC a future council will be asked to sacrifice yet more fields for another one - then what? using
build somewhere else
Not building
The best thing out of all of the above is to cancel the project now.
Most important is developing Fleet properly and avoiding new towns/communities. Please respect local plans.
Don’t build houses please
Generations to come will blame us for wracking the planet. Building unnecessary houses will simply add to those crimes.
protect the woodlands
The leave the green open spaces as they are for everyone to enjoy
Preserving natural spaces and not building on greenfield sites.
Cancelling the SHGV project and maintaining the existing green spaces and blue spaces would be the best way to retain a viable green infrastructure, which will also help to reduce climate change by capturing
carbon. In addition, many of the above criteria are not within your power to promise or determine.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now. [The other point here is that many of these items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing demographics"? They do
not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space].
The best way forward is to protect our rural environment. Cancel the project now.
Protect our countryside is the most important thing we can do for the generations to come. Do not build over our countryside. Over population of Fleet and the surrounding area will be an ecological disaster.
Facilities for young families and older generation. Not for wealthy commuters
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project.
The existing countryside
Leave the countryside as it is. How stupid is an option to grow without joining surrounding villages given the development plan does the exact opposite
The best future proofing is to better manage the existing district; protect our green spaces, woodland, water courses and SSSIs rather than destroy and creat artificial areas. They are a great benefit to the
community providing space for exercise and well being, the farms provide food, there is habaitat for our wildlife. We do NOT need this project.
Zero carbon again !
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Not building on greenfield sites
Protecting the environment that we have now that is what your job should be
The best way to future proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW
Once built on, the land is lost forever to future generations.

The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINC's and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Many of these
items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing demographics"? They do not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or
education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
The best way by far to future proof and protect the countryside of Hart district is not to build all over our SSSIs and ancient woodland and severely impact historic landscapes around a Norman church and in an
area mentioned in the Domesday Book.
SHGV is not needed. In 2019 SHGV was removed from the Local Plan because it was unnecessary to meet the housing numbers. It is still unnecessary.
We don’t want it.
carbon neutral buildings, embracing solar panels, grey water, heat pumps etc
The jokes about Hartley Winchhook will no longer be jokes. The statement “room for the community to grow without joining with surrounding towns/villages is impossible to achieve. Just look at satellite images of
existing towns, villages and hamlets.
This whole survey does not take in to consideration the vanity of the project and the disregard for natural areas.
By protecting the country side as it is now and not building on iy
Future proof by following your local plan, respecting the advice of the planning inspector and stop forcing an unnecessary development on your local residents
Protecting the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI. Eliminating unnecessary development. Making protection of the natural environment a top priority
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
The only possible future proofing is to protect what is already there, not build a new town of between 5,000 and 10,000 new homes.
You should be spending your efforts considering how to apply these features to the community which already exists: Fleet. We don't need new houses and infrastructure: we need to capitalise on what already
exists rather than apparently assuming that it cannot be adapted to current and future needs. Regenerate Fleet! Abandon the crazy garden community idea!
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbonm sinks. Cancel the
project now. The other point to make is he other point here is that many of these items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing
demographics"? They do not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space
The best thing that can be done is to cancel the whole idea and protect our wonderful environment.
Too many options, impossible to choose 3 only.
This begs the question again.
Protect the countryside
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Buildings which are built to last over 200 years, not the flimsy houses built in Fleet recently
Preserve and adapt the current communities, particularly those that are struggling like Fleet
This development is not needed or required.
Please protect the green fields for future generations to enjoy as the currently provide a range of benefits for the whole community.
Protect the countryside for our future generations. Ironically one of the points above says about room for the community to grow without JOINING with surround towns/villages. PLEASE LOOK AT THE MAP!
Please dont mislead the public
Not destroying the countryside so it becomes a concrete jungle
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
Not destroying our existing green space and habitats
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
This was removed from the local plan in 2019 because it was and still is, unnecessary to meet the housing numbers
Protecting the countryside for future generations.
The best way is to preserve what we have - do not destroy it
I object to SHGC. Regenerate what you already have. Do not start a process that will end up in communities linked from one to another. Fleet and Hook need regeneration and that would be the most effective
way for Hart DC to do what it says it has as a top priority, reduce H02 emissions.Climate Change crisis needs to be put to the forefront of Hart DC plans, not building 1000's of unwanted new homes
We need to ensure that the green and open spaces between villages and town's is maintained and not engulfed in one massive metropolitan area.
Retain green fields

Protect the existing green space.
reuse and recycle
What a stupid question
Protect our green spaces, woodlands, SINCs & SSSIs which enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel Shapley Heath
the is counter intuitive
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINC's and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Many of these
items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing demographics"? They do not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or
education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - cancel this project.
Best way to future proof is to protect green fields, woodland! SINC and SSS’s all of which enhance our quality of life, provide food, carbon sinks and habitat.
Why change what's there now?
I agree with much of the sentiment and aspirations of the garden village but this cannot be viewed in isolation of the harm and detriment inflicted on the much higher numbers of people living locally who would
suffer from the permanent damage to the environment and rural landscape that is so important to the current residents of Hart.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Future proof our rural heritage by not building an unnecessary 5-10,000 houses on it. Most of the above is not within HDC's remit to promise. Cancel this project.
Don't build Shapely Heath
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect its most valuable asset which is the beautiful landscape and the well-being and mental health and quality life for it's existing residents
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
3 phase power to every home from the start to enable home charging
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
I see no need to waste time answering this question about a settlement that has been deemed unnecessary.
Establish the clear need in the first place. The case for this development has not been made. Why is money being wasted by Hart Council? A development like this would have catastrophic impact on exiting local
villages with increased traffic on what are already overladen and dangerous roads. There will be blood on the hands of those that try and continue with this unproven and ill thought through proposal. It is sadly
only a matter of times until a fatality occurs as a result exceeds and speeding traffic through existing rural communities. Why are certain members of the council so obsessed and what is their real motive to be in
the pockets of developers? In summary this development is unnecessary and has an unproven case and mandate.
Protect our green fields and woodlands from unnecessary housing development.
The countryside should not be filled up with large developments such a SHGV Our towns and villages will loose their character
Rubbish
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure
amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Future proof by looking elsewhere to build, not on a greenfield site.
long lasting homes rated EPC A
Future proof enough by not developing in the first place
Existing countryside left undeveloped and not destroyed
You are not future proofing anything by building SHGV, you would be destroying a large amount of valuable greenspace and countryside that future generations could not enjoy, where carbon sinking by trees etc
would be impossible to compensate for. Look at ways of improving Hart's grotty town centres to provide multi-story apartments, and populate the high streets with small businesses and leisure facilities, and be
innovative about green spaces within towns. Expand all settlements proportionally without merging them.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now
The best way to future proof our district is to cancel this project and protect our green fields and countryside.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Houses to be built with solar panels and air source heat pump. Houses built to make the most of the natural light eg. south facing living areas.
Saving precious green space for future generations - we will never get back to green space once built on and "parks" are not at all the same thing.

The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSIs. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
We are fine as we are. Please leave this area alone.
Do not destroy the natural environment in the first place
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Again, I am bullied to answer these questions
There should be more emphasis on sympathetic rejuvenation projects in Fleet, Odiham and Hook
not building this new town in the first place
The best way to future proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SIN and SSSIs. They enhance the wellbeing and our quality of life, as well as providing much needed food, habitat and
carbon sinks. Cancel the project now.
If you have to build maybe a smaller number of houses
Why not use the buildings that are already there. Plenty of empty office buildings in Hook. Loads of empty houses in Odiham.
Cancel the project!
The best way to future-proof our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSi’s. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the project now!
NO TO SHAPLEY HEATH
The best way to future proof Hart is to not turn it into urban sprawl, which is exactly what this proposed development will do
Do not approve this proposal
The best future proofing is to protect our green fields, woodlands, SINCs and SSSIs from overdeveloped as per your pproject whichshould be cancelled now
Solar panels, electric car charge points
Green spaces
The proposal would be joining villages, so is already an issue.
Protect what we have for future generations - such as the recent purchase of Pewley Down at Guildford - purchased by 'crowd funding' & then leased to Natural England for 500 years.
The best way to future proof our district is to protect our green fields, woodlands, SINCs and SSSIs. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. .
Not in Winchfield
Local Housing need for 2020 has fallen for Hart. So there is no justification based on actual data
HDC cannot promise any of the above so this question is more nonsense.
It will join up all the villages
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Most of the neighbouring towns in the area (Camberley, Farnham, Aldershot etc) have attracted major investment for regeneration (running to hundreds of millions of pounds for each town). Only Fleet has failed
to attract major investment. We know from the two developers who expressed interest in investing in RHA’s Hart Shopping Centre redevelopment scheme that they were put off by HDC’s obvious lack of interest in
Fleet. HDC's New Town project seems designed to put off investors and to leave Fleet in decline. This is unacceptable.
We should be future-proofing our countryside by protecting against developments like you are planning.
Coalescence with existing towns and villages is inevitable if you build Shapley Heath. The green infrastructure is already enjoyed by many people for walking, riding and cycling.g
As I’ve already said we don’t need more houses we just need a better infrastructure for the ones that have already been built
The best future proofing for the area as to preserve what green space is still here and to develop of the existing brown field areas, especially as these houses are not required under the local plan
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the project
NOW.
Don't build a housing estate
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure
amenity for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
keep the existing countryside unspoilt
Don't build the new town
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.

I do not see how many of these things would be in the gift of the local authority- so can they promise these would be addressed. we already have creaking infstructure with the existing settlements so that should
be addressed first - not building more settlements. The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life,
provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. this project should not proceed and instead should be consulting about what we can do to improve the local environment - money would be much better spent
One fo the proposed answers here is room for the community to grow. This seems in poor taste given what this proposed town will do to existing villages.
This Survey is a sham and gives no opportuity for dissent
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to protect Hart for future geneartions is by not allowing extensive developments on greenfield sites for no better reason than to satisfy greedy landowners and avaricious developers. Our childrens'
future is worth more than the short term profits of these people.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINC's and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Many of these
items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing demographics"? They do not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or
education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space. There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Existing and stock now being built may prove to be sufficient for the demand. A new garden community will only be required if evidence can show a need.
Cancel the project now.
No new community is required. This green space should be preserved as it is for generations to come.
No new community should compromise any of the existing open spaces and communities
Can we please slow down and take stock. The number of houses that Hart has to provide in the years to come has been scaled down by the government. Also, we should look at small scale, affordable housing
for our young people and not build expensive houses for people from London etc.
It was decided by the inspector that a garden village could not be introduced into the local plan without proper evidence and public consultation that it was the best strategy when compared to alternatives. This has
not been done.
Retention of as large an are as possible of the existing farm- and woodland
The best way to future proof our area is to protect our green fields, woodlands, SINC’s and SSSI’s. They enhance wellbeing than quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the project now!
If you really want to future proof our existing community please stop encouraging more incomers to come to the area to live in the new not needed houses that you are proposing to build, the purchase of which will
just further inflate existing prices and reduce the affordability for existing young residents who wish to get on the property ladder. You do not have the powers to see into the future and design for something that
you cannot control.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Some of the definitions here are in fantasy land of achievability. Realistically cancelling the project will enable existing communities future proof
to not build houses that are not needed and that the planning inspector removed from the 2016-2032 plan. No to Shapley Heath
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now. [The other point here is that many of these items simply are not in the gift of the council to promise. How on earth do they deliver "a community that can adapt to changing demographics"? They do
not have jurisdiction over utility design, transport, health or education and they cannot control who lives there or which businesses might occupy the commercial space].
Build on brownfield first
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
Good quality houses with large gardens and preservation orders on the gardens.
The generations that come after us will not thank us when we have destroyed the countryside and we all live in a concrete jungle. Those who wish to live in cities or large towns will continue to do so but those who
want to live in the countryside want to see fields and farming not thousands of houses. Please don't ruin our villages.
Again not completed.
Stop this scheme
keep wide open green spaces with public access
Except this is being put forward to draw in new communities rather than plan for the needs of the existing population, future proofing is not to sell the family silver straight away, keep and protect what is there. Do
not rip up the countryside before absolutely necessary (it is not necessary now), future proof all other aspect of the area - live by the climate emergency (instea of paying lip service to it) - do not rip up the
countryside and improve recycling services and work on sustainable energy. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or
Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
The best way to future-proof our district is to not build on the Heart of Hart. Cancel the project.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands.

Protect our open spaces
Protection of our green spaces.
Not building on increasingly scarce green space thereby irreversibly altering the environment for future generations.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields and protect the woodlands. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the project now.
Houses that are not threatened by flood risk, which will increase with climate change. The area of search contains significant areas of flood risk.
the best way to future proof this idea is to abandon it as it is not necessary now and will not be in the foreseeable future
Retain existing agricultural fields
Is it necessary where it is proposed?
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks.
Not to have high density housing, oh dear too late for that!
build on brown field sites
Further development is not conducive to sustainability
Don’t build this development it’s not needed. Too much uilding in hart during the last decade, enough I’d enough
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The future generations will ask why the leaders of Hart council allowed this act of vandalism to take place. Do you want to explain your greed to them?
Future proofing in this context should mean designating much of the land for the proposed development as SSSI
No
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option
(3) SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Woodlands rather than houses are best for combating climate change
This development is UNSUSTAINABLE. Concentrate our money on Fleet regeneration & building the right housing in the right place. Developers around this area only want to sell large profit margin palaces that
the young & the retired cannot afford.
Please cancel the GC project. Generations to come will thank Hart for not proceeding and preventing a large conurbation in the heart of Hart. Failure to cancel will result in generations to come cursing Hart t
SHGV is not needed, it is unnecessary. There seems to be some odd bias by the HDC to build SHGV which appears to most people completely irrational. Do not build it.
Better major roads infrastructure to alleviate stress on already gridlocked local routes
I do not agree with SHGV
Do not want housing estate
do not spoil the local villages by developing 1000's of new houses, destroying the countryside
Futureproofing for generations to come by destroying the countryside??
Do not build
Do not build in Winchfield we do not want our village to be built on
Aagain other alternatives need to be studied and offered as alternatives
Abundance of unspoilt nature for wellbeing of all ages and future generations
Most important is to protect our countryside and not build all over it!
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green fields, protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks. Cancel the
project now.
The best way to future-proof our district is to protect our green spaces, and protect the woodlands, SINCs and SSSI's. They enhance wellbeing and quality of life, provide food, habitat and carbon sinks.
Some things are best left to evolve according to local needs. Let Parish Councils decide how and where to spend the money.

Question 23: What future technological opportunities should new garden communities anticipate? Please rank from 1 to 7, 1 being most important.

Autonomous vehicles (self-driving cars)
Widespread and improved use of the internet, email,
telephone and video conferencing for home working
Renewable energy and real-time energy monitoring
5G infrastructure
New construction technologies for new homes using
robotics, digital design, 3D printing, off site modular
construction
Intelligent public transport, highways and traffic
management and information systems
Widespread use of drones (e.g. for emergency
services and deliveries)
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Autonomous vehicles (selfdriving cars)

Widespread and improved Renewable energy and realuse of the internet, email,
time energy monitoring
telephone and video
systems
conferencing for home
working

5G infrastructure

New construction
Intelligent public transport, Widespread use of drones
technologies for new homes
highways and traffic
(e.g. for emergency services
using robotics, digital design,
management and
and deliveries)
3D printing, off site modular
information systems
construction

771
Answered
Skipped

2.18
771
426

Question 24: Are there any other future technological opportunities we should be thinking about?
Answered
Skipped

380
817

Responses
Security aspects are critical so smart homes & infrastructure can’t be hacked
Before investing in the future perhaps you should sort out the existing issues. I think that a lot of these items are not within your remit or control so how can implenment them?
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Road systems
Benefit from existing infrastructure by utilising brown field sites for housing.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
No
Better mobile signal would be good - the majority of people are going to be working from home now on.
No new houses
charging points
repurposing brownfields...
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Community work hub.
Community cafe, post office, day refuge, arts center.
Community owned energy
Community owned farm.
I would question whether these are "opportunities" or threats
NO TO SHAPLEY HEATH
We do not need this development
No
Protecting the environment
Leave countryside alone - do not build huge, sprawling, soulless estates on natural countryside
All new buildings should have renewables built in. The scales of purchasing that building companies have make this viable - that said please leave the area alone to give us the antidote to (escape from) technologies.
Providing local hospital and care services in the new community because it has not been mentioned in this survey.
5G already outdated. What is going to better Ana me people to work effectively from homes
Commuting via electric powered aircraft. There is no mention anywhere in your plans for airfield(s) of any size.
how to reduce carbon emissions effectively

Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Better planned roadworks in the local area - ways to alleviate pressure on road networks at peak times. Roads in the area are already at breaking point and people HAVE to use their cars.
The best thing you can do is leave this area alone
No
You do not have my. permission to include the answers to question 23 as I had to fill this in to progress
Not sure
yes, shared heat sources and rainwater harvesting between small groups of homes, solar powered lighting so no artificial external lighting, proper investment in native hedgerows and trees, eliminating any concrete areas
(eg playgrounds) which could use instead recycled materials, eg rubber tyres.
This is outside of the council’s gift to deliver, so any such proposals make your vanity project even more ridiculous. Cancel Shapley Heath now.
Bear in mind that futuristic forecasts seldom happen as envisaged so trying to second guess them is futile. They will come into use in different ways than you expect. Just make the best use of the developed land we
have and the new technology will be fitted into that as it has to be to serve all the existing residents. A whole new garden community requires so much infrastructure that you seem unlikely to be able to provide anyway
that second guessing seems entirely pointless. Why not spend the money you have been allocated to do the studies it is supposed to be funding and also spend money on eg the homeless instead of cutting the budget
for that. Please stop wasting taxpayers' money in this way.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
NO
As you are clearly doing - think 'green' as much as possible!!
Yes, an acceleration in the use of artificial intelligence and automation that depresses population growth and demand for new housing.
No.
HIGH-QUALITY VIDEO CONFERENCING HUB FOR LOCAL BUSINESS USE
Intelligent street lighting that didn't just illuminate everything, all the time. Better for dark skies too.
Electric vehicle charging points for every home.
Free community work hubs for homes workers to meet and work together in a single space to encourage networking and collaboration and prevent the feeling of isolation.
The fact that work and home could be one and the same place. How do you create an environment and homes where people can function well like this without it effecting their mental health and well-being? For much of
the year the UK experiences challenging weather that might keep us indoors. This is not healthy. Can we go outdoors but still be indoors? In reality, not virtually. What buildings would provide that? (I'm thinking Eden
Project
Modularlike)
nuclear power plants are on the horizon. See Rolls-Royce. Each community might have its own modular power plant in the future.
Flood warning and avoidance systems
I believe all homes should have internet provided in them as soon as you move in. It is as necessary nowadays as running water
Proper investment into road and rail
Most of the items in #23 cannot be delivered by the Council or developers. Before even considering ‘intelligent’ transport systems get the basics right by investing in rail and road capacity. The best thing would be to leave
the area alone and cancel the project.
Solar panels on roofs
Anything we do should be demand-led not technology-led. Just because we CAN do something doesn't mean we should do it.
N/A

better broadband than older parts of Hook, better mobile coverage. Perhaps cable?
Building homes with automation/solar from the offset - use proper roof tiles (like the tesla ones) which integrate solar with the tiles rather than bolt on. Have large battery packs to collect solar power, and then use later.
May mean you need to consider orientation of homes to make the most of solar.
Ensure homes have EV chargers, and enough power to run an EV, electric cookers etc. We have a 4 bed home - with 2 car chargers, but could not have an electric induction hob - as probably not enough power to run it
all. Our usage has grown (even with LED lighting etc), but need to consider for new builds - and if gas becomes an old fuel, and new homes will be all electric, this becomes more pressing.
New homes should consider IOT (for example know when out, and turning heating off etc).
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
HDC does not have any ability to assess future technological opportunities - its run by people who can't even design a balanced survey!
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver.We do not want a woodburning power power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, THE BEST THING TO DO would be to leave the area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm. CANCEL THE PROJECT NOW!!!!!!
Who knows what the future will bring?
I would have thought social trends are more important to anticipate than future technology as their impact is more profound.
Cannot answer the options properly as they are ridiculous and loaded in favour of the unachievable
How can you ask such questions when many do not have the money to support all the technology. You are discriminating by putting such choices. I cannot move on without making choices but do not support any option
Battery storage for maintaining renewable energy
No
Dont build it
)
There’s no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield Area. The Winchfield area is a vital green space which lies between Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook and Odiham, and which provides an important leisure amenity
for each of them. SHGV will in effect merge all those towns into a single conurbation which will significantly damage the character of each town.
Yes. The Local Plan, The Planning Inspector and Local Village Plans and the Climate Emergency
Investment in a decent road and rail system
Solar energy capture on a wide scale
Why not implement the technology we have effectively- electric charging, heat pumps……..
family
This proposal completely ignores the looming threat of climate change. The natural environment is vital to a sustainable future for the whole planet and this proposal simply makes short term profit for the greedy and
corrupt.
Just don’t build a garden village!
Fibre to the premises for the villages that are already present.
Well currently house builders are not even required to put in solar panels, so I should say there is a long way to go!
Yes. One where the voters of the community can be heard by CCH so that they stop Shapley Heath
None of the options in Q23 are relevant to what I consider a Garden Village should be.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Again the question pre-supposes the need for a new development which is by no means clear and accepted by the general public. It is also not clear what the implications of the factors identified could be: use of the
internet and email for home working is already widespread - so how does this factor affect a new development? Renewable energy is potentially beneficial in general but can bring adverse effects locally - for instance
people living close to wind farms can be affected by sound pollution; wood powered local power generation can cause pollution from combustion and from the transportation of fuel.
Until more specific information about these factors is provided it is probably meaningless to rank them.
Build this village away from Hart
Why are you thinking of any of the above which are outside your remit. Relevance?
most of these items are not in the remit of the council to deliver. you need to make sure you provide proper investment into road and rail capacity before anything else.
I object to SHGC. Sort out infrastructure within your current communities, there is no point building something that won't work with it surrounding and very close communities unless they are also working to the same
technological levels. Regenerate not newbuild
No
Who is building suitable, affordable, sustainable small housing for first time buyers or fit active older people in a locations they want to live incorporating private outside space?

Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
The focus should be on sustainability and protecting countryside by abandoning the huge waste of money to build Shapley heath.
Reliable broadband and 4/5 G across the existing community.
Probably. Meanwhile, more doctors surgeries would be nice.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
The previous couple of questions have a mix of items that are not in Hart DCs power or gift to deliver on. Some are already here now eg. 5G. Technology opportunities should be focussed on the massive issue for the
whole world of reducing fossil fuel usage , consumption and pollution with our environment mismanagement and carbon impact. A massive new development like this takes us backwards. Infrastructure needed to
deliver this will not match the need as at its core the money is not there to fund .
Most of this is not for you to deliver. The best thing you could do is leave us alone and find somewhere that won’t destroy our beautiful country side, the environment that we should be protecting and utilise the
opportunities you do have to build without destroying this!
The impact this building will have on the current climate emergency and increased CO2 emissions when you could be investing in regeneration of existing areas.
Electric cars, solar panels,
leave the planet to regenerate.
.
No
There should be proper investment in current road and rail capacity. Cancel the project.
The use of Artificial intelligence (AI) to make better decisions on all aspects of planning - as you lot are about to destroy the best part of Hart with this scheme.
I do not agree with SHGV
no
Car Charging points
No - they are not needed in the countryside.
Don’t build it
Increased use by an ageing population of powered wheelchairs used on pavements or roads?
Yes, how to get rid of all these unnecessary concrete developments when our population reduces because of greater female autonomy and choice.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
don't know
I have only given priorities in 23 because required to, I don't agree any of these are relevant and certainly don't compensate for destruction of green fields.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
None

.
This is not a District Council relevant question. Despite that engagement with the right professions for any future project is essential.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. Ewe do not want or need woodburning power stations( themselves subject to intense scrutiny re green credentials) nor windmills. Before considering
intelligent transport solutions, proper investment into road and rail capacity is essential.
Leave it alone
The technological opportunities in the future are impossible to anticipate now and I don't see how HDC could factor these into the development of a garden village. The construction of homes, how they are powered and
heated will be very different in 20 years. I don't see how answers to this question shape or influence thoughts on Shapley Heath.
The best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
The basic question of why Shapley Heath is a chosen development site has not been answered even though alternatives were considered some years ago and the question of the existing local building plans has not been
answered
I don't think HDC has much influence over most of these. That said, unless you want to completely destroy the Hart we know and love today, you should not mindlessly adopt any new technological opportunity that
happens to come along. For example, wind farms are fine but only in the right place.
Yes. Think about not doing this 'new town'.
no
Keep adapting
ground source and air source heat pumps
no
Yes, removal of toxic emissions putting people in A and E.
Again this question is coming from the wrong perspective. we have a real issue with climate change coming our way- that is what needs concentrating. renewable energy is a good thing but need to look at how it will be
delivered
no
No
This development is not needed
Reusing already existing materials, weee waste, construction (container homes for example) surplus
Electric vehicle charging points as standard for each home and ample provision in public parking areas
All new houses should have solar panels, waterbutts, water storage/recycling water for toilet flushes etc
no
Present a survey that is not dishonest in its intention and trying to circumnavigate the people affected by your proposals
Greater distribution of population across the UK landmass rather than in the South & South East because of changing practices in tech, employment and recognition that we can maintain a healthy nation by avoiding
development concentration (e.g. COVID)
I don't know
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area
Stricter requirements to limit emissions, such as no gas heating
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm. Cancel the project now.
Renewables
No.
Always impact on green space
I wasn’t actually very keen on any if them but I particularly DO NOT want any 5G masts anywhere near me! And I can’t think of anything worse than the unlimited use of drones
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Sustainability

solar power and battery banks
Most technological opportunities are not within your gift to deliver. Maintaining this central part of Hart as a green 'lung' would be the best thing to do, and, in so doing, you would provide an area of peace and calm where
people can have a break from technology. The SHGV project should be cancelled.
23 & 24 are irrelevant questions. Most of the items are not in the gift of the council to deliver. Technology is not driven by local councils, but by user & commercial demand & central government legislation. We certainly
want a greener & cleaner community & do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills. And before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you investment realistically in road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm to escape from technology.
There is a CLIMATE EMERGENCY - abandon this project.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We don't want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project.
Improved communications
How to make greedy councillors disappear
The thought of widespread use of drones is awful. Hugely intrusive to any area even a new town. Much better to say we want to avoid technological opportunities in this area and leave it as a haven of peace by cancelling
the Shapley Heath Garden Community project.
ALL homes should have a renewable energy supply e.g. solar, wind power
Green technologies to heat and light the new community - Green jobs
Do not build shapely Heath protect our town.. invest in the high street,,,
First thoughts should be proper investment into road and rail capacity, then consider intelligent transport solutions.
Renewable energy use should be key
Electric charging points for cars for ALL homes
Communal heating systems. Hydrogen or heat pumps? Communal grey water systems. SUDS and balancing ponds etc.
Enhance road and rail capacity in whatever technological opportunities may arise in the future before putting in a wood-burning power plant or other invasive technology.
No
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
Energy self sufficient homes
Ground source heat pumps that can be reversed to provide cooling in the summer
No
You should recognise that towns like Fleet can be improved as places to live with higher housing density
All housing should include Solar water, Shared Energy collection (PV) or Wind turbines and should be highly insulated - preferably to passive standards. It is not acceptable to continue to look short term and cut costs in
construction while not including the true carbon cost of long term use.
Yes: let us be self-sufficient in our homes: solar, wind, heat pumps, etc.
None. Ignore all rankings, only entered to enable progress through questionnaire
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Electric bicycles or shared use bicycles (as used in many cities). Secure charging points for bicycles and electric motor bikes.
Again you do not have the power to control many of the items above. Much will depend on the future residents, their age and the type of employment (if any). We should be saving end enhancing the present and
ensuring that vital resources are protected and not wasted.
Don’t build a new settlement
No
Not for this site. The Council should be protecting what is here already, not seeking to destroy it
Any new technologies to improve health services, education and managing an ever growing elderly population.
As renewable energy technology improves over time, the community should be able to take advantage of these improvements.
Put Shapley Heath on MARS!
WFH is here to stay you need high speed broadband and a range of providers.
no
All houses should have an electric vehicle charging point, and the site should have sufficient battery storage to allow for energy from solar panels on all homes and water heating should be via a renewable source
Don’t build the new homes so you don’t have to think about it
Any that help fight climate change

n/a
Cancel the project now.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
build on brown field more efficiently
only that what I can keep up with
You should be thinking about improving existing facilities
Internet access has to be high priority
No
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Larger electrical loads on domestic supply. The existing cables would melt under forecast usage. (Elec cars and eating)
LETS MANAGE TRY AND MANAGE WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE IN A PROFESSIONAL AND CARING MANNER - THEN PERHAPS WE CAN PLAN FOR MORE OF "THIS STUFF" IN THE FUTURE
The future is notoriously difficult to project. If you must build, be green and flexible: top rated EPC houses that are flexible and have battery-backed solar and heat pumps as standard.
Most of the items here are not within the council's competence.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
No
Better roads and no onshore windmills or wood burning power stations. Use only tidal energy but better still: cancel the project now.
Most of the items above are not in the control of the council to deliver. We do not want rubbish burning or windmills. The best answer is to leave this area alone as an area of peace and calm and to be able to escape
from modern technology on our everyday lives. Hart is renowned as, and is, a great place to live. Please let us leave it like this for future generations who are being pressurised from all sides. Cancel this project.
I did not move to Hart for it to be converted to an urban sprawl like Bracknell. Please leave the green spaces alone and cancel this project. You will never be forgiven if you proceed with this project.
Not here
No
I think most people will struggle to answer the technical nature of your questions, both the ecological ones (e.g. references to biodiversity) and now to the use of robotics etc. What element of the general public do you
think is qualified to answer these questions?
We should be building homes on existing brownfield sites and turning old brownfield sites into homes and country parks. We should not be destroying natural spaces to create homes and parks and gardens.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity. Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
Investment into road and rail capacity
Yes, not building on green belt land as this will have an impact on the environment
community heating and no gas heating
Recycling facilities that deal with the majority of waste products.
Put proper investment into road and rail capacity
Regeneration of fleet
local power generation eg: Solar/hydrogen
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity. Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Cancel the project. Leave the land alone for future generations to enjoy: it will still be there for them when they are also enjoying what ever technologies emerge in the future.
Any technology that supports efficient business collaboration like conferencing or event management

Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, proper investment needs to be put
into road and rail capacity. The best thing to do is to leave the area alone and keep it an area of peace and calm. Cancel the project now!
Most of the items here are not in your control. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper investment into road and
rail capacity.
No
This is total pie in the sky, unrealistic How could this information be used in practice by Hart dealing with profit motivated developers intent on keeping costs low to maximise profit
The countryside should be kept as it is because once lost it is lost forever. The emphasis should be placed on regeneration and improving built up areas of Hart. Please do not build Shapley Heath New Town.
How about shared business centres with video teleconferencing, where people would not need to travel to their former 'offices'/places of work.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
no
Pothole resistant road and pathway surfaces
No just don’t build it
Technology will not replace trees
No
All new builds are so jammed in and cookie cutter you cannot extend them to your needs. Space to expand
I cannot comment on the above - i cannot think of anything worse than having drones flying over my head, whilst I am not adverse to change - in fact i believe it is required - there is also the very real possibility of the
actual residents disrespecting their environment which is sad. if you are going to build please ensure the houses are of a decent quality - unlike most these days - protect the existing environment - and dont just think
about futureproofing for the residents - think about futureproofing for the existing residents of hart - think about their wellbeing also. the uptake of walking in the footpaths during covid was massive - by building = i do not
believe that walking n a footpath in a community will be quite the same ??? just a passing thought!!
Everyone in the country not just new houses built on greenfields should have the same technological opportunities
Green, clean technologies (e.g. green roof, green signage)
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SHAPLEY HEATH DEV.
solar power on everything - especially panels which blend into architecture. And heat pumps.
not creating a massive requirement for energy from 10000 new houses ANy Development must be zero carbon within 3 years of completion and use sustainable energy - preferable using hydrogen as an energy carrier
from sustainable energy. Again this is not development of a Brownfield site improving anything - there are only negatives to this project locally. Shapley Heath will damage the local environment and amenity - response
to this survery does NOT endose shapley heath, now or Later. I DO NOT SUPPORT SHAPLEY HEATH #STOP SHAPLEY HEATH
Ground source heat pumps, solar and wind energy, but upgrade existing properties rather than build new ones on green fields.
Convert unwanted office space and DONT BUILD IT AT ALL
No
N/a
Not that I know
don't build
The biggest commodity of them all is green space. Leave the countryside alone
No leave the villages as they are
Solar power, wind farms, generating the needed power without drawing on the grid, everything else isn’t needed
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver and so this survey is misleading. Cancel the project now.
Most of the renewable energy systems currently being installed are intermittent and unreliable. If oil and gas are outlawed, the only other option for Hart is nuclear (hydro not possible here) which should be small, local
generators which do not require extensive infrastructure to distribute the electricity overlong distances. Without reliable baseload provision we will freeze in a cold winter.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
I repeat that improvements are needed now in our roads and railways to cope with the existing population and technologies. These plans will only make matters worse.
Renewable energy - but if you cancel the project it will not be an issue
Infrastructure must go in from the start for CCTV to prevent and reduce crime. Face recognition technology could be interesting.

No
Not my area of expertise.
Yes how about the focus is put on improving the infrastructure to existing dwellings rather than building 5000 unnecessary new ones. Just to be clear despite this survey giving no opportunity to say so - I am 100%
against this proposed new town. The council should not be wasting public money on this unwanted, unneeded pet project.
Guess? Don't build the town.
You should be thinking about future generations and preserving the environment we have now. Not building unnecessary housing over green spaces.
Most of these are not in the things the council are responsible for delivering. I do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills. You should make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity before considering intelligent transport solutions.
Use existing housing
Local power generation - solar panels
Yes. Regeneration of Fleet would be a much better development than Shapley Heath and you know it.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver.
We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology.
Cancel the project now.
No
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Improving existing infrastructure and housing to meet carbon targets before embarking on a new village
Rather than thinking about possible future technology, make the most of current technology eg. solar panels, passive house, carbon neutral building materials
Not sure.
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now
No
We need to understand what future work patterns emerge post covid before such decisions
Rogue AI destructive robots sent from the future to take their revenge on those who destroyed the planet.
Perhaps you could think about residents
Yes, birth control
I don't agree with box 23, I filled it in to move on. Self driving cars are madness. If everything is electric what cost to the environment. This is all propoganda, it hasn't been thought through, just a load of buzz.
no
No
Proper investment in rail and road capacity
The future of EV cars and the use of artificial intelligence within homes.
Do not build
No
Encouraging low carbon emission transport and not encouraging long commutes
Don't forget the basic - talk to local people and listen to their thoughts foremost
investing in public services and local fire, police and NHS
Anything that minimises the generation of more pollution
No
This bit in nonsense. You have no control over any of this. Consider autonomous driving: what is the point of having a housing estate ready for autonomous vehicles if it can only get there on non autonomous prepared
roads.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Every house will need a car recharging point. All houses should be green, zero emissions
No new builds

Not within gift of any developer unless a tardis proposed!
No more houses
Just make sure things work. Keep it simple.
Just cancel the whole idea and leave us in peace to enjoy our countryside.
Cancel the project now.
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Electric cars charging points ,
Geothermal heating
We do not need Shapley Heath
Time travel
Do not build here
Autonomous vehicles will become an essential part of life.
Electric cars and charging points around and in homes
Biodigesters
Have we included environmental power supplies for the whole of the new settlement? What about the use of ground heat source pumps and air heat source pumps - can we find a way to make the houses completely
carbon neutral? The next question is about waste - how can we build a settlement which actively sets about reducing the amount of waste created - and encourages the recycling of waste? Could we have a waste
management system on site sorting the recycling for the settlement and use this as an income stream for the ongoing provision of facilities? Could we create a 'swap shop' staffed by volunteers who help people moving in
and moving out prevent waste by offering curtains, sofa's, white goods to those moving in - thereby reducing waste? Or why not go the whole hog, and have an underground waste system to collect the waste, so each
household, tips their food waste into one hole which goes off to be used for composting etc., and then a further hole for non-recyclable materials which could then be burnt in a power from heat incinerator - creating a
settlement
that vanishing
powers itself.
Yes - preserve
countryside by not building the new town
Electric cars
Not sure what you can deliver here, with this statement. Concerned about wood-burning power plants, but pro windmills. Before any intelligent transport solutions is implemented, it must be ensured the proper
investment into road and rail capacity is done.
1 GB/s fibre & solar panels on every property
I only answered the above question in order to progress to the next question. I do not have a crystal ball and see 23 and 24 as yet more pointless questions.
Supporting (not banning!) homeowners who can develop and/or continue working from home (but with only one or two clients visiting their home at a time - i.e. not seetting up a shop or a cafe in their house!)
Transport links
Won't apply if you don't build Shapely Heath in the first place
Protecting existing green spaces from unneeded developments such as Shapely Heath
Renewables
No
No
Autonomous vehicles.....really.
Making it carbon neutral
Letting nature breathe by not building Shapley Heath
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity. Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Please don't build the Shapley Heath Garden Community

Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
If you can think of a way to harness energy from the massive amount of excess water that will result from tarmac concrete and excessive building in Hart you might make your fortune. You certaining are going to have to
employ flood risk department in the Hart District Council.
These questions appear to make far too many assumptions, become a little too closed, and at times feel meaningless. It feels like a missed opportunity to genuinely consult openly with the local community, and engage.
For example, I have been FORCED to give rankings to choices to suggestions I completely disagree with - so, by doing so, you will be able to present it as tacit approval for them!!! As somebody who used to teach
research methods at university, I am completely appalled.
No
Yes - the opportunity to introduce them without a new town.
No
No
Do all of the above for the existing communities first, particularly Fleet.
The best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology.
Don’t build this development
No, just leave the land to the wildlife already there
climate change resilience
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Come on........where's the innovation here!
What future rechnological oppourtunities does HDC have the authority to provide?
Think about saving the green space not technology, you idiots
Intelligent use of brownfield sites
no
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
No
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put in the proper
investment into road and rail capacity. Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as it is; as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project
now.
district heating and energy schemes - the collaboration of the community at scale to produce or benefit from energy generation
Cancel the project
All of the above are abhorrent as they reduce our social life, work force and employment opportunities, while risking a decline in mental and physical health with increased exposure to electronic devices and device error.
not at this time but always be adaptable
Investment into road and rail services
Building insulation, no gas.
no
None
No
Also, I have no confidence the council would keep any commitment to retain green spaces as evidenced by the change in use of the land north of Winchfield Court.
We will not have a future if you continue to build on agricultural land. Insted of these insane suggestions why don't Hart council invest in the exsiting community and support local people with real world solutions.
Electric charging points in each home and in communal areas
Energy hubs in all homes

Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you put the proper
investment into road and rail capacity. Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project NOW.
.
Yes. Don't make us all live in a hell hole.
No. This is an unnecessary development
yes
No
Yes, develop and improve what you have and do not build new towns on ancient farmland. Landowners and developers financial rewards does not justify the loss of open agricultural land used and enjoyed from
Elizabethan times. Losing this would be a major loss to the surrounding villages who enjoy the space already. Please learn to recycle and reuse and not to build anew on the fields and woodlands.
No
Expanding existing communities
Rather than technological opportunities, how about concentrating on the elderly who are lonely and Fleet that is fast becoming a ghost town.
Do not develop in the first place - reduce carbon footprint immediately and let the green space absorb carbon.
Yet another leading question to which "None of the above" cannot be applied - Objection to use this data to support decision making and deliberate false information has been entered.
Hydrogen fuel
Letting people live virtually in Hart.
These will all come without the need for a garden community. 5G is a replacement mast, self driving cars don’t need a garden community, drones for emergency services etc, none of this requires a garden community
Most of the items here are not in the gift of the council to deliver. We do not want a wood-burning
power plant or windmills and before even considering intelligent transport solutions, make sure you
put in the proper investment into road and rail capacity.
Of course, the best thing you could do would be to leave this area alone and keep it as an area of
peace and calm and a place to escape from technology. Cancel the project now.
Sort the technology in the existing towns!! Improve
Our broadband!!
No
Super efficient homes, hydrogen energy cycles for generation of energy for heating and transport
do not need any of the above, do not need the houses.
Hydrogen network - cars / heating
The protection of Hart countryside
No
No to New Garden Community
Suggest the most intelligent approach is to implement what technologies we already have in an effective and strategic way. The UK doesn’t have a good track record of long term joined up thinking.
No
The options in question 23 present techno hell as a fait-a-complis. That autonomous vehicles are proposed as an option proves the invalidity of these questions. Level 2 only possible for next 10/15 years. Machine owned
autonomous driving just is not an option.

Question 25: What is the nearest town/village to where you live?
Answer Choices
Blackwater and Hawley
Bramshill
Church Crookham
Crondall
Crookham Village
Dogmersfield
Elvetham Heath
Eversley
Ewshot
Fleet Town
Greywell
Hartley Wintney
Heckfield
Hook
Long Sutton
Mattingley
Odiham
Rotherwick
South Warnborough
Winchfield
Yateley
Other (please specify)

Other (please specify)
Hart
Work in Fleet, used to live in Hart but no longer
N/A
Aldershot
Aldershot
jk
Farnham (Hart employee, not resident)
Basingstoke
PREFER NOT TO DISCLOSE
I do not agree with SHGV
Edenbrook
why is this relevent
North Warnborough

Responses
1%
0%
11%
1%
3%
5%
4%
1%
0%
19%
0%
19%
1%
13%
0%
0%
6%
0%
0%
11%
3%
2%
Answered
Skipped

Responses
7
0
79
8
20
35
33
4
1
144
1
141
4
95
1
1
47
3
3
85
25
13
750
447

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Responses

Question 26: Where do you live?
Answer Choices

Responses

Live with parents
Homeowner (with or without a mortgage)
Rent from social landlord/housing association
Rent from a private landlord
Shared ownership (part rent/part buy)
Student accommodation
Care home/retirement village
Other (please specify)

Responses
3%
91%
1%
3%
0%
0%
0%
1%

Answered
Skipped

20
682
10
21
3
0
0
11
747
450
.

Other (please specify)
I own a historic property in Dogmersfield, less than a
mile from where you plan to build this monstrosity. I
moved here to enjoy the countryside - the same
countryside you want to DESTROY! Cancel the
project now!
Military
N/A
Yateley
with family
sd
MOD housing
with family
PREFER NOT TO DISCLOSE
I do not agree with SHGV

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
Responses

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Live with parents

Homeowner
Rent from social
Rent from a
Shared
Student
Care
(with or without a landlord/housing private landlord ownership (part accommodation home/retirement
mortgage)
association
rent/part buy)
village

Other (please
specify)

Question 27: How long have you lived here?
Answer Choices
Under 5 years
5-10 years
10-15 years
15-20 years
20-25 years
More than 25 years

Responses

Responses
17%
14%
11%
14%
12%
32%

Answered
Skipped

126
104
85
104
90
243
752
445

35%

30%

25%

20%
Responses

15%

10%

5%

0%
Under 5 years

5-10 years

10-15 years

15-20 years

20-25 years

More than 25
years

Question 28: Why did you choose to live in Hart? Please pick the top reason.
Answer Choices

Responses

Always lived here
To live somewhere more rural
To up-size (to move to a larger house due to growing family)
To down-size (to move to a smaller home due to retirement, children left home, etc)
To move to a retirement home/care village
Because of a new job/or relocation to a new area with your existing job
Because of school catchments
Because of a different life events such as marriage or divorce
To be closer to family
I don't live in Hart but work/volunteer in Hart
Other (please specify)

Responses
12%
41%
7%
2%
0%
14%
5%
4%
4%
1%
10%

Answered
Skipped

93
306
53
12
0
108
34
31
31
7
73
748
449

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

Responses

10%
5%
0%
Always lived
here

To live
To up-size (to To down-size
somewhere move to a larger (to move to a
more rural
house due to smaller home
growing family)
due to
retirement,
children left
home, etc)

To move to a
retirement
home/care
village

Because of a
new job/or
relocation to a
new area with
your existing
job

Because of
school
catchments

Because of a To be closer to I don't live in Other (please
different life
family
Hart but
specify)
events such as
work/volunteer
marriage or
in Hart
divorce

Other (please specify)
At the time it was a rural location with the benefit of good transport connections
Village life/community for family
The existing green space
Estate agent showed homes here
Rail link to London
Green space rural
Because its the best place in the area to live
Live in a nice location
Convenient for commuting to work in London.
At the time to get closer to London and save £ from my rail ticket. It certainly wasn't for the schools or the boring community.
Attractive area to live
Moved because of a job, stayed because I like(d) the area
Because we did
Moving to Winchfield was a conscious decision to live somewhere rural. SHGV would severely compromise my wish
Offered a pleasant low density environment to live (although infill building policies have eroded this over the years)
because of the countryside that is now at risk of being built on
Because of the quaint villages, green spaces and woodland that you are so keen to now destroy.
Cost of property in relation to proximity to London
To enjoy life in a small but vibes t community, which HW was in the '70's, and if left wit.bout further development, will retain its identity.s
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Nearer train station
Because Hartley Wintney is a beautiful village with a distinct and unique personality. We love that it is not encroached on by other settlements. It's a village, not a sprawling housing estate as your plans would seek to
make it
Hook is a fine place to live and is continually plagued by developers seeking to ruin the delightful country ambience thus vastly reducing the pleasure of living in Hook
Couldn't afford Farnham!
Was to start a new life, however it has taken the life out of me instead - to the extent of putting me in A and E just breathing the air.
because its so far unspoiled and rural
to be more rural than where we were and part of a smaller community, whilst being able to commute to existing work, and being able to be closer to family (combination of all 3)
Because there is plenty of green open spaces and not an unwanted fake new town.
To allow my husband commute to London.
In the middle of families and work.
It was cheaper than my home village (then!!)
I was downsizing and couldn’t find a house I liked out in the countryside
Because of it's rural green and pleasant environment
Moved to Hart for 9 months 20 years ago
Not massive development and now too big
I thought it would suit my needs.
To start a family
I was born locally, moved away and returned after university when married.
Parents chose to move here when I was 6
moved to Hart as a member of the Armed Forces in 1982 and stayed
Lovely area and countryside which a new town at Shapley heath would destroy, including sucking all investment away from improving our existing towns and villages.
Because I wanted to. Because it's a nice place. Why does Hart District Council seem determined to spoil it?
I like the village and countryside
Because I love the village and its character and the way of life - please respect that, please don't force lots more traffic onto our road

To reduce travel and enable walking access to my children’s school
I moved to Winchfield Court because of the community feel, the wide open spaces and the good infrastructure. All of this is now at risk with SHGV.
We wanted to farm, to help feed the nation, and to conserve the countryside
To be in the countryside
A combination of reasons. Close to family probably a big contributor
Pleasant green place to live but well connected to work and friends
To live in a vibrant town with beautiful villages nearby. All separated by beautiful countryside. NOT a huge town where all the local villages have been swallowed up by yet another massive housing estate - oops “garden
village”
Always lived in the area
None of the above, I object to this project. The development is NOT required
We chose the countryside as we were brought up around here and had t imagined there would be plans to merge so many towns and villages together, we could have moved to Bracknell forthat
Moved to Hook when ate husband was based at RAF Odiham
At the moment this is a really lovely place to live.
I moved here from Frimley Green for a more rural outlook. SHGV would compromise that.
Originally moved here when married and love the community
To commute to London.
Original reason was to be affordable for us and near to main railway line and motorway
Incompetent council
It was the right place for me.
Invited by CCH
To enjoy a community surrounded by beautiful green spaces and low traffic which this proposal will take away
It was pretty rural when we first arrived, becoming less so and less desirable
I do not agree with SHGV
Moved to Hart many years ago because of work, now retired.
Because I married a resident.
for the quiet, low traffic
TO LIVE NEAR A LARGE GREEN BELT
Not unless you ruin it by needlessly overdeveloping
Because of the attraction of the local community and area
Initially a new job, but then we chose to live here and I commuted to London so my family could enjoy rural living. Much of what appealed to us to stay in the area after I changed jobs will be lost if Shapley Heath is built
and I suspect we would have looked to move to somewhere with easy access to countryside, peace and quiet.

Question 29: Are you thinking of moving in the next five years?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes
No
Don't know
If yes, why?

Responses
223
403
120
248
746
451

30%
54%
16%
Answered
Skipped

60%

50%

40%

30%

Responses

20%

10%

0%
Yes

No

Don't know

If yes, why?
If you build this monstrosity. I will leave.
If this scheme goes ahead you will decimate the property values in the area and I may not be able to move!
If yes, to escape overdevelopment
too crowded
Is SHGV were to go ahead, I like many other local residents would seriously consider our options.
Hart is far too overdeveloped and poorly run
To a quieter area
Getting my own house
Because of what you are planning
Because the area is becoming over developed and has lost its character, personality is is responsible for the loss of green countryside
Will move away from current location to somewhere more rural without housing estates
Too much development locally which has spoilt the 'village' feel that Hart had and caused a huge increase in traffic
yes, if you build shapley heath monstrosity
To avoid the destruction of the local environment and community that will be inevitable if Shapley Heath progresses
I may move if the new town is built. I don't want to live next to a town
want to remain rural, not in interlinked towns
Over development and do not trust the Council to make good planning decisions
This isn't my forever home.
House too big for just two people.
I fear years of disruption from construction activity and a permanent impairment in the local environment from poorly considered development.
Hart is no longer rural enough
Only if the pathways I use every day have woods and views and I feel safe.
Some thing smaller
Too many new houses being built
relocation
Fleet has gone downhill rapidly. Hopeless management, no firm development plan, housing popping up everywhere with no schools or infrastructure to support it.
To buy a bigger house
If you build this project it will destroy the reason we moved here, so like many others we would leave
Lack of public transport, on which I am forced to rely due to disability.
As far away from the ruination of this area as possible!
downsize
If you build Shapley Heath - time to leave
If Shapley Heath gets a green light it will destroy the character of the villages and the fabric of the countryside
if SHGC is given the go ahead.
I will move away from Winchfield if this development goes ahead. The reason I moved to Winchfield was for its rural character and views of open countryside. The development would destroy this rural character.
I may if Shapley Heath is built as concerned about the scale and impact on surrounding areas
If SHGV proceeds, and I lose all the benefits of living in a rural area.
If yet more green and rural space is further concreted over
Although if this project goes ahead I will probably be forced to move, as I moved here to be in the country!
NEW DEVELOPMENTS TAKING OVER AREA
Going to university
I want to go somewhere quieter, more peaceful, with more of a community vibe, and less expensive.
Lack of community, sense of apparent disconnection between local council and residents, lack of progressive thinking in the town
If you build what you want to build this will no longer be what I recognise as my home.
More open space and less traffic

If this monstrous conurbation is approved then I would want to move away. This option has yet to be proven to be the best strategy when compared to alternatives (like other locations and urban regeneration) and so I
support the 2019 inspector who ruled that the proposed new town should not be reintroduced into the local plan until proper evidence and a public consultation had taken place
Downsizing to a cheaper area with more green space
Currently moving fir family reasons - staying in Hart
Over development
If SHGV goes ahead daily life would be unpleasant.
Fleet is getting too busy, too many cars
There are not many job opportunities for young university graduates
because you are going to build on a large green belt piece of land
More rural area, less development.
it will be a less nice area if thousands of houses are built and the local infrastructure won't be able to cope with all the new residents
Downsize
If this development goes ahead then yes!
If we are going to have our environment destroyed by developments such as this then would look to move
Plans to build a garden village ruining Hart - I want to continue living in somewhere rural, not an area that consists of one massive joined up area (Hartleywinchhookiham Green)
To upsize. We'll stay in the local area.
risk of excessive development in Eversley
moving away from my parents
cant afford house prices
Move in with my partner
If Shapely Heath gets built then the traffic congestion, increased pollution and loss of countryside will make it an unpleasant place to live.
Possibly if plans (such as this) are approved and mean the decimation of the rural area we currently have.
Living in a large merged town and villages is not what we or anyone in this area thought and the fact these houses are not needed makes a complete sham of these plans. Obviously some are making lots of money from
ruining not enhancing such an enormous area of beautiful countryside that will be changed for ever
If this project goes ahead, I will move away which will be terrible for myself and my children. We have strong links and a support network here but this would force me to move out of the area as it would ruin my mental
health and quality of life.
too many new houses being built
To buy a house
this threat of over building
If this garden community progresses, I will definitely move
Depends if you build as Hart won’t be as attractive anymore
If you build 5000 new houses
Because of your new town
If 5000 homes are built I will relocate to a more rural area
down sizing
Need a bigger house for our family
Is SHGV were to go ahead, I like many other local residents would seriously consider our options.
Because you intend to ruin the nature of the area by championing Shapley Heath, it is the epitomy of the antithesis of why we chose to move here.
To be nearer family and get better public transport services
Too much concrete
Fleet town is dire and the area is becoming more crowded
If this project goes ahead, people will move to rurual locations, as the council have allowed the green spaces to be built on
Retirement
To prepare for having less income in retirement.
To find somewhere that is still rural
Depends on personal health
Only if you destroy the area
Shapley hesth

Hart Council Councillors not respecting local residents
If the Shapley Heath Community is going to/or has been built
HART do not listen and a re building a stupid big town. I hate Libdems.
Need to downsize
Because Hart District Council want to destroy the area and concrete over the fields. Cancel the Shapley Heath project now.
If there is new village being built it will affect my family life
Because of Shapley Heath Garden Community
This area is becoming too crowded and over-developed and is losing the rural identity that We've always loved and made is move her in the first place.
Hart is not a nice place to live, if you dare to have a window open or leave your house you will be made seriously ill and end up in A and E just by breathing the air.
If this development already deemed unnecessary by National government goes ahead because it will completely destroy this area to line the pockets of the few
WIll decide to move if Hart DC goes ahead with this disastrous myopic plan and destroys the area
Not unless you ruin the rural nature through overdeveloping it
Because the essentially rural nature of Hart id being destroyed by CCH (Completely Concrete Hart)
Because of over development eg shapely Heath and on going development
downsizing
For better access to transport and countryside
If Shapley Heath goes ahead
We will move if Shapley Heath goes ahead.
Because you’re planning on ruining my village by building these homes
upsize
Only if Shapley goes ahead
Planning to retire and move west towards family away from the planned urban sprawl that Hart district is becoming
Lack of facilities in Hook, want nice restaurants, cafes, shops
If you build this monstrous development all aspects of living in a rural environment will be destroyed
If these multiple, vast developments continue then it is affecting the quality of life and the area, making it a horrible place to life with no green spaces, too many cars, too many people. You are looking to ruin fleet and not
enhance it!
Well if you build this monstrosity it won't be a good place to live - so cancel this madness now please.
If this new town goes ahead then we would consider moving
Don't want to live in a built up area to many houses
Shapley Heath!
Too much concrete and incompetent councillors
Because you are determined to destroy the rural area.
Because of Shapley Heath destroying the countryside
To escape the batshit CCH plans intended to concrete over Winchfield. This plan will be dropped as soon as CCH start acting as if they care about Hart.
Somewhere where a local authority acts intelligently
I WILL IF SHAPLEY HEATH GOES AHEAD AS YOU WILL KILL THIS AREA
We will move if they build Shapley Garden Village
University
To down-size
But if you build this unnecessary town, then I might just move somewhere more rural
If this new development goes ahead
Because of the threat of the garden community, which would completely obliterate the area that I currently know and love.
if you build this shit show of a village
First home
Move out of home with parents, probably outside of hart due to the increased property price within hart
If the new town is built
if this site is built it will ruin the area
Because of Shapley Garden Village which will destroy local community

Hart is becoming much less rural due to over development in an unsustainable manner
We will move away if the area becomes over-developed including so called 'garden communities'
If Hart becomes an urban sprawl by building so much it effectively links hook Hartley Wintney and fleet making the build area larger than central London…. Yes build but build for the requirements of Hart and not to suck
in other districts demand for houses.
We are very settled here but I am frightened about the consequences of something like Shapley Heath being built on our doorstep. Whilst we may not move immediately if planning permission were granted, I very much
doubt that we would choose to stay here for our retirement if we lost the countryside and easy access to it.
Because all the green spaces are disappearing, people from outside buying up the houses and our children won’t be able to afford to stay in the area.
Down size
If you build here we will move as it will be runied
If even more countryside is destroyed by overdevelopment
Because of this planned development and the impact of will have on the community and countryside
Differently structured house
The threat of Shapley Heath!
Because you are trying to put 5000 houses on the very reason I moved here in the first place!!
downsize
Because of the inept people in local government and council.
We bought our perfect home here only 6 months ago. We moved here because it is rural, we look out onto a wood. This is the only reason we bought this house. If these 5000 to 10000 new hoes are built around us we
will have to move again. We really dont want to do this.
better value housing elsewhere
I will move if you build Shapley Heath since it will destroy the rural environment around our village
to move near family
Too many new houses infrastructure unable to cope anymore way more busy than 10 years ago
Upsize
Only if this development is approved as the whole area will change for the worse
Because if you turn this wonderful town into a metropolis which is what this village is doing, along with all the other developments I will be forced further west
To a more rural part of hart
Not relevent
Moving closer to family
Some moron has proposed destroying the community we moved. ini to by building a stupidly large, unwanted and unnecessary housing estate
Downsizing in retirement
Downsize and move to different area (coast, AONB)
Considering Farnham, as Hart/Fleet council just have no clue when it comes to creating an attractive functional community based town center
If this project goes ahead I will relocate somewhere that will be more rural and won’t have traffic chaos
Move to coast
I hate this area!
It’s getting too busy- too much traffic, infrastructure is failing
If Shapley Heath is built, I may well move far away
SHGV will destroy Hart’s current environment, ecology, open spaces, sense of community and its rurality.
Yes if Shapley Heath is built as it will destroy what I love about Winchfield
If projects like the "Garden Village" and firther development ruin the rural feel of the village and surroundings, I will have to move.
Over built on town that has lost its identity. I was born in Fleet and spent 46 1/2 years here. The town and its urban sprawl and courting of the Croydon elite has pushed up house prices, endless green areas have been
destroyed. I have seen this town go from a small community driven place to a disjointed, over concreted soulless mess. All I can see is that will continue until We rename the town
FleetChurchCrookhamHookAldershotFarnborough.
Compared to previous places I’ve lived in, the area is not cohesive. There are extremes of wealth and a complete lack of meaningful pedestrian and cycleway infrastructure.
I may be forced to if this appalling concept goes ahead
Over crowding
If Shapley Heath is built the area will be destroyed, and no longer Hart.
To downsize, lose mortgage and to get away from the increasing development in the area.

Too many very high density housing projects, without improved infrastructure, while taking over green spaces
Will be attending university and hart will be outside of my price range when looking for a place to live immediately after university
We rent and there is little affordable housing so we are constantly moved on by private landlords who have made there quick buck so sell.
Current development plans are ruining the reason why we live where we do
If the garden village or other major developments like it come about, I will move to somewhere with countryside remaining
Depends how much more housing there is
Lack of local jobs - either London or not a lot
If this scheme comes to fruition, chaos will rapidly ensue
To get to a cheaper, greener community that is not a dormitory town and has more high street amenities..
Because area is being too heavily developed and loosing its rurality
To buy a bigger house.
Over development
If this goes ahead, we will leave the area
I object to SHGC
Downsize
Fleet is now overcrowded
This town is being destroyed by constant building. The outskirts are a constant building site and there is no investment in the infrastructure. Rush hour is chaos
Probably if SHGV is approved. If SHGV is going to be built people will take a hit on the value of their homes, but they will likely still sell and move somewhere more sensible. Possibly back into London where house prices
are going down. You might build SHGV, but at the cost of destroying the surrounding communities.
Area is being developed and housing increasing. Green space is reducing and towns and villages are merging
Don’t want to live in the concrete jungle you want to turn this in to!
Overpopulation
if this development were to go ahead then it will no longer be somewhere I want to be
If you build this monstrosity of a development the village will no longer have the charm and character that we love. We would have to move to regain that.
Because I do not want to live next to a massive new housing development, if Shapley Heath goes ahead, we will move to a different part of the UK
It depends, Winchfield is a very special place. Beautiful rural Hampshire! If the Winchfield gets destroyed by the development, I will have to consider moving.
Too many new homes being built
I will flee Hart if this crazy scheme goes ahead. Utter madness!
Church Crookham has become to built-up and traffic is bad
Roads are too busy, I fear going out of my front door.
I might be if this monstrosity goes ahead.
We will move if this development proceeds.
You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it has been shown to be the best development option (3)
SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Moving in with partner
Harts District Council provides poor services. areas is more rundown comparing to neighbouring areas
May well do if built all over.
To escape the unpleasant over development destroying the place I call home
Fleet is being over developed without a clear strategy. Way too many housing developments without appropriate infrastructure and health facilities to support the growth. There is also an obvious reduction in access to
open space, by both the military and also the council’s attitude to COVID risks and shutting access to open spaces ie Elvetham Heath nature reserve, formed on a poor understanding of statistics,. Fleet is being
developed on singular rather than a collective community.
Bigger house and more space.
Building the garden village would force me to move
Need to move to a larger house
Downsize
Age
If the Garden Village or large scale development goes ahead we will move. It will completely change the area, which is not what we bought into. We love the countryside.
Retirement

There is the possibility of a massive new development on the edge of the village that will ruin ifs rural nature
If SHGV were to go ahead, it would destroy the very reason we moved here, so time to go!
Hart's chaotic planning
Hook is not the village we moved to in 1984 - too big.
If the Shapley Heath Community is going to/or has been built
Loss of rural lifestyle
Only if you build SH as Hart will be a horrible place to live and Fleet will be derelict
Bigger property.
Urban extension meaning Fleet and Church Crookham are now overdeveloped.
Because Hart council are turning this into an urban environment
Getting older
House prices make upsizing impossible
Need a bigger house
If you build this horrible development then yes we will move to escape the urban sprawl.
Would like a bigger garden.
if SHGV development takes away the character and damages Dogmersfield i will definitely sell up and move.
Only if something as big as Shapley Heath goes ahead
If you build this development you will DESTROY the area
Downsize
If you totally abrogate your duty of care to the citizens of Hart and build this monstrosity
Depends if you build Shapely Heath, if so we're gone
If you go ahead with development and spoil what's already here
Because it's becoming too built up and busy and the area is becoming urban. There are too many cars, too much noise and pollution, too many people moving from London with no sense of community.
Shapley Heath will ruin the local area and negate the reason I moved to Hart.

Question 30: What is your employment status?
Answer Choices

Responses

Employed – Full-time
Employed – Part-time
Self-employed
Unemployed
Student
Retired
Prefer not to say
Other (please specify)

Responses

43%
10%
9%
1%
1%
27%
6%
2%
Answered
Skipped

326
74
64
11
4
205
48
18
750
447

50%

Other (please specify)

You ask me how you should proceed. Not if. This is
wrong. The Hampshire majority believe, (1) SHGV is
not needed. (2) SHGV should only be studied once it
has been shown to be the best development option
(3) SHGV is an unnecessarly climate-damaging
development (4) SHGV damages the possibility of
Fleet development / redevelopment (5) There is no
room for a Garden Village in the Winchfield area.
Irrelevant
Of independent means
Furloughed
I am ill-health retired
carer
Semi retired
independant means
Stay at home parent
I choose not to work
ble to even look for work due to being made seriously ill from toxic emissions.
Carer for my son/housewife
retired and working
Choose to work but could retire.
Unemployed Disabled
I do not agree with SHGV
Carer/ mother
can’t see the relevence

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
Responses
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Employed –
Full-time

Employed –
Part-time

Self-employed Unemployed

Student

Retired

Prefer not to
say

Other (please
specify)

Question 31: Do you have dependent children?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes
No
Prefer not to say

Responses
36%
58%
6%

Answered
Skipped

271
435
44
750
447

70%
60%
50%
40%
Responses

30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

No

Prefer not to say

Question 32: What is your age?
Answer Choices

Responses

Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 and over
Prefer not to say

Responses

0%
1%
6%
13%
22%
24%
13%
8%
12%

3
11
43
98
162
177
98
60
85
737
460

Answered
Skipped
30%

25%

20%

15%
Responses
10%

5%

0%
Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75 and Prefer not
over
to say

Question 33: What is your gender?
Answer Choices

Responses

Male
Female
Prefer not to say
Other (please specify)

Responses
46%
45%
8%
1%

342
337
59
5
743
454

Answered
Skipped
Other (please specify)
Transsexual attack helicopter
What a rude question
Non binary
AMAB
Gender fluid

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

Responses

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Male

Female

Prefer not to say

Other (please specify)

